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ABSTRACT

To mark its 25th anniversary, in 1991 the Strategic and Defence
Sfudies Centre held a major conference to consider how strategic
studies has changed over that period, and where it should be heading.
An outstanding group of specialists - both academic and practitioners -
brought global, regional and Australian perspectives to a range of
issues that will be important in the next decade. This volume consists
of the revised and edited versions of the papers prepared for the
conference.

It was an appropriate time for this examination as the world
was and is still undergoing the most fundamental transformation since
the end of the Second World War. But while at first glance the
strategic environment is more benign there are new world tensions.
What will happen to the Soviet nuclear arsenal? What new challenges
are ahead? What are the prospects for stability and security in our
region? Security studies is becoming more complex. In our region
there are more actors, both within the ASEAN counhies and among
the extra-regional countries such as China, fapan and India. A more
profound complexity is the broadening concept of security, with the
traditional concerns of insurgencies, separatism, expansion of
maritime capabilities and power proiection, being supplemented by
issues of economic and environmental security. In a challenging way
this volume examines the issues that will be crucial for securitv in the
years to come.



Canberra Papers on Strategy anil Defence are a series of monograph
publications which arise out of the work of the Strategic and Defence
Shrdies Centre, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian
National University. Previous CanbmaPaprs have covered topics such as

the relationship of the superpowers, arrlls control at both the superpower
and South+ast Asian regional level, regional strategic relationships and
maior aspects of Australian defence pollcy. For a list of those still available
refer to the last pages of this volume.

Unless otherwise stated, publications of the Centre are presented
without endorsenrent as contributions to the public record and debate.
Authors are responsible for their own analysis and condusions.
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PREFACE

The Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe was established in
ttre Reearch School of Pacific Studies at the Australian National
University in 796. To mark its 25th Anniversary in 1991 it was
decided to organise a maior international crcnference and to produce a
conunemorative volume on Strategic Studia in a Clunging Worlil. Tt,e
conferenca was held at the Australian National University from 29 fuly
to 1 August 1991. This volume consists of the revised and edited
papers preparcd for the conference.

The agenda for this 25th Anniversary project was two-fold.
First, it was to celebrate the extraordinary success of the strategic
studies activity in Aushalia and, more especially, the Centre itself,
over the past quarter of a century. As the Vice Chancellor of the
University, Professor Iaurie Nichol, stated in his Opaing Remarks to
the conference on 29 July:

The SEategic and Defence Studies Centre, which was
established 25 years ago, is one of this Universit/s
malJr succ€ss stories. Although not large in size, it
has rnade a maior contribution to research in its field
and has achieved an impressive international
reputation. It plays a central role in public debate
concerning strategic and defence issues in this
country, and provides extensive service to
goverrrment and Defence in this important area of
national poliry. I+st year, the Review of the Institute
of Advanced Shrdies of this University, chaired by the
Right Honourable Sir Mnian Stephen, cited strategic
studies as an illustration of trow well parts of the
Institutds research have met the goals of those who
created the ANU'.

The disproportionate impact of strategic and defence analysis
in Australia, focussed very much on the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, has been cause for remark and question overseas. In 19&4, for
example, Professor Hedley Bull observed in lnternational At'fairs, the
journal of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, that:
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No-one has yet explained satisfactorily why it is that
studies of sbategy and international relations have
flourished in Australia to such an extent that the
country is now befter known abroad by its experts in
this field thanby its swimmers and tennis players.l

And in his memoirs published recently, Denis Healey, former British
defence minister, wrote:

Even more impressive were the Australian academic
experts on defence. From the middle fifties Australia
has contributed far more to international
understanding of defence problems than any country
of similar size. The reputation of people like Hedley
Bull [and] Coral Bell ... has been high for two decades
on both sides of the Atlantic, and there is now a new
generation of comparable stature, such as Des Ball and
Andrew Mack. The climate of the Antipodes seems
conducive to producing god defence intellectuals and
Air Marshals, as well as great sopranos.2

During the course of the four days of the conference, the
achievements of the Centre received shong and warm commendation
from both Government officials and academics alike. For example, the
Govemor General, the Honourable Bill Hayden, stated:

My warm congratulations go to the Centre because of
the sheer impressiveness of the range and compledty
of its work over [the past quarter of a centuryl;
because of the consistently high standard of its
scholarship; and because the analytical skills it has
refined under the directorship of several distinguished
Heads have had an influence well beyond academic
cloisters.

During some three decades of public life, I know that
the Parliament, the Military, the Public Service and the

Hedley Bull, Sook Review: Strategy t+ Defence: Australian Essays',
lnt q national Aff air s, (Vol.6O No.3), Summer 1.984, p.4S 4.
Denis Healey,TheTime of My Lit'e, (Michael foseph, Londory 7989),
p.292.

1

2
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media have all benefited greatly from access to the
informed views of the Centre - through seminars,
personal contact with staff, through its extensive
publication list, and of course through various
academic fellowships. And it seems to me that one
very positive benefit of your inlluence has been to
inject the qualities of intellectual rigour, factual
analysis and reasoned argument into a subpct all too
easily prey to preiudice and superstition....

I wish to acknowledge my own gratitude for the
invaluable assistance I received from the Centre
during my many years in Parliament. It was a rich
lodestone of advice whether I was in Opposition or in
Government - as it has been to others. This kind of
interaction between scholars, policy makers and the
broader community was in fact the inspiration behind
the establishment of the Institute of Advanced Studies
in 1945.

May I say that the Centre has met that expectation
nobly and generously. Its reputation is €rs

distinguished intemationally as it is at home; ... I
cannot congratulate you too highly upon your
achievement.

The Minister for Defence Science and Personnel, the Honourable
Gordon Bilney, stated that:

The SDSC has made a major contribution to the
development of the strategic studies discipline in this
country.... The SDSC has shed considerable light [on
Australian defence problemsl in its first quarter
century: may it be a stronger beacon in the next.

And, on the academic side, Emeritus Professor f.D.B. Miller statd that
in his experience no university Centre tras been more successful than
this.... This has been a model enterprise. Long may it flourish'.

These congratulatory rernarks are very gratifying. Read in the
context in which they were made, they also provide something of the
explanation to which Hedley Bull alluded in his observation noted
earlier. But the conference was not designed around retrospection.
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The second and more substantive element of the agenda was
to take stock of the strategic developments of the past quarter of a
century and to assess their impact on the international system, on the
Asia/Pacific region, and, more particularly, on Australia's strategic
circumstancns; to provide a critique of the development of the strategic
shrdies discipline over this period; and to make some assessment of
the future of strategic sh.rdies in the post{old War era.

Much has changed over the past quarter of a century. In 7962,
the Cuban missile crisis brought the world the closest it has ever been
to nuclear war; a strategic nuclear exchange between the United States
and Russia today is almost inconceivable. In 1965, Australian boops
were sent to Vietnam in support of the massive US commitment
(which reached some 543,000 personnel in 1969); the US has made it
clear that ground forces of this scale will not be committed to war in
Asia again. ln 1968, the Soviet Union invaded Czechoslovakia, raising
the possibility of a maior East-West war in central Europe; there is little
chance of such a war in the foreseeable future.

The pace of change quickened dramatically in the late 1980s.

As Stanley Hoffmann observed in 1989:

There are periods of history when profound changes
occur all of a sudden, and the acceleration of events is
such that much of what experts write is obsolete
before it gets into print. We are now in one of those

Periods.3

The Cold War has ended. The central bipolar strategic balance has

been replaced by some qualified form of multipolarity. The Soviet
Union has collapsed and disintegrated, and been replaced by some 15

independent states struggling to establish national viability. More
generally, the nature of national and international security is itself
changing. Security is becoming more multidimensional, with the
military dimension decreasing in significance relative to economic,
environmental and other non-military factors.

In the Asia/Pacific region, change rnay be less dramatic but it
is no less profound than in Europe. The fundamental transformation

Stanley Hoffmann, '\ilhat Should We Do In The World?',The
Atlantic Monthly, October 1 989, p.84.
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of the strategic and political relations between Washington and
Moscow, the collapse of the Communist systems in Eastern Europe,
and the reductions in defence expenditures in the US and Europe have
not been rnatched in the Asia/Pacific region. Rather, the Asia/Pacific
region remains characterised by unresolved conllicts over disputed
territory and competing sovereignty claims, unreconstructed
Communist regimes (in the People's Republic of China, North Korea,
Vietnam and Laos), and continuing increases in defence expenditure
involving nurrrcrous new maior arns acquisition programs.
Nevertheless, the exbaordinary economic dynamism of Northeast and
Southeast Asia is inevitably transforming the fundamental security
architecture of the Asia/Pacific region. Many aspects of this
extraordinary dynamism are stabilising. On balance, however, the
changes are leading to greater uncertainty and complexity in the
regional security environment.

Australia's own basic national security policy has also been
fundarnentally transformed during this period. In contrast to the
policy of 'forward defence' and dependence upon 'great and powerful
friends'which obtained in the 1950s, a policy of defence self-reliance
has now been officially adopted which 'gives priority to the ability to
defend ourselves with our own resources'.4 The environrnent for
future Australian military operations is the Australian continent,
Australia's island territories, the 2OGmile Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ), and the air and maritime approaches. It has also been officially
recognised that Australia's security requires a policy of
'comprehensive engagement' in Southeast Asia.S Aushalia's defence
force structure is designed specifically for the defence of Aushalia; it
does not include capabilities specifically acquired for regional
operations. Nevertheless, defence resources, together with diplomatic
and economic resourc€s, are required for cooperative endeavours in
the region. The issues involved in determining the appropriate size

Paul Dibb Rroiant of Australia's Defence C-apabilitia: Rryrt to the
Minbtq for Defance, (Australian C,overnment Publishing Service,
Canberra, March 1986), p.51.
Senator the Hon. Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Australia's Regional Saurity, (Management Information
Processing, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, C-anberra,
December 1989), p.1.
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and capabilities of the Australian defence force, the operational
concepts for the defence of northern Aushalia, the command and
conhol arrangements, training requirements, and the extent and
character of support provided by the civil infrastructure, as well as the
most fruitful programs for and the resource implications of
comprehensive regional engagement, are both difficult and
controversial.

The agenda for the 25th Anniversary project was also both
conc€phral and practical. Conceptually, even the very definition of
security in the post4old War era is now in question. The relative
increase in the economic dimension as compared to the traditional
narrow military focus is ineluctable. The place of environmental
factors in security architechrres is more problematic. Clarification of
the conceptual issues conceming security in the post{old War era is
perhaps the important task facing the strategic studies discipline.

For those more policy-oriented, the challenges are daunting.
How can guidance be promulgated for force structure development
and operational concepts if it is 'obsolete before it gets into print'?5 As
security conoerrs become more regional and even global, rnore
attention will need to be accorded to the design of force postures
which contain the minimal military capabilities required for self-
defence in credible contingencies while also enhancing common
security regionally.

In fact, the conceptual and the policy issues are inseparable,
but this only makes the strategic studies exercise more challenging and
exciting. The SDSC 25th Anniversaly proiect, manifested in this
volurne, provides a comprehensive and exceptional armoury for
involvement in this exercise.

Desmond Ball
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre
Australian Na tional University
Canberra, February 1992

Stanley Hoffmann, "What Should We Do In the World?', The
Atlantic Monthly, October 1989, p.84.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

David Horner

This book brings together 18 papers presented at a conference
on Strategic Stuilia in a Changing Worlilheld at the Australian National
University from 29 luly to 1 August 1991. Held to mark the 25th
Anniversary of the formation of the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, the conference was a time for reflecting on what the Centre
had achieved, and also on what it might concentrate in the future.

But if the anniversary conference was to be worthwhile, it had
to do much more than bask in whatever successes the Centre might
have achieved for itself. For 25 years the Centre has carried the flag for
strategic studies as both an academic discipline and as a contributor to
policy debate in Australia. If the Centre was to be true to its charter
and its diripline, the conference needed to survey the whole field of
strategic studies, and this had to take place against the Centre's three
traditional areas of research - global strategy, regional security and the
defence of Aushalia.

By a happy coincidence, this conference on the fundamental
question of the role of strategic studies took place at a time of
profound change in t-re global strategic environment. The magnitude
of the recent changes can be grasped if we consider the strategic
environment at the time when the Cenbe was established. Globally,
the Cold War was at its height. The Cuban missile crisis had taken
place in 7962, and recent information out of Russia indicates that that
crisis was even more dangerous than the public had realised. The
Soviet Union was struggling to close the missile gap with the United
States. In 1964 Khrushchev was replaced by Brezhnev and Kosygin,
and they were less tolerant of public dissent. In 1968 Soviet tanks
rolled into Czechoslovakia, and a year later Soviet and Chinese forces
clashed.

In the early 1980s President Reagan was still describing the
Soviet Union as an 'evil empire'. Yet, by the beginning of 1992 that
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empire had completely collapsed. Under the leadership of President
Gorbachev, the Soviet Union had become more open, plans were
developed for massive restructuring, and arms reductions were
announced. Then the Communist monolith unravelled at an
astonishing rate. The Communist dictatorships of Eastern Europe
collapsed like dominos until, in a remarkable chain of events, the
whole Soviet Union disintegrated. At the beginning of 7992 the Soviet
Union no longer existed; it had been replaced with separate republics.
Without doubt the West had won the Cold War.

In the past 25 years there have been equally remarkable
changes in Aushalia's region. In 1966 the US was pouring troops into
Vietnam in what was already becoming a debilitating and painful war.
The US and Australia saw Communist China as a threat, alrnost on a
par with the Soviets. For several years the South East Asia Treaty
Organization had prepared plans to reinforce Thailand if the Chinese
pushed south through Laos. Closer to Australia, Indonesia posed a
mapr threat. It had gained control of Western New Guinea (West

Irian) and, under President Sukarno, had opposed the formation of the
new state of Malaysia. This had led to the perid oI Konfrontasi, in
which Indonesia sent'volunteers' into Malaysian territory, and Britain
deployed large numbers of hoops to Borneo to fight a little-known and
ultimately successful war.

Australia was closely involved in these events. Australian
troops had first gone to Vietnam in \962, and by 7966 a task force of
two battalions and support troops was in action in Phuoc Tuy
Province. At the same time an Australian battalion was operating in
Borneo. An Australian battalion and support units had been based in
Malaya since 1955. Australia's regional commitment demonstrated its
defence policy of forward defence. ln 7966 President |ohnson visited
Australia and the Prime Minister, Harold Holt, said that Australia was
'all the way with LBf'.

Regionally there have been dramatic changes. Following the
fall of Sukarno Indonesia reversed its policy of confrontation. The
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAI{) was formed, and
the differences between its states have either been resolved amicably,
or at worst have not been allowed to develop to a point of conflict.
Even the long+tanding Communist insurgency in Malaysia has at last
dissolved.
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The wars in Indochina continued for several years. The US
withdrew, the Communist nationalists took control of all of Vietnam,
the Khmer Rouge slaughtered their own people until the Vietnamese
invaded, and there was a short war between China and Vietnam. The
legacy of these wars continues, but at last peace looks to be possible in
Cambodia. Southeast Asia is at its most peaceful since before the
Second World War.

Within Australia there have been fundamental changes in
Defence policy. As mentioned, in 1966 the policy of 'forward defence'
meant that forces were based and in action overseas and the Services
were structured for this policy. Australia no longer has maior unib
based overseas and overseas deployments are either of a minor nature
or involved in United Nations peacekeeping operations. The Services,
reorganised as the Australian Defence Forcn (ADF), are now
structurcd for the defence of Australia. Over a period of 20 years the
new policy of self-reliance in an alliance framework has been refined.

Sonre of these changes have been gradual. For example, the
improvement in the security situation in Southeast Asia and the
changes to Australian defence plicy have taken place slowly. The
changes in the global strategic situation, however, have been
astonishingly fast, and have provided new challenges for the strategic
studies community. At first glance the strategic environment is more
benign. But there are new world tensions, the Gulf War being but one
example. What will happen to the East-West strategic nuclear balance?
Will the tensions in the former Communist countries give way to more
local wars as have already happened in Yugoslavia and the C-aucuses.?
Will another Sadam Hussein appear?

The end of the Cold War has increased rather then decreased
the likelihmd of regional conflicts, as it is not certain that the United
Nations would always intervene as it did over Kuwait, and regional
powers might not no longer be restrained by competing supe{powers.
Closer to home, what are the prospects for stability and security in the
region? What will be the result of a gradual US disengagement? Will
North Korea make one last desperate attempt at military victory?
Security developnrenb in our region are becoming much rnore
complex. In part, this arises from the increasing number of actors - the
ASEAI{ countries, Vietnam, China, fapan, India, the United States,
Russia, and Ausbalia. The primary interests of many of these actors
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are extsa-regional; for these the stability of the region is of secondary
concErn.

A morc profound source of compledty, however, is the
broadening of the concept of security itself. Security is becoming
multidimensional. Military concerns will of course remairy with
insurgent and separatist forces in some countries, the expansion of
maritime capabilities in others, and the increasing power Proiection
capabilities of countries near to, but outside the region, such as Iapan,
China and India. These military concerns increasingly will be
supplemented by issues of economic and environmental security.

The chapters that follow tackle these wide-ranging issues, and
have been grouped to reflect the traditional research interests of the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre.

Part 1 examines strategic studies in Australia. The first
chapter, by the Governor4eneral of Australia, the Hon. Bill Hayden,
sets the scene with a compelling argument as to why strategic studies
is as important as ever, despite the momentous changes in the world.
As a former Foreign Minister and long-standing student of world
affairs, Mr Hayden says that it is his 'melancholy duty' to remind us
that the 'new circumstances do not mean that the tools of lthe strategic
studiesl trade... have become redundant'.

The next two chapters are by men who were closely involved
with the formation of the Strategic and Defence Studies Crntre.
Professor Tom Millar was the first head of the Centre, and he explains
some of the early problems involved with its forrnation. He then goes
on to outline the development of strategic and defence studies in
Australia. Professor Bruce Miller was head of the Department of
Intemational Relations at the Aushalian National University, and
partly responsible for the establishment of the SUategic and Defence
Studies C-entre within his department. He provides a fascinating
insight into the lack of academic involvement in defence issues up to
that time.

Part 2 of the book presents global perspective on nelv
directions for strategic studies, and examines some of the important
issues for the years ahead. Professor Martin van Creveld, a
distinguished military historiary provides an excellent background
with his analysis of the structure of strategic studies. He argues that
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like other sciences, strategic studies has become a captive of existing
paradigms. Cenhal to these paradigms is the work of C-arl von
Clausewitz. Van Creveld argues that, in this era of change strategic
studies must look beyond the paradigms of the last two hundred years
- the discipline 'must mend its ways, and fast, or else become
irrelevanf.

Mr Sean Lynn-Jones of Harvard University takes a more
practical approacl; arguing that international security studies should
not be lured into areas such as environmental issues, but should
concentrate on the issues that relate essentially to military security.
But within this area, he outlines a range of subjects which need further
study. The end of the Cold War does not mean a decline in strategic
studies; rather it should stimulate further growth in the diripline.

Professor Robert ONeill, a former Head of the Strategic and
Defence Studies Cenhe, attempts perhaps the most challenging task, to
forecast sbategic bends during the next decade. He sees five issues on
which government will be tested: the problems of managing an
increasingly multipolar world, nuclear weapons, economic
cooperation, improvement of the quality of government and the
fostering of regional cooperation.

Dr Colin Gray writes as an academic who has been dosely
involved in policy-making in the United States, and he addresses the
crucial issue of the extent to which academic theorists can contribute to
policy. He argues that strategic theorists have the time for reflection
not allowed to policy-makers, and that they played an important role
during theColdWar.

The chapter by Dr Alexei Arbatov, from Moscow, on the
dilemmas of Shategic Defence and START II demonshates the real
problem of strategic studies at the moment. At first glance his chapter,
finalised only a few days before the attempted coup in Moscow, might
seem to have been out of date almost before the ink had dried. After
all, the Soviet Union now no longer exists, and both Russia and the
United States have announced reductions in nuclear weapons.
However, in another sense the chapter is highly relevant because it is a
reminder that despite the political changes, thousands of nuclear
weapons still exist, and indeed in the Commonwealth of Independent
States they are now controlled by a number of states. The technical
issues explained by Dr Arbatov will be in the forefront of discussions
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between the nudear powers in the coming years, and the perspective
from Moscow is useful, for in many respects there can be no more
important strategic issue in the next few years.

It is not certain whether Dr Gwynn Prins, the author of the
chapter on a new focus for security studies, would agree with the
preceding observation. He admits that one short-term objective is
clearing up the debris after the Cold War, but he gives equal, perhaps
more, emphasis to environmental issues, which he believe might cause
conflict in the future. He disputes the value of traditional strategic
studies asserted by Colin Gray and Sean Lynn-Jones. Whether or not
the environrnent will become the central issue in strategic studies in
the future, Dr Prins' chapter is a reminder that the issues can no longer
be ignored by the established school of theorists and practitioners.

Part 3 of the book nroves from global issues to the concerns of
Australia's region. Professor Kernial Sandhu trom Singapore begins
the discussion by outlining the evolution of strategic studies research
centres in Southeast Asia. He makes a strong case that regional
strategic issues must be researched and developed by strategists from
the regiory not iust by outsiders. Furthermore, the shategic issues
within the region are different from those in other regions; as he puts
it, Southeast Asians need always to keep their feet planted firmly in
realms of the real and not imagined reality, because in the final
analysis it is a full understanding of what Southeast Asia actually is
that counts'.

Professor Kusuma Snitwongse from Thailand builds on
Professor Sandhu's arguments and describes in more detail the
strategic development in Southeast Asia. As well as outside pressures,
the countries of the region face the old dilemmas of nation-building:
growth and equity, national integration and assimilation; stability and
participation. External intervention in domestic cpnflict is unlikely -
the problem is one of internal stability.

In his chapter Mr Mohamed fawhar from Malaysia looks to
further enhance security in Southeast Asia. He argues that ways have
to be found to include Indochina and Myanmar in the concert of
Southeast Asian nations. He seeks a positive approach of confidence
building measures arnong all countries in the region, and proposes a
Southeast Asian regional process, to include Indochina and Myanmar,
to operate alongside ASEAN.
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Dr Jusuf Wanandi's chapter on the Australia-lndonesia
relationship is important for two reasons. Firs0y, Indonesia is
Australia's largest neighbour, relations have been turbulent,leading to
brief armed conllict in the confrontation period of the lftiOs, and there
are vast cultural, economic, ethnic and historical differences between
the two countries. Secondly, Indonesia is the largest country in
Southeast Asia and its views on the region are of particular
importance. Dr Wanandi calls for increased attempts by both
Australia and Indonesia to understand the nature of the respective
societies; as he puts it, 'the two nations are neighbours and have to live
together in peace and to develop normal relations'.

While the countries of Southeast Asia seek to work out their
own future, the reality is that events in Northeast Asia will have an
effect far beyond the confines of that area. In his chapter on security
issues in Northeast Asia Professor Stuart Harris, a former Secretary of
the Australian Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, surveys the
sbategic conc€rns of the maior players: the United States, the Soviet
Uniory lapan, China, Korea and Taiwan. Since he wrote his paper
Russia has replaced the Soviet Union, but the strategic imperatives
remain much the same. On balance, he sees a pattern of instability,
and although it is further away than Southeast Asia, he argues that
Australia must rernain involved in this crucial region.

Part 4 of the book concenbates on Ausbalian security and
strategy, and the first chapter is by the Hon. Gordon Bilney, the
Minister for Defence Science and Personnel. He argues that the
Australian tabor Party must take a large rneasure of credit for
changng Australia's defence policy from one of 'forward defence' to
that of a self-reliant defence of Australia. He would welcome further
interaction between academic institutions and the defence
organization.

The next chapter, by Senator Gareth Evans, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs and Trade, takes a wider view, and considers the
regional security environment from an Australian perspective. He
emphasises the need for cooperation in the rcgron, with concentration
on confidence-building measures. As he puts it, 'we should aim to
build an inter-locking web of contacts, dialogue arangenrcnts and
cooperative shategies'.
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The Chief of the Defence Force, General Peter Gratio& has

been responsible for implementing the government's military strategy
for the past five years. In his chapter he firstly describes the
considerable rrcasures taken by the Australian Defence Force to
enhance its ability to conduct strategic analysis. He then gocs on to
outline the measures taken to implement the government's shategy,
shifting the balance of forces towards the maritime environment,
moving forces north and west, cooperating with regional defence
forces, modernising the ADB and developing home'grown military
conc€pts.

In the final chapter Professor Paul Dibb Head of the Strategic
and Defence Studies, seeks to pull together the various shands in the
other chapters. He argues that the discipline needs to be sensitive to
policy imperatives. Noting that the preceding chapters place liftle
emphasis on defence studies, as distinct from the broader strategic
studies, he suggests that more attention be given to the economics of
defence. Like Mr Flayden in his chapter, he wams that conflict
between nations has not become obsolete. The security environment
of the future will be militarily more, not less threatening.

Although only a few months have passed since the CenEe's
25th Anniversary conference was held, in that time the global sbategic
environment has continued to change rapidly. Indeed rapid change
has become the one constant feature. However, the chapters in this
book have not been written with any particular scenario in mind.
Rather, the underlying theme of all chapters is the need to reassess

strategic priorities and the subjects for analysis. In this sense the book
remains higNy relevant to present day practitioners and theorisb.
Against an historical background, this book reminds us that in the
midst of change it is important to pause and to take the long view.



CHAPTER 2

STRATEGIC STUDIES
AND THE CHANGING WORLD

The Hon. Bill Hayden

It is a pleasure for rne to ioin you for the official opening of this
25th Anniversary Conference of the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, here at the AustralianNational University.

I want to begin my remarks immediately by congratulating the
Centre: not iust for surviving for a quarter of a century - althougtrthat
is a notable achievernent, if I understand correctly media comments
from our universities in these interesting times. Rather, my wann
congratulations go to the Centre because of the sheer impressiveness
of the range and complexity of ib work over those yearc; because of
the consistently high standard of its scholarship; and because the
analytical skills it has refined under the directorship of several
distinguished Heads have had an inlluence well beyond academic
cloisters.

During some three decades of public life I know that the
Parliament, the Military, the Public Service and the media have all
benefited greatly from access to the informed views of the Centre -
through seminars, personal contact with staff, through its extensive
prrblication list, and of course through various academic fellowships.
And it seems to me that one very positive benefit of your influence has
been to ini,ect the qualities of intellectual rigour, factual analysis and
reasoned argument into a subject all too easily prey to preiudice and
superstition.

If some of your overseas visitors are a little nonplussed by that
last comment, I merely recall that for a long tinre in posi-war AujUaUa
discussion of strategic matters, foreign policy and defence
arrangements had a strong element of voodooism and witch doctor
bone'pointing about it.
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A lot of rather silly claims were put forward by otherwise
quite sensible, sober-sided people.

To disagree with some of the views from the radical right was
too often equated with unpatriotic behaviour. To challenge the
equivalent fanciful creed from those positioned well to the left was to
risk being branded an enemy of the people. Either way it could be
hard for contmon sense to get a hearing.

I am pleased to say there is not much of that nonsense about
now. There ane nurny reasons for the change, no doubt, but not the
least of them has been the work of this centre over the past two and a
half decades.

I wish to acknowledge my own gratitude for the invaluable
assistance I received from the Centre during my many years in
Parliament. It was a rich lodestone of advice whether I was in
Opposition or in Government - as it has been to others. This kind of
interaction between scholars, poliry makers and the broader
community was in fact the inspiration behind the establishment of the
Institute of Advanced Studies in 1945.

May I say that the Centre has met that expectation nobly and
generously. Its reputation is as distinguished internationally as it is at
home; and, as I say, I cannot congratulate you too highly upon your
achievement.

Well, here we are 25 years down the track, and a multitude of
mapr developments have occurred in that time. Change - sometimes
dramatic change - continues of course,:rs you recognise in the theme of
your conference, Strategic Studia in a Clanging World. And I would
like to share a few thoughts with you on some of the broader aspects
of what is, inevitably, a vast and complex topic.

Some of the more obvious changes over the past quarter
cenhrry have been in the field of military technology. The advances in
laser-guided weaponry, for instance, have challenged the
inventiveness of science fiction writers.

Yet for all those achievements, the soldier on the ground is still
vital to the outcome of battle. I think we need to constantly caution
ourselves against too much enthusiasm for technology at the expense
of combat troops.
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Technology worked like a marvel in the recent Gulf conflict,
but I feel there would have to be less confidence whether it was as
productive in the 1986 Libyan bombing raids. It failed in the Vietnam
War - although I acknowledge the explanation of that failure involved
rnany more considerations than just a too-sanguine confidence in the
role of technology.

If I might say so, watching the incendiary fireworks' on
television earlier this year as the breathtakingly advanced, expensive,
and massive amounts of military hardware rained down on Iraq. a
simple theme kept running through my mind: 'thank goodness a rnairr
East-West conllict never broke ouf . It would have been the carnage of
all carnage. Both sides would have fought tenaciously for air
superiority. Each would have tried to match the other with equipment
and forces on the ground. The skies would have been filled with
missiles creating dreadful destruction.

And while we now know the awesome economic weaknesses
of the Eastern bloc, I believe it would have mobilised every resource it
had in a sustained and tenible final spasm in defence of an arid
ideology and a loved motherland.

For the West, too, rnanaging the aftermath of such a conflict
would have presented its own enonnous costs and disabilities. And
none of this addresses the nuclear option, one that most certainly
would have been built into the equation of conflict at some stage - and
I think at an early one.

How the scene has changed in two short years! Today, mapr
East-West conflict seems exhemely unlikely, although conunon
prudence cautions us that developments in the Soviet Union have to
be carefully monitored. The potential dangers of counter-revisionism
and even of reemerged revanchism cannot totally be written off.

Under certain conditions, a onceproud superpower hobbling
and stumbling through profound economic disabilities and social and
political divisions, could represent a wide and serious problem -
although the prospect, at present, seems slight.

Nevertheless, it is my melancholy duty to remind you that
these new circumstances do not mean that the tools of your trade - the
skills of your profession - have become redundant.
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On the conhary, for all the brute force of strategic and
conventional deployment, of sinew and muscle in the defence
capabilities and expressions of political resolution backing up the
superpowerc, there w€ul a predictability and a bearable form of
stability behind the potential horror of it all.

But in this new situation, there is much less certainty. We
have what has been called a 'unipolay' world, where the stain of
operating as the international stabiliser falls most heavily on to the
shoulders of the United States.

It is still the most powerful military and economic state on the
globe. Ib economy as a percentage of world GNP is about on line with
its position for most of this century. It has a larger eaonomy than that
of Cermany and fapan together. In per capita terms it exceeds that of
either of those two counbies; and if the technique of consumer
expenditure equivalents is applied, the comparison with the rest of the
world shows the United States in an even stronger position.

Yet by 1996, US defence outlays are expected to fall from 5.4

per c€nt of GNP to 3.6 per cent, the lowest level since 1939. This is still
a hefty military budget in comparative international terms. But
questions arise: is it enough to maintain suPerPower status? Is it
adequate to respond to another Gulf-type crisis? What does
superpower status mean?

William Pfaff, writing in the 'Arnerica and World 7990/91'
edition of Foreign Affairs, persuasively argues that it is not enough to
be a nuclear power or a mapr economic power. Britain and France
fulfil those criteria, but are not superpowers.l

His criteria is the ability of a superpower to pay its own way to
maintain its role as such. He says,I think with excessive harshness:

The [G]ulf deployment was accompanied by an appeal
for other nations to pay for it, a demand the United
States would never have made in the past, and one
that itself amounted to a tacit renunciation of

William Pfaff, 'Redefining World Powe/, Forcign Affairs, (Vol.7Q

No.l), 7991,pp.34-35.
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superpower standing. Superpowers pay their own
way2

I think themore compelling point is that the scale and expense
of modern ornflict, like that of the Gulf, is more than any single
country would want to bear alone today - even one as rich, resourceful
and generous as the United States. This manifests itself troubtingly
when such a nation sees other countries with large and rich economies
evidently unwilling to play a direct role in some cases, or in others
prepared only to consider a role quite incomrrrensurate with their
resource ability to do so, in protecting what are regarded as the
international rights of certain nations and Fople (even, perhaps, a
national interest of their own), and of cours€ the interests of the
Western Alliance.

I t ay be too simplistic, but it seenrs to nn that certain
principles were adumbrated at the time of the Gulf conflict which
implied an obligation to certain courses of conduct in the event of
further incidents where territorial sovereignty is threatened by another
country bent on some form of expansion. Of course it would depend
on a number of qualifications - central arnong them being the
functioning of the security council of the United Nations.

One must, however, ask whether these commibnents could be
lived up to, not iust in a military sense but also in resolve?

I am afraid it has been my experience that the UN can be quite
a faulty mechanism at times of major world stress. While the befter
East-West ahnosphere would seem to offer the hope of improvement, I
think it would be naive to conclude that the UN system henceforth will
work with smooth efficiency and effectiveness.

There are other considerations. Over time, will the American
pmple relish the idea of mainly their mery women and equipment
fighting wars internationally sanctioned by the UN, while other rich
and able countries pay the bills, keep their populations at horne
productively engaged in the civilian workforca, and get on with
building their economies? There is in this, I zuspect, a nascent worry
for the American pmple.

2 lbiil.,p.37.
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For one thin& there is the exposure to the suffering of
individual American families bereaved in such conflicts. This did not
translate into political reaction during the Gulf ctisis for obvious
reasorui, although one could not say this would necessarily be so in the
future.

Given the high-minded, and in many ways inspiring
philosophical principles with which the American community tends to
address the big questions before it, there may well be other causes for
national selfdoubt about such roles in the future.

The Anrerican national psyche is fascinating - quite capable of
containing contradictory values, with one or the other prevailing at
different times.

For instance, if I read American history correctl, in the middle
of the last century there was the notion of 'manifest destiny', of
delivering liberal democratic values to other nations, and even of
releasing them from restrictive political systems into freedom; one
detects something of that thinking in post-Second World War
American Foreign Policy. Between the World Wars, on the other hand,
the United States was isolationist, preserving itself from the 'tain( of
European big power lrnnoeuwes by keeping clear, very largely of
external entanglements.

There is some evidence that this outlook if reasserting itself in
the United States. In an extremely lucid and cogent article in The

Natiorul lnteraf, Fall 1990 edition, Jeane |. Kirkpatrick says this:

Most of the international military obligations that we
assumed were once important are now outdated... It
is time to give up the dubious benefits of superpower
status and become again a usually successful, open
American rePublic.3

Although Mrs Kirkpatrick disclaimed isolationism as 1\lot a
viable alternative',4 I nonetheless interpret her article as

conscientiously leading in that direction - at least in so far as foreign

feane f. Kirkpatrick, 'A Normal Country in a Normal Time', The

N ational lnWaf, (No.21 ), Fall 1990, p.44.
lbiil.,p.42.
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policy and defence entanglements like those of the past are concerned,
as against cornmercial ones.

In the same article she remarks, 'the end of the Cold War frees
tinre, attention, and resources for American needs'.S And that rrrcans
taking 'care of pressing problems of education, family, industry and
technolog/ in America. Given serious weaknesses in the American
economy: of too-large a reliance on debt, of asset sales to foreign
investors to rnaintain living standards, of inefficient work practices
and dated capital equipment, of surprisingly low savings ratios, of
serious public sector decay, even failure, in essential infra-structural
systenu - and as an Ausbaliary I would not smugly suggest that
America is alone in experiencing these eqcnomic woes - one can well
appreciate why this new focus on policy priorities may prove to have
influential appeal in many quarters of that country.

Of course, these kinds of problems would only be attended to
marginally through the savings made by a United States substantially
more disengaged from the world. In fact, the nature of the economic
weaknesses require a number of decisive, sustained, and not very
popular economic measures.

We should also bear in mind that the remedy for the US
economy is a two-edged sword. As its deficit goes down, its demand
for imports will conhact. Depending on how rapidly and severely the
remedy is applied, world bade could suffer a sharp jolt.

This, I might add, is why I find Paul Kennedy's somewhat
onedimensional focus on the cost of defence as an economic conoder
not quite as cpnvincing as I would wish.5 That, however, is a stoqy for
somebdy else to recount - somebody who is not necessarily better
informed than me, but who certainly has more freedom to explore
those issues than has a modest Governor€eneral on a short leash!

If this line of thinking about what seems the trend in current
American activities has any validity in it, it does not imply - as I

lbiil.,p.40.
See Paul Kennedy, The Riv- anil FaII of the Grat Powqs: Economk
Clnnge anil Military Conflict from 7500 to 2N0, (Random House,
New York, 1987).

5

6
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understand it - total disengagement by the United States from a world
political and miliary outreach.

As a major trading nation, that would not be a pensuasive
option. What could be a credible option is an ouheach to selected
parts of the world in defence of direct American national interests. Ln
short, a more limited, selective role.

Which nations, thery would be prepared to fill in the blank
spac€s on the globe left by the United States? I suspect that Germany
is too busy rescuing what was East Germany from the discard bin of
economic misery, to focus with much conviction on other parts of the
world. Indeed, the Europeans are probably too inward-looking and
too preoccupied with domestic economic success to look beyond the
commercial ramparb they have erected around thecommunity.

Japan is economically strong and commercially aggressive.
But there arc notable sensitivities, of which lapar is already aw.ue,
should she proiect a military capability in the Asia-Pacific region. On
the other hand, fapan's commercial interests are so large, influential
and expanding, that it may well prove difficult for Japan to maintain
her relatively quiet, modest foreign relations in the region.

The region is more and more becoming a sphere of fapanese
influence. One of the most important questions that you, as analysb,
will have to consider is whether this will transform into a sphere of
political and strategic influence as a natural evolution of trends?

There is no toncer( in the world, as it were, whether it be
founded on the UN or some other basis, through which balances of
power are worked out and peace maintained, such as followed in the
wake of the congress of Vienna after the Napoleonic wars.

True, the European community has engaged in much activity
after the recent eruptions in Yugoslavia. The situation is still
unfolding; though whether the process has given rays of hope for the
future, or shone light on potential shortcomings, must, I think, at this
stage remain an open question.

If t am correct this far, then the new order around the globe
could face an extended period where in some areas the system may
falter and flounder, and others where it may not work at all.
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Now there will be rnany liberal, humanitarian people
distressed at what I have been inferring about the benefits of big
power roles, and the problems that could arise in the absence of power
play. They are people who are commendably apprehensive about the
horrors of modern warfare and the weaporui it uses. And yet the truth
is that they face the prospect of being impaled on the horns of a
dilemma. kt me quote from an address given in Washington nine
months ago by the United States Secretary for Defense, Mr Dick
Cheney:

By the year 2000, more than two dozen developing
nations will have ballistic missiles, 15 of those
countries will have the scientific skills to make their
own, and half of them either have or are near to
getting nuclear capability as well. Thirty countries
will have chemical weapons and 10 will be able to
deploy biological weapons.T

I fear that the sorb of hiatuse one foresees in the wake of
potential changes in the world power order make it likely that these

trends will in fact be accentuated - with all the risks of instability and
conflict that entails.

Where does the answer reside? My high-minded friends will
say, the United Nations. I hope they are right. I will only repeat that I
stepped down as Foreign Minister of this country in 1988, with less

confidence in the UN's ability to handle problems of the kind I have
outlined, than I had when I took up the office in early 1983.

Ladies and gentlemen, what this lengthy discursion suggests is
that there is abundant fertile ground from which new challenges will
proliferate to test the resourcefulness and analytical skills of scholars
such as yourselves.

In the Asia/Pacific region which most particularly concerns
Australia, a diminished unipolar involvement should more sharply
focus our attention and our sense of national interest. If |eane
Kirkpatrick proves to be right over time in her claim that numy

Dick Cheney, 'Opening Remarks to the Second Annual
Conservative Leadership Conference', (Washington, D.C., 9
November 1990), transcript, p3.
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American international obligations are butdated', what does this

mean for our own various iurangements? If the American presence in
the region changes, it will have profound consequences for Aushalia's
defenie and foieign policy, and it seen$ to me that a great deal of
thinking will have to be done about the nature of our response. In a
wider perspective, the sound and sucrcessful government of the

countriis irrour immediate region is exhemely important to Australia.
A breakdown in political systems and tsansfers of power, or
instabilities arising from social or economic causes, could have direct
consequenc€s for us.

My own teacup reading - which is the protean material for so

much sctrolarly forecasting - is that nrany of these matters would
involve consideration of internal problems, if any indeed were to
occur. How does the region respond to such events given the present
state of international law? There could be proximity effects. There are

our interests in some of our most important trade routes. There are the
issues arising from the large'scale movement of what have been called
'economic refugees'. The arrival of the first boat people 14 years ago

surely demonsLated that Australia is no longer physically isolated

from problems in other parts of the world. From which, incidentally,I
do not exclude environmental problems.

I remain to be fully convinced of the imminence of the

'greenhouse effecf. Yet if the theory is only partially co1ec! rising
sea levels could submerge some of the most heavily populated South
Pacific Islands, and inundate the most fertile coastal parts of others.

What is Australia's role in that eventuality - not iust in providing
material and logistic suPPort, but in resettling the homeless?

I would like to conclude these necessarily brief remarks with
one or two pieces of advice for my fellow countrymen and women

who discourse about Australia's place in the region. We are fortunate
in being a liberal, pluralist democracy, and as such we tend to be

rather vociferous proselytisers of the system - sometimes downright
stridently so. But we should be under no illusion that our conduct can
jar and- offend our neighbours. Indeed, it can considerably
disadvantage our national interests without in any way helping the

cause of others as, for example, with human rights.

I do not suggest that we become mute on such topics; but there

are methods of handling these matters in ways that do not damage our
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national interesb and which make important contributions to those
other concems.

I think, too, that because liberal democracy works so well for
us it does not necessarily mean it can easily - let alone successfully - be
grafted to systems based on quite different cultural values.

Some of thehectoring of other nations by which certain people
indulge themselves in this country, under the mistaken belief that it is
well-founded and valuable advice and therefore will be accepted as
such, has in fact been received as gratuitously offensive.

I have sometimes wondered how we should respond if our
goverrunent was struggling to contain a bigoted outbreak of
fundarnentalist Christian excess, such as distinguished Europe at the
tirne of the reformation, and we received advice that we were handling
the situation wrongly from a neighbour who neither knew nor
understood the very large dangers to ordinary freedoms and regional
stability should that movement get out of hand?

Hypothetical, of course. But it does remind that in any
consideration of regional or global affairs, it is always essential, to
consider a premise from every perspective.

Ladies and gentlemen, as I said at the beginning, the Suategic
and Defence Studies Centre has conhibuted immeasurably over the
past 25 years to raising the level of intellectual understanding and
reasoned debate on these issues.

From a personal point of view, the contacts I have had with
the Centre have been of profound assistance in developing my own
perceptions. I hope I have been able to repay something of that debt
by sharing these thoughts with you.

However that may be, I do once again congratulate the Centre
on its achievements over the past quarter centu4y, and express the
sincere wish that you will continue to grow in strength and analytical
insight over the next 25 years.

The issues with which you deal, as scholars and as participants
in this conference are of the utmost importance for this natiory the
region, and the world we share.



CHAPTER 3

STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STUDIES
IN AUSTRALIA

T.B. Millar

I am delighted and honoured to be part of this conference
celebrating a quarter of a century of the Centre, and I thank the Centre
for making it possible for me to attend.

At the beginning of his excellent book of memoirs, Dean
Acheson quotes the Thirteenth Century Spanish monarch, Alphonso X,
who said that if he had been present at the creation of the universe, he
would have had some sound advice to give the Creator, for a rather
better ordering of things. Having been present at the creation of the
Cenbe, I cannot absolve myself of any responsibility, but looking at its
achievements over these twenty five years, I can only wonder at the
size and strength of the oak which has sprung from the acorn we then
planted.

I joined ANU when I was in London in fuly 1962, and arrived
in Canberra by train in October. Canberra railway station in those
days was, I believe the original edifice, built out of weatherboards
fifty years earlier and painted government brown. It was an
appropriate station for a one-horse country town; it was not
particularly appropriate for the national capital, but the national
capital was only in the early stages of moving from the one-horse
country town it had been to becoming the city we now have. The lake
bed had been scraped, and the lake was beginning to fill. Those crude
barrack-like structures which now house so much of the Department
of Defence had not yet been built. Major goverrunent departrnents,
including Defence, had only recently moved to Canberra, Defence
being housed alongside External Affairs in that sunken battleship
known as the Adminisbation Building. Mr R.G. Menzies had been
Prime Minister for the previous 13 years, and looked like going on
being Princ Minister for ever, so divided was the Labor Party. The
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Liberals had had a narrow squeak at the 1961 election, but God was
now back in his heaven and all was right with the world.

Well, perhaps not all. Australia still had a battalion and some
aircraft in Malaya, although the Emergency there had been declared
over. Sukarno was prodaiming the New Emerging Forces which were
to take over from the forces of Neocolonialism. The ferment in
IndoChina which had forced the end of French rule there was
continuing, despite the arrangements made at the 1954 Geneva
convention. The Kennedy administration in the United Sates had put
its foot into the quagmire of Vietnam, believing that American power
and efficiency and goodwill, from an impeccably anti-imperial
background, would settle the mess left by the departing colonial
French, and strike a blow for freedom and against communism in the
process. Although the term had not gained current usage, Australian
security was based on the concept of 'forward defence', i.e. that
Australia should be defended, largely by powerful friends, as far
forward of the mainland and with as little cost to Ausbalia as possible.
An idea of the size of the cost was the provision in 7962 at American
request of a mere 30 instructors to help train the South Vietnamese
army.

I |oined the Department of International Relations, at that time
housed in Uversidge Street in the building now accommodating
University Information. One day in mid-1963 I had a visit from Arthur
l.owndes, a member of the Australian Broadcasting Commission and
President of the Australian Institute of Political Science (AIIIS). He
told me that the Institute held a sununer school in Canberra every
January, and the 1954 conference was to discuss Australian defence
and foreign policy. He was looking for someone to give a paper on
'Australia's defence needs'. I told him that I was not the one. I had left
the regular army as a young captain in 1950 and the CMF as a maior in
1953. I was singularly ill-informed on defence questions. The area of
my research at AlrlU was international institutions, especially the
United Nations and the Commonwealth. I suggested he try one of the
generals. He said that no serving officer would be allowed to give the
paper, and they had tried everyone else they could think of. fb, faute
de mieux, I took it on, and the whole course of my life was changed.
This conference stems in a direct line from Arthur Lowndes's visit and
his powers of persuasion.
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Writing the paper was a considerable challenge to me. Despite
having had eight years in the regular army, I am not by nature a
militaqy rnan; so I consulted everyone I could find. I remember going
to Defence and talking with Gordon Blakers and Sam landau, then (I
think) Assistant Secretaries. I had a list of about twenty questions.
The two men were friendly and polite, but were able, or prepared, to
answer almost none of my questions, on grounds of military security.
Defence, in the goverrunent's view, was not a matter for public inquiry
or debate; the public should simply accept the defence provisions
which the government, in its superior wisdom and knowledge,
provided. I remember asking for the outline of the pentropic divisiory
into which the Australian Army was in the process of being
reorganised. They said this was classified information. I pointed out
that if I was still in the CMF I would be giving lectures on this subject.
Yes,' they said, hnd you would be subject to military discipline.'

During those few months I spent writing that paper,I learned
my first lesson about getting information which the establishment, for
whatever honourable or dishonourable reasory wants to conceal from
the public you don't go to the top for they won't tell you. You don't
go to the bottom, because they never know more than a tiny bit of the
pichrre, and even thafs often distorted. You go to the bright people in
the middle the ones who've had some experience of the system, want
to see it improved but can't do much about it themselves. I spoke to
everyone who would speak to me, and gradually put together a paper
full of splendid sentiments, pungent comments, and proposals for
brilliant initiatives. Then one day, as I was reading over the
mellifluous phrases with more than a hint of self-satisfaction, a terrible
thought came to me: if you were the Minister for Defence, would you
do the things which here you so fervently advocate? And I realised
that I would not necessarily do them. So, for good or ill, I rewrote the
paper and gave it at the conference at the Australia Day weekend in
fanuary 1964.r

Reading it again 27 years later, it seems to me to have not been
a bad paper. Bernard Shaw said that he liked to quote himself as it

The paper was subsequently published as ?ustralia's Defence
Needs', in fohn Wilkes (ed.), Australia's Defmce anil Forcign Poliry,
(Angus and Robertson, for the Australian Institute of Political
Science, Melbourne, 1964), chapter 3.
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added spice to his conversation. I don't claim his literary felicity, but I
believe that most of what I said at that conference still stands up.
Among other things, I said that Australia is primarily and ultimately
responsible for its own security; that we must produce security if we
are to consume it - we must pay our insurance premiums, our dub
fees. I recommended that we should not be involved in operations in
both Malaya and Vietnam simultaneously, but if we were to be able to
make a significant contribution in the region we had no alternative to
introducing some form of conscription. I was critical of the pentropic
organisatiory which was splendid in theory but unwieldy in operation,
and of the decision to buy the F-111 aircraft, still at that stage on the
drawing boards. I recommended that we have a foint Services Staff
College, and a lot of other things. Several eminent people tmk me to
task for my proposals. Malcolm Fraser, then a rising young Liberal
backbencher, couldn't understand why I was not better informed - I
only had to ask, he said. General Wilton, CGS, called me in and told
me that I didn't know what I was talking about as regards the
pentropic division, and he caused an article to be written and
published in the Australian Army lourrul, entitled King of the )ungle or
Paper TigerT2 A few months later the penhopic organisation was
abandoned, so presunrably it was not the king of our jungle. Air Chief
Marshal Scherger, Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, called
me in and told me I didn't know what I was talking about regarding
the F-lll. He quoted to me from Fortune Magazine. I quoted to him
from Aaiation We* anil Spce Technology, It turned out to be a good
aircraft, but of course we didn't get it until long after the time when
our political masters had thought it might be needed.

The Summer School generated considerable public debate on
defence matters, more than at any time since World War II. I like to
think that my contribution, together with that of the Minister for
External Affairs (Sir Garfield Barwick), US Assistant Secretaqy of State,
Roger Hilsman, and others, helped to make it a more informed debate
than it would otherwise have been.

Shortly after the Summer School,I took off for my first visit to
Asia as an academic. At Canberra airport that afternoon I bought an
evening paper and found that the Melbourne had sunk the Voyager,

Directorate of Militaqy Training, 'I(ng of the fungle or Paper
Tiger?', Australian Amty lournal No.179, April796/., pp.Fg.
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with considerable loss of life, substantially reducing our naval
capacity. While I was in India, as I recall, I had a letter from Peter

Ry"tu the energetic Director of the Melbourne University Press. He
suggested I write a book on defence, which I did when I returned, and
it was published by MUP the following year.3 So far as I know, it was
the first substantial monograph on the subject written by any
Australian.

This time, as I did my research, more doors were open to me.
Events in Indonesi4 Malaysia, and Viebram brought a heightened
public awareness of defence questions, and serving officers and civil
servanb (especially in the DeparEnent of External Affairs, as distinct
from Defence) were much more ready to talk to me off the record. I
remember gving an address in Sydney on the defence of Papua and
New Guinea. In preparing for the address, I was concerned at the
extent of Indonesian military activity in West New Guinea, and talkd
to a senior officer in External Affairs about it. He got out the relevant
file, and quoted to me the intelligence estimate, which I could only use
as background and without attributiory but which was quite a low
figure - a thousand or two, as I recall. Fl)t.g up to Sydney a few days
later to give the talk,I found myself next to a senior Defence official. I
asked him the same question, but he said he was unable to comment.
Tryt.g for a reaction, I said I had seen (which I had) an estimate of
30,(X)0lndonesian troops - a wildly exaggerated figure, of course. He
wouldn't respond, but I saw him wrestling with his conscience all the
way to Sydney. He then gave me a lift into the city in his
Commonwealth car, and as we neared our destination he said to me:

You know that figure of Indonesians you suggested?' 1(es,'I replied.
'I(s too big,'he said.

Writing a book about defence was a very different thing from
giving a paper at a conference. I had never written a book of any kind,
and I had none of the techniques, but it was great fury nevertheless,
and following the AI[5 venture, and the considerable public speaking
I was called on to do as a result, I had a sense - probably an

exaggerated sense - that what I was writing was important, and that I
had to get it right because in some way the security of the nation was
involved. Many friends and old comrades in the Services were only

3 T.B. Millar, Australia's Defence, (Melbourne University Press,

Carlton, Vic., First Edition 1965, Second Edition 196D.
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too delighted to have me ride their hobby horses, and I was not always
as discriminating an equestrian as I should have been; but the book
was well received, and was a boon to the Service staff colleges, which
had never had an Australian text book to work from. One point on
which I was criticised was the cover. The dust iacket of this first
edition showed Aushalia, with a series of menacing red arrows above
it, pointing down. In fact I had nothing to do with the cover. Peter
Ryan was a good editor and became a warrn friend, but he didn't
believe in showing authors the dust iackets of their work, in case they
objected, as I certainly would have done. The crover was changed for
the second edition four years later.

The first edition was published in late April 1965. |ust before
copies were shipped off to bookshops, Sir Robert Menzies announced
that Australia would be sending a battalion to Viebram. It was too late
to revise the text, but at Peter Ryan's suggestion I wrote a postscript
which was printed separately and inserted as a slip inside the cover. I
donit have a copy of the slip, and don't remember qactly what I
wrote, except for the last sentence, which was: 'We are paying the
penalty for years of neglect.' A bit dramatiq perhaps, but largely tnre,
as it would have been true of many other occasions in our history.
Kipling's poem on the infantry soldier Tommy Atkins epitomises the
British and Australian attitudes to defence:

For it's Tommy this, an'Tommy that, an''Chuck him
out, thebrute!'

But ifs 'Saviour of is countrl/ when the guns begin to
shoot.4

Our participation in the Viebram war stimulated the public
debate on defence matters. It is now largely forgotten how
widespread was the support for the decision in the early stages, and
how easily the government managed to get the precedent-breaking
legislation of conscription for overseas service through the parliament
and the cpuntry. My own feeling is that Menzies's almost entirely
erroneous description of the Viebnm war as representing China
thmsting down between the Indian and Pacific Oceans, played on the
'yellow peril' syndrome latent within the Australian crcnsciousness,

a Rudyard Kipling, Tomm/, Kipling, (The Penguin Poetry Library,
Penguin Books, Londory 7977), p.161.
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and was a big factor in winning public acceptanc€ for the war. I
remember commenting adversely on his analysis at a meeting of the
Australian lnstitute of Public Adminishatiory and being told by a
senior public servant in the audience that Menzies knew a lot more
about the matter than I did. Asked in Parliament to corrunent on
something I had written, Menzies referred to me as 'some scribbler in
Canberra'. If I ever get around to writing my memoirs, I am thinking
of calling them Memoirs of a scribbler in Canberra'.

We all no doubt have our memories of these heady days. I
had felt it was unwise for Aushalia to get involved in two wars
simultaneously - in Malaysia and Viebram - but once the decision was
taken to go to Vietnam I broadly supported it, on the basis of pa)nng
our club fees, and also because I felt the people of South Vietnam were
entitled to live out their lives in safety. I remember taking part in the
first Teach-in on Vietnam in Canberra, in the Childers Street hall, at
which Morris West addressed the packed audience in highly emotional
tones. The meeting started at about 730 pm, and went on until the
early hours of the morning. I spoke some time after midnight, when
the crowd had not noticeably diminished, such was the public interest.
I recall sa)nng that nowhere had a communist government taken over
by democratic means. Bruce MacFarlane, who was in the audience,
shouted out: '\Mhat about Czechoslovakia!' to which I replied,
emulating the Duke of Wellington: 'If you believe that, you can believe
anything.' He was not pleased with me. A good many academics
became involved in the public debate on defence and security
questions, centred on Vietnam - I'm thinking of people like Bruce
Miller, Arthur Burns, Ian Wilson, Arthur Huck, Max Teichmann, |oe
Camilleri, Glen Barcla!,Harry Gelber, Hedley Bull, Peter Boyce, Brian
Beddie, famie Mackie, Greg Clark, Peter King, Patrick FitzGerald
among otherc, and purnalists like Peter Hastings, Denis Warner, Bruce
Grant; and I also did a lot of writing and broadcasting on it.

One ANU academic with a continuing entrepreneurial interest
in defence questions was Arthur Burns, formerly of the Department of
International Relations and then of the Deparhnent of Political Science

in the Research School of Social Sciences. Arthur set up, with the
encouragement of Professor Leicester Webb and with some suPPort
from the Australian Institute of Intemational Affairs (AIIA), a Defence
Studies Proiect at ANU. This organised two conferences, one on
nuclear dispersal in Asia and the Indo-Pacific regiory and one on
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Commonwealth responsibilities for security in the Indo-Pacific regron,
in 1965 and 1966 respectively. The proceedings of both were
published in reduced format.5 Arthur had a sbong interest in the
setting up of the Cenhe, and its cnntinuing activities.

The Cenhe came about in the following way. One day in early
196'6 Bruce Miller, Professor of International Relations here at AI.JU,
told me of the relatively new idea of creating centres or units within
the university, separate from or inside departrnents. It was a way of
attracting outside funds, and of concenhating academic activity on a
field of interest. Accordingly, at Bruce's suggestion and with his help
I worked up a proposal for a cenbe to study shategic and defence
questions. Sir fohn Crawford was Director of the Research School of
Pacific Studies, and I talked it over with him. He undertook to try to
get funds out of the Ford Foundation for the prorect, and did so. Bruce
Miller, who was very supportive, unfortunately went on study leave at
a crucial tinr, and C*orge Modelski became acting head of the
Deparhnent. I did not feel he was as sympathetic to the project as
Bruce, and the upshot was that when it was established it was given its
own organisation separate from the Department. In those days heads
of deparbnents in the research schools rvent on study leave for one
year in four, and I didn't feel I could take the risk of having the new
proiect in unfriendly hands for such a high proportion of the time,
especially ib inaugural year. I 

^ay 
have been doing George an

injustice, but I knew he regarded me as dangerously right-wing. The
proposal was discussed at a Faculty Board meeting, but Crawford
himself took the decision to create the Centre, with an Advisory
Committee and me as Executive Officer (as the headship was then
called), although I retained my position in the Deparbnent, at that time
being a Senior Fellow. The object of the Centre was to advance the
study of AustraliarU regional, and global strategic defence issues.

Nina Heathcote (ed.), Nuclur Dispaul in Asia anil the lnilo-Pacifc
Region, (Australian National University, for the Defence Studies
Project and the Australian Institute of Intemational Affairs,
Canberr4 1965) and A.L. Burns and Nina Heathcote (eds.),
ConmonwulthRaporcibilitia for Secuity in the lnilo-Pacific Region,
(Australian National University, for the Defence Studies Proiect
and the Australian Institute of International Affairs, C-anberra,
March 1966).
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Before getting it going, I went to Britain and the United States

to see how they managed these things. In London I talked to Alastair
Buchan at the Instihrte for Strategic Studies, to Michael Howard,
Professor of War Studies at King's College, london, and to a private
luncheon at the Royal Institute of International Affairs, Chatham
House, to which Foreign office and Defence Ministry officials were
invited. In the united states I spoke with a number of the defence

think anks. None of them provided a clear model for us to copy. The

various institutes had access to substantial private funding, which
(despite Ford generosity) we could not feel confident of, on any

continuing basis. King's College had a Department of War Studies, as

a formal icademic activity of the university. We were not ready for
that, and we were not into military history, which was a substantial
part of the King's curriculum.

We gave a lot of thought to the question of access to and the

use of classified information. Crawford was shongly opposed to
seeking such access. I suppose I had the rather naive view at that time

that classified information was likely to be more accurate than
unclassified information. This view underwent modification the

longer I stayed in Canberra. Formally, we were not entitled to receive

atytrutg clissified Rctricteil or above, but in fact, as Des Ball was to

find to-his benefit, there are a lot of people holding positions of
confidence who are prepared to spill the beans in private, without
attribution. The problem is, of course, that without access to the same

or equally good ilternative sources, you cannot always tell the 9"4iq
of the beins. The British and American institutes obviously had

formalised as well as informal acc€ss to classified information.

In Australia, we had no tradition of academics having access

to confidential government information in the social sciences, almost

no tradition of icademics writing on defence matters, and only a ve{y
little experience of academics writing on foreign affairs, the Australian
Instituti of International Affairs providing the shining exception.

Australian academics writing on political matters tended to be left of
cenhe. This did not cause prbblems during the short periods of Labor

goverrunent, but apart from the depression, and the period 1947'7949'

iustralia until 1972 was almost continuously under conservative rule.

The Australian political system, irrespective of the party in power, has

tended to be obsessed by secrecy, and conservative governments

especially so. The combinition of these factors made it very difficult
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for anyone in academia to write on defence without arousing that
paranoia with which our politics are so generously endowed.

In the formation of SDSC, we took the decision that we would
not seek acc€ss to classified informatiory but that we would be
prepared to have comments, from friendly officials, without obligation
on either side, on what we wrote. Here at ANU we had developed
quite good relations with people in the Deparhnent of External Affairs,
largely because of an initiative taken by Bruce Miller, with the help of
Sir Alan Watt, a former Secretary of the DeparEnent of External Affairs
who was a Visiting Fellow inlnternational Relations, in founding what
was initially called the Third Monday Club'. This was a group of
senior diplomats and academics with an interest in external rnatters,
who rnet over dinner in the Scarth Room at University House on the
third Monday of each month. One of us would open the batting on a
matter of cunent interest, and there would be general dirussion,
entirely off the record. At first the officials approached this rather
gingerly, but they came to see that none of us had homs, or an
obviously direct line to the Kremlin, and some very good discussions
resulted. It was good also from ANU's point of view, ils our group
contained people from several disciplines. later I was to found what
we called the Foreign Affairs Club, with relatively senior officials from
Defence, Extemal Affairs, Prime Minister and Cabinet, Trade, etc, and
a range of academics, who met over lunch at the old Hotel Canberra,
with a guest speaker. These meetings had the additional benefit that -
to my astonishment - they inboduced officials from different
departnents to each other. I had not appreciated how compartmented
the public service was.

By these meansi, the ignorance, suspicion and distrust that had
existed in varying degree between the public service and academia
were significantly if selectively broken down. On our side, of course,
we had to watch out for a different danger: that we would become the
captive of the establishment, sharing their assumptions and accepting
their conclusions. A university that does not have a tradition of dissent
is not a proper university. Having Sir fohn Crawford as Director had
rnany benefib, but he never quite left the pubtic service,
psychologically.

It took several years for the Centre and its work to be generally
accepted within the university as a proper academic activity. I soon
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realised that sorne of my colleagues, and academics in other
univercities, regarded me as (to quote the communist iargon of the
time) a 'running dog of the imperialists', or of the CIA, or an agent of
the Defence Department, but in any case rather disreputable. I'm
grateful I did not have the kind of disruption that Bob CINeill was
subiected to a bit later, but people did say and write some very rude
things about rne, often with a grain of truth in them, to rnake them
stick. Bruce Miller, Crawford, and Oscar Spate who succeeded

Crawford as Director of the Reearch School of Pacific Studies, were all
very supportive and indeed protective, but I think it wasn't until well
after the Vietnam war was over that the Cenhe was accorded general
respectability. We were of course conscious of the problems, and
laboured to ensure that all reasonable points of view were presented at
our gatherings, not out of self-protection but because we believed that
that was what universities were about.

I remember being rung one day by the ABC which was
arranging a television debate on a planned moratorium rnarch. 1rVe

want you to take the position opposed to the march,' the gentleman
said. I said that whereas I thought it likely that my views would be
significantly different from those of some of the marchers, I believed
strongly in the right of people, whatever their beliefs, to engage in
such public protests, and that I thought that it was to protect such
rights that we had armed forces. nVVell you'd be no good to us,' said
the ABC man.

The ALP came to realise that the Centre offered a forum for
them to express their dissenting views, but interestingly enough they
also came to realise that we provided an expertise on which they could
draw. Later, when they became the government, they invited me to
chair the Committee of Inquiry into the Citizen Military Forces and the
Army Cadets.5

The name of the Centre was a bit of a mouthful. I tried out
various simpler combinations, like Defence studies' or 'Security
shrdies'and Bob ONeill when he took over in 1971 wrestled with the
same problern But no other title fitted exactly what we wanted to

6 See Committee of Inquiry Into the Citizen Military Forces

[Chaired by T.B. Millar], Report, March 7974, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 797q.
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study, which was a combination of shategic questions and the
problems of national defence. So 'Snategic and Defence Shrdies
Centrd it became, and remained.

To start with, all I had was a secretary. Then, with Ford
Foundation funds, we were able to appoint a Research Fellow. This
was Ian Bellany, a nuclear physicist who had worked on anns control
and disarmament questions with the British Foreign Office. He was to
prove an excellent colleague, and wrote a valuable book which Sydney
University Press published in 1972, Australia in the Nuclem Age
Natiotul Defarce anil National Dnelopmmt.T Ian was a very effective
acting head of the Centre when I went on study leave in 1%8{9. At
the end of his time with us he took a post at l.ancaster University,
where he now holds a chair in International Relations.

The Centre was small, but active. Our first conference was in
September 7967, on the implications for Australia of Britain's decision
to withdraw from east of Suez. In 1968, in conjunction with Chip
Wood, Director of the AIrIU Press, we launched the Canbma Papas on

Strategy anil Defarce. Alex Hunter, an economist, wrote the first paper,
on oil in Australia's defence strategy,8 and Geoffrey fukes,9 fim
RichardsorLl0 and Ian Bellanylr folowed. These constituted the
beginning of the sizable library of literature on strategic and defence
matters for which the Centre has been responsible. Bob C/Neill, who
took over from me in 7977, instituted lhe Working Papus (733
published to date), which provided quick publication of seminar

See Ian Bellany, Australia in the Nuclar Age: National Defence anil
Natbnal Dnelopmmt, (Sydney University Press, Sydney, 1972).
Alo< Hunter, OiI SuVply in Australia's D$ence Strategy, (C-anberra

Papers on Strategy and Defence No.1, Australian National
University Press, Canberra, 1968).

Geoffrey fukes, The Strategic Sitrutbn in the '1980s, (Canberra
Paperc on Strategy and Defence No.2, Australian National
Universi$r Press, Canberra, 1958).

J.L. Richardson, Australia anil the Non-Prolifaation Treaty,
(Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.3, Australian
National University Press, Canbena, 1968).
Ian Bellany, An Australian Nuclur Force, (Canberra Papers on
SUategy and Defence No.4, Australian National University Press,
Canberra,1969).
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papers, and the Refoence Papus (181 published), as well as greatly
extending the publication of monographs. Some 80 Canbma Paprs
have crome out.

In 1968 we had our first international venture, in a conference
in Wellington on Australian-New Zealand defence co-operation. By
this time the formidable Hedley Bull had joined the Department of
International Relations, and the Advisory Committee of the Centre.
Victoria University, Wellington, provided us with the venue for the
conference, and New Zealand academics and officials took part.
Australia was less well represented at the official level, due to
goverrunent caution. The proceedings of this conference were also
published,l2 and this became the custom.

In 1%9 Sir Alan Watt retired as Drector of the Australian
Institute of International Affairs, and I was appointed in his place. By
this time I was a Professorial Fellow in the Deparbnent of International
Relations, as well as being in charge of the Centre. I realised, and I
think other people did also, that these three activities were rather more
than one person could adequately handle. Around this time Bob
ONeill ilined the Department, from the staff of Dunhoon. I asked him
whether he would be interested in taking over the Centre. Bob initially
said No, but Hedley and I persuaded him to let his name go forward
for it, and I duly resigned in7977 and Bob took over. I believed then as
I do now that this was the best thing I could have done and one of the
best things I have ever done. The Centre has never looked back from
that time.

Bob's first major - and vital - achievement was to get the
Cenhe within the University budgeting system. Ford funds ran out,
and university or other funding was necessary if the Centre was to
survive. The existence of the Advisory Committee, which we had set
up at the beginning under Crawford's watchful eye, was a help. He as

Drector was the first chairman, and this principle has continued to be
practised, but for Advisory Committee members we have called on
other departments within Pacific Studies and other Research Schools
including Social Sciences and Physical Sciences. After a time, defence
specialists from outside the University came to be members of the

72 T.B. Millar (d.1, Australian-Neu Zealanil Det'ence Co-operation,
(Australian National University Press, Canberra, 1968).
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Advisory Committee. I tried to interest External Affairs and Defence in
the idea, but both wanted to remain detached. No representation
meant no responsibility. Nevertheless, Sir fames Plimsoll, who was
Secretary of External Affairs at the time, was especially helpful, while
Defence was kindly disposed if cautiously indined. It later sought to
have a representative on the Advisory Committee, but by then the
Committee oppod the idea. I'm sure that the range of interests
represented in the Advisory Committee and the high calibre of the
members have served the Centre well over the quarter century, but
especially in having the Centre firmly established as a respectable part
of the University and funded within the University budget. Here I
should pay tribute to the support given to the Centre in all sorts of
ways by the Business Manager of the foint Schools, Peter Grimshaw.

One of the Centre's first activities stemming from a
relationship with Defence was an exercise in futurology which the
Army asked us to undertake. We had a series of meetings of an ad hoc
group from several disciplines within AhIU trying to peer ten and
more years ahead to make rational guesses as to what kind of world
Australia - and the Aushalian army - might find itself in. Due to the
fact that my s€cretary of the time could not easily read my writing, this
group became known as the Forecastry Group. I don't know to what
purpose our conclusions were put, but it was an interesting exercise
and t think the Army found it worthwhile. (They could at least blame
us if they got it wrong!)

Bob was Head of the Centre from7977 to 1983, and during that
tirrp he extended and expanded its activities considerably, making it
one of the most significant and respected institutions of its kind. He
developed excellent relations with government, while maintaining the
Cenhe's independence as an academic institution. In his first couple of
yearr, the Centre was shaken increasingly by public opposition to the
Vietnam War, which found its echoes or indeed ib voice in academia.
One visiting American lecturer was prevented from speaking and
gangs of student thugs threatened to smash up the Centre library.
Now that I am retired, I feel I can say that some of the Universi$/s
senior officers displayed a regrettable lack of intestinal fortitude in
dealing with these disrupting elemenb, and the normal activities of the
Cenhe suffered. It had been our custom to give briefings to visiting
groups from the Royal Crllege of Defence Studies in London, and the
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US National Defence College. The Centre was required to do this off-
camPus.

Bob sought and obtained funds from the Ford Foundation. The
srnall libra{y resources capacity was extended, with a fulltime
librarian/research assistant. A Visiting Fellows program was initiated,
bringing academics and occasionally officials from various parts of
Asia and the Pacific for specific research. In 7978 this was
supplemented by funds from the Deparbnent of Defence for a Defence
Visiting Fellowship, occupied either by a serving officer or a civil
servant. In 1984, under a separate agreement with the Navy, a naval
fellowship was established. In 1985 the Defence Department agreed to
fund two Visiting Fellowships per year for academics to carry out
advanced research on strategic and defence problems. Exchange
arrangements were also made with the Institute of International
Studies in Beijing, and the Institute on Global Conllict and
Cooperation of the University of California, in 1983 and 1985

respectively. The formal staff of the Centre were also increased from
tirne to time, so that it now has six academic posts - a Professor as head
(Paul Dbb), a Special Professor (Des Ball), four Senior Research
Fellows or Research Fellows, four Visiting Fellows with at least a one'
year contract, plus six supporting staff. At any one time there may be
another two short-term Visiting Fellows. There is also a part-time
research assistant and a part-time clerical officer. Although still
comparatively small by some international standards, this is of course
the largest cenhe of its kind in Australia, or indeed in the southern
hemisphere, and its output and influence as a national institution
stand comparison with any non-governmental c€ntre anywhere in the
world. It may seem surprising that this small country of Australia,
which over recent years has become marginal to most international
events, should have produced so significant a centre. I see this in some
ways as parallel to what has happened in the Australian Departments
of Foreign Affairs and Trade and of Defence, whereby the considerable
professionalism built up over the thirty years of international tension
following World War II in which Australia was involved are now
devoted less to national survival under threat and the reform of
international society than to the application of energetic thought to
appropriate pressure points - a kind of political acupuncture.

But the Centre, as an academic institution, is rather less, and
more, than that - less, in that it does not carry goverrunental weight,
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and more in that it has an ongoing educational role, demonsbated not
only through the at least annual conferences, the massive list of
publications, the participation of Centre staff in public lectures,
broadcasts, glving evidence to parliamentary committees, contributing
to government inquiries,lecturing to and advising the various defence
colleges etc, but also in the graduate program that has developed since
1984, first by having PhD students, and then through the Masters and
Graduate Diploma courses funded by the MacArthur Foundation in
Chicago. Students come from witNn Australia, from China, Japan,
Southeast Asia, and the Southwest Pacific.

One aspect which began in my time, was greatly extended
under Bob's headship, and continued under Des Ball's, was the
development of studies conceming the defence of Australia. These
became especially relevant after the end of the Vietnam War, when it
was obvious that there had to be a seachange in Australian attitudes to
regional security. With the departure from the region of Australia's
'great and powerful friends', old concepts of forward defence were no
longer relevant.

I do not want to write the Centre too high, but the fact is that,
for those Australians inside or outside the Defence establishment who
are interested in defence matters, the Centre supplies an opportunity
for acquiring information and for contributing to the public debate
nowhere else provided.

Bob ONeill left the Centre in 1983 to become the highly
successful Director of the International Institute for Strategic Studies
CISS). Much against my better judgment, I took over the headship
again for a couple of years. During this time, the Flawke-Flayden
Iabor Government expressed an interest in Peace Studies at AtrIU, and
I tried to get them subsumed within this Centre, but I fought a losing
battle against the Advisory Committee, which did not give me the
support I expected, the Minister for External Affairs, who wanted to be
seen to be doing something about Peace, and the Board of the Institute
of Advanced Studies which bought the notion that a centre devoted to
the shrdying of peace would somehow bring more peace about. (As
Kenneth Boulding once said, this was equivalent to sayrng that a
centre devoted to the study of garbage disposal would lead to an
increase in the quantity of garbage to be disposed of.) As is now
history, the government decided to establish a separate Peace Research
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Centre within this Research fthool. My one contribution in this area
lay it appotnting Andy Mack as Senior Research Fellow in SDSC, from
which he went on to the even greater heights of Head of the Peace
Research Centre and then to the chair in Intemational Relations.

I was fortunate, and grateful, to be able to hand the Centre
over to $om@ne who had already made a major contribution to the
CmFe's work, and to the international strategic debate, especially in
nuclear missile questions. I hope Des Ball will forgive me if I mention
my recollection - and recollections are not invariably accurate - of a tall
young man looking rather like an early version of the prophet Moses
with sharp eyes peering out from a formidable facial foliage, with bare
feet, a caftary and a ring through one ear, walking the Coombs
corridors. This was the recent University Medallist in Economics
beginning his controversial career in strategic studies with a PhD
under Hedley Bull's tutelage. Des was born to controversy as the
sparks fly upwards, holding the supportable vicw that the government
was obsessed with secrecy and that many of the things it wanted to
keep to itself were the proper and indeed necessary subiect of public
and informed debate. Being from an earlier generatiory with a military
background, I was occasionally concerned that some of Des's
revelations might in fact be better not revealed, in the national interest,
but I had no doubt of the integrity of his research and its findings. No
one can today doubt that he has filled a unique niche in the public
debate on defence rnatters, and the Centre has continued to prosper
and increase under his guidance. May I say how delighted I was to
hear that Paul Dibb, a very old friend who has made maior
contributions to the study and analysis of defence matters, both within
the Establishment and within the University, has been appointed to
replace Des as Head of the Centre.

May I here mention three people who have played, in their
own ways, vital parts in the work and success of the Cenhe: Colonel
fol Langtry, who looked after the adminishative aspects for many
years; Billie Dalrymple, who was secretary to Bob ONeill, to me, and
to Des; and Elza Sullivary who has so ably performed so much of the
Centre's word processing from which its considerable list of
publications have ensued.
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In his submission to the Review of the Crntre in April 1987,
Des Ball wrote that the Crntre is 'one of the most succ€ssful academic
enterprises in the Universig/. This is a view widely held here at ANU.

I believe that centres concerned with Peace Research must be
included in any consideration of 'strategic studies'. While still on
AI{U, let me say something about the Peace Research Centre (PRC),
established in 1984 with a continuing grant (currently set to run until
19971 frorn the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Ttris was
organised very much on the lines of the SDSC, though of course with
an emphasis on studying conflict resolution and reduction npre than
conflict itself. The PRC has an Advisory Committee also chaired by the
Director of the Research School of Pacific Studie and with
representation from other departments and SDSC in this university,
other universities, DFAT, and the Law Reform Commission. It has a
Head (Andrew Mack, until recently appointed to the chair in
International Relations), three Senior Research Fellows, two Research
Fellows, five research assistants, and two other staff. Under Andy's
energetic direction, the Centre has become an important member of the
family of such centres around the world. It runs seminars and
conferences, produc€s a quarterly irurnal Pacit'ic Raearch, has
published a number of mairr monographs, and an astonishing number
of working papers. It has a valuable resources centre.

The introduction of peace studies at the University of Sydney
grew out of staff members mainly within the Department of
Government, especially Dr Peter King, and a staff-student committee.
Given initial financial support from the Universi$r, a C-entre was
launched by the Minister for Defence in May 1988 and named the
Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies (CPACS). Its declared aim was to
'promote the study of conflict prevention and resolution and the long
term conditions for peace.' The Centre has held seminars, lectures and
conferences, induding a seminar series on Deconstructing
Deterrence', subsequently produced as a book entitled Beyonil
Detqrence.rS A threeday workshop on conflict resolution was run in
cooperation with the Law Council of Australia. There has been a
steady flow of international visitors to the Centre. The University
provided funds for the first fifteen months, covering a half-time

13 Beyonil Dettrence: A Multifaccteil Stuily, (Centre for Peace and
Conflict Studies, University of Sydney, Sydney, 1989).
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secretary and maintenance, plus a grant to purchase an American
archive. The Centre is now back on its own resources.

Deakin University has had an interest in strategic studies since

its inception in1977, stemming in good measure from the interests of
Professor Francis West, teaching courses which included them at
undergraduate and graduate level within the School of Social Sciences.

From ihis year, Deakin has offered higher degree courses specifically
in this area: a Dploma in Defence Studies and a Mastey's degree in the

same subject. The courses are designed to appeal especially but by no
means only to serving officers of the armed forces, who are given
credit for any staff college or other professional military qualifications.
Deakin is a leader in the field of 'distance education' in Australia, and
it is thus especially useful for officers, public servants, or others who
want to study in this area without leaving their normal work
environment.

When the Australian Defence Force Academy went into the
business of graduate studn it was natural that it would establish a

program in defence or strategic studies. The Australian Defence

3tuaies Centre was accordingly set up in 1987 to prornote research and

shrdy in all aspects of Australian defence, to support and assist

postgraduate and honours degree students at the Academy working in
lhe rilevant fields, and to cooperate with other organisations involved
in the study of Australian defence. It provides for part-time as well as

full-time study. The Master of Defence Studies course is open to
civilian as well as military personnel. The choice of subiects includes

politics, history, geography, civil engineering, computer science and

economics. The Cenhe has seminars and conferences, and produces
monographs of from about 40 to 400 Pages. This year it ran a maiol
conferenie on naval Power in the Pacific. It has a steady flow of
visiting fellows from within or outside Australia. It has close relations
with t[e study centres established within the three Services: the Air
Power Studies Centre, the Maritime Shategic Studies Proiect, and the
Directorate of Army Studies; it also provides consultants to work on
study projects identified by the Services.

The most recent member of the university strategic

studies/peace studies cenbes is the Indian Ocean Centre for Peace

Studies, sponsored by the University of Western Aushalia and Curtin
University, and funded until the end of 1992 iointly by the federal
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Departsnent of Employment, Education and Training and the
Departnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Drawing on both
universities, and multidisciplinary in character, the Centre plans to
focus on arms control and the geopolitical seftinp environmental,
resources and developmental issues; and social justice, equity and the
law. The Centre stems from LJWA and Murdoch academics' long
interest in Indian Ocean affairs, and Curtin's Cenhe of Indian Ocean
Regional Studies. It is holding a conference next month in Perth on
strategic developments in and affecting the Indian Ocean region.

Apart from the various deparfrnents of Politics, Government,
or at ANU International Relations, and individual academics such as
Professor Harry Gelber at the University of Tasmania, Fedor
Mediansky at the University of New South Wales, and ]oe C-amilleri at
La Trobe, the only other Australian university with a centre whose
activities border or touch on strategic, defence or peace issues is
Griffith, especially the Centre for the Study of Australia-Asia Relations
(CSAAR). Annng other more politically-oriented studies and
publications are the reports of international conferenc€s on Indochina
and the prospects for conllict resolution there. CSAAR has just
conduded a major conference on Security in tlu Asia-Pacific Region: The
Clnllenge of a Aungtng Environmenf, which I had the privilege of
attending.

I mentioned the three study centres set up by the Services. In
addition to these, the Australian Defence Force Warfare Cenbe was
established late last year, based on the old Australian Joint Warfare
Establishment at Williamtown.

Outside the Defence establishment and the universities, the
only institution with even a hint of thinktankery is the 'private, non-
profit-making'Pacific Security Research Institute in Sydney set up in
April 1989, with Owen Harries as President and former diplomat
David Anderson as Executive Director. It is funded in roughly equal
proportions by a number of leading Australian companies and three
American foundations. Its purpose is to undertake reearch and
stimulate public discussion on foreign, defence and economic policy
issues in the Asia/pacific region with particular reference to
Aushalian national interests. So far it has published several papers in a
series called Australia anil Tomonw's Pacit'ic, a paper on Australia,s
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response to the Gulf crisis, and the papers delivered at two
conferences.

Separate again from any of these institutions and from
goverrunent is the Royal United Services Institute of Australia,
catering largely to serving and retired officers, whose journal and state
branches have for several decades kept up a professional debate on the
mapr strategic and defence issues of the day. The Naval Institute is a
similar body, with an accent on maritime matters.

Having been out of Australia for much of the past six years, I
hope that I have not overlooked the work of any institution or
individual. If I have, and they are present or represented in the
audience at this conference, I hope they will speak up and remedy my
deficiency.

looking back over this quarter century, it is hard to imagine
we ane in the same capital, or even the same country. I remember a
seminar we ran on the future of the aircraft carrier, with a paper from a
student. Around the table in Seminar Room B in the Coombs Building
were something like a dozen admirals and senior captains, none of
whom was prepared to say a word on the subject or even to ask a
question. Well, at least they were there. Today we would find them
actively participating in the discussion, with (am I going too far?)
perhaps one of them giving the paper. The number of books and
ioumal articles on strategic and defence questions has grown
exponentially. Sbategy and defence are now respectable subjects of
academic courses and research. The media have become much better
informed - certainly they have a much greater range of expertise to call
on.

It is impossible to know what impact this growth of public
information and discussion has had on specific policies of government.
A number of the things I recommended in that 1964 AII,iS paper were
implemented, not, I believe, because I recommended them but rather
because they were sensible things to do, although sometimes
goverrunents will only do sensible things if the public urges them. At
tirnes, SDSC seemed to have a more obvious influence. I am thinking
here particularly of the 1975 conference on the future of tactical air
power in Ausbalia, which was reported at the time to have influenced
the government over the principles of selection for a replacement to
the Mirage, also the Centre's contribution to the Regular Officers
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Development Commiftee at around the same time. Ce*ainly, the
report of the CMF Inquiry committee,l4 and Paul Dibb's review of
Australia's defence capabilitieslS - although neither was a SDSC

activity as such - were important parts of the decision-making Process.
Over these 25 years, the quality and the quantity of debate, and
academic contributions to it, have changed beyond recognition.

It is tempting to believe that this splendid developrnent has

come at a tirne when it is less needed than ever, with the end of the

Cold War, and the reduction of tension within our region. I think that
that is a profound mistake. Although there is no enemy at our gate,

many parts of the world are in a state of tension or even conflict, some
of which could spill over into areas or situations affecting Australia. I
am not in the business today of drawing up scenarios for the possible
deployment of the Australian Defence Force, as I did in 1964. But
perhaps if there had been more people then with a serious professional
interest in these matters, Ausbalia might have gone in different
directions. And as I have said many times over these intervening
years, threats to our nation and people and way of life can develop
more rapidly than we can build up the forces and the philosophies and
the expertise to cope with them. At a time when the forces, for
economic reasons, are being inevitably decreased, it is heartening to
find that the philosophies and the expertise are being given far more
and far better attention than at any period in our peacetime history.

Committee of Inquiry into the Citizen Military Forces [Chaired by
T.B. Millarl, Rryrt, March 1.974, (Australian Government
Publishing Service, C-anberra, 1974).
Paul Dibb, Rniat of Australia's Defence Ctpabilitia: Reryrt to the

Minista for Det'arce, (Australian Govemment Publishing Sendce,

Canbera,1985).
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CHAPTER 4

STRATEGIC STUDIES IN AUSTRALIA

I.D.B. Miller

I have had the very real pleasure of reading in advance the
paper by Tom Mitlar. I endorse every word of it, and I congratulate
fum upon it. Perhaps I can add a few footnotes before I go 9n to say

sometfung about our original hopes for the Centre, and about the

climate of opinion within which it was established.

First I want to claim iust a little credit for myself. I don't think
Tom knows that it was I who told Arthur Lowndes to work on Tom to
provide that ground-breaking paper at the 196{ Summer School of the

AIPS. In his paper (see chapter 3 of this volume), Tom says he was

'singularly ill-informed on defence questions', but there was no doubt
in my mind that he was better-informed than any other academic in
Australia at that time; we had had various informal conversations

about military matters, and I had been greatly impressed by the

acuteness of what he had to saY.

The paper itself was a triumph. When it was over, and the

cheering and ilapping in the Albert Hall were at their height, I
remember tuminf 

-to 
ttre Person next to me, and saying gleefully, 'it

worked!'. He orihe did not know what had worked, but nodded
kindly and said 'yes, it must have'.

That paper of Tom's led, in a way, to the setting-up of the

centre two years later. sirfohn crawford was delighted that we had a

staff member who could not only talk sensibly and constructively
about defence, but who could also excite public interest and maintain
it at a high level. When Crawford and I began to talk about the

possibility of a Centre, it was a plus point that we already had

someone around whom it could be built.

Now let me say something about the climate of opinion in
which the idea of the Centre originated. If I may put it in personal

terms, when I came back to Australia towards the end of 1962 after ten
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years in England, I was appalled at the lack of contact between
academics and officials in such fields as defence and foreign affairs,
and by the surly and often bloody-mindi:cl approach of the governing
politicians towards the opinions of those academics who did express
themselves in public.It was true as Tom has pointed out, that much of
such comment was from a left-wing standpoing but that did not
excuse the malignity of the political reactions. In England I had
become accustomed to public affairs being discussed vehemently but
courteously; I had taken part in discussions on the radio and at
Chatham House in which people had hit hard but had preserved their
tolerance; I had been an active participant in the debate over Suez and
had got some hard knocks in exchange, but had lost no contacts as a
result. What I found here was a situation in which some academics
and the government were making hysterical noises about that paper
tiger SEATO as if it mattered; in which the university had been
convulsed over whether it should award an honorary degree to the
King of Thailand; and in which C.P. Fitzgerald was still being
persecuted, as he had been when I left the counhy in 1952, over his
belief that we should recognise Communist China.

There seemed to me to be a need for two particular areas of
study. On the one hand there was the strategic situation which affected
Australia (one which, mntrary to the opinions of many others in
Canberra, I believed encompassed the global strategic confrontation
between the US and the USS& and not just the state of things in
Southeast Asia). On the other hand, there was the problem of
Communism as a world-wide phenomenon: how different was it from
country to country, in what ways could it be regarded as a threat to
Australia, how did it affect our alliances and connections, and what we
should do about it. I hoped we could build something around Hutry
Rigby to extend this kind of study; buf by the tirne I got back from the
study leave which Tom mentions in his paper, Har{y had been quite
legitimately snapped up by the Political Science Department in the
Research School of Social Sciences, where he has pursued a
distinguished caneer ever since.

I do not want to claim too much prescience for these two
notions: they both grew out of the situation at the time. Australia had
worked itself into a state of mind in which any presence of
Communism could precipitate a military intervention as in Korea and
Malaysia, and later against Indonesia and in Viebram. The military
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establishment, having operated continuously abroad since 1939, was
committed to forward defence, both out of custom and because of any
knejerk response bypoliticians to whatever they were told by British
and American intelligence was an imminent Communist threat. The
problems were compounded by the often childish and bitter reactions
of the left-wing in Australia to any American policy in Asia.

As Tom has mentioned in his paper, a means which I hoped
would relieve the tensions between academics and officials was the
Third Monday Group which, if memory serves me, we began some
tine in 1963. I had spent a semester at Columbia University in New
York before cnming back to Australia, and had been much impressed
by a program called the Columbia Soniturs, which consisted of monthly
dirurer meetings at which academics, officials, joumalists and
businessmen met to consider some subject of public importance.
Debate was free, confidentiality was preserved, the standard of
membership was high, and the whole operation seemed to foster better
understanding between the kinds of people involvcd.

If I were to reproduce the Columbia Seminars in C-anberra in
respect of external policy, it was necessary to have firm bases on both
the academic and official sides. Here I was fortunate in having the
continuing support of Sir lohn Crawford on the one hand and Sir
Arthur Tange on the other. Jack had been an academic before he was a
public servant, and never forgot it. Arthur was and is an academic
manqu6. After discussions with both of them, it became dear that
having irurnalisb would be too risky, given the general governmental
suspicion of them, and that businessmen were not to be found in
Canbena - not of any consequence, at all events. What we finished
with was an equal number of academics from the ANU and of officials
drawn from External Affairs (as it was then), Treasury, Trade, Defence
and Immigration. The officials were from the top levels. We were not
going to talk solely about defence, but also about economic and
political approaches to the outside world.

The Third Monday Group kept going for ten years, which
meant that it persisted throughout the Vietnam War, a baumatic
perid during which it might have disintegrated.It is a tribute to the
changing membership that it kept going, and that none of its full and
frank dirussions was ever reported in the newspapers. I am sure it
did much to reconcile officials to the idea of academic integrity.
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I have talked about the Group at some length because I think it
was relevant to the success of the Centre when that was established. By
that time the university a.d governmental people involved had got to
know each other, sometimes on very friendly terms; they were at ease
in each othe/s company, which was a help when we carrle to set up
something which Australia had not seen before - an academic body
which would try to be objective about the uses to which our defence
money was put, and the kind of world in which those uses might, or
might not, be applied.

Why was it important to establish such a Centre? I think Tom
covered that effectively in his paper. Defence was still a sanctum
sanctorum. The forces had been kept under effective civilian control
for a long time, but it had been, in effect, the result of an implied
agreement between civilians and the military that the public need not
be informed of what was going on, and that the air of public debate
should be filled instead with windy rhetoric about China. We did not
know then that it was windy rhetoric; there was indeed some evidence
which, by implication, suggested Out there might be something in it.
But the upshot was that defence itself was discussed only perfunctorily
in parliament, and that the mairr issue of nuclear warfare was hardly
discussed at all. There were people in Aushalia - Ernest Titterton and
Philip Baxter foremost amongst them - who wanted us to produce
nuclear weapons; the issue was rarely discussed in public, and there
was an urgent need that it should be. The question of forward defence
was so bound up with that of the American alliance that rational
examination of it was hardly possible. In all, there was great need for
an institution which would give these questions a proper scrutiny.

Now let me say how much the Centre owed to Sir Iohn
Crawford. Jack was a complex rvln, as I have tried to show in the
book which Uoyd Evans and I edited atnut him;t as Tom said today,
tre never quite left the public service, psychologically'. But he did
believe in open discussion, and he did have a personal interest in
defence policy. In ways which he Nnted at, but which I never pinned
dowry he had been associated with defence and intelligence questions
when he was a permanent head. I think, though I cannot swear to this,

L.T. Evans and f.D.B. Miller (eds.), Pohty anil Practice Esxys in
Honour of Sir lohn Crawforil, (Australian National University Press,
Sydney,1987).
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that it had made him sceptical of intelligence €uisessments, and he had
become convinced that in this field, as in assessments of economic
policy, there should be independent voices. His support in
establishing the Centre was invaluable. Before he became Director of
the Researdr School of Pacific Studies, he had become very close to the
Ford Foundation; and it was on Ford money that the Centre was
initially set up. By the time Bob CINeill came to request general
university funding for the Centre, the Ford Foundation money was
running out, but it was dear by then that the Centre had filled a need

and was an academic succ€ss. Besides, there is no-one equal to Bob

with a grant application.

Next let rrrc pay a tribute to the successive Heads of the
Centre. When Tom began, he had very little to go on, aPart from the
experiences of the other similar bodies which he had visited overseas. I
had some knowledge of two of these - the Institute of War and Peace

Studies at Columbia University, where I had had many talks with Bill
Fory and the Institute for Strategic Studies in [.ondon, where I was
friends with Alastair Buchan - and I could see that neither Pattern
would exactly fit the needs of the Canberra situation. It was a
remarkable achievement on Tom's Part to make his conception of the
Cenue agreeable to university opinion in Canberra: here was

something new, untried, vaguely open to the charge of militarisrn" and
lacking in precedent.

looking back, I can say that it greatly benefited the Centre that
its first two Heads had professional military experience. If either Tom
or Bob had been solely academic in background, the credibility of the
Cenue, especially in military quarters, would have been much slighter.
As it was, these men could not be ignored. General Sir Iohn Wilton
told me that, when Bob C/Neill went into academic life, Australia lost
a future Chief of the General Staff; but did it matter? Instead of
aspiring to what is sometimes an honorific position, Bob proved to be a

wise creative and forceful Head of the Centre, someone who guided it
into the waters which it commands now; and his subsequent career
has shown how right was the decision to ask him to Head the Centre.

When we moved to Des Ball as Head, the Centre, as it were,
moved to a position of complete independence within the university.
Before that, I think it had been an advantage that the Head was also a
member of the Department of International Relations. [n particular,
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during Bob's long period as Head, it had been worthwhile to combine
the forcas of the two entities, and for the Head of International
Relations - usually me - to lobby intensively for increases in the
resources of the Centre. I could also be brought out, like an ancient
howitzer, to throw a shot at the Department of Defence if it was
proving difficult. But those days are past - except, I hope, in less formal
but no less intensive forms. The Centre now stands proudly on ib own
feet.

kt me also mention the influence of Hedley Bull upon the
development of the Centre. Hedley was irint Head with me of the
Departnent of International Relations from 7967 to Dn. As such, he
had a great deal to do with the Cenbe. He supported it wholeheartedly
- though there were mornents when he and Bob were in dispute over
the respective spheres of the Cenbe and the Department. What Hedley
brought especially to the Centre - and what Tom, Bob and Des have all
brought in their separate ways - was making it a significant part of the
world-wide network of institutions concerned with strategic studies.
His own reputation in this field was substantial. As the author of The
Control of the Arms Pece? and as one of the founders of the Institute for
Strategic Studies, he was known in the United States, Britain and
Europe. If he said our Centre was worthwhile, pmple believed him;
and that is what he said.

If I were to sum up what I have been saying to you, the
sununary would go something like this: the Centre arose from a
combination of the thinking of such people as Crawford, Tom and
myself with the kindly assistance of the Ford Foundation; it has been
fortunate in being guided by men of integrity, rholarship and
shrewdness; the establishment owed much to the temper of the times,
in which questions of sbategy and defence had been either heavily
professional or a political football; it gained something from overseas
examples but developed very much as an indigenous enterprise; and it
benefited greatly from successive Directors of the Research School of
Pacific Studies - not only |ack Crawford, but also Oskar Spate and
Wa.g Gung Wu and their successors. One can also say what I have not
said so far, that the rise of the Cenhe has occurred at a time when the
impact of the social sciences on public policy has been greater than in

Hedley Bull,Tlrc Control of the Arms Race Disrmamoi anil Arms
Control in the Missile Aga Grederick A. Praeger, New York, 1961).
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any previous period of Australian history. We now have more
intelligent disorssion of Australian defence poliry in the newspapers -
I exempt the odious medium of television - than ever before, as also of
economic and social policy. This is a more thinking Australia than
there was in the 1950s and 1960s; in that sense the Strategic and
Defence Studies C-entre has been part of a general movement towards
more effective and more open discussion of policy than I grew up
with.

To say that the Centre has been part of a general movement is
in no way to diminish its achievement. It simply means that the Centre
caught the wave that applied to it, and rode it triumphantly to the
beach. You will not find many other examples of academic bodies that
affected public policy and raised the level of public discussion to the
same extent. We have here a remarkable academic development that
has not iust affected public policy in the sense of putting forward
views on Ausbalian defence which challenged established nostrums,
but has also, through the research techniques of Des Ball, helped to
undermine the childish and ineffectual secrecy which was so
characteristic of Australian governmenb partly because of its own
protective carapace, and partly because of its being in thrall to British
and American intelligence,

kt me now, in conclusion, say something about where
strategic shrdies might be going, here and elsewhere. I have been little
more than an observer of their developmeng seven weeks as an
officers'barman in the Second World War hardly qualified me as a
participant, and I never acquired either the background or the
language of the strategies. But an onlooker sees some of the game; so I
can perhaps venture a few ideas.

Sbategic Studies shares with certain other crossdisciplinaqy
areas - such as Women's Studies, Media Studies, Cultural Studies,
Criminology - the academic problem of not belonging directly to a
particular traditional diripline. It also shares the problem (if it is a
problem) of being policy-oriented. The first of these is *ai.ly a career
problem, the seqrnd a political one.

In academic terms, the difficulty inherent in crossdisciplinary
shrdies is that, unless they grow quite rapidly and spread across the
university scene at large, careers within them offer little hope of
promotiory and the difficulty of finding careers within the
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conventional disciplines becomes greater. So far in Australia this
difficulty has not become acute. The fact that for most of its history the
Centre's graduate students were formally enrolled in International
Relations meant that they could get teaching jobs under that heading;
and indeed there was so much overlap between the two that this was
good for both of them. Des came up that way. Perhaps, as Strategic
Studies becomes more specialised and moves away from the
dominantly political element in International Relations, there rnay be
problems - and perhaps not. I am not trying to lay down any law, but
am merely speculating.

The policyorientation issue is inherent in strategic studies as
such, since strategy is policy, defence is policy, and very little can be
said on either that does not, or does not seem to, criticise or commend
particular government policies. Even putting forward an alternative
policy is to imply that the existing one nury be no good. The Centre
seerns to rne to have met this problem very fairly and effectively.
Successive Heads have seen the need to get tb know the right people
to achieve mutual trust with them, to be honest in telling them what is
proposed and how it will be effected, and to involve them wherever
practicable in the Centre's affairs. At the same time the Centre has
preserved a reputation as a non-partisan, informed and honourable
source of comment on policy. May this continue, as I know it will,
under Paul's leadership.

So far as Strategic Studies as a subject or discipline is (or are)
concemed, I see a continuing future, if only because of changes in
technology. We are not going to see many, if any, reductions in the
number of sovereign states, and industry will keep on inventing new
weapons and new ancillary means to make them effective. The Gulf
War has made us all aware of the enorrnous advances in weaponry
over previous wars; it has also shown us how a state can remain
viable, even under the impact of the new weapons; and it has shown
how contradictory and yet potentially dangerous can be the weaponry
of a relatively small Third World country - especially if it has oil
revenues or their equivalent.

I do not believe that the end of the Cold War will lessen the
need for strategic studies, though it is true that it was largely the
possession of nuclear weaporc by the superpowers that provided the
impetus for the discipline in the 1950s and 1960s. There will still be
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substantial military forces at the disposal of the great and major
powers; there will be disturbances in the Middle East and the Balkans,

often involving outside powers; there is still the possibility of
confusion and even conflict in East Asia; and there is the permanent
instability of Africa. There will continue to be conundrums such as we
see in Fiii and Sri l-anka, where external military intervention may
seem to some countries and even local politicians to be a solution to
communal discord. There will be plenty to study, even if President
Bush renb a holiday home at Odessa.

I hope the studies will not become too narrowly specialised or
too mathematical. War is one of the most complex and uncertain
activities in which human beings engage. It involves science,

technology, manpower, professionalism, economict social change, and
often the rnost intense forms of politics. Its outcome has rarely been
predictable.Its avoidance involves diplomacy and luck. To see it as a
whole - whether it is happening or being avoided or simply prepared
for - requires various kinds of expertise. I hope they will all thrive
within the Centre.

Finally, allow me to say, in what will probably be my last
public utterance in this university, how glad I am to have been
associated with the Centre, if only in peripheral ways. The university
has had varying fortunes with Centres and Units; none has been more
sucressful than this. Wisely and smoothly managed by Tom, Bob, Des

and now Paul; with the benevolent efficienry of fol Langtry; with a

great many contacts abroad; with the cooperation of far-sighted people
in the governrnen$ this has been a model enterPrise. long may it
flourish!
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES



CHAPTER 5

THE STRUCTURE OF STRATEGIC STUDIES

Martin van Creveld

lnThe Structure of Scientifc Ranolutions,l Thomas Kuhn argues
that the history of science is best understood not as a closer and closer
approximation to some obiective 'truth'but as a succession of different
paradigms. Each period has its own paradigm which is rooted in the
general culture and, through it, the underlying political, social, and
economic reality. The paradigm itself consists of the underlfng set of
assumptions. It defines not just what is known, but the nature of
knowledge itself; not iust the answers to questions, but the kind of
questions that may legitimately be asked; not just reults, but the
methods that may be used in reaching them; in short, what does, and
does not, count as'truth'.

To look at the argument from the opposite directiory science

1nay not be cumulative and whatever 'progress' that it makes may not
be-linear. 'Objective truth'is exceedingly difficult to reach and may
indeed not exist at all. This is because, at each time and place, th-e
methods of science, the kind of questions that may legitimately be
asked, and even the nature of knowledge itself form a closely knit,
interlocking, whole. Far from being governed by some self-evident
reality, the paradigm defines the things that do or do not ,make sense,l
with the result that, when two different ones meet (for example,
during the encounter of Europeans with natives in the trlew woird)
misunderstanding may well be absolute and conllict even unto death
the only possible interaction.2

See Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Reuolutions, (Chicago
University Press, Chicago, Michigan, 1962), particularly chapte-.
A very instructive firsthand account of the ,interaction; - or iack of
it - of two totally indifferent paradigms may be found in Karen
von Blixen, Outof Afriu, (Penguin, Harmondsworth,lg54).
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Given its 'total'dtaracter, to discern the limits of a paradigm -
let alone breaking with it and establishing a new one in its stead -
represents an extremely difficult undertaking. For us to grasp the
essence of, say, Inca civilisation requires an enorrnous intellectual
effort tantamount to leaping over our own shadow; for them to grasp

ours, possibly an even greater one. Within each civilisation, those who
make the attempt may well find themselves denounced as lunatics,
criminals, or both, and indeed in so far as they set themselves up in
opposition to societ5y's most cherished rules and/or values they are
criminals or lunatics. As the fate which overtook Socrates, Vesalius,
Bruno, Galilei, and many others shows, the price to be paid can be
heavy indeed. People do not like to have their prejudices uPset,

particularly since those prejudices represent both the product of the
social order and the pillar on which it rests.

To illustrate the nature of the paradigm at the hand of a
concrete example, the founding fathers of 'classical' natural science

were Francis Bacon, Ren6 Descartes, and Isaac Newton.3 Of these

mery Bacon (1561-1621) established that the highway to scientific truth
leads through systematic experimentation and induction rather than,
say, abstract logic or the interpretation of authoritative tests such as

Aristotle. Descartes (159G1650) created the absolute distinction
between the subjective spirit and the obiective reality that it observes;
hence, among other things, the demand that experiments be repeatable

and their outcome identical regardless of the identity of the
experimenter. Newton (1&2-772n determlned that this reality
consists of bodies, movements, and forces, hence that these and no
others are the subiects which'philosophy' ought to try and understand
and on which experiments ought to be made. Except in the field of
nuclear physics, where a new paradigm was established by the likes of
Albert Einstein, Max Planck and Wemher von Heisenberg, from their
time to ours to proceed in any other way and to seek any other kind of
truth is a priori to brand oneself as an ignoramus. At best, such an
attempt will be dismissed as 'unscientifiC and Put aside as unworthy

For a discussion of these men and their contributions to scientific
thought - as opposed to 'discoveries' - see H. Butterfield, The

Oigtns of Modun Science, (Free Press, New York, revised edition,
1957), particularly pp.67 -171.
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of the attention of serious people concerned with the realities of the
physical world.

In this paper, I propose to argue that Strategic Shrdies, tm,
operate on the basis of a paradigrrU indeed that they themselves form a
paradigm which to a large extent is sealed, self-reinforcing, and
impervious to criticism. Ours is an age which - in democratic
countries at any rate - prides itself on its tolerance. Hence the price to
be paid by those who venture outside the accepted paradigm seldom
amounb to death, through it may do so if some particularly sore spot
is touched upon. Still, even within the relative freedom of academia
they may well find themselves subiect to lesser penalties such as a loss
of professional status, research opportunities, grants, etc.

Taking a wider perspective, the price to be paid for clinging to
the wrong paradigm in strategic studies is much heavier. Cynics rnay
doubt the extent to which deliberate, high level, theoretical reflection
affects practice, given that those who write and reflect usually do not
make the most important decisions whereas those who make the most
important decisions rarely have the leisure to reflect and write.
Nevertheless, it lies in the nature of a paradigm that its power cannot
be ignored. Transmitted through a thousand channels, consciously or
unconsciously it permeates reality, even to the point of defining what
is 'real' and what is no$ with the result that the price to be paid for
holding on to the wrong one may be defeat.

War is a practical pursuit above all, with the result that the
number of great military-theoretical minds who have made their mark
on it is much smaller than in science or philosophy. In modern
SUategic Studies, the role of patron saint as well as founding father is
usually played by C-arl von Clausewiu.4 Clausewitz was a Prussian
officer who was born in 1780 and died in 1831. He saw limited action
during the Napoleonic Wars, helped General Gerhard von Scharnhorst
reform the Prussian A^y after its defeat in 1806, served as chief of

By far the best modern biography is P. Paret, Clausauitz anil the
Sfafe, (Princeton Universi$r Press, Princeton, New |ersey, 1970.
However, see also A. Gat, Clausauib anil the Enlightenmmt,
(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1989r, which interprets
Clausewitz's teachings in a sense directly opposd to that of
Paret.
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staff to an imny corp6, and ultimately rose to the rank of general.
During the last fifteen years of his life he served, much against his will,
as the adminishative director of the Berlin Kriegsakademia, which
sinecure gave him the leisure for writing. The product, Vom lhiege,
was left unfinished at his death and was finally published by his wife.
Already near the middle of the nineteenth century it was compared to
Thucydides and called 'a tirneless treasure of the human spirit'.S

The hold which Clausewitz has established on modem
militaqy theory is extraordinary. His works are taught in every
military sctrdrl worthy of the name: no other author has been
banslated into as many languages - including, to mention but two,
Hebrew and Indonesian - and none is quoted nearly as often.5 With
rare exceptions such as Ludendorff - who has been made fun of for
precisely that reasod - writers coming after Clausewitz have operated
within the framework that he has created; this even goes for his most
vocal critics, such as Basil Liddell Hart who denounced him as The
Mahdi of Mass' but who never sought to question the maste/s
fundanrental approach to war as a means to an end.8 By contrast, it
has sornetimes been the sad fate of authors who antedate Clausewitz -
firucydides, for example - to be considered worth quoting mainly to

For this and similar quotes see Martin van Creveld, The Eternal
Clausewitz', in M. Handel (d.), Clausat)itz anil Modsn Strategy,
(Frank Cass, london, 1985), p.49, fn.l.
A survey of the last ten volumes of two leading periodicals,
lntqrutbul Saurity and The lournal of Strategic Studia,
substantiates this claim. It brought to light the interesting fact
that every artide going back further than the American Civil War
was devoted to Clausewitz.
J. Wallach, Kriegsthorien: lhre Entwbklung im 79 unil 20 lahr-
hunilqt, (Bernard & Graefe, Frankfurt, Mairy 7972),pp.78fi88,\92,
wherc Ludendorff's inversion of Clausewitzian relationship
between war and policy is called 'acazy doctrine' (Irrlehre).
B.H. Liddell Hart, The Ghost of Napolun, (Princeton University
Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1932), chapter 1, For Liddell Hart's
own rather orthodox views concerning the relationship between
war and politics see his Strategy, (Praeger, New York, 7967),

pp333tf; here at any rate is a field where he has nothing original
to say.
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the extent that they confirm the validity of the 'realisf Clausewitzian
framework.9 Others still do not fit into the Clausewitzian framework
at all, with the result that they appear strange to our eyes. For
example, the fourteenth century writer Honore Bonet with his concern
for the chivalrous ethos is remembered mainly as a Nstorical curiosity,
illustrative of a feudal culture that has vanished.l0 Even a bwering
work such as the Sun Tzu is often seen as part of a separate, slightly
quant, tradition, and its influence on someone like Mao Tzedong must
be interpreted and unilqstooil in the light of modern shategy.l r

Precisely because we all live within the Clausewizian
paradigm, to perceive ib underlying assumptions is very difficult. Yet
to say that those assumptions are true because they appear so to us is
presumptious; iust as we today find it hard to understand the concerns
of rredieval scholars, so undoubtedly the tinre will come when future
generations look back in amazement at some of the things whidr we
today take for granted. My attempt to go beyond the existing
paradigm must necessarily be rooted in periods other than our owry
since they are the only ones which offer a bases for comparison; even
so, it must be cautious and limited. Proceeding in ascending order of
importance, here are some basic assumptions which Strategic Studies
have taken over from Clausewitz.

First, the Clausewitzian paradigm insists that war is - or, at
any rate, ought to be - govemed solely by considerations pertaining to
the ends to be sought, i.e. utility; hence, to quote his own words, that
law and rrnrality figure in it merely as 'weak, self imposed limitations,

See for example, Michael Howard, Tlu &uses ot' Wm, (Flarvard
University Press, Cambridge Massachusetts, 1985), chapter 1.
On Honore Bonet, see above dl M. Keen, Tfte Irus of War in the
I-ate Midille Ages, (Routledge London, 1965L chapter 2; see also ].
Huizinga, The Waning of thc Miildle Ages, (penguin,
Harmondsworth, 1 968), p.101.
See, for example, G. Segal, D$mding Chitu, (Oxford University
Press, Oxford, 19&5), pp27ff, for iust such an attempt to explain
the peculiaritie of the Chinese military hadition and
'understand' it by fitting it into the Western, Clausewitziary
model.

1t
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[isl hardly worth mentioning'.l2 Throughout the 863 pages that make
up the text of the 19th Gerrnan edition of Vom Kriege,l3 this is all that
he had to say about the matter. Most of his would-be modern
sucressors such as Basil Udell Hart, Thomas Schelling, or Edward
Luttwak do not Bay even this, and indeed merely to raise the problem
as if it could be of any importance except, perhaps, for the purpose of
pncpaganda is to risk being suspected of soft-headedness. History,
however, shows that the nature of 'utilit/ is itself determined by the
general orlture and expressed by the laws, or rules, of war. By
ignoring those rules, all that Strategic Studies really achieve is to take
the existing ones for granted.

To illustrate the extent to which the cunent customs of war are
not those of the past ones, consider Clausewitz's own fate when he

was taken prisoner. This memorable event took place two weeks after
the disastrous Battle of |ena in which Prussia was all but deshoyed.
Clausewitz's unit, fighting a rearguard action near Prenzlau halfway
between Berlin and the Baltic Coast, was cut off by French cavalry.
Together with Prince August of Prussia, to whom he was serving as

ADC, he was taken to Berlin. The Prince was interviewed by
Napoleory whereupon the two young noblemen gave their word of
honour to refrain from further participation in the war and were sent
home.l4 A month later they were ordered to proceed to internrrent in
France. Their journey was made at a leisurely place, and Clausewitz
even took the opportunity to visit Goethe in Weimar. In France they
spent time first at Nanry, then at Soissons, and finally at Paris.
Needless to say all this bavelling and visiting was done entirely at
their own expense; though the authorities kept an eye on them, they
moved everywhere freely and were able to frequent the best social
circles. The sopurn ended after ten months when, following the
Treaty of Tilsit, they were allowed to go home. They travelled by way

Carl von Clausewitz, On War, 0.1. Graham trans., Routledge,
londory 7962),Yo1.p.2.
H. Halweg (ed.), Von Kriege: Collectel Work of General KarI wn
Chusantitz, (Duemmler, Bonn, 1980).

See on this episode C. von Clausewitz, Nachrichtar iibu Pranssen

unil *ina grosrrln lGtastrophe Kriegsgachichtliche Einulschiften,
(Mittler, Berlin, 1888), Vol.X, p.Y7,

13

14
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of Switzerland, stopping to stay with Madame de Stael in whose house
the prince seenu to have had a love affair.

At the time these events took place, i.e. almost two hundred
years ago, socio-political conditions resembled those prevailing in our
ownday at any rate sufficiently for the distinction between'army' and
'civilians'to be recognised. Very often in history, however, even this
did not apply; the idea that armed forces constitute a separate
organisation whose members have rights and duties different from
those of the rest of society is, for the most part, quite recent. As a
result, during most of histoqy it was not only soldiers but civilians who
could be taken prisoner by a victorious force.l5 Once captured it was
only the victor/s good grace that stood between them and execution.
They could be subiected to a ransom, or enslaved, or bartered, or sold.
In sorre cultures captives were sacrificed to the gods or made to fight
each other in the circus. Female ones could be forcibly abducted and
made into concubines, their children either slaughtered or sold out of
hand. All these nota bene, are customs which have made their
appearance within the cpnfines of our own Western civilisation from
Homer to the present.l5 The ideas of some other, non-Western
societies on these questions are much stranger still.

The kind of radical change that has overtaken attitudes
towards prisoners also applies to any number of other problems. To
mention but a few, the rules of war govern attitudes towards non-
combatants and the wounded; the question of sanctuaries, parleys, and
truces; the ways in which wars are opened and the methods by which
they are terminated; in short, who is allowed to fight whom, under
what circumstances, by what means, for what reasons, and to what
ends. Furthermore, nothing would be more erroneous than to
consider such questions peripheral to the 'real' business of war. As the
Gulf Crisis has demonsbated only recently, whether or not hostages
rnay be taken and used as protective shields; whether leaders and their

For good examples of the treatment which might be meted out to
capturd noncombatants in times and places other than our own
see e.g. Dantaonomy, )o(, as well as Euripedes,TheTrojan Women,
(Methuery London, 1964).
Twelve young Troian captives were sacrificed by Achilles on
Patroclos' grave, Iiad, (Doubleday, New York,7974), pp.23, 175-
84.

l5
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families (to say nothing of their mistresses) rnay be hrgeted in their
persons and assassinated; whether war will be accompanied by acts of
terrorism in the enem/s country; all these are undoubtedly questions
of law, but they are also strategic issues par excellence.

To look at it from a different angle, what will and will not be

considered 'strateg/ at any time and place is itself Partly governed by
law, which in turn reflects the prevailing forms of socio-political
organisation. Without law or, in earlier societies, custom the kind of
organisation on which armed forces are dependent for their
functioning is impossible; without law, the distinction between war
and murder which is essential to the eistence of any society
whatsoever cannot exist. An armed grouP of men without law is not
an arrny but a mob. Without law, both strategy and war itself are
ultimately impossible.

Second, the strategic paradigm sees war as the continuation of
politics - with the result that other types of obiectives aPPear in the
literature briefly if at all. Now the truth of this poshrlate is self evident
if, by the word 'politics', we understand simply that which any kind of
society at any time and place may regard as good, or useful, or
profitable, for itself. However, to extend Clausewitz's most important
dictum in this way is at the same time to turn it into a mere cliche.l7

To consider the problem from the opposite point of view, in
any type of society the objectives for which that society goes to war are
not arbitrary. Instead they are closely bound with, and partly
determined by, its general cultural, political, social, and economic
structure, which in turn determines the things that the society in
question considers good, or useful, or profitable for itself. Nothing
would be rnore mistaken than to assume that today's obiectives were
necessarily shared by the people of previous ages; in fact, an aftempt to
draw up a list of all the different ones for which people have gone to

17 The meaning of politics may be disputed. Here I use it not just in
the sense as of government, but that kind of government which is
characteristic of the state. For a discussion see C. Schmitt, The

Concqt of the Political, (Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts,
1976\.
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war in the past would be tantarnount to writing a history of
civilisation.lS Here,I can do no nrore than provide a few examples.

The tribal societies such as existed all over the world until
recently were barely even familiar with the idea - let alone the
institution - of 'government'. As a result, the goal of the wars that they
waged was less the interest of society as a whole than eaming glory for
individuals, achieving their obiectives, and satisfying their grievances.
Adult males in these societies derived their status very largely from
their prowess as warriors; a man of acknowledged bravery not only
enioyed privileged acc€ss to the necessities of life (including food,
shelter, and sexual favours) but could expect to make his voice heard
in the tribe's affairs. Hence among the North American plains lndians,
for example, the obpctive of war was not the implementation of
collective 'polig/ but the gathering of coups by individual warriors.
Coups consisted of tangible proofs of bravery such as pieces of the
enem/s body or his equipment, which were otherwise entirely useless
but which could be put on display. Insofar as such aims themselves
precluded either discipline or tactical organisatiory the result was a
rather ineffective form of warfare. To this extent war, tar from being
waged as a continuation of group policy, lost out in favour of other
goals considered higher or more important.l9

Similarly, during the European Middle Ages, the typical
modern idea that human society consists of 'sovereignl units, each
pulling in a different direction and each entitled to pursue its interests
with the aid of violence if need be, did not yet eist. Instead, the entire
Rqublica Christiaru was conceived as a single organism made out of
many component parts. Those who ruled over the organism were the

If only because people tend to look at their own goals as self-
evidently desirablg no such history has ever been attempted.
There exist, however, studies of the motivations of particular
societies at particular times and places: see, for example, Y.
Garlan, Recherche ile Poliuertique Greque, (Ecole Francaise
d'Athens, Athens, 19741, chapter 1; and W.V. Harris, War anil
lmperialbm in Rqublican Rome, 327:70 BC, (Oxford University
Press, Oxford, 7979), p.l$ft.
See I.H. Turney-High, Pimitioe War, its Practice tnil Concqts,
(University of South C-arolina Press, Columbia, South Carolina,
7971r, Part II, for a discussion of the goals of primitive warfare.
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Emperor, the Pope, or - depending on the scholar you cared to read -

both; the factor that held all its parts together was the law. The origin
of the law might be divine or customary in a society that was largely
illiterate, the fact that much of it was unwritten did not weaken its
authority but, on the contrary, strengthened it. In neither case was it
simply a man-made system subiect to arbihary interference or change

at the hand of rulers. Thus far the typical medieval outlook as

represented, for example, by Saint Thomas Acquinas in the mid-
thirteenth century. It assigned each individual and each group with
their proper role, binding them together by a network of mutual rights
and obligations.2o

Since law rvas seen as something that stood above rulers and
existed independently of their consent, war - iust war - was turned into
something very like a legal instrument.2l Far from being hors ile loi it
was considered a kind of extraordinary lawsuit, a remedy to be used
by properly designated authority against recalcitrant individuals or
groups if all else failed. Its function was to set wrong right and to
inflict punishment for past transgressions; for example, in 1337

Edward II of England accused Philip VI of France of having stolen an

entire Kingdom and threatened to go to war in order to reclaim it- War
might be used to decide a disputed inheritance, extirpate heresy, or
exact a penalty for crimes committed. In many ways it was an
instrument of iustice rather than of politics, or perhaps it would be

better to say that, since the latter were anchored in the former, they did
not yet exist in anything like their present form.

Nor should it be thought that nonpolitical objectives only
made their appearance in primitive civilisations far removed from our
own. Even as late as the early modern age, the most important reason

for which rulers went to war was not politics but religion. For almost a

century and a half after Martin Luther first nailed his Ninety-Five
theses to the church door at Wittenberg, Catholics and Protestants vied
with each other in their calls for Holy War. Populations as happened
to disagree with their respective views of Christ's nature were often

20 For a short discussion of Aquinas' 'political' views see G.H.
Sabine, A Hbtory of Politiul Theory, (Harrap, londory 3rd edn.,
79&),pp.247ft.

2r See I. Contamine, War in the Miilille A8es, (Blackwell, Oxford,
1980), pp.280ff.
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slaughtered. The troops of Gustavus Adolphus, like Cromwell's
Ironsides, went into battle chanting hymns; so intensely religious was
the Spanish A^y of Flanders that ib troops carried the sign of the
Madonna even when they mutinied.22 The role that religion played in
war was reflected in the military handbooks of the period, many of
which devoted their initial chapters to the religious ceremonies to be
observed by the troops. It is as if an analysis of toda/s arrned forces
should open with a description of the militaqy chaplain system.

Thus, on the declaratory level at any rate, religious war
remained very important in Western civilisation until well into the
early modern age; nor is this surprising in view of the fact that
contemporaries - including even those among them who were acrused
of atheism! - werle unable to conceive any kind of social order which
was not based on religious sanction.zl What was true of Europe
applied a fortbri to other continents. It was only after 1648 that purely
'political' entities, i.e., the kind of sovereign states first described by
fean Bodiry were able to establish a monopoly over the right to make
war even in the West. However, the fact that war has been waged
overwhelmingly by states, and thus for political ends, during the last
three centuries does not guarantee that this will continue to be the case
for ever. Should the nature of social organisation change, so will the
kind of factors that govern war.

The third cardinal paradigm which Strategic Studies have
taken over from Clausewitz is that war is a means to an end, and
instrumant for achieving this objective or that. Such a view commends
itself as a convenient starting-point for analysis by the fact that war by
definition is a social activity resting upon some kind of organisation;
insofar as cpncerns the cpmmunity as a whole, it rnay even be correct.
However, as many commentators have pointed out, even in this case
the strategic approach almost certainly overstates the degree of
rationality involved. When everything is said and done, and whether
the type of reginre involved, the people who comprise the decision-
making elite are rnade of flesh and blood. Nothing could be more

G. Parker, The Army of Flandus anil the Spanish RMil,7567-7659,
(Cambridge University Press, London, 1921, p.200.
This even applied to Thomas Hobbes, in many ways the inventor
of the modern secular state. See Thomas Hobbes, Leoiatlun,
(Blackwell, Oxford, 7g46r,Part III.

22
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preposterous than to think that, iust because some people have the

io*o to rule over questions of war and peace, they a$ like calculating

machines that are unswayed by passions. In fact they are no more

rational than the rest of us; and indeed, since power presumably
means that they are less subject to constraint, they rnay be less.24

At bottom, the reason why fighting can never be simply a

question of achieving some positive goal or objective is - 
1o. 

put it
bluntly - that dead men have neither obiectives nol goa]s-to achieve. A
person may well lay down his life in the name of God, king, country,

ind family, or even all four at once. However, to say that he does so

because nb fras sorrc kind of posthumous 'interest' in the survival even

of his nearest and dearest is to invert the meaning of the term and turn
it into a grotesque caricature of itself. Considered from this point of
view, wa-rfare --the fact that people are prepared to fight and die if
necessary - constitutes the great proof that man is not motivated by
selfish interest alone; as the original meaning of the term berserker (holy

fighter) testifies, in some ways it represents the most altruistic of all
himan activities, akin to the sacred and merging into it.zs It is
precisely the perceived absence of egoistic goals which explains why
society so often confers the highest honours in its possession, on those

who iither brave death or die bravely; even to the point where,like
Greek or Norse heroes, they are taken into the pantheon and

themselves become gods.

To look at it in another way, the motives which make men

willing to lie down their lives are by no means always overlap with the

goals for which the community goes to war. A story by the Soviet

writer Ilya Ehrenburg illustrates the point very well. The setting is

world war I trench-warfare; as the Frenchman Pierre and the Prussian

Peter prepare to graPple and die both fight for 'freedom, or iron, or

E, Farful Wartiors: A PsYchologiul

Profle of US-Swiet Relatiotts, (Free Press, New York, 1984); and S'

Xuirl, Minds at War Nuclear Reality and the lnnu Conflicts of Policy

Makers, (Basic Books, New York, 1988).
25 We today tend to regard war as profane, indeed as the most

profane ictivity of all. 
-However, 

such a view is by no means self-

evident. See i. Giarard, Violence anil the Sated, (lohns Hopkins
University Press, Baltimore, Maryland, Dn).
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coal, or the devil knows whaf, and both think of their wives'breasts.25
The efforts of propaganda machines to the contrary, much evidence
exists to show that it is not rare for the fighting individual to be either
ignorant of the communal goal or indifferent to it;T and indeed the
larger and more impersonal the community the more likely this is to
be the case. Furtherrnore, often the longer and more difficult a war the
more remote the goals from the combatants' lives and the less their
importance in making them fight. Even a war which starts as an
instrument for achieving this objective or that may well turn self-
sustaining. To him who has spent months or years in the field and
who sees no other future in front of him, the political obiectives of war
hardly matter.

By following Clausewitz and laying down a teleological
framework for the study of war, strategic theoqy has put the cart in
front of the horse. Beginning with the master himself, who is content
to leave such questions to the 'philosophers',8 the terms of reference
employed come dose to ruling out an inquiry into the motives that
make npn fighg at best, such factors are dubbed 'irrational' and
refened to soft-headed people such as psychologists, anthropologists,
sociologists and'palaeontologisb'. One is reminded of the physicians
in Moliere's It nulade bruginaire who were content if they could call a
disease by sorne long Latinate name. Yet is must never be overlooked
that, in any war ever fought, it is the motives which make men willing
to fight that play a critical, not to say decisive, role. Take that will way,
and even the best organised, best trained, best equipped armed force
turns into a brittle instrument.

Ilya Ehrenburg, ?ipe Number Four', in Trinailtst Trubok
[Thirteen Pipal, (Kharkov, 1925).
See E.A. Shills and M. Janowitz, €ohesion and Dsintegration in
the Wermacht in World War II', Public Opinion Quartaly, (Vol.12),
19t18, pp.28G315; S.A. Stouffer, The Amqicnn Solilis, (Princeton
University Press, Princeton, New jersey, 1949), (Vol.I), p.467,
Vol.II, p.110; and Martin van Creveld,Fighting Powa: Ganun anil
US Army Paformance, 7939-1.945, (Greenwood Press, Westport,
Connecticu t, 1982), p.83f f .
On War, Vol.II, p342. For Clausewitz's reluctance to deal with
such problers, see also Vol.I, pJn.
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Finally, Strategic Studies claim to be anchored in history
which acts as the basis of theory, which in tum is supposed to underlie
practice. Following a view first established by Giambattista Vico - and
which, becoming the common heritage of Western civilisatiory is taken
for granted by Clausewitz as well - history is understood as a
continuous river of change. To be sure, it is an exceedingly
complicated river. Not only does it flow at different speeds at
different times and places, but it also contains nurny eddies,
whirlpools, dams (which 

^ay 
cause breakers from time to time) and

even the occasional countercurrent moving in the opposite direction.
Ultimately, however, its progress is 'Newtonian', i.e. uniform and
unidirectional. It marches from the past through the present towards
the future, all the while leading humanity by stages from less
developed civilisations to such as we consider, if not morally better
than at any rate higher, more advanced, and more sophisticated.2g

Built into such a view of history is the conclusion that, the
further back in time we travel, the less familiar and the less relevant
the world we encounter. The technological, military, political, social,
economic, and cultural circumstances attending conflicts older thary
say, fifty or a hundred years are perceived to be radically different
from our ow& which readily leads to the conclusion that little of any
value may be learnt from them.30 Insofar as Strategic Studies
constitute an independent discipline at all, it is precisely over this
point that they have parted intellectual comPany with military histo4y.
After all the fruits of strategy are supposed to be, if not actually policy-
shaping, at any rate 'policy relevant'. From Clausewitz on, for the
most part this has meant that only recent histoqy is considered worth

By llewtonian' time I mean time that is non-repeatable,
unidirectional, and moving at uniform speed. Such a concept of
time was closely associated with the invention of the mechanical
dock and only established its dominance after 1650. See N.
Hampson, The Enlightenment: An Ewluation of its ksumptiorc,
Attituila anil Values, (Penguin Books, Londory 1982), p.734ft.
This view was already expressed by Clausewitz himself who,
however, could never make up his mind whether it was in 1648
(the Peace of Westphalia), or 1703 (the outbreak of the War of the
Spanish Succession), or 7740 (the ascent of Frederick the Great),
that 'modern'history began. See On War 2 Yo1.1,pp.76243.
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studying, and then mainly to the extent that it presents lessons' that
are still useful for the present.

The predilection for the recent is something which Snategic
Studies share with the so called 'analytical' disciplines, including
economics (as opposed to economic history) and sociology (as opposed
to anthropology). Against it, two principal objections rnay be raised.
First, by limiting one's gaze to periods which are close to ourown only
superficial comparisons may be made and superficial lessons drawn.
To speak with Thomas Kuhn, such an approach moves within the
efsting paradigm and comprised 'normal' science; since the most
fundarnental assumptions are rarely noticed - let alone questioned - it
is certain a piori that the result, however interesting for relevant to
practical affairs, can never be truly far-reaching or revolutionary.
Hence perhaps the origin of a certain shortlivedness, not to say
superficiality, that rnarks the field as a whole. Interpreting the latest
development, sny, in ICBM technology in the light of all its
predecessors may give rise to the occasional best seller. However, for
that veqy reason it is only rarely that a volume can still be read with
profit after more, say, than ten years.

Second, and following naturally from the hccepted' view of
history as an unidirectional progressiory the underlying assumption of
strategic studies always seems to be that the future will be like the
past, only more so. This is because events are interpreted in terms of
trends; for them to be interpreted in terms of trends, they must belong
to the same class. Having started somewhere in the past, trends are
expected to continue for some time ye| thus serving as the basis for
prediction. Good examples of trends that are taken almost for granted
by strategists include the unending drive towards more and better
technology; the need, which grows from this drive, for greater and
greater professionalism; and the assumption that, since everybody
wanb to -."k'ome hdvanced', the wars fought by the most developed
countries will serve as model for those of the rest.

In fact, however, the opposite may well be true. Beginning in
1945, the introduction of nuclear weapons has created a situation
where the most advanced countries can hardly afford to wage war
against each other without risking mutual suicide. The result has been
to push large rale interstate war into the nooks and crannies of the
intemational system - in other words, into places such as the Gulf
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where such weaporui are not yet Present. Hence the trends of 194F

1990 do not form a continuation of those which prevailed between

1648 and 1945; in many ways, they are running in exactly the opposite
direction. Instead of growing the armed forces of the most imPortant
countries have shrunk, and indeed even as these words are bei.g
written they continue to melt away. Instead of the most professiorral

ones with the highest technology always emerging victorious, from
Algeria to Afghanistan and from Namibia to Sri Lanka they have

suflered any number of defeats at the hands of ragtag gangs of
irregulars. instead of wars becoming more and more intensive and
high+ec[ the vast maprity have been of the low-intensity type.

From Soviet Azerbaijan through Yugoslavia and the Baltic all
the way to Northern Ireland - to say nothing of Lebanon, Afghanistan,

Sri lanka, Cambodia, the PhiliPPines, Peru and Colombia - the most

relevant rnodel is not the Second World War, or the 1973 Arablsraeli
War, or the 1991 Gulf War, but the Hundred Years War.31 As of today
it is only Western Europe, North America, fapan, and of cours€
Australasia which aPPear more or less lmmune to low intensity
conflict; but even in these places every prime minister lives in a

reinforced stronghold and every airport is in the Process of being

transformed into a fortress. Little of this has been foreseen by
strategic studies; nor, given the prejudices which mark the structure of
the field, would it have been reasonable to expect such a prediction.

In conclusion, though there is no doubt that Clausewitz is the

greatest of all Western writers on war the paradigm which he created -

ind which underlies modern strategic studies - is in some ways

seriously flawed. By ignoring law, strategic studies leave out one of
the mosl important factors on which war is based and which itself goes

a long way to define what is and is not considered strategy at any
given time and place. By adopting the axiom that war is the

iontinuation of politics they leave out other kinds of objectives,

including such ai have been higtly important in the past and will
almost certainly become relevant once again in the future. By
presenting war as a means to an end, they come close to prohibiting,a
ierious itq"i"y into the one thing that really matters in war, namely

31 For a much rmre extended treatment of these developments than

can be offered here, see Martin van Creveld ,TIe Transformation of

Wa4 fFree Press, New York, 1991), particularly chapters 1 and 7.
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the spirit which makes men prepared to fight and, if necessary, die. By
ignoring nnst of history, they tacitly assume that present socio'
political circumstances are established for all time and refuses to look
into the possibility that they rnay undergo radical change. Ultimately,
the greatest loser from all this has been the field itself. It must rrend
its ways, and fast, or else become irrelevant.



CHAPTER 5

THE FUTURE OF INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY STUDIES

Sean M. Lynn-Jones*

The field of international security studies has always
examined important public policy problems, and ib scholars and

analysts often have been drawn to prominent current issues. At the

dawn of the atomic age, scholars tried to understand the implications
of ,the absolute weaponi for the united states and the world. In the
1950s, the thermonuclear revolution led to an explosion of work on
detenerrce theory and the conundrum of how to make the hydrogen

bomb militarily and politically useful. ln the 1970s, the Vietnam War

and UgSoviet ilhtente reduced interest in military questions. Iater in
that decade stratqtic Panty prompted increased attention to problems

of conventional deterrence and defence. In the 1980s, renewed Us-
Soviet antagonism was accomPanied by a revival of interest in military
questions.

If the past is any guide, the end of the Cold War and the

trarsformation'of the international system in 1989-91 will have

important consequences for the field of international security studies.

The Soviet Urreat to Western Europe and the United Sates has

evaporated; the risk of nuclear war appear to have fallen; the decline

of tire Soviet Union (and perhapa of the United States) has made the

world unipolar (or multipolar); saddam Hussein has reminded us of
the continuing potential for violent conflict in the Third world; and the
post<ommunist countries of Crntral and Eastern Europe and the
iormer Soviet Union are experiencing problems ranging from virulent
national and ethnic strife to economic malaise.

. Fq thelr helpful ommenb and suggestions the author wishes to thank Linda
Brady, Hans G0nter Blauch, Robert Gray, feiesa Pelton Johnson, Gale Mattox, fbvid
SUrdson, Stephen Van Evera, Stephen-Walt,, and the_particiP-alF in .a ry.or.ksttop on-

S"rrrrdt1 Sirrabi tnd ttu tuciil Siiarc&: An Agntu ft tlu Futurc?)held, at the University of
So.rttem Californla, Nlay 1991.
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How should the end of the Cold War affect security shrdies?
Will the field adopt a new agenda? Does it have the analytical tools to
understand the changing security environment? The ongoing
transformation of the postwar international system already has
inspired a spate of discussions of the future of intemational security
studies.r This paper attempts to contribute to this debate by:

I A partid list indudes Ken Booth, (ed.), Nal Thinking About
Shategy enil lntermtbrul Saurity, (Harpr Collins, New York,
l99D; Barly Buzan, People, Stata anil Fw: An Agenila fw
lntarutiotul Sauity Studire in the Post4,olil War Era, (Lynne
Rienner, Boulder, Colorado, Second Edition, 1997); Neta
Crawford, The Once and Future Security Studies', Security
Stuilia, (forthcoming); Helga H. Haftendorn, The Security
Puz-zle: Theory-Building and Discipline.Building in International
Securitl/, lnterrutional Studia Qwrtuly, (Vo1.35, No.lL March
1991, pp.&17; Stephen M. Meyer, ?evolutionary Changes in
East-West Relations Should Revitalize the Field of Security
Studies', Chronicle ot' Higha Eilucation, 7 February 1990; foseph S.
Nye, Ir., The Contribution of Sfategic Studies: Future
Challenges', in The Clungng Strategic Landsupe, Part I, Adelphi
Papers No.235, (International Institute for SFategic Studies,
londory Spring 1989), pp.2G34; foseph S.Ny* fr. and Sean M.
Lynn-|ones, lnternational Security Studies: A Report of a
Conference on the State of the Field', lntertutional Secuity,
(Vo1.12, No.4) (Spring 1988), pp.5-27; Stephen M. Walt, The
Renaissance of Security Studies', lntqnatiotul Studir Quarterly,
(Vol35, No.2), ]une 191, pp.211-239.

Older surveys and evaluations of the field indude P.G. Bock
and Morton Berkowitz, The Errcrging Field of National
SecuritJ/, Worlil Politics, (Vo1.19, No.l), ftober 1966,pp.122-7%;
Hedley Bull, Strategic Studies and its Critics', Worlil Politics,
(Vol.2Q No.4), fuly 1958, pp.593{05; Colin S. Gray, Strategic
Stuilia and Public Policy: The Ameriun Experiane, (Univenity
Press of Kentucky, Lexingtory 79821; Gray, Strategic Studies: A
Critical Assessment (Greenwood, Westport, Connecticut, 79821;
Robert |ervis, Ioshua Lederberg, Robert North, Stephen Peter
Rosen, fohn Steinbruner, and Dina Zinnes, The Field of Natiotul
Saurity Stuilia: Rryrt to the National Ra,airch Council,
(Washington, D.C., 1986) Roy Licklider, The Prbate Nuclur
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1. defining the rope of international security studies;

2. assessing the state of the field of international security
studies;

3. examining how seorrity studies will be affected by the
changes in the international system; and

4. discussing a potential agenda for security studies.

The end of the Cold War has not undermined the need for
security studies. Recent remarkable political changes and upheaval in
the Soviet Uniory as well as the resulting developments in U$Soviet
relations have changed the threats to international security, but the
field of security studies still has a full agenda of practical and
intellectual problems. The changes in the international system will
probably make this agenda even richer and more varied, much as the
post-1945 changes in the international system stimulated thinking
about strategy after World War II. The field of international security
studies should not abandon its traditional approaches or divert its
attention wholly to emerging global problems such as environmental
degradatiory but it should broaden its focus to indude more analysis

of 
-the political causes of conflict (particularly nationalism), the

conditions for peace and cooperatiory linkage between economics and
security, and the security problems of the developing world.

The paper begins with a discussion of the definition of security
studies and the boundaries of the field. The second section briefly
reviews the evolution of the field. The third examines the state of the
field and rebuts some mistaken recent criticisms of security studies.

Strategists, (Ohio State University Press, Columbus, Ohio, 1971);

laurence Martin, The Future of Strategic Studies', lourrul of
Strategic Studis, (Vol.3, No.3), December 1980, pp.91-99; Peter

Nailor, Military Strateg/, in Trevor Taylor (ed.), Apgmclus and

Thmry in lnternatiotul Relatiotts, (Longmary london, 1978),

pp.165-181; Richard Smoke, National Security Affairs', in Fred I.
Greenstein and Nelson W. Polsby (eds.), Hanilbook of Political
Sciorce, (Vol.E), Intqnational P olitia, (Addison-Wesley, Reading,
Massachusetts, 7975), pp.2a7452; and Social Science Research

Council, The Saurity Affairs Field: What Has lt Achiarcd? Where

Should lt Go?, (Social Science Research Council, New York, 1986).
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The next section explores how the sbucture of the field will be affected
by the end of the Cold War. Finally, I offer some suggestions for a
future researdr agenda in intemational security studies.

I. Defining'International Security Studies'

A. The S"ope of the Field

The subiect rnatter of international securigr studies indudes
general thmretical issues such as the causes of war and alliances, as
well as more policy-oriented research on problems of military policy
confronting particular countries. The questions that form the cenbal
focus of the field are all concerned with intemational violence and
extemal threats to the security of states. I see two main themes in the
field:

1. Tlre causes and prevention of war; and

2. Snategy - how military forces are used for political
PurPoses.

A third theme, the effects of war, has received less attention
and to some extent has been integrated into the others, but is
important in regard to state-building, for example, because rnany
nation-states have been shaped in the crucible of armed conllict. These
themes arise from contradictory impulses. Some scholarc are more
concemed about the danger of war, while others look for ways to use
force for national purposes. But often the same analysb explore both
main thenres, and it is probably healthy to have them intellectually
tinked.

The core of inErnational security studies includes basic
theoretical work on the causes of conllict and war in the international
system, prescriptive and descriptive studies of the grand strategies of
states, analyses of the problems of nuclear stratq3y, arms cpntrol, and
deterrence, problems related to conventional deterrence and
conventional strategy, the determinants of the defence policies of
states, studies of military organizations and civil-military relations,
and military history.

Several names have been applied to the field of inquiry that I
regard as international security studies. The term 'strategic studies' is
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often used synonymously with security studies in the United States,
but in other countries it usually connotes a n.urower enterprise that
focuses on military and technical questions.2 Although there is
probably no agreement on the precise meanings of the terms, 'national
securit/ generally implies a focus on defending a particular state
against external threats, 'intemational securit;y' suggests that security
interdependence renders the unilateral pursuit of security impossible,
and 'global securig/ implies an emerging emphasis on building
institutions to deal with ecological, economic, militaly and other
threats to the global community or even to the survival of the planet.3
I prefer to call the field 'intemational security studies'because it makes
clear that conternporary security problems are international in rope
and broader than nanow military and technical issues, and because
the label is widely used.4 I will use 'security studies' synonymously
with international security studies. As many writers have pointed out,
'security' is an ambiguous concepLs Although calling the field
'securi$r studies' may introduce some of this ambiguity into the
entelprise ('War and Peace Studies', for example, would describe
much of the subiect matter of the field accurately), the label has gained
wide usage and is generally understood.

See Haftendorn, The Security Puzzle: Theory-Building and
Dscipline-Building in International SecuriV, p.75; and Buzary
People, State anil Fur: An Agoila for International Security Stuilia
in tle Post-Colil War Era, (Lynne Rienner, Boulder, Colorado,
Second Edition, 7991), pp.2}24 for discussion of the distinction
between sbategic studies and security studies.
Haftendorn, The Security Puzzld, offers a discussion of the
meanings often attached to these three terms.
For example, the International Studies Association has an
International Security Studies Section, there is a Center for
International Security and Arms Control (Stanford University),
and a Center for International Security Studies at Maryland
(University of Maryland, among many other institutions.
See Arnold Wolfers,'llational Security as an Ambiguous Symbol',
in his Discoil anil Collaboration, (T\e |ohns Hopkins University
Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 7962); and Barry Buzan, Paple Stata
anil Far, (University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina,1983), p.6.
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B. How Broad Should the Field Be?

It ig diffk'ult to delimit prcisely the saoPe and boudarbs of
international security etrdkrt. This problern is rpt unique b security
studieo. ItIoet academic fielde have diffhdty drawing dear lirrcs
betrrcn their sub$ ad others. Whene, for exampe, doee history
end ad ecomtnic history begin? Doeg economic hisbry bebt g in the
diripline of ecommics or in the diriplirs of history? The problems
ar€ compounded in security studiee, howev6, bcause the field
irrcorporates a multidisciplinary nnge of , including thoee

of politbel scierEe, histor'/, sociology, econonrics, and the physical
sckrEes,.rpng otlers. Moreover, inEnatbnal security studies is a
subfield of intemational relatbns ard the bourda{f between the two
is ofbnblurr€d.6

Some observers have argued that the security studies field
should be broader than a narrow focus on military questions. Many
scholars and analysts in the field, however, have always addressed a
broad range of issues. The field does not and should not focus
exclusively on war. Economic threats to a state's industrial base, for
example, may ultirnately affect that state's military capabilities as well
as the well-being of its citizens.T Assessing security policies may also
require an examinationof non-military altematives. In the Gulf Crisis
and War, for example, examinations of the likely effectiveness of
economic sanctions on Iraq were part of the discussion of security
policy. Similar bade-offs will emerge in fuhrre crises, requiring the
field to consider broader questions of diplomacy and statecraft. If the
field embraces the study of the causes and prevention of war and
anchors itself in the broader field of international relations, it should be
able to remain broad enough to address important security questions

6 See Haftendorn, The Security Puzzle',p.16.
7 For an example of this kind of analysis, see Theodore H. Moran,

The Globalization of America's Defense Industries: Managing the
Threat of Foreign Dependence', lntututional Suurity, (Vo1.15,

No.l), Summer 1990,pp.57-99. See also Richard Cohen and Peter
A. Wilson, SupaVutns in Economic Daline U.S. Sftategy fu the
Transentury Era, (Crane Russak, New York, 1990).
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without losing analytical coherencr, even if the dividing line between

the core of international security studies and other areas is sometimes

unclear.

C. New Dimensions of Security Studies

In recent years, several writers have called for broadening

security studies so that it embraces many new global i:ttut'including
environmental threats, economic welfire, and population growth.8

They have argued, for example, that the threat to the earth posed by

gtotiat warmi-ng, ozone deplltion, and other potential environrnental
iatastrophes islt least as grave as the dangers of potential wars.

These new global problems are obviously important' If the

most pessimistic scenarioi about the threat of large'scale global

warming are realisd, the resultant loss of life, economic damage, and

social diiruption may be orders of magnitude greater than the threat

posed by most wars. B,tt these issues, however importanf should not

ire it*ilrorated wholly into the domain of international security

studies, except when ihey are linked to problems of international

conflict and the potential use of force.

Although environmental, demographic, and- economic

problems can 6e said to threaten 'security' if- that term is used in a
Lroad senee, the type of threat, the most useful analytical approach,

and the strategy to respond differs markedly from the proble-ms that

have formed the central focus of security studies. These differences

are reveald by looking at the difference between environmental issues

and security issues.

There are three reasons why threats to the global environment

should be considered separately from security studies. First, there are

S"u, fot example, fessica Tuchman Mathews, T'edefining
S€curity', Foreigi Affairs, (Vo1.58, No.2), Spring 7989., pp'1-62-177;

and Richard ullmatr, Redefining security', lntetnational security,
(Vol.8, No.1), Summer 1,983, pp.729-153. Similar admonitions
have been offered in the field of peace research. see Dennis clark
Pirages, The Greening of Peace Reseatch', lournal of Peace

Rrsrzrch, (Vo1.28, No.2), May 1991, pp.129-733.
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few analytical links between these topics and the problems of war and
peac€. The causes of environmental degradation - failure to control
emissions, excessive population growth, the 'tragedy of the commons,

- are different from the causes of international or civil war. Security
studies is largely concerned with deliberate or perceived threats of
conflict arising from political decisions by states and other actors. Most
environmental problems are the unintended results of economic
activity. There are some limited areas of overlap, such as the
environmental consequences of war and the possibility that disputes
over resources could cause conflict, but analysts who have studied war
and strategy will not necessarily have the intellechral tools to
contribute to the analysis of most environmental problems.

Second, calls for broadening the agenda for security studies
often deprive the field of any intellectual coherence by equating a
security threat with anything that is bad. By this logic, environrrental
degradatiory public health, and natural disasters should all be
legitimate subiects for security studies, because they would fit
definitions that daim h threat to national security is an action or
sequence of events that ... threatens drastically and over a relatively
brief span of time to degrade the quality of life for the inhabiants of i
state'.9 Scholarly communities need boundaries, however imprecise,
because delimiting an area of inquiry fosters productive intelectual
cross-fertilization. In modern societies, for example, individual
well-being may be threatened by both economic poverty and rrcntal
depression, but this does not mean that the disciplines of economics
and psychology should be merged. The usefulness of dialogue
between scholars that study subjects like aerial bombing strategies ind
those that analyse how to slow ozone depletion rates will be limited.

Third, it may be counterproductive to regard threats to the
environment as security threab. Applying a national security
framework to mobilize people to protect the environment may create a

:ense of urgency that cannot be sustained. It is also dangerous to
introduce worst-case scenarios and zero-sum thinking into the
environment field - these techniques, often identified with the
analysis of national security, may not work when applied to problems
tha! requirg sustained international cooperatiory not management of a
crisis in relations with a hostile power. Moreover, organisations that

Ullrran, ?edefining Securig/, p.133.
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have focused on security for so many years will have difficulty making
the adiustment to studying the environment.l0 One analyst has noted
that 'if the Pentagon had been put in charge of negotiating an ozone
layer protocol, we might still be stockpiling chlorofluorocarbons as a
bargaining chip'.tt

There are a few limited cases in which environmental
problems should be considered as part of security studies. First,
environmental degradation, as well as other new global problems,
rnay be a cause of conflict. Security studies should examine that entire
range of factors that may cause wars.l2 Second, intentional
environmental degradation may be used as a weaPon of war, as

Saddam Hussein demonstrated when Iraqi forces pumped oil into the
Gulf and ignited oil wells during the 1991 Gulf War. Finally,
environmental damage may be an effect of war, even if it is not
deliberately employed as a weaPon.

II. The Evolution of the Field

The definitive intellectual history of the international security
studies has yet to be written. As Colin Gray has suggested, perhaps 'a
field of ambiguous scholarly status is not often interested in tracing its

own intellectual histor5/.l3 Nevertheless, there is general agreement

ll
t2

For a rrpre aomplete discussion of these issues, see Daniel
Deudney, Ttre Case Against Linking Environmental Degradation
and National Securig/, Millmnium, (Vo1.19, No3), Winter 1990,

pp.461476.
lbid.,p.467.
For a comprehensive discussion of the connection between
environmental degradation and conflict, see Thomas F.

Homer-Dixon, 'How Environmental Change Could Cause

Conflict: A Research Agenda', lntqnationnl Security, (Vo1.15,

No.2), Fall 1991. For a differing view, see Deudney, The C-ase

Against Linking Environmental Degradation and National
Security', pp.469474.
Gtay, Strategic Studir and Public Policy, p.46. In recent Ylars,
several histories of thinking about nuclear strategy have

appeared. See Lawrence Freedman, The Eaolution of Nuclar

13
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that the field emerged in the United States in the aftermath of World
War II,14 enioyed a Golden Age' in the 1950s, waned during the
Vietnam War and its immediate aftermath, and then revived during
the late 1970s and 1980s.1s The following overview of the field is not
meant to fill this gap or to provide a comprehensive bibliographical
survey of the field, but merely to provide a brief sunurury of some of
the important developments in international security studies.

The impetus for the development of international security
studies came from the twin revolutions in American foreign policy and
in military technology causd by the emergence of the Cold War and
the development of atomic weapons. The unprecedented nature of the
security problems confronting the United States attractd civilians to
consider issues hitherto the province of the uniformed military.
Scientists involved in the wartime atomic research also rernained
involved in the continuing debates over the implications of their
discoveries. At the sarne tinre, American thinking about international
politics was transformed by the almost universal acceptance of the
realist paradigm, which held that the idealism and isolationism of the
interwar period must be replaced by a rigorous appreciation of power
politics and the importance of the national interest.

The realist school provided the political context for the
elaboration of concepts on nuclear strategy and deterrence. Although
there was not always a direct connection between realism and
deterrence theoqy, both bodies of thought emphasised the centrality of

Strategy, (St. Martin's, New York, Second Editiory t989); Gtegg
Herken, The C-ounseb of War, (Knopf, New York, 1985); and Fred
Kaplan, The Wizarils of Armageddon, (Simon and Schuster, New
York, 1983). See also Marc Trachtenberg, 'strategic Thought in
America, 1952-796', in Trachtenberg, History anil Strateg,
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New fersey, lggl),pp.3{F,.
Security studies existed in the sense that war and peaae were
given scholarly attention long before 1945. Thucydides, Sun Tzu,
Machiavelli, and Clausewitz all wrote about the subject matter of
security studies. But a distinct academic field, a community of
scholars and other analysts, only began to emerge after 19115.

See, for example, Nye and Lynn-|ones, 'International Security
Studies', pp.8-10; and Walt, The Renaissance of Security Studies',
pp.27T276.
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states, military force, maintaining a balance of power, and the use of
threats.

After the initial wave of reaction to the atomic bomb, there

was a lull in American thinking on nuclear weaPorut until the
development of the hydrogen bomb and the 'Massive Retaliation'
policy of the Eisenhower administration engendered a search for more

'rational'means of making nuclear weaPons serve US foreign Pollcy.
Concepts such as counterforce, first and second sbike capabilities,
sbategic force vulnerability, competitive risk-taking, escalation,
damage limitatioru flexible resPonse, and limited nuclear war were
elaborated in this period. Many of the resulting works of the 1954-
1965 period remain dassics in the field. This wave of theorizing also
led to consideration of how arms control, as opposed to disarnament,
could contribute to the stability of the nuclear balance.

The initial conceptual innovations of the Golden Agd of
theorising about security seemed to hit a dead end in the mid-1960s;

some concepb in deterrence theory were seen as problematic and
fewer new ideas were generated.l6 The Vietnam war discredited much
thinking about military affairs. In the early 1970s the emergence of
ugsoviet il*tente and the apparent reduction in the danger of nuclear
war led to a dramatic reduction in public interest in nuclear weapons
issues, despite the continued increase in US and Soviet nuclear
arsenals.lT

During the hiatus in thinking about nuclear strategy, the late
1960s and early 1970s saw the elaboration of the bureaucratic politics
paradigm, which seemed particularly applicable to decision-making in
security affairs and with regard to the development of particular
weapons systems. Important works during this period developed

See Smoke, T.,lational Security Affairs', pp.30&304; Iohn
Steinbruner,'Beyond Rational Deterrence: The Struggle for New
Conceptions', Worlil Politics, (Vo1.28, No.2), fanuary lW6, p.224;

Licklider, The Prioate Nuclear Strategists, P.754; and Trachtenberg,

'strategic Thought in America, 7952-19ffi, pp.aGaa.
See Rob Paarlberg, 'Forgetting About The Unthinkable', Fareign

P olicy, (No. 1 0), Spring 1973, pp.132-140.
t7
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concepts for analyzing decision-making processes in complex
organizations and applied them to a variety of defence issues.l8

Since the late 7970s, there have been many promising
developments in the field of international security studies. Many
younger rholars who entered the field in the 1970s have begun to
publish the fruits of their research. Renewed public interest in defence
and foreign-pohcy issues has encouraged an expansion of rholarly
efforts. The late 1970s and 1980s witnessed a renewed debate over US
nuclear strategy and deterrence theory, much greater use of history by
political scientists, greater scholarly attention to problems of
conventional warfare, increasing applications of psychology to security
issues, nnre explicit attention to the ethical dimensions of security,
and the ernergence of important theoretical debates over realism and
theories of international cooperation.l9

Graham T. Allison, Esxnce of Decision: EtVlaining the Cuban Missile
Crbis, (Little Browry Boston, Massachusetts, 1971); Morton H.
Halperin, Buruucratic Politics anil Foreign Policy, (The Brookings
Institutiory Washington, D.C.,1974); and fohn D. Steinbruner,The
Cybanetb Theory of Drcisbn, (Princeton University Press,
PrincEtorL New fersey, 7972). For an example of the application
of such concepts to pa.rticular weapons systerns, see Ted
Greenwood, Making the MIRV: A Study of Defense Decision-
Making (Ballinger, Cambridge, Massachusefts, 7975r. This
literature is assessed in Hans Gtinter Brauch, '\Aleapons
Innovation and US Strategic Weapons Systems: Learning from
Case StudiesT, in Nils Petter Gleditsch and Olav Nplstad (eds.),
Arms Raca,: Tehnological anil Political Dymmics, (Sage
Publications, Londory 19fi), pp.775-219.
For more comprehensive disorssions of the resurgence of security
shrdies, see Nye and Lynn-fones, lnternational Security Studies',
pp.1F20; Social Science Research C-ouncil, The Securtty Affairs
Fielil; Wlut Has lt Achieued? Whqe Slaulil It Go?, pp.74; and Walt,
Ttre Renaissance of Security Studies', pp.27622.

79
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Itr. The Current State of the Field

A. Why Security Studies is Ready for the Post{old War World

The rebirth of security studies in the past 15 years should
enable the field to adiust intellectually to the post{old War world.
Several r€cent developmenb have particularly prepared the field to
study the new international systern:

First, recent work in the field has placed much greater
emphasis on social science. Scholars have sought to elaborate, refine,
and test theories in hopes of generating cumulative knowledge. This
aspiration may not always be fulfilled, but it ensures that security
shrdies will gradually develop a stock of accepted propositions that
should be applicable to policy questions in the post{old War world.

Second, the field's renewed emphasis on histoly, including the
history of the pre.nuclear world, should ensure that its central theories
transcend the Cold War and U$Soviet nuclear rivalry. The post-190
world will have much in conunon with the pre-1914 and 1919-1939

international systems, increasing the irnportance of reconsidering
those periods. Political scientists in security studies have increasingly
built and tested their theories through careful reconsiderations of
historical cases. This trend has been enhanced by the widespread use

of the comparative case-study approach.20 At the same time, historians
have contributed important studies of military and diplomatic history
and entered into a productive dialogue with political scientists.

Third, security studies has become more entrenched in
universitie*l compared to Golden ABd, when much of the
conceptual innovation took place in 'think tanks' like RAlrlD or was

otherwise supported by government contracts. An academic

community that focuses on security studies is able to give policy

For a discussion of the comparative case-study method, see

Alotander L. George 'C-ase Studies and Theory Development:
The Method of Structured, Focused Comparison', in Paul C,ordon
l.aurery (d), Diplomacy: New Apgoacha in History, Tleory anil
Poliry, (Free Press, New York, 7979'),pp.4348.
Stephen Walt regards this develoPment as particularly important.
See The Renaissance of Security Studies', pp.276,219,229.

2l
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problems independent analysis, with less pressure to support
governrnent programs or policies. Academic researchers also are more
likely to train subsequent generations of rholars, ensuring that
security issues receive continuing attention. The net effect is to
promote a more informed and objective debate on contemporary
security issues while maintaining an independent community of
researchers specializing in security studies.

Fourth, the number of journals and other publishing
opportunities has expanded, giving the field greater visibility and a
broader range of ideas. When lntunational Sauity was founded in
1976, few other irurnals focused on security aftairs.2 Since then
several new purnals devoting exclusive attention to security have
pined the field: lourrul of Strategic Stuilia (1978), Comparatioe Strategy
(7978r, Defmse Arulysb (1985), Science anil Global Saurity (1989), and
Saurity Studia (1991). Cornell University Press began a series of
boolc called Studies in Saurity Affairs in the early 1980s and a decade
later Princeton University Press started a series on Internatiorul Hbtory
anil Politics that will feature numy security-related books. A series of
books does not increase the amount of publishable material, but it can
call attention to good work.

Finally, the field has been institutionalized in an international
network of research c€ntres and institutes that provide the
infrastructure for scholarly collaboration and dialogue. Many of these
centres, particularly those established with support from the Ford
Foundation, are based at universities. The Sfategic and Defence
Studies Centre at the Australian National University exemplifies how a
university-based research centre can play a vital role in academic and

22 Suroioal tud been published by International Institute for
Strategic Studies since 1959, but it mainly reprinted articles from
other sources until the mid-1970s. For many years Otbb feahrred
important rholarly articles on security affairs, but in recent years
its editorial philosophy has shifted and that iournal now
emphasises shorter articles on current events. T?nre lournal of
Conflict Raolution and its European counterpart, the lournal of
Peace Rmrch, served the peace research field throughout this
period, but were (sometimes unjustly) perceived as having little
relevance to current poliry issues because of their political
orientation and methodological approaches.
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poucy debates. others offtr nongovernme-ntal sourc€s of analysis and

iotorinatior,even if they are not associated with academic institutions.
This inbrnational network of rnapr universities and independent

research institutes like the International Institute for Strategic Studies

and the Brookings Institution should support the field for many years

to come.

B. Some Recent Criticisms of the Field

Since the revolutions of 1989, many observers have debated

the stahrs and fuhrre of international security studies. Four criticisms

of the field harae been prominenh First, some have argued that the

apparent end of the Coid War means that security studies is obsolete

5g;"tse mapr war is extremely unlikely. Second, some have argud
that scholais in security studies failed to predict the revolutions in
Centsal and Eastern Europe and that this failure o<poses the

shortcomings of the field. Third, the recurring criticism-thlt the field is

excessively-preoccupied with military hardware and the tectrnical

dinrensions of security has re+merged. Finally, some commentators
have faulted experts in security studies for inaccurately estimating US

and allied casualties in the 1991 Gutf war. Each of these criticisms is

overdrawn at best, and several are simply mistaken.

(1) Security Studies and the Obsolescence of War

In the euphoria following the opening of the Berlin Wall and

the rapid collapse of the communist regimes of C-enhal and Eastern

Europe, it was fashionable to suggest that peace had broken out and

tne fi-eU of security studies was obsolete. This conclusion was Srven
apparent scholarly support by the prominent argumenb of-Francis
fltuyarna and lohn Mueller. In a widelyquoted article, Fukuyarna

argud that liberal free-market democracy had triumphed over

coirmunism and that the age of ideological conflict *"t oner.23 |ohn
Muelley's Retrut fron Doontsdry proclaimed the obsolescence of mapr

of HistoryZ, Tlu Natio1a.l lntaaL
(No.16), Summer 1989, pp.$18. Fukuyama develops his ideas in
greater detail in Tle End of History anil the Last Man, (Free Press,

New York, 199D.
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war on the grounds that it had become unthinkable among advanced
countries, like slavery and duelling.2a Fukuyarna and Mueller both
wrote before the revolutions of 7989-91, but these evenb seenpd to
confirm their argumenb.

There are at least three reasons why the events of 1989-91 have
not sounded the death knell for major wars and for securi$r studies.
First, even if world peace had broken out, securi$r studies would still
have a rationale: to ensure that peace was presenred. Economists do

1ot g_o out of business in periods of prosperity. If perrnanent peace
had broken out, underctanding why would be a preconditioh for
maintaining security. There is still no cpnsensus on how and why the
Cold War ended. Understanding the transformation of- the
international system and its implications for peace provides ample
opportunities for further researdr in security studies.

Secnnd, daims that war was obsolete were not supported by
the arguments of Fukuyama and Mueller. The former only iuggested
that great conflicts over principle and ideas had ended, not thit wars
would never break out again. Muelley's central argurnent was that
mapr war was obsolescent among the developed countries. He did not
claim that war in the Third World was impossible. Fukuyama and
Mueller rnay be right or wrong in their more general arguments, but
neither offers support for sweeping claims that war is obsolete.

Third, events have shown that such claims were overdrawn
premature. Security studies will continue to have a full agenda. The
1991 Gulf War demonstrated that maior war is stilt poslible. That
conflict may have been anomalous - few cases of aggression will be
so dear-cut, political cooperation among the permanent members of
the UN Security Council may never be so easy, the United States will
rarely have extensive base facilities and six months in which to deploy

24 lohn Mueller, Retrut frottt Doomsiby: The Obsolecna of Major
War, (Basic Books, New York, 1989). For a summary and
sympathetic critique, see Carl K"yrur,, Is War Obsoletea .g,
Review Essa/, lntamtbrul Srurity, Vol.14, No.4, (Spring lg0),
pp.4244. See also farrres [.ee Ray, The Abolition of Slavery and
the End of International Wa/, lntqrutional Organization, iol.43.,
No.3, (Summer 1990), pp.a05a39.
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force -but other states like Iraq may initiate future conflicts.2s tong-
standing regional conflicts in Angola Namibia, Nicaragua and
Ethiopia appear to have been resolved (at least for now), but other
violent cnnflicb continue in Sri Lanka, Peru, Kashmir, and many other
countries. In Europe, the euphoria over the collapse of communist
regimes has given way to concern about potential ethnic and national
conflicts, particularly in the Balkans.26 The continuing uncertainty
about the long-term political evolution of the republics of the fornrer
Soviet Union means that East-West smrrity issues will remain
important. And many threats to peace in the Middle East rernain in
the aftermath of the war against lraq.

In short, there are few grounds for believing that wars will
become less frequent. For centuries, prophets of peace have been
proved wrong by evenb. Proclamations that perpetual peace has

broken out at the end of the 20th century sound all too much like
earlier declarations that 1ffar is on its last legs; and that a universal
peace is as sure as is the prevalence of civilization over barbarism'and
'\A/ar has become impossible, except at the price of suicide'.27

(2) Security Studies and the End of the Cold War

Many have argued that security studies failed to predict the
end of the Cold War and that this failure reveals the intellectual

Charles Krauthammer labels such counhies'weapon states'. See

his The Unipolar Moment', Foreign At'fairs, Ool.7Q No.l),
(Amqica and the Worlil, 7990 191.), pp3G31.
See F. Stephen larrabee, 'I-ong Memories and Short Fuses:

Change and Instability in the Balkans', lnternational Secuity,
(Vo1.15, No.3), Winter 7990/97, pp.58-85; and the essays in Sean

M. Lynn-|ones (ed.), The Cold War anil Afta: Prospats for Puce,
(MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1991).

Ralph Waldo Emerson, lVal,, in Miscelhnies (Riverside,
Cambridge 19O4), p.161; and jean de Bloch, Tlu Future of War in
ib Trchniul' Economb anil Politiul Relations' (world Peace

Foundation, Boston, 1914), p.xxxxi. I am indebted to John Mueller
(of all people) for bringing these quotations to my attention.
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weaknesses - even bankruptry - of the field.28 In particular, this
criticism suggesb that the field should have recognised the important
changes underway in the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact, but
failed to do so because analysts were preoccupied with military
arsenals and ignored societal and political changes.

For three neasons, this criticism does not undermine the
intellectual legitirnacy of international security studies. First, this tlpe
of specific prediction is not the aim of social science; it is unfair to
judge security studies by this criterion. Any social science rnay only be
able to predict broad changes, not specific events. Economists and
political scientists rnay be called upon to predict the stock rnarket,
recessions, or election outcomes, but it is not the central element of
their work and their fields are not denounced if they get it wrong
sometimes.29 Paul Krugmary for example, notes that few economists in
the 1960s would have predicted that US growth rates would be so low
during the 1970s and 1980s,3o but few are claiming that economics has
failed dismally.

Second, the same logic that tlames' security studies for failing
to predict the remarkable changes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Unioru should acrord even morle blame to the regional specialists who
studied that area much more than those in the security shrdies field
did. Many experts in Soviet shrdies have repeatedly been surprised by
political changes in the Soviet Union. But most observers agree that
such specialists have much to contribute to ongoing discussions of
contemporary developmenb.

Ttrird, the security studies field may not have failed so
miserably. The events of 1989-91 are remarkably similar to the
predictions that George Kennan offered in his famous X' artide in the

Few, if any, articles, have developed this argument, but it was a
recurrent theme at conferences held in 1990 and 1991 to discuss
the future direction of security studies.
See Fred Halliday, 'Intemational Relations: Is There A New
Agenda?', Millmnium, ff ol.2Q No.1 ), Spring 1997, p.6.
Paul Krugman, The Age of Diminishing Erpa,tatiotts: U.S. Ennomic
Policy in the 199b, (MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1990),
pp.19G197.
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late 1940s.31 At least some analysts foresaw the basic outlines of how
the Cold War would end.32

The real failure of security studies was that few rholars
thought about what would happen if the west got what it wanted in
the eold War - Soviet withdrawal from Eastern Europe. This

outconre was presumably the long-term aim of western strategy, but
relatively few-seem to have explored some of the emerging questions:

Should ihe post<om-,rnist states be integrated into NATO and the
EC? What sort of relationship does the west want with the republics

of the former soviet union? what serurity system will best Preserve
peace in Europe? Although a few scholars in security studies did
iddrers these questions before 1989, the field might profitably set its
future agenda by asking what will happen if countries succeed in
getting what their national security policies call for.

(3) The Balance Between Political and Military Analysis

The security studies field has becn criticised frequently for
paylng excessive attention to the military dimensions of security.
iylicat charges are that the field has placed an inordinate focus on
cipabilities instead of intentions; that its members display excessive

fascination with weapons technology, neglccting the political causes

and consequences of war, that would reveal how and why war should

be avoided; and fail to recognize that military force does not solve

political problems, but actually may create more. It is also alleged that
icholars who employ game theory did not recognize that the Soviet

Union was not simply'Country B' to the Unitcd States' 'Countly A''

urces of Soviet Conduct', in Kennan,

American Diplomacy: 7900-7950, (University of Chicago Press,

Chicago, 1951).
32 See, for example, W. W. Rostow, 'On Ending the Cold Wa/,

Foreign Affairs, (Vo1.65, No.4), Spring 7987, pp.831-851' Others

direrned'the essential weaknesses of the soviet union and the

likely changes in soviet security policy. see Paul Dibb,The soaict

Llnion: Tlw lncomplete superpower, (lJniversity of Illinois Press,

Urbana,Illinois, 1986); and Michael MccGwire, Military Obiatiaes

in Swiet Forcign Policy, (The Brookings Institution, Washington,
D.C.,1987).
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To sorxre extent, this criticism is well-taken. Security studies
should not focus entirely on the military dimensions of war. The
uryt{ states appears to have a history of separating war from politics
uld 1\"t 'yinning the war but losing the peace,. But the argument
should not be overdrawn. The military focuJof security studies canbe
justified, although it will have to change to address some future
problems. The criticism of the field for being too interested in military
issues is misplaced, for two reasons. First, during the Cold War,
military aspects of security became more prominent because the
political dimensions of se<urity remained remarkably constant. The

J.t$Soyrgt lvdry was the principal factor in international security, and
its political aspects varied little throughout the Cold War.- The
s-upelpower relationship remained basically hostile, despite minor
fluctuations 

_in periods of ilEtettte. The diviiion of Europe appeared
permanent. some analysts decried the field's fixation wifh detenence
and its neglect of attempts to improve ugsoviet political relationsjl3
but changes in the political relationship did not oicur until the soviet
Unionbegan to take its peace initiatives under Mikhail Gorbachev.

Given the qonstant nature of UgSoviet political rivalry, the
military aspects of security were the only ones that varied
significantly. For over 40 years, analysts had the luxury of focusing
their attention on a narrow set of variables. That period featured
apparently unchanging bipolarity, UgSoviet rivalry, the division of
Europe, and soviet donestic authoritarianism. It became anarytically
convenient azd justifiable to regard changes in militaqy factors as the
key determinants of the danger of war. Thus analystiwere obsessed
with the military balance, the quantitative and qualitative arnrs race,
the possibility of a surprise attack, crisis stability, and the minutiae of
arms control agreements.

To understand future security threats, the focus on military
variables will now have to change to understand future security
threats. The U$Soviet political relationship has changed
fundanrentally and may change even further in either direction. At
least as important, the disintegration of the soviet union and the

33 See Michael MccGwire, Deterrence: The problem - Not the
Solution', lnternationnl Aft'airs, (Vo1.62, No.l), Winter lggs/g6,
p.70-
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relative decline of the United States, means that a broader array of
relationships now affects intemational security.

Second, the military dimensions of security will continue to be
important, even if analysis should include political factors as well.
Stephen Meyer, for example, correctly suggests that the 'relative tank
balancebetween the United States and Warsaw Pact, for instance, does
not seem very important after the collapse of Communist regimes' in
Eastern Europe.34 Analyses of that balance, however, yielded insights
about the qualitative superiority of US tanks that were highly relevant
to the battles of the 1991 Gulf War. As some analysts had predicted, US
tank cannons were more accurate and had greater range than even the
most advanced Soviet tanks in the Iraqi arsenal.3S Given the
widespread exports of US and Soviet tanks and the continuing
potential for conflict, they will almost certainly confront one another
again.

More general crcnclusions drawn from analysis of the
USi-'Soviet military balance will also remain relevant to future conflicts.
Although the security studies field should not ignore the political
causes and consequences of war, it must also be prepared to analyze
the military aspects of war. The techniques developed and refined in
assessing the U$Soviet military balance may remain useful, even if the
U$Soviet balance is no longer a central concern. In conllicts like the
Gulf War, analysis informed by careful scholarship is more likely be
accurate than pundi ts of f-the-cuff pred ictions.

Meyer, Revolutionary Changes in East-West Relations Should
Revitalize the Field of Security Studies'. For an example of the
kind of analysis to which Meyer refers, see Malcolm Chalmers
and Lutz Unterseher,'Is There a Tank Gap?: Comparing NATO
and Warsaw Pact Tank Fleets', International Secuity, (Vo1.13,

No.l),Summer 1988, pp.549. .

See Chalmers and Unterseher, 'Is There a Tank Gap?'. Some of
the tank engagements of the 1991 Gulf War in which US Ml-Al
tanks seemed virtually indestructible are described in James F.

Dunnigan and Austin Bry, From Shield to Storm, (Monow, New
York,1991).
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(4) Predicting Casualties in the 1991 Gulf War

Several commentators have suggested that experts in security
studies failed to predict the remarkably low number of US casualties in
the Gulf War. One declared: t,lever in the field of human conflict have
so nuny been so wrong about so much, so publicly'.35 Another
proclaimed: Conventional wisdom, softened up for weeks, has now
been thoroughly routed'.37

Many predictions about the likely course and casualties during
the war were indeed off the mark. One analyst suggested that in a
ground war Iraqi forces would channel coalition forces into 'killing
grounds', that chemical weapons would make US troops 'panic and
run', that US equipment would prove unreliable in combat, and that
the United States would become bogged down and resort to tactical
nuclear weapons.3E As the crisis unfolded unnamed Pentagon sources
estimated US casualties at 1000G20,000.39 It was later reported that
early Pentagon computer projections put US casualties at 4O000, but
on the eve of the assault they predicted 5,000 casualties.o The Center
for Defense Information estimated that an attack that went all the wav
to Baghdad would cost 10,000 American lives.4l

% ]acob Weisberg, Gulfballs', The Nat Republic, 25 March 1991,

pp.77-r9.
Ioel Achenbach, The Experts, In Retreat: After-the.Fact
Explanations For the Gloomy Predictions', Washington Post,
28 February 191, pp.Dl, D12. Sc€ also Mike Royko,'Most Experts
Really Blew it this Time', ChicagoTribune, 28 February 1997,p.3.
Daniel T. Plesch, 'A Military Tragedy', New York Tima,
8 February 1991, p.A31.
'Air Strike on lraq, the Favored Strategy, Means Big Risks for Both
Sides', Nat YorkTima,23 October 1990, p.A10.
The Secret History of the Wa/, Nantsweek, 18 March 1991,
pp37-38. For other erroneous predictions, see Weisberg,
'Gulfballs'.
See U.S. Invasion of Iraq: Appraising the Option', Det'ense

Monitor, (Vo1.19, No.8), 7990, p.7 .
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Although nobody was exactly right'u the record suSgests that
the most acrurate forecasts of the war came from the analysts who had

been nrost actively involved in debating methods of assessing military
balances. For example, on 15 fanuary 1991, John Mearsheinrer
predicted that,the American military will sweepHussein's forces from
kuwait quickly and easily. The campaign should be over in a week or
less and probably fewer than 1,000 Americans will die ... In fact,

American forces nuly suffer as few as 500 fatalities'.43 writing before

the united states had completed its buildup of an offensive capability,

Barry Posen presented an essentially accurate prediction of the course

of the war ind suggested that US battle deaths might not exceed

1,000.44

The attempts to forecast the course and outcome of the 1991

Gulf war providereminders of the difficulties of predicting combat.

artment of Defense, the US forces

suffered res kitted in action and 467 wounded during the 1991

Gulf War. See Barton Gellman, 'Gulf Wa/s Friendly Fire Toll
Triples', Washington Post,\4 August 1991, pp.Al , A2'8. _
Iotur I. Mearsheimer, 'A War the United Sates Can Win -
Decisively', Chicago Tribune, 15 fanuary 7997, p.13. A slig-htly

different version of this article appeared as 'Liberation in Less

Than a Week', Naz York Tims, 8 February 199'l'' p'A31"

Mearsheirner's prediction was based on methods he had applled

to the East-West conventional balance in Europe. See his "Why

the Soviets Canft Win Quickly in Central Europe', lnternatiotul

Saurity,ffol.7, No.1 ), Summer 7982, pp -3-39;'l'Jumbers, Strategy,

and tlre European Balance', lnternational Security, (V_o1.12, No'4),

Spring 79SBi ppfia-755; and 'Assessing the .Conventional
Balanie: The 

-3:t 
rule and lts Critics', lntqnatiannl Security,

(Vo1.13, No.4), Spring 1989, pp54-89.
Barry R. Posen,-?olitical ObJectives and Military 

-Opligns 
tl th"

Persian Gulf', Defose anil Arms Conttol Studia Working Pap*,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 5 November 1990). For Posen's

earlier applications of his methods, see Measuring the European

Conventional Balance: Coping with Compleity in Threat

Assessmenf ,lnternational Seanrity, (Vol.9, No.3), Winter 1984{5,
pp.4738; and 'Is NATO Decisively Outnumbered?', lnternational

Security, (Vo1.12, No.4), Spring 1988, pp -18G202.
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Sorrre estimates missed the mark because they were driven by the
political biases of the forecaster. In other cases, analysts did not spell
out their assumptions or offer a full range of predictions that would
apply under different conditions. Many predictions depended on the
postulatd course of the war. The protracted allied bombing campaign
probably surprised many analysts and had the effect of reducing
coalition casualties.4S But the overall experience shows that
disinterested nongovernmental analysts especially those in
universities who devote sustained attention to these issues - can
present important conclusions about contemporary security issues.
The 1991 Gulf War does not reveal that security studies as a field has
'failed'. It does suggest what kind of work is most useful and offers
some basis for discriminating between competing 'experf forecasts.

fV. The End of the Cold War and the Structure of Securit5r Studies

The diminishing threat of East-West conflict does not mean
that security studies is obsolete or that the field has failed
intellectually, but it will change the structure of the field. In particular,
the balance among different disciplines and the relationship between
security studies and peace studies is likely to change.

A. The Multidisciplinary Nature of the Field after the Cold War

The Soviet threat and the danger of nuclear war focused the
attention of many disciplines on security issues. The threat of nuclear
war was seen as the cenhal problem in the Golden Age and again in

45 Thus |oshua Epstein, who otherwise offered a highly prescient
overvicw of what the campaign for Kuwait would look like,
estimated US battle deaths at 1,049 to 4,736 on the assumption
that the ground assault would begin after less than a week of
bombing. Epstein recognized that 'by relpng primarily on
airpower, casualties would be kept lowe/, but concluded that
political pressures would force an early ground campaign. See

foshua M. Epstein, War With lraq: What Price Victory? (Brookings
Discussion Paper, The Brookings Institutiory Washington, D.C., 10
]anuary 1991).
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the 1980s. This had two effects on the sFucture of the field. First,
because the issues were critically important and fundamentally new,
they were addressed by physicists, mathematicians, bioiogists,
economists, and sociologists, as well as political scientists. The ,field,

was simply a group of scholars from different disciplines who devoted
their attention to new and important security problLms. Many, such as
Thomas Schelling and Herman IGhn, turned to other topics after
making a contribution to security studies.

Second, the centrality of nuclear issues attracted natural
scientists. Many had been involved in the Manhattan Project and felt a
continuing interest or responsibility for nuclear weapons policy. Many
security issues, including missile accuracy, SDI, and antisubmarine
warfare, had obvious technical dimensions ensuring that the scientific
and technical aspects of security received continuing attention.

This level of scientific involvement will almost certainly
change now that the Cold War is over. There is no longer a single

ldfyt.g problem that demands the attention of a diverse range of
disciplines the way the threat of nuclear war did in the initial Gotden
Agd o{ the 1950s. For many Westem analysts the closest thing to a
central problem is the need to restore the political and economic health
of C-enhal and Eastern Europe and the republics of the former Soviet
Union. Many different disciplinary perspectives - politics,
economics, and law - can be applied to this region. But the problems
are not analogous to the security challenges of the early years of the
nuclear age. Eastern Europe requires advice and resources, whereas
understanding the implications of the nuclear revolution and Soviet
foreign policy was more purely an intellectual problem.

fust as US foreign policy will no longer be driven by a single
overriding threat, different disciplines will focus on different problems
in the post4old War era. Now that the tfueat of UgSoviet nuclear war
has diminished, many natural scientists will be drawn to analyzing
threats to the global environment.46 In the United States, economists

46 The editor of the recently founded iournal Science anil Global
Srurity has written that'our intention from the start has been that
Sciorce anil Global Security address global environmental issues as
well as traditional issues of international security,. See ,Editor/s

Note', Sciorce anil Global Securi$, (Vol.2, Nos.2-3), 1991, p.iii.
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may devote more aftention to how to reform Soviet and East European

economies, U$|apan economic relations, and US competitiveness.
Political scientists will look at how to buitd stable democracies and at
new sources of international conflict. Historians will have the
opporhrnity to study the Cotd War with greater detachment (and more
infbrmation) now that UgSoviet rivalry is over. The release of
documents from Eastem as well as Western archives will produce
exciting research opportunities, but the work of historians on the Cold
War will no longer seem as interesting to scholars and analysts who
deal with contemporary problems, which occur in a very different
political context.

The social sciences will have more to say about many of the
emerging issues in security studies, although many technical issues

will remairU as shown by the numerous technological dimensions of
the 7991 Gulf War. Political scientists, sociologists, cultural
anthropologists, and historians will play a leading role inexamining
regionil conflicts, the conditions for collective security, ethnic strife,
and similar issues.

B. Security Studies and Peace Research

The end of the Cold War allows for the integration of peace

and security research.4T The Peace research community, which
emphasized the altematives to war and the shortcomings of realism
and deterrence theory, was essentially marginalised as either naive or
irrelevant during the Cold War.'t8 The political divisions among

This possibility also has been noted by scholars in peace shrdies.

See, for example, David |. Dunry ?eace Research versus Strategic

Studies', in Ken Booth (ed.), Nao Thinking About Strategy anil
Inter mtio nal S aur ity, pp.69 -7 0.
For discussions of peace research and its contributions, see f.
David Singer, 'An Assessment of Peace Research',lntututiotul
Suurity, (Vol.l, No.l), Summer 7976, pp.178-137; Iohan Galtung,
Twenty-Five Years of Peace Research: Ten Challenges and Some

Responses', lourml of Pace Reswrch, Nol.22, No.2), 1985; David |.
Dunry ?eace Research', in Taylor (d.1, Approachre anil Thmry in
lntcr:tutiotrrll Relations; and Andrew Mack, Pwe Resurch Arounil
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researchers should become less important with the end of the Cold
War. C-oncern about the Soviet threat tended to divide the field
ideologically.The convergence of peace and security research need not
lead to a formal merger, but the end of the Soviet threat and the
emergence of a new generation unaffected by old dispute should lead
to the gradual integration of the two fields, which study the same

issues and ask nuny of the same questions. Political or normative
differences should not be grounds for exclusion from a field. This
integration should produce some healthy debates on 'new thinking', as

the peace research community challenges the realist paradigm that is
widely acceptd in the security community.

V. The New Agenda for Security Shrdies

The Cold War artificially narrowed the scope of security
studies. Much attention focused on how to deter the Soviet Union or
how to reduce the risk of nuclear war. These problems have become
less important, while many new and neglected problems have
emerged. Security studies will no longer emphasize the U$Soviet
nuclear rivalry because a more complex pattern of conflicts will
emerge. Soviet power may have collapsed, but the United States can

not play a dominant role as the only maior power in a unipolar world.
The ernerging pattern of multipolar international politics may make
the 1945-1989 period seem anomalous. The end of the Cold War
compels the field to broaden its focus to include the Political,
economic, and social aspects of security issues. The field has a rich new

agenda of relatively unexamined problems. The United States

confronts a new set of strategic choices that will inspire vigorous
debates, while the field as a whole has a wider range of theoretical and
practical questions to answer.

the Worlil, (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National Universi ty, C:nberra, 1 985), pp. 1 4 1 -1 58.
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A. The Changing US Policy Agenda

Much of security studies in the United States has been driven
by US policy concems.49 The perceived risk of nuclear war with the
Soviet Union motivated many analyses of strategy, nuclear deterrence,
and arms control. The possibility of a Warsaw Pact invasion of
Western Europe stimulated numerous books and articles on NATC/s
military options. Discussions of US grand strategy revolved around
the extent to which the Soviet Union was a threat in various regions.So

The importance of security issues in US foreign p"licy helped
security studies by giving it greater urgency, public visibility, and
foundation support, especially in the United States. Although some
analyses may have been skewed by being too close to current poliry
debates, the net effect of policy relevance was to benefit the field.sl

The traditional Cold War US policy agenda will not return,
even if the republics of the former Soviet Union do not evolve into
Western+tyle democracies. A new policy agenda is emerging,
however, that at least in the short run promises to be as intellectually
interesting as the traditional issues addressed by US security studies.

Security studies, of course, exists outside the United States and
scholars in other countries have examined issues other than US
policy.Nevertheless, a large proportion of the security studies
field has been based in the United States or has focused on US
policy problems.
See, for example, the articles on 'Defining and Defending
American Interests' in lntqnntiotul Security, (Vo1.14, No.l),
Summer 1989; Stephen M. Walt, The C-ase for Finite
Containment: Analyzing U.S. Grand Strategy', pp549; Steven R.
David, '\trhy the Third World Matters', pp5G85; Michael C.
Desch, The Keys that Lnck Up the World: Identifying American
Interests in the Peripheq/, pp.8G121; and Robert H. |ohnson, The
Persian Gulf in U.S. Strategy: A Skeptical Viery', pp.722-760..
See Walt, The Renaissance of Security Studies',pp.222-223,, for an
excellent discussion of how the field should 'steer between the
Scylla of political opportunism and the Charybdis of academic
irrelevance'.
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For scholars and analysts in the US security studies community, five
current policy issues stand out as particularly important:

1. The task of defining a new grand strategy for the
United States;

2. US relations with the former Soviet Union;

3. The future of the US role in Europe;

4. Proliferation of advanced weaPons, including
weapons of mass destruction;

5. Reducing the US defence establishment.

(1) US Grand Snategy

The ebbing of the Soviet threat and the apparent triumph of
liberal dernocratic and capitalist ideas in much of the world has set the

stage for a new debate over America's purpose in the world. As in the
immediate aftermath of World War II, basic questions about US

strategy will be raised. What are US interests in the world? What are

the principal threats to those interests? To what extent and in what
regions sliould the united states be politically or militarily involved?
Should the United States attempt to maintain its position as the
world's only superpower? What is the relative importance of
economic, military, and political power?52

(D US Relations with the Former Soviet Union

The collapse of Soviet Power has made the future of U$Soviet
relations more uncertain than at any time since 794547. Five years ago,

few would have imagined that the United States would be debating
the amount of aid it would offer the Soviet Union and how to assist in

52 For attempb to answer these questions, see Robert J. Art, 'A
Defensible Defense: America's Grand Strategy After the Cold
Wat', lntertutioml Saurify, (Vo1.15, No.4), Spring 'l'997, pp5-53;
and Samuel P. Huntington, 'America's Changing Strategic

Interests', Surohnl, (Vo1.33, No.l), fanuary/February 7991,

pp.*r7.
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the disman0ing of Soviet nudear weapons.S3 There is also an agenda
of unfinished negotiations on strategic nuclear and conventional arms
conhol. A vast array of complex questions confronts the United States:
Can meaningful negotiations be conducted with the members of the
Commonwealth of Independent States while they are going through
what amounts to a revolution? What sort of global diplomatic role
should the United States want Russia and the other republics to play?
Will a more threatening Russia rremerge after a period of turmoil and
rejuvenation? Will Soviet decline eventually lead to aggressive
behaviour, much as it did for the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1914?

(3) The Future of the US Role in Europe

The withdrawal of Soviet forces and the essential dissolution
of the Warsaw Pact have forced a reconsideration of long-standing
assumptions about European security. What military and political role
should the United States play in the new Europe? Are US forces still
necessary for European security? Should the United States seek a
pan-European security system that might ultimately supplant NATO?
How can the United States help the post-communist countries of
Central and Eastern Europe become prosperous democracies? Most of
these questions rest on implicit theories about the causes of war, peace,
and international cooperation.S4

53 See Graham Allison and Robert Blackwill, 'America's Stake in the
Soviet Future', Foreign Affairs, (Vo1.70, No.3), Summer 1991,
pp.77-97; and Kurt M. Campbcll, Ashton B. C-arter, Steven E.
Miller, and Charles A.Zraket, Swiet Nuclur Fbsbn: Control of the
Nuclur Arsanal in a Disintegrating Swiet Union, CSIA Studies in
Intemational Security No.1 (Center for Science and Intemational
Affairs, Flarvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetb, 1991).
The recent limits of imagination are amply demonstrated by S.M.
Lynn-jones and Stephen R. Rock, 'From Confrontation to
Cooperation: Transforming U$Soviet Relations', in foseph S.
Nye fr., Graham T. Allison and Albert Camesale (eds.), Fateful
Visiotts: Aooiiling Nuclear Catastrophe, (Ballinger, Cambridge
Massachusetts, 1988).

54 These theories are made explicit in Jack Snyder, 'Averting
Anarchy in the New Europe'; Iohn J. Mearsheimer, Sack to the
Future: Instability in Europe After the Cold Wa/; and Stephen
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(4) The Proliferation of Advanced Weapons

The 1991 Gulf War focused public attention on the spread of
advanced conventional weaponry, ballistic missiles, and the potential
for nuclear, biological, and chemical capabilities. Assessing the threat
posed by this spread and evaluating potential responses has already
become a significant issue within security studies. Future questions
include determining which weapons are likely to be the most
threatening and developing multilateral regimes to control their
spread. But in the long run the problem will become one of managing
regional conflicts to reduce the probability that such weapons will be
used.

(5) Reducing the US Defence Establishment

The US defence budget and military establishment will almost
certainly continue to shrink in the 1990s. The decisions about how the
reduction occurs will be as important as the debates over how to spend
the rising budgets of the early 1980s, although they will probably
attract far less attention. Whether to cut active or reserve forces, the
Army or the Navy, research and development or readiness, will all be
important questions. This 'downsizing' process may also provide an
opportunity for rethinking the roles and missions of the various
services. The security studies community can play a valuable role in
presenting more objective analyses of these issues than those likely to
emerge from within the administration or Congress. One important
theme is likely to be a consideration of the arguments of the'military
reform'analysts who decried what they saw as excessive emphasis on
high-technology weapons.ss Many studies will evaluate the

Van Evera, 'Primed for Peace: Europe After the Cold Way', all in
Sean Lynn-Jones (ed.), The Cold War anil After; and Charles A.
Kupchan and Clifford A. Kupchan, Concerts, Collective Security,
and the Future of Europe', lnternational Security, (Vo1.16, No.l),
Summer 7991, pp.774-767.

55 The rnost prominent exposition of the military reform position is

fames Fallows, Nationnl Det'ense, (Random House, New York,
1981). For a critical evaluation, see William Perry, fallows'
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performance of US weapons in the 1991 Gulf War to assess that
conflict's lessons for weapons acquisition policie.

This agenda is not exhaustive, but it suggests that the US
security studies communigr will not lack for interesting policy
problems to analyze. Taken singly, none of these issues is as dramatic
as the risk of U$Soviet nuclear war. Together, however, they amount
to a more intellectually diverse set of problems that should stimulate
research and analysis for many years. The United States no longer
confronts a single overiding threat, and it is probably mone secure
now than any great power has been in history. But reorienting US
sbategy and foreign policy will require continuing thought. And the
broad array of lesser threats deserves intellectual attention.

B. Promising Topics for Research

Looking beyond the changing policy agenda for the United
States, there are many interesting theoretical and practical questiorui
that merit researdr. No list of topics can be complete, so in compiling
this one I have attempted to emphasize broad and enduring questions.
At any given time, there will also be a long list of specific security
policy issues that will deserve attention. In early \992, for example,
such a list might include establishing and maintaining security in the
Persian Gulf, defusing tensions in Northeast Asia, seeking progress
toward an Arab'Israeli settlement, resolving conflicts in Afghanistary
Cambodia, and Yugoslavia, assessing the military and political lessons
of the 199l Gulf War, restructuring NATO and former Soviet military
forces, taking further measures to reduce the risk that US and Soviet
nuclear forces will be used, and converting defence industries to
civilian production.

(1) Security in the Developing World
Traditionall/, the security studies field, particularly in the

United States, has neglected Third Wortd security issues, except when
they are linked to supelpower competition. These issues will now

Fallacies', lnternatbnal Security, Vol.6, No.4, (Sprin g 7982), pp.774-
782.
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ocupya central place in the field. Since 1945 international wars have
been largely confined to the developing world and such conflicts may
assume greater prominence if East-West tensions rernain low.
Moreover, as areas like Southeast Asia continue to advance
economically and acquire larger and more sophisticated military
arsenals, problems of regional security may become even more
important. Much of the earlier work on these questions has been
heavily empirical and focused on particular regions, but several
studies have offered more general conclusions about security in the
developing world.56 Security studies should turn a greater proportion
of its intellectual energies to the general problems of security in
developing countries. With the end of the Cold War, what will happen
to rcgimes or states that were propped up by a superpower patron for
geopolitical or ideological reasons? Will nuny collapse, producing
anarchy? How will environmental degradation affect the prospects for
violent conflict in developing countries? In civil conflicts, how is the
international arms market changing the military balance between
governments and insurgents? How will these civil conflicts affect
migration flows?

(21 Domestic Politics and Security

Most realist analyses of international security problems begin
by looking at the structure of the intemational system, but this
approach often overlooks the importance of domestic politics and
regime tyF.57 The 1989-91 changes in the international system, for
example, appear to have begun within states. The field should explore
the apparent connection between democracy and peace. Much
evidence suggests that democratic states rarely fight one another, but
there is no consensus on a theory that explains this persistent pattern.
More research is needed on the domestic sources of international

See, for example, Yezid Sayigh, Confronting the 1990s: Secuity in
the Darcloping Countria, (Adelphi Papers No.251, International
Institute for Strategic Studies, London, Summer 1990); and
Mohammed Ayoob The Security Problematic of the Third
World', Worlil Politics, (Vo1.43, No.2), Ianua ry'1,991, pp.257-283.
I am indebted to Scott Sagan for many of these points.
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aggression.S8 Models of bureaucratic politics have been prominent in
security studies, but more recent developments in theories of
decision-rnaking also should be applied.

(3) The Causes of Peace and Cooperation

Security shrdies has haditionally focused on war, but studying
wars in isolation would be like analyzing business cycles and only
looking at depressions. Some theories of war are at least implicitly
theories of peace, but more research is needed on why rivalries end
peacefully, why some states seem to make the transition from being
militaristic to being pacifist, and why cooperation and security regimes
are possible in the anarchic international system.Se If peace research
and security studies gradually converge, this area should be one of
fruifful debate.

For an important rec€nt attempt to analyze and explain the
domestic sources of expansionism and belligerence, see )ack
Snyder, Myths of Empire: Domestic Politia anil Intqnational
Ambition, (Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New York, 1991).

Snyder examines how the politics of domestic coalitions and
patterns of industrialisation shape security policies.
Sonre recent works on these topics include Kenneth Oye (ed.),
Coopqation Unilq Atnrchy, (Princeton University Press, Princetory
New |ersey, 1985); Alexander L. George, Philip Farley and
Alercander Dallin (eds.), U.S.-Soubt Security Coopaation:
Achieoements, Failura, Lasons, (Oxford University Press, New
York, 1988); Stephen R. Rock, Why Puce Bruk Out: Grut Pwer
Rapprochmnt in Hbtorial Perryectioe, (University of North
Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, North C-arolina, t9891; foshua S.
Goldstein and John R. Freeman, Three-Way Street: Strategic
Rrcigocity in Worlil Politics, (University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
Illinois, f990); Arthur A. Stein, Why Nations CooWate
Circumstance anil Choice in lntqnatbnal Politics, (Cornell University
Press,Ithaca, New York, 1990); and Steve Weber, Coopuation and
Dixoril in U.S.-Swiet Arms Control, (Princeton University Press,
Princntory New ]ersey, 1991).
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(4) Economics and Security

Concern about American economic decline has stimulated
research on the economic bases of power, but the connections between
economics and security go beyond this debate.6o Although many
observers have called for increased study of the economics-security
nexus, many recent attempts to explore this area have not been fruitful.
Instead of merely encouraging economists to enter the field of security
shldies or undertaking more studies of the relationship between
military spending and economic performance, some neglected topics
should be added to this agenda. For example, further research is
necessary to move beyond simplistic arguments that poverty breeds
instability; the relationship between economic development and war is
far more complex, and this issue is critically important in many
countries and regions. There should also be additional studied of the
role of the military-industrial complex, the relationship between
military power, international economic oPenness, and econornic
stability,6l and why some states choose economic over military
gains.52

(5) Explaining the End of the Cold War

Just as the outbreak of the Cold War ignited a fierce debate
between orthodox, revisionist, and post-revisionist historians, the end
of the Cold War will touch off a series of thmretically and politically
charged debates. International smrrity studies should ask which
theory of international politics best explains the end of the Cold War.
We should allow theories to comPete by applying them to the same set

See Paul M. Kennedy, The Rise and FalI of the Grut Psuers,
(Random House, New York, 1987); Samuel P. Huntington, The
U.S.- Decline or Renewal?', Foreign Aft'airs, (Yo1.67, No.2), Winter
798/89, pp.7G96; and foseph S. Nye lr., Bounil to katl: The

Changtng Nature of American Pouter, (Basic Books, New York,
1990).
See Art, 'A Defensible Defense', pp.3042 for a discussion of the
complex connection between US overseas force deployments and
economic dynamism in the post-1945 world
See Richard Rosecrance, The Rise of the Trading State: Commerce anil
Conquat in tlu Moilern World, (Basic Books, New York, 1986).
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of evenb. Proponents of different theories should put forth their
explanations of the end of the Cold War and the apparent
transformation of the intemational system so that they can be
considered and challenged by others.

(5) Nationalism
The collapse of communism in Central and Eastern Europe has

produced not the end of history but the return of nationalism. The re-
emergenc€ of nationalism in the Balkans and within the republics of
the former Soviet Union will affect the prospects for international and
civil conllict in those regions, yet the ocnnections between nationalism
and war are not fully understood. To understand this potential sourc€
of conflict, security studie needs to broaden its focus to address such
questions as: How does nationalism arise? What different categories
of it exist and which are dangerous? When and how does it create
conflict and war?

(n Continuity and Change in the International System

Understanding the new intemational system and its
implications for international security poses considerable intellectual
challenges. Has the world become multipolar? If sq will this rnake
war more likely? Flave advanced states in effect renounced war as an
instrument of policy so that they can maximise economic gains? What
is constant? What has changed? What structural or other elements of
the old system have disappeared and what dms this mean? Books that
tackle these questions with the breadth and ambition of Hedley Bull's
The Amrchical Srciety are needed.53

VI. Conclusions

The revolutionary changes in East-West relations thatbegan in
1989-90 should stimulate further growth for international seorrity
studies. Although the threat of U$Soviet nuclear war has diminished,

6? Hedley Bull, The Anarchical Society: A Stuihy of arda in Worlil
Politics, (Columbia University Press, New York, Dm.
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a broader array of more complex security problems has emerged. War
is unfortunately not obsolete; even in Europe the potential for new or
resurgent conllict remains. If security studies can adapt to this new
agend4 it should see intellectual ferment similar to the level achieved
in the'Colden Age'of the 1950s and early 1960s.

The security studies field revived in the 1980s and drew more
widely on history and international relations theory, precisely the
kinds of approaches that are necessary in the post{old War world. If
the field can build on its recent advances by reemphasizing the
political, economic, and social aspects of security, it should be able to
offer insights into the emerging security problems of a new world. The
field will always have much relevance to contemporary policy issues,
but current policy concerns should not crowd out basic research on
questions like nationalisrry imperial decline and the sources of
international coopera tion.



CHAPTER 7

WORLD ORDER IN THE 1,990s: TOWARDS A
NEW GLOBAL SECURITY STRUCTURE?

Robert O'Neill

While my task in this paper is to peer into the mists of the
decade ahead, I need first to establish the nature of the ground from
which we are craning our necks. Given that the disintegration of the
Soviet Union is releasing specially thick clouds of vapour, like the
miasma which Fredo Baggins saw rising from the marshes he had to
cross on his way to Mordor, the challenge I face is particularly
formidable.

But the growing arsenals of various regional shongmen catch
the eye and divert it from the longer perspective, raising the question
as to which is the more serious problem. Off in the wings one sees the
shadowy figures of the impoverished, those afflicted with sufferings
ranging from malnutrition to AIDS. Finally, as one casts an eye
around the small camp of the developed nations, the only ones with
the rnaterial resources to do much about the world's problems, one is
impressed by the differences which keep them apart and unable to act
collectively on the grand scale.

Yet we stand at present on relatively smooth terrain. The Gulf
War through which we have iust come presented some hilly patches,
but for eve{fone who was outside the range of Saddam's Scuds, the
passage was neither particularly tiring nor dangerous. By comparison
the Cold War was a rugged mountain range, the path across which
skirted precipices and ran under the menace of avalanches and
landslides. Behind that range lay the tangles of yet more mountains
and valleys through which the fortunate survivors among our
forebears struggled in earlier centuries of war and privation as they
sought to build a civilization and a more stable international society.

As a historian I cannot resist the temptation to sit still for a
mornent and reflect on that longer irurney which took man- and
woman-kind from their origins as social animals through to the dawn
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of the nuclear age. Their goal was survival for themselves and their
families. As societal groups coalesced that goal became extended to
tribal and national survival. At several stages the goal was extended
to cultural dominatiory as in the various wars of religion which have
been fought for the purpose of dominating the driving out other
beliefs, to territorial domination through the winning of vast empires
and, mor€ recently, to racial domination and the total elimination of
other segnrents of society through to be undesirable. At each stage of
escalation of these obiectives the concomitant risks for everyone
intensified. Security became an ever more demanding and expensive
requirement. Nation states grouped into alliances and shifted their
weight from side to side to preserve stability. In effect the mountains
were becoming higher and more rugged and the drops to either side of
the path more sheer and lethal.

But as humankind developed from classical through medieval
to modern times a thread of hope grew and thickened along the path.
Human intelligence reasoned that there nrust be a better way for
everyone to achieve their objectives of survival and fulfilment without
fighting each other. Hugo Grotius laid the foundations of international
law in his De lure Praedae and De lure Belli ac Pacis in the early
seventeenth century. His ideas were built on and extended by many
particularly the late nineteenth century tNnkers and statesmen who
espoused a stricter rule of international law and initiated practical
steps for reducing the horrors and extent of war such as the Hague
Peace Conferences of 1899 and 1907 and thcir resultant conventions.
Their measures were given added point by the writings of men such as

]an Bloch who could see the high human costs of modern warfare, and
Norman Angell, whose works have bcen so cogently analysed by
Bruce Miller, who could see the enormous economic and social costs of
hostilities in the machine age.

All these people and their ideas were unable to stop the
goverrunents of 1914 from launching themselves into a collective
destmction of the old concert system for the preservation of security in
Europe. They did however offer a lead to the architects of the more
formally structured system of collective security embodied in the
kague of Nations. All too often unfairly disparaged, the League not
only was effective in resolving many of the territorial disputes of
Europe of the 1920s, but also represented a very important learning
experience.
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The essential lesson derived was not that collective security is
an unfeasible goal for international society but that the internatiornl
system responds better to partial democracy than to full. The
institution of the two-tiered sbucture of the United Nations, with
permanent and rotating memberships of the Security C-ouncil, derived
from the failure of the League to reach agreements on wider problems.
The United Nations, however, would not have reached its current level
of effectiveness had it not been underpinned by a strong system of
bilateral diplomacy, particularly that of the super-power amrs ontrol
dialogue of the 1970s and 1980s, and the institution of a sbong,
voluntary Western Alliance in the form of NATO and other U$based
pacts ranging from ANZUS through to the U$lapan Mutual Security
Treaty.

Nearly the whole of this system which has been such a vital
foundation for security in the years since 1945 was derived from the
lessons of the previous twenty-five years. The path taken by
humankind, over the past four centuries at least, has not been an
exclusively primitive route to survival. Rather it was a combination of
that element with a reasoned appreciation that there were rnany
problems on which human beings could unite, pool their resources
and all do much better in the end. The most obvious of these was
security, approached particularly after the Peace of Westphalia
through the system of diplomacy, which evolved through the treaties
of Utrecht and Nystad in the following century and the Congress of
Vienna into the Concert of Europe. Another example is the
international cooperation achieved in the nineteenth century to abolish
the slave trade. Hope is the sturdy twin of danger, to stretch
Churchill's thought on deterrence; and now that we are through with
the Cold War, the grounds for hope are probably sbonger than at any
tirre since the heady days of peace after each of the two world wars.

'Flope about what?' I can sense people asking. Let rrp raise
five issues on which our goverrunents (not to mention the people who
advise them both privately in government service and publidy
through open debate - and by that I mean most of us here at this
conference) will be tested in the coming decade. They are: the
problems of managing an increasingly multipolar world, nudear
weapons, economic cooperation, improvement of the quality of
goverrunent and the fostering of regional cooperation.
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7. An Insessingly Multipolar Worlil

The nature of World order in the 1990s will be very different
from that of the Cold War period because the forces of that struggle
placed so many other factors of change into suspended animation.
One of the two great alliance systems has suddenly collapsed, leaving
the other without obvious rabon il'etre. Other speakers in this
conference will comment on the implications of this break-up as grist
for the slowly grinding mills of these thinkers in the form of
impressions derived from both historical experience and current
analysis.

The reduction of the numbers of key centres of decision-
making to two which had been brought about by the Cold War
masked and protected us from the underlying complexities of what
still remained a more polycentric international system. We saw
relatively little of the 'irrational statesman' or 'mad dictator'
phenomenon after 1945, and our information handling circuib were
not overloaded through having, like the nunagers of the Concert of
Europe, to keep track of six mairr decision makers and several minor
ones at any one tirne. We in the West, blessed for most of this century
and much of the last by stable domestic systems, did not have to worry
greatly about the impact of external politics on state cohesion. In
Central and Eastern Europe, as the cases of the Hapsburg and
Rornanoff empires showed, this was not the case. Every external force
had to be weighed in terms of this capacity to initiate the landslide of
revolt and disintegration which their dynastic rulers feared so deeply
would bear them and their lines away for ever.

All the powers had to weigh carefully every technological
advance, the railway or the telegraph, the rifled gun barrel or the
screw propeller. In a world with little technological redundancy, to
fall behind in one application was to be threatened with general
rclegation to the ranks of the dominated. But their governments did
not merely have to nreasure military indices on a bilateral scale. They
had to think simultaneously about what several neighbours were
doing and about how well various combinations of parbrership might
change. The cheerful, rousing tones of the military bands playing on
Sunday afternoons in the parks and towns of Austria-Hungary served
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to obrure the complexities of the balance on which so rrurny factors
depended. Pomp and ceremony might have been reassuring to the old
order but they were of little use when the dogs of total war were
unleashed, with their voracious appetites stimulated by modern
technology.

We rnay recognise truth in the old saylng that in the country of
the blind the oneeyed man is king, but when the oneeyed man was in
effect an ill+ducated absolute ruler relatively unconstrained by any
force of public opinion, then his whole country stood at risk with hirn
Dynastic threats became national thrcats. Personal paranoia was
legitimised as concem for state security. Gradually centsal Europe
freed itself from such selfdefeating systems of rule, following the
example of states to their west. It now has to be seen to that this region
does not return to the hands of ill-informed assertive local rulers.

The problems of multipolarity were greatly reduced by the
challenge of Communism, the advent of nuclear weapons, the
lessening of absolutism, the reduction in the numbers of significant
governments engaging in high statecraft and the deepening of mass
education which followed the two world wars in Europe. But now the
situation has changed. We have less assurance that the govemments
and peoples of central and eastern Europe will remain cautious or
passive. Many of them may come to feel that they have no-one to turn
to in time of trouble and become hyper-sensitive to threats. Nuclear
weapons rnay not remain in as few hands nor might all those hands be
under as firm a discipline as they have been. Internal stability cannot
be taken for granted in central and eastern Europ€, and several of the
states of that region have to be concerned at the possibility of external
frictions rising to the point at which they begin to raise the question of
violence.

An Australian audience does not need to be reminded that the
diripline imposed on Europe by the Cold War did not extend far
beyond that continent. Provided that nuclear weapons were not used
or that the vital interests of either of the super-powers were not
endangered, the margins for the use of force elsewhere, particularly in
the Middle East and East Asia, were wide. Indeed there were aspects
of the Cold War rivalry which encouraged the deployment of
intervention forces by one or the other super-power. The ending of
that particular form of competition has at least had a beneficial effect
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through overcoming the paralysis which had afflicted the United
Nations, not to mention the greater degree of understanding of each

other/s interets and sensitivities which now prevails between
Washington and Moscow.

None the less the maiority of the serious conllicts which have

occured in developing countries during the Cold War were initiated
by local @uses and the cessation of the Cold War will therefore have

only a limited effect on the incidence of conflict in the Third World.
The intensity of conllict may be moderated but its duration may well
be extended simply because few outside the immediate vicinity may
take much notice.

The ending of the bipolar structure of power therefore will be

of much greater significance in Europe than elsewhere, subject to the
proviso that even the moderate degree of discipline and preference
applied by the Soviet Union and the United States to their various non-
Eulopean allies and partners has largely gone. America's many Pacific
allies in the 1990s do not think of themselves as part of a wider security
system. They relate to each other much more as economic competitors
and parbrers which share a common capitalist approach. This change

puts a country like Australia in a much more difficult and isolated
situation than that of the Cold War, but it is also an essential part of life
in a rnore mature systern We have to show that we can stand up to
the stresses of a less considerate world and not be outclassed in the
new dimensions of comPetition by which we gain access to many of
the good things of life. Smaller Powcrs have a major interest in seeing
that the competition is conducted fairly and according to agreed rules,
not the dictates of the stronger. Australia therefore has to build its
leverage through energetic and scrupulous participation in
multilateral bodies which either have iurisdiction or condition the
rules of intemational competition. The ending of the Cold War calls

for a more active diplomacy, not a cosy relaxation into torpor.

2. NuclearWeapons

On this topic there is curiously little debate at present although
it will not be long before taxpayers in the nuclear weaPons states put
some hard questions to their governments via their legislators. These

will not only be economically motivated questions: the current
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inability of the United States to produce any tritium for its nudear
weapons relates to environmental problems with the production
plants, not to financial stringency. Underlying these concerns will be a
deeper one about the utility of nuclear weapons in the new political
context and the sbesses that they place on the fabric of international
sability by their mere existence.

Nudear weapons were developed at a particularly forhrnate
tirne. They were used sufficiently late in the Second World War to
have been confined to two explosions against a single power. Hence
they were anatherna to few other than the fapanese. Yet their
enonnous destructive power was clear to all. Their secrecy had been
broached in the most public of ways: these were no figments of the
public imagination based on leaks from defence laboratories or the
literature of rience fiction.

Once they had been developed they were added slowly first to
the American arsenal and then to the Soviet inventory. They were
absorbed into two highly controlled systems of comrnand and
deployment, not into several where lines of authority could swing
rapidly and unpredictably from political caution to military
aggressiveness. They soon tended to balance each other and their use
was reshained by the mechanism of deterrence. Although their
possession by the United States and its commitment to the security of
the NATO allies failed to prevent Britain and France from developing
their own nudear systems, the solidarity of the Atlantic alliance was a
restraint on proliferation, both vertical and horizontal. In other words
nuclear weapons were surprisingly easy to accommodate because they
c-ame on the scene iust at a time when the world was dividing into two
disciplined blocs, which then proceeded to balane each other and
keep nudear destructive power a matter essentially for theoretical
consideration.

Now, in the early 1990s, this convenient structure is
disintegrating as the soviet union comes under acute intemal stress.
The utility of nudear weapons in this situation is much less apparent
Their future control and development is likely to be a much more
complicated and controversial process than in the past forty years. In
thinking about the future of these weaporui there- ire four
characteristics to bear in mind.
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First, their enonnous destructive power continues to
overshadow that of the mightiest of modern conventional weapons.
This factor is militarily important only in a fight to the finish. It is of
constant political and economic importance in terms of developing
force structures which can keep the peace without placing huge
burdens of military service on the citizenry. It is of diplomatic
importance in that nuclear weapons underpin a structure of power in
the world which, although it is coming to depend more on economic
strength, is not yet divorced from military might.

Second, analysis of experience has shown that there is a
distinct and reasonably high nuclear threshold. Conflicts which begin
as conventional wars cannot be ended easily through the use, say, of
tactical nuclear weapons. Hence thought of their actual use against
another nuclear power for second order purposes is illusory. The main
role of Western nuclear weapons will remain that of deterrence of the
nuclear capabilities of other nuclear powers. Even if the nuclear forces
of the Soviet Union and China should decline there will still be the
problem of deterrence of other potential acquirers of nuclear weapons
to keep in mind.

Third, the problem of proliferation must also be faced and this
will not be easy at a time when the existing essentially bipolar nature
of nuclear power is eroding. The Soviet Union has contributed
substantially to the strength of the NPT regime. If the USSR goes into
steep decline, not only will more of the burden of leadership fall on the
West but also there will be danger that control of some parts of the
extensive Soviet arsenal could pass to other hands. Non-proliferation
remains an extremely important international interest, the importance
of nudear weaporui to the West notwithstanding. Hence Australia
should continue to play a veqy active part in helping to support the
NPT regime, conscious all the while that it is fragile and may fail.

Fourth, nuclear weapons cannot be disinvented. It does not
matter how far nuclear disarmament is taken: there will always be the
possibility that one or another power will have sufficient of a nuclear
force, or be able to create one sufficiently rapidly, for others to be
unable to place their faith entirely in abolitionism. Balance and
deterrence must remain integral elements of the security policies of all
states which have nuclear weapons. Those which do not will have to
seek whatever protection they need from alliance membership,
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guarantees, their own conventional forces and the norrns of
international society.

From a broader western perspective it will sure be necessary
to consider unpalatable matters such as the modernistion of nuclear
forces and the development of nuclear operational doctrines. Agreed
treaty constraints, backed by extensive verification systerns, will help
in preserving stability. Australia has a useful role to play through the
pint facilities at Pine Gap and Nurrungar. But much will also depend
on the firmness and quality of the internal national and alliance control
systems which govern nuclear weapons, and the good sense of
political leaders and their security advisers. Should the Soviet Union
implode, the whole START regime will be degraded, and short- to
mid-term problems in maintaining a stable deterrence relationship
with the surviving elements of that superpower will intensify.

The question as to who will be covered by US or allied nuclear
weapons rnay beconre more boublesome as European allies, Germany
particularly, perceive the United States to be slipping slowly away
from its commitrnent to provide extended deterrence. Other allies are
also likely to want more influence in nuclear policy matters, requiring
fuller consultational arrangements within NATO and WEU, and also
the several Pacific alliances of the United States, particularly those with
fapan and South Korea should the politicd situation deteriorate in the
Soviet Union.

It will become increasingly important to focus on non-military
dirrensions of security as a means of reducing the risk that nudear
weapons could slip out of conbol. The well-worn case for not assisting
the Soviet Union economically until it can use Western investment to
some lasting economic advantage needs to be re'assessed against the
requirements of effective cpntrol of nuctear weapons in that aountry.
Even should the Soviet Union disintegrate, the Russian Republic at
least is likely to remain a nuclear power. Its rationale for doing so may
well be primarily in order to remain relevant to the West and retain
influence in a way that could not be achieved without nudear
weaPons.

As the East-West dimension of the nuclear balance lends itself
more readily to conbol by international agreement, the North-South
dimension will become more salient. It is already an acute problem in
the case of lraq. Other Third World countries have their own motives
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for acquiring nuclear weaporui. Their leaders, once they have such
forces, may not be bound by the constraints accepted by the two
supelpowenr in relating to each other. While strengthening of the NPI
reginre remains of basic importance in this regard (and the recent,
albeit late, decision of France to adhere is to be welcomed) it will not
be the whole answer to the problem of avoiding the use of weapons of
mass destruction by developing countries.

The rnaintenance of an overshadowing Western nuclear force
may achieve a salutary effect that nothing else can. It would
emphasise the point that resort to nuclear weapons by a regional
dictator can only be an act of futile desperation. The development also
of conventional capabilities for taking out a small national nudear
force along the line of those demonstrated by the United States during
the Gulf War, would also be of relevance in dealing with a really
recalcitrant new nuclear or near-nuclear power.

The nuclear dimension of world order will not only remain
significant, despite the ending of the Cold War; it will also become
more complex and difficult to manage. This is not to say that nuclear
issues will frequently command the headlines in media reports, but
they will continue to occupy a prominent place in diplomacy and in
the work of research centres such as the one whose 25th anniversary
we are cellebrating in this conference.

Nuclear weapons will continue to impose a two-tiered
shucture of power on the international community which will be the
sourc€ of tensions between haves and have-nots. Both groups will
have to wrestle with the problem of proliferation. The nuclear Powers
will have to develop increasingly extensive, firm and sophisticated
means of arms control. All these requirements will demand not only
stable national governments and societies but also a sfrong
international society. The price of making major wars less probable by
deterring their outbreak will be that of managing the apparent
hypocrisy of the nuclear non-proliferation regime.

3. Economic Secuity

We will have neither stable national societies nor strength in
the international community unless their economic foundations are
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reinforced. Imagine the consequences of a failure to make further
progress in the Uruguay round of the Gatt negotiations. The gap
between developed and developing nations will increase even more
rapidly. The tendency for the better-off nations to band together in
their own tight little discriminatory blocs will intensify. The terms of
trade will move rrxrre rapidly to the disfavour of commodity exporters.
The burden of debt on the poorer nations will increase. The ability of a
great many natioru to contribute to the reduction of environmental
problems will decline. The overall picture is a living nightrnare for the
greater part of the human race.

The actual state of affairs in five years time is likely to be less
worisome than that sc€nario, but it would be facile to expect that
serious international economic problems will not continue to exist,
even if the Uruguay Round is successfully concluded soon. These
problems will lead to the growth of social stresses and the
disintegration of the weakest members of the international
community. A good many other states will enjoy very limited
sovereignty as their economics will be conholled substantially by those
to whom they arein debt, be they national or multilateral agencies,
public or private. Such a situation will be conducive to regional
aggression as weaker states are preyed upon by local strong-men. It
will also result in a general degradation of personal liberty and
security through increased incidence of terrorism and ethnic and
religious conflict.

These trends will be extremely difficult to resist. Unfortunately
when they are addressed in the public utterances of governments,
aftention is directed largely to the economic consequences of economic
problems, and as a result the solutions proposed are largely economic
in character. What we need to hear more of in the new international
context is awareness that economic problems have political and
security consequences, hencE corrective measures should be designed
with regard to their political and security effects. The security of the
developed as well as the security of the less developed states may well
be affected if better solutions, inevitably involving greater
commitrnents of Western resources, are not found.

Such solutions require the marriage of political and economic
analysis for the purpose of building security. To most of those
professionally croncerned with security problems, this challenge is
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entirely new and they have to make considerable preparation to meet
it effectively. For governments accustomed increasingly in the 1980s to
think of economic relations in strict terms of commercial profit and
loss, the consequenc€s of such analysis will not be welcome. Instead of
relying on relatively determinate economic criteria, decisions on
investnent and aid policies will also have to be made in terms of their
impact on societal cohesion in the recipient countries and the security
cons€quences of failing to grant appropriate resources.

To Western public opinion, reluctant to make any sacrifices
which directly affect the immediate quality of life, and impatient with
problems which do not lend themselves to rapid solution by technical
means, such commitments and responsibilities will be extremely
unwelcome. Political leaders and those aspiring to take power off
them at the next election are hardly likely to campaign overtly for such
policies. If anything they will be extremely averse even to merely
acknowledging the dependence of security in the developing world on
the economic policies of the developed.

The building of a new world order in other than the very
limited sense demonstrated by the recent rallying of states to eject
Saddam from Kuwait will be a very long and arduous task. But now
that we have reached an understanding that we are all users of the
biosphere of our planet, and that we are all becoming increasingly
accessible to each other in intellectual and physical terms, there are
some clear incentives to begin on the journey. The only trouble is that
it will not be fun for the media, therefore political leaders are likely to
find their efforts unsung for a very considerable time. But when the
general quality of life on Earth deteriorates, then they will certainly
hear about it - unfortunately much too late to take effective
countervailing action.

4.The Quality of Goaernment

Quite apart from the inadequacies of governments in the area
of economic performance, it is clear that all too many are basically
deficient in political and human rights terms. The most worrisome
from this perspective is the Soviet Union. The role of the Communist
Party, the fuhrre of other parties, relations between the Union and its
constituent republics, and the rights of minorities within the individual
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republics are all nutters of great uncertainty. Yet failure to handle
them all effectively can lead to violence in mapr Soviet cities and
perhaps civil war, a conflict which could have horrendous
consequences, not the least of which would be a reassertion of
authoritarian rule.

The new societies being established in Central and Eastern
Europe also give special cause for concern. Poland, Czechoslovakia
and Hungary are moving ahead with more success than the others.
Bulgaria has made a slow start but s€ems now to be serious about
reform. Rornania seems still to be much too similar to its form under
Ceaucescu to be capable of inspiring other than deep pessimism and
scepticism abroad. Albania has at least turned an important corner but
its ability to proceed far down the new path in unknown. Yugoslavia
is now payrng the price of rigidity, undue Serbian prominence in
federal affairs and its extreme variety of ethnic and religious
composition.

Failure of any of these states to continue the long march along
the road to secure, pluralistic democracy will leave a serious security
problem on the front door step of the European Community. It is
important from a Western perspective, as well as a declared aim of
most of the states of Central and Eastern Europe, that they should
eventually be integrated into the Community. This will be impossible
without crcnsiderable political and social development in all of them.

It is unnecessary to shess the need for more rapid political and
social progress in most states of Africa and Asia. latin America has
made considerable headway in the past decade, and its outlook for the
1990s is relatively hopeful. There has also been much favourable
development in South and Southeast Asia, but China remains an acute
problem, with an aging leadership, decrepit and discredited at home
and abroad. South Africa loola to have better long term prospects
than only a few years ago, but the stresses of change will be acute and
mayyet result in internal chaos. Trouble in the Maghreb can threaten
the security of other Mediterranean littoral states. Elsewhere in Africa
the spectre of famine stalks much the continent and poverty seems to
be intensifying. The political and social problems of the Middle East
remain formidable, all the more so because of continuing Western
dependence on relatively cheap Gulf oil.
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Given the widespread and widely accepted need for maiu
changes in the political and social systems of much of the world, there
would seem to be advantages in strengthening institutions which can
serve as channels of information and expertise linking the West with
the others. The United Nations and the Commonwealth have
obviously important roles to play but their resources, both intellectual
and financial, are modest compared with the magnitude of what has to
be done. There is also much scope for the strengthening of regional,
sub-regional and bilateral cooperation for the purposes of political and
social development.

It is all too easy in the aftermath of the end of the Cold War for
people in the West to sit back and purr in anticipation of receiving the
benefits of a relatively benign economic climate and a more secure
international environment. But to give way to that temptation is
simply to lay up severe trouble for the years further ahead. The
consequenc€s of political failure in the Soviet Union, the former
Warsaw Pact states, China, the Gulf or Korea are obviously of direct
security concern to the West. Other places have less direct leverage,
but they all conbibute to the global economy, they all consume
resources and they all contribute to global pollution. Most of them can
generate terrorists if they are driven to desperation. Ensuring more
effective political and social development therefore serves a maior
security of those states which are the more fortunately placed on those
scales. We need to give a lot more thought to the ways in which we
pursue this obiective and to the resources that we devote to it.

5. The Buililing of More Effectiue Regional Cohesion

It is not sufficient merely to pay attention to the quality of the
individual building blocks of the international system. Wars and
violence proceed not only from internal weaknesses but also from the
failure of neighbours to resolve their differences amicably. Wars, as
European history has shown so many times, are all the more serious
when they are waged by states whose political and economic
structures are strong and whose social structures satisfy popular
needs. Given the possibility of the proliferation of sophisticated
missile technologies and knowledge of the means of building weaporui
of rnass destruction, the potential for intra-regional clashes between
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developing nations is much more serious than in the past decade or
two. Hence the fostering of cooperation and trust among groups of
neighbouring countries must also be an important concromitant of the
other measures discussed above.

There are in the world today a plethora of regional bodies, but
all too few of them command any real respect or contribute much to
international peace. It can hardly be said that the European
Community distinguished itself in the recent Gulf war, and it is
moving only slowly to help resolve the Yugoslav crisis. The CSCE has
been unable to agree on anything further than the despatching of
observers to the troubled region. The alphabet soup of ineffective
international and regional bodies, from the GCC and the SADCC
through to the SAARC, the OAU and the NAM, is a rich one but their
recognisable products are all to frequently grandiose conferences and
platitudinous pronouncements, with not a few personal fringebenefits
for the participants. The relatively effective bodies are few but
fortunately from an Australian perspective they include both ASEAN
and the South Pacific Forum.

Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of regional (and sub
regional) bodies suggests that what is important to their success is not
only a strong sense of political purpose among the constituent
members but also frequent and extensive contact between supporting
officials. The more they interact, the better briefed the leaderi-will be
and the rrpre able to assess the consequences of their action or
inaction. Of course such supporting officials need to be of high calibre
and expert in the business of regional cooperation. It also helps greatly
if they or subordinate advisers have expert knowledge of theprincipil
agenda items and some ideas of their own on how to procd. political
conhol must always be maintained, hence leaders cannot be expected
to tolerate officials who will move too far ahead of their own thinking.
But without expert, creative backing, leaders are rarely able to devote
the necessary time and effort to give more than superficial treatrrent to
problems under discussion.

In the cases of the security problems discussed above, the
scope for decisive action by political leaders acting largely on their
own is small. It is not negligible, of cours€, but in most cases the
solutions required for the achievement of stronger regions will not be
politically spectacular. Frequently politics will play only a subsidiary
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role alongside economic and social analysis. The most essential
requirement for both officials and political leaders will be ability to see
the connections between political, economic, social and security
aspects of regional cooperation. Once that ability is well developed, it
will be vital to implant it in a framework which permits effective
planning and action. The capacities to make decisions and act on them
are also vital elements in an effective regional organisation, as is
clearly rcveald through those more celebrated for their meetings than
their deeds.

In Conclusion

The requirements of security in the post{old War era wjll be
considerably less military than in previous times. This is not to say, as
the Gulf War made clear, that eonventional military forces are
unimportant. Their design, training, deployment and use will remain
of very great practical imporAnce. We have the benefit however of
long experience in these matters and I wish to make no further
comment on them here.

Rather I wish to reiterate the more difficult nature of
managrng international relations in a more multipolar world, in which
nuclear weaporui will continue to play an important part, but whose
security problems will be more sbictly political, economic and social in
natur€ than military. Because of the corunon interest of all nations in
overcoming such problems and the heightened effectiveness of the
United Nations and other international bodies as a result of better
East-West cooperatiory there is a much better prospect than at any
earlier time of developing a new global security shucture.

This shucture is not to be identified with any one organisation,
although the United Nations will play a key role in sanctioning any
|oint action to be taken in support of international law, and in fostering
expertise. Many other global bodies have important roles to play, from
the World Bank and International Monetary Fund through to the
Commonwealth. They will need new expertise, more effective
planning and operational control bodies and greater resources rather
than fundamental reform. But the most important levels for attention
in the new era are the regional and the national. Now that the
superpower stand-off is largely a thing of the past, the real challenges
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to security are in the weaknesses of individual states, particularly
those with new or radically reformed systems, and the frictions
existing in troubled regions.

If an effective new global security structure is to be creatd, it
will have to be developed on all of these levels, but greatet
importance should be placed on the lowest of them, the elemental
state. Some will be able to develop their own strength. Others will
require a great deal of help, and this will have to come largely from the
West. Regional organisations should be able to provide the greater
part of their own resources, but most of them need advice in staff
development, planning, the gathering and analysis of information and
effective crcntrol of pint operations. Guidance in these cases is
available from a number of sources: the United Nations, the
Commonwealth, other regional bodies and the states of the West. But
more people will have to be given appropriate training and seconded
for the task.

Resources will always be a major constraint. Public opinion,
particularly in the West is not likely to tolerate any major new
diversion of funding which will further reduce the already
disappointing peace dividend resulting from better East-West
relations. Hence ideas will be of crucial importance particularly ideas

which lead to the finding of material support for what they propose to
achieve. There can be no building of a new global security structure
without a great deal of new thinking on the new problems which we
face together.

Given this requirement, it is appropriate on this twenty-fifth
anniversary of the founding of the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, to say that a huge challenge now lies before the community of
researcherc and analysts, both in government and in the public
domain. The nature of the expertise required by analysts will be
different in many ways from that of the past. The calls for assistance

coming from the most severely afflicted states and regions will
increase as they get into new difficulties. Not all will have the same
high priority for response but there will be more than enough to
stretch our capacities.

The basic strategies guiding Australia's regional security
assistance have been well set forth in Senator Evans'policy statement
of December 1989, and reiterated in the Prime Minister/s address to the
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Asia-Australia Institute of 24 May 1991. These strategies cannot be
developed and implemented without a major new effort in training,
research and policy design. If there is to be a new global security
structure, building on the painful and expensive lessons of the past,
research and educational institutes will have to gear themselves to new
tasks, expand their capacities and those of the developed states will
have to be even more outward looking than before.

I hope to be at the fiftieth anniversary celebration of this
Centre and I shall be keenly interested in assessing its record over the
second half of its life. It has done well so far: of that there can be no
doubt. But its most challenging opportunities probably still lie ahead.



CHAPTER 8

NEW DTRECTTONS FOR STRATEGTC
STUDIES: HOW CAN THEORY HELP

PRACTICE?

Colin S. Gray

Th"o.y thm becomes a gurde to anyone who wants to learn about
war from books; i! *.ill light his way, ease his progress, hain hig
iu$grrm1 and help hi.rr io avoid pitfalls... tTh-eotl is meant to
educate the mind of the future ommander, or, mori accurately, to
guide him in his seU-€ducation, not to acrompany him to- the
battlefield-..

Carl von Clausewitzl

.,.arg.the analyses of national s€curity developed by sdrolars and
decision makers partof the solution or part oi the froblem? Flave
these exercises actually made the world less safe? Have we called
into.e.xistence problems that, had we defined them differently,
would not have been houblesome?

Robert Jervis2

Introduction

Strategic studies is not a self-sustaining ,multidiscipline, or
field committed to the pursuit of an absolute vision of truth. Rather,
sbategic studies is a practical subject focussed upon the means-ends
relationships which political bodies, most typically governments,
endeavor to manage with reference to secuhty. 

-utiimately 
that

Carl von Clausewitz, On War, Michael Howard and peter paret
(eds.), (Princeton University Press, Princeton, New ]ersey, 1975,
first published 1832), p.141.
Robert Jervis, The Meaning of the Nuclear Ranlution: Stateraft anil
the Prrepet of Anrugedilon, (Cornell University press, Ithaca, New
York,1989), pp.777-8.
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security relates to physical security, though also it pertains to the
independenc€ of the political bodies which act sbategically. An
important defining characteristic of strategic studies is the salience of
force,latentor actual, to the questions of interest in the field.

Viewed quite strictly as an academic field of enquiry and as a

broad subiect to be taught in universities, strategic studies requires no

iustification other than its arguable merit for the training of young
minds and as a conbibutor to the general republic of knowledge' This
paper has no quarrel with the propositions that strategic studies, along
with algebra, botany, or theology, can train minds - in this case, one
hopes, train minds by the exercise of strategic reasoning. Also, this
paper applauds the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake.It remains
the case, however, that most students of strategy understand
themselves to be engaged in the pursuit of socially useful knowledge.
Exceptional indeed is the student of strategy who professes no interest
in the utility of his scholarship for the public safety. Even more
errceptional is the scholar who will argue, or perhaps admit, that his
strategical enquiries have no practical merit.

The central purpose of this essay is to review the
theory-practic€ nexus, or lack of nexus, and explore the level and
content of theory which might indeed be useful to the public weal.
Cultural setting, strategic context, working premises, are all critical for
this enquiry and for its appraisal by others. Lest there be any
misunderstanding, the author confesses: to being Anglo-American in
political and sbategic culture(s); that he is an active participant in the
United States in the subiect of this essay, as well as being an observer
of the field; and to believing that strategic studies can and should
provide knowledge useful for official practitioners of strategy.3 The
uniqueness of the extended US defence community is a potential
sourc€ of difficulty for this enquiry. No othercountry facilitates the co-

option of civilian students of strategy for official PurPoses to the
degree, or on the scale, of the United States. The same questions about
the relationship between theory and practice can be asked of any
country, but - to the best of my knowledge - only the United States

See Colin S. Gray, Strategic Studies anil Publb Policy: The Amnican
Expaimce, (University Press of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky,
1982); and Strategic Studia: A CriEcaI 

'4ssessment, 
(Greenwood

Press, Westport, Connecticut, 1982).
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formally licences nroreor-less 'outside' (of government) theorists as
experts entitled by their recognized expertise to be live participants
('players') in actual stratqly-ruking processes. The license in questiory
of course, is access to dassified information. Officials in most countries
guard their prerogatives as experts more jealously and effectively than
is possible in the United States.

The intention here is to consider the future of the profession of
strategic studies in the contexts both of ib past performance and of
predictable future demand for its services. Except for illusbative
purposes, this paper is not drafted to advance this or vilify that
particular shategic idea or practice. But, sinc€ shategy is a practical art
and its study bears upon the public safety, the propagation of
erroneoug ideas cannot be a matter of indifference. For example, what
fairly can be called the dominant RAND theory or apolitical defence
analysis for stable deterrence is demonstrably wrong in that it assunres
away the heart of ib proper subi,ect (which is the strength of political
motivation to fight, calibrated according to intensity of interesb at
sta}e).4 Similarly, the leading, still popular, idea that arms control can
serve its classic objective of reducing the risk of war is fundamentally

4 S€e Dean Wilkening and Kenneth Watman, Strategic Defensa and
First Sfrikc Stability, (RAI{D Corporation, Santa Monica,
California, R-3412-FF/RC, November 1985); Glenn A. Kent et aI.,
A Calculus of First-Stilcc Stability: A Critrion for Eoaluating
Shategic Forc6, GAI{D Note, RAND C-orporatiory Santa Monica,
California, fune 1988); and Dean Wilkening ef al., Strategic
Defatw and Crisis StaHlity, (RAND Note RAND Corporatiory
Santa Monica, California, April 1989). Robert Jervis has identified
what is wrong with the RAND (or perhaps more accurately the
Glenn Ken0 school of defence analysis: The focus on
vulnerability arvd first-strike incentives is excessively mechanistic.
State start warc for politicat objectives, not because they see an
opportunity or fear that the other side does'. See Robert ]ervis,
'Arms Control, Stability, and Causes of Way', Daeilalus, (Vol.l2e
No.l), Winter 1991, p.778. This single sentence by ]ervis, if found
plausible, threatens to unravel the taut, but fragile, theory of
stable deterrence which drives much of arms cpntrol thinking.
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flawed.s Both theories rest uPon false premises and thoroughly
mischaracterize their subjects in ways which exclude the political
meaning of conflict. It is important to know that publidy useful
knowledge cannot flow from these approaches to stable deterence
an6 6ms control. In a defence community like that of the United
States, where theory enioys relatively easy access to the halls of
practice, intellectually shoddy ideas can do real harm. Also, given that

itre Unitea States is-the last line of its own, as well as of many other
peoples'deterrence and defence, errors in the logic which helps shape

AmLrican pohcy and strategy is fraught with unusual peril for
international security.

The two quotations which head this essay raise issues of
pervasive significance. Clausewitz flags what has come to be called the

ievel-of-analysis question. He suggests, at least as this theorist
translates hii meaning, that strategic theorists can help train generals,

and may even identify and evaluate options, but they should not
themselves attempt to write plans. Matters of expertise, authori$r, and
intellectual integrity intrude forcefully upon this issue. In the second

quotatiory le"via signals the possibility that, rather after the fashion of
,hrerchants of dealh' motivated to stimulate demand for their evil
products, so sbategic theorists perhaps are wont to discover or invent
problems in need of alleviation by the skills of their trade. The

For my full critique of arms control theory, see House of Cads:

Why Arm's Conttol Mttst Fail, (Cornell University Press, Ithaca,

New York" forthcoming). Stripped bare, the argument about arms
control reduces usefully to competition between two rival
paradoxes, The paradox which has propelled modern arms

iontrol is the clever complex - even ironical - proposition that
cooperation is necessary and possible between antagonistic states

precisely because they are antagonistic. See Thomas C. Schelling
and Morton H. Flalperin, Strategic anil Arms Conttol, (Twentieth

Century Fund, New York, 1961), Introduction- This attractive
paradox is denied both by an opposing logical paradox and by the
evidence of four decade of shategic arms-limitation experience
(from 1922 to 1938, and 7972-present). The opposing paradox
posits that arms control is unattainable by the states which most
obviously need it, for the same reasons, and approximately to the
same degree, that they need it.
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over+laboration of defence planning and strategic theorizing is a
familiar curse.5 Nonetheless, before one rushes to criticize and punish
the professional purveyor of bad news (is strategic studies the new
'dismal science'?), it is well to remember that historical experience is
far richer than is the fiction of sbategic theory or even the rococo
variations of sorne over-industrious military planners. Strategic theory
and military planning are composed with sorne attention to
plausibility and coherence; the actual course of historical events is not
so constrained.

Context Of Defining Moments and Such-like Conceib

Wisely it is said that nothing fails like success. The immediate
context for this discussion is, of course, the Western, really the US,
victory in the Cold War. Victoqy may be a politically indelicate term in
this sensitive age, but it is not an inappropriate one. The Soviet Union
has been overmatched and outlast"d by the Western coalition. The
Soviet Union has all but repudiated its defining and legitimizing
ideology, has abandoned ib extra-territorial imperium in Europe, and
is passing through a 'time of troubles' of uncertain duration. At
present and for some time to come, at least, the Soviet Union is not a
superpower, save only in the most brutal of residual military senses. It
is in no small degree ironic that the Cold War should have been won
by the superpower whose political and strategic culture is
characterized by impatience and short-term thinking.T If by use of a

A point well made in )ervis, TheManing of tle Nuclur Rsoolution,
pp.69-70.
From the status almost of a 'fringe'idea in the late 1970s and early
1980s, strategic culture is in danger of becoming fashionable as an
explanatory tool in the 1990s. See Carl G. Iacobson (ed), Strategic
Powq: USA/USSR, (St. Martin's Press, New York, 1990), Part I,
'Strategic Culture in Theory and Practice'; Yitzhak Kleiry 'A
Theory of Strategic Culture', Comparatioe Strategy, (Vo1.10, No.l),
fanuary-March 1991, pp.3-23; and, for a yet more imperial scope,
Michael Vlahos, €ulture and Foreign Polic/, Foreign Policy,
(No.82), Spring 1991, pp.59-78. As with theories of bureaucratic
politics and geopolitics, the line between powerful tool and
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tirre machine one could go back and ask Western statesmen and other
opinion leaders iry say, 7980,1970, 1960, and 1950, how they would
choose to describe the implosion of the Soviet empire which went
critical in 1989-90, it is predictable that the answers would vary
between mairr success and victory for Western policies. After all, what
has happened recently is not that far removed from the predictions
made in 79a7by George Kennan.

To return to the theme of the failure of success, the alrnost
indecent haste with which US and NATO policy and strategy are being
restructured to meet the new conditions of the 1990s, is reminiscent of
some pa.st errors in statecraft. In fact, the historical record is awash
with prodaimed 'defining moments', even'decisive moments', to cite
the rather extensive claim made on 7 May 1991by the US Depu$
National Security Adviser.8 Historically defining or decisive moments,
rather like classics in the arts, are quite exhaordinarily difficult to
identify reliably at the time. For example, only the course of
subsequent events determined that disturbances in some of the
American colonies in 7775, or in Paris in 1789, truly were defining
morrrents. Common sense should alert us to the possibility that rnany,
indeed probably most, would-be defining momenb ane run over by
the locomotive of history as usual. The current facts, arguable facts and
probable/possible facts of change in intemational security conditions,
are plain enough. What is not plain enough is the pattern of change.
Successions of like'leaning facts constitute what usefully are called
trends. But, paradoxical historical processes have a way of confronting
trends with countervailing trends. The very signs of the times which
proclaim that peace is breaking out are themselves alerting signals of
difficulties to come; for those willing and able to read the signals, that
is.

Theannus mirabile of 1989-90 which witnessed the demise @ro
tem., at least) of the Soviet imperium over East€entral Europe, was
neither a gift of God nor strictly the product of processes entirely
internal to the Soviet world. We, the West in arms, should take some

reductionist shaitjacket is likely to prove a fine one for strategic
culture.

8 Robert M. Gates, 'American kadership in a New World',
(Prepared Address to the American Publishers' Association, 7
May 191), p.3.
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credit for helping to fuel the admittedly complex Processes of drange
in the Soviet Union in the 1980s. Stalin was right when he observed
that 'those who fall behind get beatenl. The United States sustained,
indeed in the 1980s revived, a multidimensional competitive stanc€

which Soviet society could not meet, even with the allocation of nearly
a quarter of its eccnomic rfesources to defense functions. Recognition in
Moscow that the USSR was in danger of losing touch in high
technology with the other superpower, played a significant role in the
promotion of reform ideas. Perestroilu and glasnost subsequently got
out of han4 leading to the unanticipated Political meltdown of the
exba-territorial empire in Europe in 1989-1990: but that is another
story of no direct concern to this PaPer. In retrospect it is persuasive to
argue that President Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative (SDD,

announced rhetorically in 1983 and organized as a coherent research
program in 1984, was the tip of the military high-technology spear
which pricked Soviet pretensions to the status of first-class super
power.Whether or not the SDI was believed in Moscow to have

near-term promise as an integrated architecture of weapon and
weapon-support systems, the technologies of all kinds to be advanced
rapidly by SDI dollars had Soviet competitive loss written all over
them.

It is close to being unarguable that Western, necessarily

essentially American, defenca policies either were succ€ssful in the
eventually triumphant conduct of the Cold War, or at the least they
were compatible with success in that surrogate for hot war. It is
perhaps iust possible to argue that the successful conduct of the
Western end of East-West political - strategic relations from the late
1940s to the late 1980s, was performed more despite, than because of,
the defence policies pursued.

Tfuee questions of cenbal interest for the mandate of this
paper arise at this iuncture in the discussion. First, did US strategic
choices and other defence decisions actually keep, or substantially help
keep, the superpower nuclear peace for more than four decades?

Second, did strategic studies have a noteworthy impact upon official
choices for poliry and strategy - and was that impact on balance
benign or malign? Third, how much, and exactly what, of the
intellechral legacy of C-old War-era strategic studies merits
preservation or iust light refurbishment for future use?
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fire scholars among us will, indeed should, be troubled by the
problems of evidence which overshadows this discussion. Cause and
effect in the complicated iterative processes which link strategic ideas,
defence pollcy and strategic plans, are notoriously resistant to
condusive investigation by tidy minds. Success has many daimants
for parenthood (or midwifery). Failure appear to occur as by the writ
of some anonymous hidden hand. The characterisation provided here
thus far barely begtns to do iustice to the true complexity of the
subiect. For example, even when the community of defence
intellectuals arms its official drampion with potent ideas, those ideas
may suffer misshaping by government, or they may fail in practice
because of inept execution. It happens all the time. Those of us who are
idea-merchants know that it is ner<t-to-impossible to design policy and
shategy ideas that are proof against fools as well as fool-proof. It is the
rare and unlucky strategic theorist who is unable to avoid admitting
muanlpa.

The question of authority of evidence is non-trivial, if there is
to be intelligent speculation on the subject of how theory can help
practice in the future. Many people look at the contemporary condition
of burgeoning if troubled peace in East-West relations, for example,
and see in this emerging irenic condition positive proof of the error in
past US policy and strategy practice. They neglect to notice that this
possibly brief happy condition of good feeling very plausibly has been
generated in good part by the hard-nosed competitive position of the
U$led global coalition over the course of decades. Unsound
comprehension of the causes of war and the conditions for peace

cannot help but facilitate imprudent advice for future policy and
stratqlY.e

9 In company with global weather, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
and the intercommunal strife in Northern lreland, the causes of
war/conditions for peace will long continue to frustrate the
eamest seeker after'buth'. The state of the art rnay be sampled in
Robert I. Rotberg and Theodore K. Rabb (eds.), The Origin and
Pranntion of Major Wars, (Cambridge University Press,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1989L Iack S. Ievy, The C-auses of
War: A Review of Theories and Evidence', in Philip E. Tetlock el
al. (eds.), Beltmtior, Society, anil Nuclear War, (Oxford University
Press, New York, 7989), pp.209-333; and Marc Trachtenberg,
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The main 'evenf of the Cold War for professional studenb of
strategy was the non-occurrence of its termination in a nuclear World
War III. Professional satisfaction with a iob of deterrence well done is
marred slightly by residual and largely ineducible ignorance over iust
what it was that US policy and strategy 'did right'. By way of personal
illustration of this point, recently this theorist had to draft a short
bibliographical essay introducing the best books written on nuclear
strategy. During the course of a long peace, maior issues of strategy
tend either to remain unresolved, or to be settled by budgetary fiat, the
climate of opiniory political and intellectual fashiory or simply by the
passage of time. The authority of combat is lacking. Looking back over
the past forty-five plus years, there is no way of knowing whether this
or that emphasis in the nuclear war plans, tied to different preferences
in force planning, either mattered for the deterrence of war or would
have maftered had a nuclear war been waged. To date, nuclear war
and what does or not much help deter it, blessedly remains stsictly a
realm for speculative theoqy. Without the discipline of experience,
imagination is at a premium.

It can be important for a sense of proportion, certainly for an
appropriatre humility and civility in debate, to remember that there is
no objective discriminator of real merit dividing 'the better'from 'the
worse' studies of nudear strategy and deterrence. Readability,
plausibility, and intellectual rigor are all positive athibutes in a book.
But, common s€nse and good iudgment are not always bestowed by
nature upon people who are capable of dazzling intellectual
achievement. A noticeable fraction of modern strategic theory is as
clever as it offends against common sense. Some of the parents of
modern arms control theory positively exuded self-satisfaction at the
cleverness with which they were inventing counter-intuitive
arguments.l0 The literature on crisis stability for stable deterrenca and

History anil Strategy, (Princeton University Press, Princetoq New
|ersey, 1991), chapter 2, The Coming of the First World War: A
Reassessmen(.

10 Schelling and Flalperin, for er<ample,lamented that 'sophistication
[i.e., their world viewl comes slowly'. See Schelling and Halperin,
S trategy anil Arms Conh ol, p.742.
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on limited war has been equally fallacious.ll Although experience of
bilateral nudear war fortunately is zero, and the responsibility for
suctessful performance in nuclear deterrence is uncertain, the
twentieth century has provided a great deal of evidence of regimes for
'strategiC arms limitation (including sixteen years in the 1920s and
1930s),12 on the outbreak of mairr wars, and on the conduct of limited
war.

There is no satisfaction in registering the points that the theory
of stable deterrence which helps educate the leading approach to arms
control is thoroughly unhistorical and implausible, the central paradox
which fuels arms control theory - as noted already - is exactly wrong,
while the lack of merit in the limited war theoqy generated in the 1950s
and 1960s by civilian strategists may be gauged by its comprehensive
reiection in the theory of war expressed in Operation Dast Storm.

This paper should be forward-, not backward-, Iooking. The
quality of past performance, however, does have relevance for the
likelihood of superior performance in the future. How should the
current situation be characterised? Did the West survive and
eventually succeed in the Cold War with more help than hindrance
from the new profession of strategic studies: or, was the reverse the
case? The perils to international security in the 1990s and beyond thus
may include a dismantlement by the West of much of the
political-military infrastructure which brought safety over the past
decades. But, so many of the bld directions' for strategic studies in a

Kurt Gottfried and Bruce G. Blair (eds.), Crisis Stability anil Nuclear
War, (Oxford University Press, New York, 1988), for example, is a
worthy collaborative effort which falls into wisdom occasionally
(e.9., p.150), but overall succeeds in adhering to the fallacious
notion of a clockwork strategic universe.
The outstanding recent analysis is Robert Gordon Kaufmary Arms
Conhol During the Pre-Nuclur Erac, The Uniteil Stata and Nwal
Limitation Between the Wars, (Columbia University Press, New
York, 1990). The full mst of the inter-war naval arms limitation
venhrre, however, can only be appreciated with reference to the
consequenc€s for the Royal Navy in World War II. See Correlli
Barnett, Engage the Enany More Closely: The Roaal Navy in the
Saonil Worlil War, (W.W. Norton, New York, 7997), pp.22, 24, 43,
6445,78, and 218.

il
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past era did not function well even in that era, that the profession
should think hard and honestly about how and what it can contribute
in the future.

Adapting Clausewitz's advice, the most important step for the
student of strategy is to understand the nature of the new period and
not to seek to make of it something that it is not.13 Attractive but
unhistorical assumptions about the future will generate irrelevant
questions and possibly dangerous answers. For example, the
assumptions that past pattems of great-power rivalry miraculously are
no more, or that the awful burden of Russian history will not cronstrain
the counse of Soviet history, must serve to encourage a relaxation of
Western vigil which would be unwise. Answers may be dangerous in
that credulous, desperate or lazy policyrnakers may find them
attractive, even though they address the wrong questions. Examples of
flawed questions would indude rigorous and imaginative study of
waln to render the CSCE proc€ss a useful principal vehicle for seorrity
in Europe, or the energetic search for a sound negotiating position on
START II. CSCE and START may decorate and help dignify a peaceful
context, but they certainly cannot contribute usefully to the creation or
the guarding of such a benign condition.l4 It is sad that so many
people, not exduding professional shrdents of strategy, are willing to
learn so little from the 1920s and 1930s and the 1970s and 1980s.
Principal lessons from the inter-war period, for instance, are that
neither collective security nor arrns control can work when they are
needed.

Theory and Practice

Discussion of 'new directions' for any field of study tends to
reduce rapidly to rather sterile advocary and debate over,
secondorder mattens. Shategisb in govemment and outside scholars

13 See Clausewitz, On Wm,p.88, for the original thought.
t4 Even among Gerrnan politicians there is a growing recognition

that the CSCE process has none of the attributes critical for the
suctessful functioning of a security system. If one lists the many
reasons why NATO has worked as well as it has, one finds that
the CSCE enjoys no overlap with that list.
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of sbategy will each of them have their favorite topics, or hobby

horses. Every proposed topic, new or familiar, will be more or less

defensible; even the most seemingly well ploughed fields allegedly
require reworking in the light or, more likely, gathering darkness, of
new conditions. Understandably, properly and at least to a degree
healthily, students of strategy are as disunited on the questions in need

of address, as they are on the answers they favor to such issues as can

provide a focus for engaged debate. If strategic studies is a field
embracing Australian professors, American think'tank analysts,
German irurnalists, Soviet soldiers and so on, one wonders whether
any coherent, albeit arguable, answers are possible to the questions
which provide the title to this PaPer. Issues that are self-evidently
important and perhaps even urgent to those parts of the US defense

establishment with which this author interacts, may aPPear to be

trivial, atavistic, even fundamentally wrong-headed, in other
perspectives. So be it.

The field of strategic studies is very much an educational
endeavor, particularly for those members who either do not have

access to dassified information or who are citizens of countries with
closed bureaucracies. Strategic study may amount to the pursuit of
useful knowledge but that utility does not have to be secured by
means of a direct personal relationship between scholar and shategy
practitioner. Ultimately, strategic studies - like economics (the

previous dismal science, or ecology and climatology, perhaps the next
such) - has pretensions to serve the public interest. Stated most tersely,

better strategic studies should yield some payoff in better policy and
strategy. Public affairs, and particularly war, being what they are,
there is of course no reliable correlation between excellence in strategic
studies and success in statecraft and arrned conflict. Well educated
generals may lack character, strategically cunning plans will Prove
futile if soldiers decline to fight, and so on. Strategy can fail at the
tactical and operational levels of war,15 iust as superior tactical and

15 On levels of analysis, see the structure and argument of Edward
N. Luttwak, Strategy: Tlre Ingic of Wat and Peace, (Harvard

University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1987). Luttwak
overworks the 'paradoxical logiC which he suggests, correctly,
pervades 'the entire realm of strateg/ (p.a)' This book,
nonetheless, is a dazzling achievement.
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operational skills can prove of net negative value if they are applied in
expression of faulty strategy.l5 For example, in both World Wars
although the Germans were very good indeed at fighting, they were
very poor at waging war.

Before considering the possible content of such 'new
directions'as strategic studie might take, it is important - indeed it is
much more important - to identify or revisit how students of strategy
can and cannot be helpful to the world of practice. Herman Kahn
popularized the proposition that '[i]t is the hallmark of the expert
professional that he doesn't care where he is going as long as he
Procds comPetenfly'.lT There are grounds for arguing that much of
the implicit and explicit advice for practice yielded by stratqgic studies
over the past forty years has been less than competent, but that
international conditions fortunately have proved massively permissive
towards some of the less robust ideas behind policy and strategy. The
pending START heaty has nothing of strategic note to recommend it,
but with permitted 'strategic' weapon arsenals, treaty-accountable and
otherwise, in the 8,mG9,000 range, does it really matter? For a far
more blatant case of incompetence in, or indifference towards,
strategic logic, one could cite the INF treaty of 1,987. The fact that that
treaty regime r't'ould be actively subversive of the central pillars of
what passed for NATO strategy was not much noticed in the United
States.18 The guilty peopte who negotiated that treaty could not have
known that Mikhail Gorbachey's extended empire would move into
political free.fall within two years of the treaty signing.

Strategy fulfils the bridging function between policy and
military power, while grand strategy must accommodate
consideration of all of the instruments of potential use for pohcy.

fJ andogy, a person who is incompetent but very energetic is
likely to wreak far more harm than is someone who is competent
but lazy.
Herman Kahn, OnThqmonuclear War,(Free Press, New york, first
published 79ffi,2nd edn 1969), p.7,fn.2.
The terms of the INF treaty constituted a direct challenge to the
equality-of-risk idea so central to NATC,,s political cohesion, they
were an affront to German strategic preferences, and they
endorsed a trend - of denuclearization - which undermined the
political legitirnacy of NATO strategy.

77
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Students of strategy, however, cannot afford to take policy choice as a
'given', above their pay grade. Although poliry is distinctive from
strategy, there has to be an iterative process between the two. There is
always a danger either that out of ignorance or incompetence poliry
will ask more of its military instrument than that instrument should be
expected to deliver, or that poliry will ask less of its 'sword' than
could, and perhaps should, be secured.

For there to be a mutually supportive relationship between
theory and practice, each has to empathize with the world, include the
mentalit€, of the other. Scholars have been known to write long books
and many articles which conclude, insofar as they have conclusions
(more study is always needed), with such insightful gems as
reminders that nuclear shategy poses dilemmas for policy choice, that
nuclear war were best avoided if at all possible, that nuclear war might
be difficult to control and terminate, and that is no way of knowing
whether the details of strategy and force posture really matter.
Policymakers and defence planners have to make choices on deadlines
often not of their own making, on the basis of knowledge that is
perpetually incomplete, and in coordination with factors which are
thoroughly non-shategic.

It is probably important for busy officials to be reminded that
the requirements of deterrence are deeply indeterminate - that
deterrent effect cannot be purchased reliably by the procurement of
more firepower. When students of strategy alert the world of practice
to difficulties, complexities and possible catastrophic developments,
they but do part of their job. However, ready or not, officials have to
make decisions. Given that every choice of strategy and force posture
is challengeable, the strategic scholar easily can outwear his welcome if
he abuses the privilege of his position constantly to find fault. The
point is not that fault may not lurk in official behavior, but rather that
no moral courage is required to be a perpetual critic. The critical
function of scholarship is important, indeed essential. It can be
instructive, nonetheless, to ask of the person who makes a living
pointing to the hazards in, say, US nuclear planning and practices, just
what he or she would recommend. Surprisingly often one finds that
the scholar has not sought very seriously to look at the subiect at issue
from the perspective of the practitioner. By way of analogy, one does
not have to be an author in order to be a wise and witty book reviewer.
But, the relevance, as opposed to the entertainment value of the
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reviews, should be improved were the reviewer to have some
first-hand experience of the choices that attend the writing of books. A
scholar often is excused the passing of final judgment. He can list
many options, find much to praise and to criticize about each, and pen
a wise-sounding 'conclusion' which demonstrates his appreciation of
complexity. Because by definition the future is unknowable, the world
of practice seeks flexibility to adjust tolerably quickly to dnnge.
Nonetheless, the politics of the defence budget in the United States
tend not to be friendly to honest admissions of ignorance. When
political and military leaders appear before Congressional commiftees
and attempt to justify their requests they cannot simply hide beneath
the flag of a general prudence.

The truth of the matter is that there is no uniquely colTect
defence budget and even if there were there is no analytical tool
available for its reliable identification. Both strategy-making and force
planning are very creative exercises.l9 Competent defence analysts can
justify virtually any level and mix of forces-iust watch the assumptions
and check the arithmetic. Personal experience as well as corrunon sense

suggests that whatever new directions the transnational community of
scholars of strategy elects to pursue, the knowledge they gain will
have more public utility if theory and practice enpy a greater measure
of mutual empathy. There is enduring value in these words written by
Winston Churchill on 9 November 7916 with reference to 'mechanical
power in the offensive':

A hiatus exists between inventors who know what
they could invent, if they only knew what was
wanted, and the soldiers who know, or ought to

19 The various rnethodologies that aid force planning could suggest
to the contrary, but do not be fooled. Henry C. Bartlett,
'Approaches to Force Planning', Ncoal War College Rmieu,
OoDC(XVII, No.3), May-|une 1,985, pp.37 48; Robert P. Hatfa, lr.,
Ratiorul Methoils, Prudent Choics: Planning U.S. Forca, (National
Defense University Press, Washingtor1 D.C., 1988); and Henry C.
Bar0ett and G. Paul Holmary Jr., 'Strategy as a Guide to Force
Planning', Naoal War College Ranieut, (VolXLI, No.4), Autumn
1988, pp.15-25, all have value but share a lack of convincing grasp
of the essentially indeterminate nature of the activity of force
planning.
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know, what they want, and would ask for it if they
only knew how much science could do for them.20

What can strategic studies do that the world of practice, albeit
with sorne effort and no little translatiory should find useful? Above all
else, the theorist - for want of a better term - can help the practitioner
to function holistically in a strategic manner. Most of the world of
practice is absorbed in the development and application of means. The
proposition that means should serve strategic ends which should
advance poltcy goals is a notional Great Truth which somehow rarely
intrudes upon the serious administrative and tactical business of the
day. Not only are means frequently disconnected from ends, but
different kinds of means are not considered in a properly
combined-arms framework.2l

Suategic studies, properly so called, should help educate
officials to think strategically. All kinds and quantities of military
application need to be approached with some reference to the lingua

franca of strategic effectiveness. For officials to be able to explain the
strategic utility of.,say, a special operations'capability, a nuclear strike
optiory or whatever, they need a persuasive grasp of the strucfure of
the conflict at issue. No matter what the subject specifically under
discussion, the strategic theorist almost uniquely should be able to
relate tactical means to strategic consequences. Strategically educated
practitioners can recognize when they are being fed tactical answers to
strategy questions, Such people know, really know, that all military
threats or actions have meaning finally only in regard to policy

PurPoses.

By way of an interim summa{y, the student of shategy:
generically is in the trade of insisting upon the explicit interconnection
of means and ends; has to be a 'policy scientist', a Person able to
understand the structure of an often complex situation (e.g., what is
likely to be the future shategic significance of space systems and the
conhol of space for the conduct of regional or general war?); should

20 Winston S. Churchill, Tfte Worlil Crisis, '1.9'1.'1.-'1.9'1.8, (Vol.[),
(Odhams Press, london, 79381, p.1442.

2r These themes pervade my book, War, Peace, anil Victory: Sttategy
anil Stateaaft for the Nert Cmtary, (Simon and Schuster, New
York,1990).
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clarify level-of-analysis difficulties by way of insisting that actions and
possible consequenaes be distinguished; and conducts end-to-end
analysis focussed upon the complex tweway relations between causes
and effects. Truly strategic analysis, for example, would be
unimpressed by an explanation of a SIOP option in terms of damage
expectancies to particular targets. The strategist wants to know how
the design of nuclear war plans relates - or fails to relate - purposefully
to the likely achievement of policy goals. War plans are not assumed to
be sudr just because that is what they called. Plans for the application
of force are critical for strategy, but they need not be synonymous with
it. Similarly, the strategic thinker will enquire as to the ends served by
a START treaty. Whether or not a tseaty is equitable, verifiable, or the
best that could be negotiated at the time will be answers with no
strategic standing.

Statecraft and strategy are practical arts which require more
for their successful conduct than iust the power of shategic reason. The
ranla of extra-governmental students of strategy are as heavily
populated with would-be generals and would-be policymakers as with
defense philosophers. The philosophers tend to confuse strategic
studies with a branch of aesthetics and have great difficulty
appreciating that in the world of action the best often is the enemy of
the good enough. In strategy and strategic effectiveness there is the
objective test of performanc€ in the outcome of trial by threat and trial
by combat. The test of sbategy is trow well does it work' in
competition with the shategy of a foe. Some notably flawed armies
directed by pedestrian strategies have sufficed to win wars. The quest
for strategic truth is unending, so the philosopher is never ready to
make a decision or proffer plain advice.

An endearing fault among some officials is the aftractive belief
that deeper study can resolve important questions. Sfategic theorists
are not motivated to discourage the dissemination of this profitable
fallacy. Policymakers would like to know both what will happen in the
future and how they can cope well enough with that future. Ttre sad
truth, as noted already, is that the future is unknowable, no matter
how many millions of research dollars are thrown at its study. Also,
the rich uncertainty of what lies ahead means that study, deep or
otherwise, cannot unearth demonstrably correct policy, strategy, or
force postures to cope with that unknown future. But what strategic
sfudies can do is usefully narow the range of more or less confident
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assumptions behind future policy and shategy, explain the structure of
generic persisting security challenges, and by means of historical
illustration'isolate things that need thinking abouf.22

The aphorism that even if hospitals cannot cure people, they
should not spread disease, has some applicability to strategic studies.
Competent strategic theoqy cannot provide a cookbook for assured
succe$ to politicians and generals, but it can help protect them from
shoddy theory. With reference to General Nivelle's promise to win the
w.rr on the Western Front in twenty-four hours in 7977, Correlli
Barnett observed with characteristic pungency that '[iln despair men
turn to quacks who promise them their dreams'.23 Modern strategic
studies is abundantly populated with people peddling patent remedies
for national and international security ills. Whether it be to deflate
claims for peace through international commerce, peace through arms
conhol, peace through conference diplomacy, or whatever - rigorously
conducted strategic studies help protect the public from 'quacks' and
drearxrers.

It is worth noting that in addition to being unable to provide
recipes for guaranteed succ€ss to their client publics, so students of
strategy cannot easily transcend the limitations upon the character and
content of their work which flow from culture and stratqgic context.
Today, however, it has at long last become fashionable among strategic
theorists to alert policymakers and defence planners to the perils of
ethnocentricity.2a mat is a great advance. More to the point of this
paper, it is an advance which is sorely needed in the United States as it
shifb the focus national security policy, the balance in its strategy, and
alters the struchrre of its military posture away from an East-West
frame of reference.

Geoffrey Till at aI., Maritime Strategy and the Nuclar Age,
(Macmillan Press, Iondon, 79821, p.224.
Correlli Bamett, The Sworilbearers: Studies in Suqeme Comnunil in
theFirst Worlil War, (Eyre and Spottiswoode,Iondon, 7963), p.195.
See Ken Booth's minor 'classiC, Strategy and Ethnocentricity,
(Croom Helm, london, 1979).

23
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New Directions for Strategic Shldies?

The fact of change is as undeniable as its course and
destination is unknown and unknowable. American political culture in
particular, though far from exdusively, retains a residual faith in
hurnan progress and a conviction that change, or new directions, must
be inherently good. When the cry goes up across the land for 'new
directions', the purnalistic and scholarly wings of the broad field of
strategic studies are eager to respond. Sundry visions are on offer,
most of them distinctly weighted towards optimism, a few
countervailing the other way.

The point has been made already in this paper that new
directions, maior turnlng points, 'historiC events, and the like, can be
difficult to identify reliably at the time. The first round of studies of
alleged 'lessonsf of the Gulf War of 1991 were completed before the
appalling political traiting edge of that conflict had been appreciated in
full. This is not to say that scholars today should be as dilatory as was
the British Royal Navy in the inter-war period. On the outbreak of
World War II, detailed naval staff studies of the convoy period of the
Great War had not been performed.2S As a result, many of the
hard-learned lessons of 7917-18 had to be learnt anew in 193942. The
strategist-as irurnalist, however, has to beware of the temptation to
theorize from an unduly thin evidential base. Even following a very
decent interval, when passions have moled and the urge towards
patriotic history and analysis is less pressing, still there can be rnaior
surprises. For example, to say that strategic iudgments about the
course of World War II were amended by the revelation in the early
1970s of Enigmaderived ULTRA intelligence, would be an
understatement. Also, views of American and fapanese statecraft in
1941 cannot be unaffected by the revelations that President Roosevelt
did not sanction the total oil embargo against japan in August of that
year, while the |apanese Government as a whole was not aware of the

2s Arthurf. Marder, Frwn the Darilanelles to Oran: Stuilia of the Royal
Nany in War anil Pace, 7975-79tn, (Oxford University Press,
londory 1974),p.67.
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sublime strategic folly of the Imperial Navy's plan to attack the US
Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor.25

If one should be humble in recognition that important facts
can pass unknown or underappreciated for many years or even
decades, how much more careful should one be in the exercise of
forward-looking strategic judgment. With so many voices speaking,
and pens scribbling, a few people are bound to stumble into prescient
analysis. Unfortunately, neither they nor the policymakers and defence
planners who might make timely use of sound theory and good
advice, have any way of quality-testing strategic analysis and
prediction for its veracitlr content. Those who are strapped to the 'new
directions' train - and this author includes himself in that happy band,
notwithstanding the skepticism expressed here - should be both
warned and comforted by possible historical precedents. A classic

example rnay be found in the imprudent judgment offered to the
House of Commons by Prime Minister William Pitt (the Younger) on
17 February 1792. The unlucky Mr Pitt anticipated many years of peace
and prosperity in which his Sinking Fund to reduce the National Debt
could accumulate healthily:

We must not count with certainty on a continuance of
our present prosperity during such an interval [from
7792 to 18081; but unquestionably there never was a
time in the history of this country when, from the
situation of Europe, we might more reasonably expect
fifteen years of peace, than we may at the present
time.27

Instead of fifteen years of peace, Britain endured twenty-two
years of war. Trend proiection and analysis from a relatively benign
present day out far into the future is a perilous exercise indeed. If
shategic studies takes much of is shape and course from the political
context and from political premises, what guidance is available for the
field? Plainly the Cold War, with the geostrategic terms of reference of

See Scott D. Sagan, The Origins of the Pacific Wa(, lournal of
lntudixiplinary Hbtory, (Vol.XVI[, No.4), Spring 1988, pp.905-6,
917.
The War Speecha of William Pitt the Younger, (Clarendon Press,

Oxford, 1915), p.l5.
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bloc-to-bloc confrontation in Central Europe, is passe. No less plainly,
at present the Soviet Union has few of the characteristics one expects of
a superpower. The argument about America's relative decline has
been not so much resolved as shunted aside and relegatd by more
pressing topics of fashionable debate. Strategic studies has always
been a dependent, even parasitical, field, stimulated into activity by
the reality or the anticipation of real-world events. The broad problems
addressed by a variety of methodologies and to a range of different
conclusions, have derived directly from a given political framework.
Indeed it is a little sobering to appreciate that the modern, very
substantially American, profession of shategic scholarship has known
no relevant political framework other than superpower competition in
theCold War.

At the present time it is open season on the organization of
hunting parties for new directions in strategic studies, because - with
almost indecent suddenness-there is no obvious settled political
framework for the disciplining of strategic study. Very officially
indeed, the US defence establishment has demoted the Soviet threat
and is struggling to adiust conceptually to a world no longer ordered
conveniently by two dominant menaces - Soviet blitz*rbg assault to the
Channel and the latent menace of the Pearl Harbor-like surprise attack
upon US strategic nuclear forces and their command slrstem.2s

Western strategists arc somewhat confused by the fact that
yesterday's public enemy number one is down but not out. It is
becoming fashionable in the United States to argue that although
(superpower) peace has broken out, the world actually is becoming
more dangerous.29 leading the charge for a variant of this theme, the
Bush Administration has reordered defence priorities in favor of
readiness to cope with threats to (exba-European) regional order.It is

See Richard Cheney, Annual Repwt of the Seuetary of Defaw to thc
Praiilent anil the Congras, (US Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C., januaqy 1991), particularly the excerpt from'In
Defense of Defense', President Bush's Speech to the Aspen
Institute Symposium,2 August 199Q reprinted on pp.1314.
For example, Iotur I. Mearsheimer, 'Back to the Future: InsAbility
in Europe After the Cold Way', International Srcuity, (Vo1.15,
No.l), Summer 1990, pp.5-55. Mearsheimer is probably correct,
though for several wrong reasons.
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also becoming fashionable to suggest that much of the conceptual
arsenal developed by the shategic studies community was time, place,
adversary and teclnology specific to yesterday's superpower quarrel.
It seems to this student of strategy that relatively little has changed or
is likely to change which should either threaten his professional
existence or even much of the content of his work.3O In most respects
the distinguishing marks of sound scholarship in strategy, the focus on
end-toend means+nds analysis, the long view, the holistic tilt, and a
sense of history, are needed today more than ever. Modern strategic
studies in what used, rather loosely, to be called 'the West' may be the
offspring of the Cold War, but the profession of strategic enquiry
should survive the demise of that parent. There is not, and there is not
going to be, a New World Order, not even as that historically
burdened pretentious concept has been explained of late. According to
Robert Gates (again):

The New World Order is neither a Pax Americana nor
a euphemism for the U.S. as world policeman. It is
simply an attempt to deter aggression - and to resist it
if necessary - through the collective and voluntary
action of the international community.3l

In the Pantheon of noble fallacies, collective securi$r ranks
high. The unpleasantness in the Gulf in l99G9l illustrated the general
plausibility of fohn Terraine's judgments about the workings of
coalitions in the two world wars: 'inside or outside a coalition there is
no substitute for strength' and 'the ultimate strength of a coalition is
not to be measured by the number of its members, but by the strength
of its strongest membey'.32

The politically minded strategic theorist today discovers that
this allegedly defining or decisive moment is both undefined and

The self-serving convenience of this belief has not escaped my
notice.
Gates, 'American Leadership in a New World', p.3. The idea of a
New World Orde/ lies buried in the sands of a Middle East
which is not about to be reordered even by a United States proven
to be sbong in battle (if not necessarily wise in war).

]ohn Terraine, 'Icssons of Coalition War: 1914 and 7939', RUSI
I ournal, (Vo1.134, No.2), Summer 1989, p. 52.
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undecided. There is no definite security brder' in Europe at the
mornent, old or new. CFE [Il supports or undermines - it is too soon to
say which - what amounts to a vacuum. Yet again, structural arms
control attempts the impossible. Arms control, like deterrence, indeed
like seapower and airpower, is always specific in its referents and its
meaning. Further progress, if that is the suitable term, in CFE is
unlikely not only because of the very bad faith that Moscow has shown
with rnassive equipment transfers to East of the Urals and the
recategorization of units to evade treaty-accountability,S but also
because the erstwhile bloc-to-bloc framework is no more. From the
current chaos or absence of security assumptions for order in Europe,
the sbategic theorist can derive virtually any political guidance that he
chooses. Any sense of history and strategic geography alerts one to the
certainty of renewal of super or great power conflict. It may not much
matter which mix of interests, or who, eventually secures a firm grip
upon the Soviet Union or upon a Great Russian successor state,
balanceof-power considerations for security eventually will restore a
context of international security politics as usual to Europe.

It is not particularly useful to play the 'altemative futures'
game, let alone to make a best guess as to the structure of intemational
super and great-power rivalries by the turn of the century. The
strategic theorist does not know, cannot know, who will be in office,
who will be aligned with whom, or exactly how many more ICBMs the
new Soviet Union/Russia will produce. But the theorist does know
how statesmen behave and why they behave as they do. Also, the
scholar of strategy understands that decisions today have a legacy,
often an unintended and unpredictable legacy, value for tomorrow.
The means-ends orientation of the strategic theorist, educated by a
long historical view, alerts him to the identity of probable charlatans
and dreamers. Never say never is sound advice. However, the sbategic
theorist should be able to alert the world of practice to the

33 So much Soviet heavy military equipment has been saved from
destruction by transfer to Siberia, that CFE [I] promises to be yet
another arms limitation exercise which will bring arms conhol
into disrepute. Anyone who believes that the CFE treaty
translates into some facsimile of the functional crippling of a
Soviet ability to attack in Europe, is simply unacquainted with the
facts.
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implausibili$r of some new, as well as some new-sounding but
acrually rather old, propositions and arguments.

lt has not escaped the notice of the community of American
strategic theorists that in this new era nothing actually has been
deleted definitively from their agenda of professional concerns. The
political context for security in Europe has changed, is changing,
radically-though not beyond all recognition. Problems of military
security certainly have been reshaped by the upheavals in East and
Central Europe, but they have not disappeared.34 Currently they may
be in repose in equipment parks beyond the Urals, but the Potential
military problems of European security remain very troubling.
Sfategic thinkers, unlike many journalists, are expected to consider
the structure of the situation, not iust the political climate of the
mornent. By way of analogy one might consider the case of British
policy and strategy in the 1920s. The extant condition was healthy and
benign indeed, but great strategic insight was not required in order to
comprehend that the defence prosperts of the British Empire rested
unreasonably upon a permanence of fine security weather.35 The
political context for security can shift massively from one decade to the
nexg as happened from the 1920s to the 1930s, and from the early
1980s to the early 1990s. The strategic theorist cannot claim to predict a
regular cycle in these matters, but he does know - really know, that is -
that bad times return.

A part of the strategic theorist's responsibility to his society is
to challenge the arguments of the purveyors of claims for 'the end of

The US Navy, for example, has shelved but not discarded its
1980s-style forward offensive Maritime Strategy. See the
annotated briefing, US Navy, Meeting the Challenges of a Dymmic
Worlil: Naaal Policy fur the'90s and Beyonil, (Department of the
Navy, Washingtory D.C., 1990); and H. Iawrence Garrett III,
Frank B. Kelso II, and A.M. Gray, The Way Ahead', US Naaal
lnstitute P r ocedings, ff ol. 1 1 Z No.4), April 1 99 1, pp.3647 .

See Anthony Clayton, The Bitbh Empire as a Supupower,7979-39,
(University of Georgia Press, Athens, Georgia, 19861; and Iohn
Robert Ferris, Men, Money, anil Diplonacy: The Eaolution of British
Strategic Policy, 7979-26, (€ornell University Press, Ithaca, New
York,1989).
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histoq/,s the arrival of a 'post-nuclear era',37 the obsolescence of
mapr warp the abolition of conventional war,39 the banishment of
force as a practicable instrument of statecraft, and so on. Society has to
be protected against its understandable wish to believe that, this time,
things will be different - peace truly will last, transnational economics
will vanquish old fashioned military concerns, and the like.

Conclusions

How can thmry help practice in the universe of strategy?
First, strategic theorists can do for practice what practice needs but
cannot readily do for itself. Few practitioners have the time, the
training or even the inclination to prepare themselves to think
strategically. Strategy guardianship cannot be entrusted to the
tacticians of government. strategic concepts and the sustained exercise
of means<nds analysis can help officials muddle through with a
practical opportunism that at least is informed by some disciplined
sense of purpose. The strategic theorist should open in accessible form
to the harried practitioner whatever of cumulative wisdom has been
winnowed from the harvest of strategic history. Clausewitz advised
that'[t]heory exists so that one need not start afresh each time sorting
out the material and plowing through it, but will find it ready to hand
and in good ordey'.4O The strategic theoris(s reach will exceed his
grasp in that regard, but what is a strategisfs heaven for?

Second, the strategic theorist can help the practitioner by
providing the kind of conceptual education which fits the evolving
context for policy. The problems of deterrence and the content and
relevance of deterrence theory, for example, require a comprehensive

Francis Fukuyama, The End of History?', The Nationnl Intaet,
(No.16), Summer 1989, pp.3-18.
Edward N. Luttwak, 'An Emerging Postnuclear Era?,, The
Washington Quarterly, (Vo1.11, No.l), Winter 1988, pp5-15.
Iohn Mueller, Retrut frun Doomsilay: The Obsolaience of Major
War, (Basic Books, New York, 1989).
Martin van Creveld , The Transformation of War, (Fre pres, New
York,1991).
Clausewitz, On War,p.141.
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safe$ check when they are applied to issues of regional stability in the
1990s.41 Virtually all of the assumptions, the conceptual working
capital as it were, derived by theorists from the prohacted
Soviet-American, and heavily nuclear, nexus, need to be revisited for
their roadworthiness ois a ois some distinctly non-Soviet
strategic-cultural climes. Deterrence theorists and defence planners
need to consider the implications, for example, of a non-nuclear lraq
purposefully assaulting a nuclear Israel in the hope of catalyzing a
wider and politically different war. Similarly, the US failures either to
deter Iraq prior to 2 August 1990 or subsequently by compellence to
persuade her to withdraw from Kuwait, should serve to flag some
potential softness in the American (and Western) way in deterrence
theory and practice. The honest and competent strategic theorist,
though in some measure the prisoner of his culture and the willing
servant of his polity, has an obligation to provide useful truths about
sbategic matters. The wise shategic thinker is open to the revelation
that ideas can work well enough in practice, even though they do not
perform convincingly in theory. By way of a leading example of this
phenomenory Lawrence Freedman has noted that extended nuclear
deterrence 'is one of those areas where a poliry has worked far better
in practice than an assessment of the theory might lead one to
expect'.'12

Third, as guardians - not the only guardians, but as guardians
nonetheless - of the quality of strategic education for those in need of
such education for the fulfillment of their official responsibilities,
sbategic theorisb can help sort the ephemeral from the enduring, the
fashionable and merely trendy from the items of more lasting
importance. Politicians and ioumalists may inhabit a succession of
very short terms, but the strategic theorist has purchased a ticket for a
longer irurney. The theorist should be able to advise as to the salience
of the strategic tools and methods of the 1970s and 1980s for the

Keith B. Payne, Missile Defense ln Tlv 27st Century: Protection
Against Limited Thruts, lncluding Lasons From The GuIt' War,
(Westview Press, Boulder, Colorado, 1991), pp.11T26, is very
much to the point.
lawrence Freedmary TheEwlation of Nuclur Strategy, (Macmillan,
londory 1981), p.xvi. Jervis circles the same point in The Maning
of the N uclwr Rnolution, p.78.

4l
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changed context of the 1990s. Although the details of adversaries,
specific issues and technologies, inter alia, will change, the sbategic
theorist will be alert to the inappropriateness of claims for the utter
historical novelty of events asserted by those who lack historical
perspective. Whether or not strategic studies should move in new
directions, as contrasted merely with some reordering of research
priorities, must depend very much upon whether or not the evolving
political context is judged to require it. Politicians and the
decision-rnakers for foundation grants are inclined to respond to the
headlines of the day. To the noteworthy degree to which strategic
studies is fuelled financially and by the lure of political access by
pabonage from policy institutions and the foundations, there is likely
to be some pull towards the new, or allegedly new, almost as an end in
itself. Old ideas and 'old thinking' tend to be deemed blameworthy
because they are old. One should not forget that it is a matter of
historical record that the old ideas generated by the strategic studies
communi$r in the Cold War worked well enough for that Period in the
most important of respects. New thinking' may or may not be

superior to 'old thinking', but whatever its merit the newness of the
thoughts is irrelevant. It is the fit of ideas with conditions that matters,
not the age of ideas.

Fourth and finally, strategic theorists can, in the inimitable
words of that great strategic thinker, Clint Eastwood, remind those in
need of reminding that h man has to recognize his limitations'. The
beginning of wisdom in the approach to shategic practice reposes in
frank appreciation of ignorance. Strategic theorists actively concerned
for national and intemational security - as contrasted with those
absorbed with the intellectual beauty, or apparent novelty, of their
own creations - can advise the world of practice both as to those things
which cannot be foreseen, and the ways in which the strategic effects
of unwelcome surprises can be minimized. The strategic theorist
should not himself seek to function as a defence planner, but he can
develop guidance in aid of fault-toleranf defence planning.€ ahs
strategic theorist should not waste his time and effort endeavouring to

4i! For example, as in Colin S. Gray, Trom Defense Philosophy to
Force Planning: The Suategic Forces', Defense Analysb, ffo1.7,
No.4), forthcoming.
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predict the precise condition of the Soviet Uniory let alone of the
world, in 2000 or 2010. Instead, he should help the realm of strategic
practice by developing principles for the guidance of defence planners
who must cope with uncertainty. A defence conununity cannot
foresee the future, but it can adopt the strategic policy, and purchase
the forces nec€ssary, to protect against many plausible unwelcome
futures. The strategic theorist, in short, can play an invaluable role in
helping the world of practice to rnanage risks.



CHAPTER 9

DILEMMAS OF STRATEGIC DEFENCE
AND START II

Alexei G. Arbatov

Profound shifts in the Soviet-American relations, in Europe
and in regional conllict areas, intimately intertwined with dramatic
internal developments in the Soviet Union, have inevitably raised a
question about the relevance of arms control for the future security
sbategy of the maior states. Obviously the answer is cmcial for the
plans and prospects of the international academic strategic studies
community.

The reasoning behind the doubts are as follows.
Improvenrents in the political relationships of former opponents which
confronted each other on global and regional levels for four decades
has precipitated a gradual disengagement of their armed forces. firis
disengagernent is being implemented largely by way of unilateral
force reductions, withdrawals and curtailment of weapons programs,
only indirectly related and often running far ahead of arms control
agreements. Allegedly formal negotiations may only slow down this
process, create incentives for kecping targaining chips', immerse the
parties in elaboration of verification regimes and even damage their
defence requirements for contingencies elsewhere.

Other arguments are that with the new cooperative political
and economic relations the former symbotic significance of arms
agreements is no longer required, while their economic value as a
resource saving enterprise is quite dubious anyway. Doubts in the
West about its interest in the follow-on to the Strategic Arms
Reduction Treaty (START), the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE)
agreements, the Threshold Test Ban (TBT) or on proposed short-range
nuclear and naval arms control talks also have their impact.

And on top of all these factors is the great uncertaingr about
the future of the evolving economic, political and federal crisis within
the Soviet Union and its possible spilloverabroad.
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The only area which is usually recognised as more or less

promising is cooperation of the maior powers in limiting nuclear-
chemical-missile proliferation in the Third World.

For all the seriousness of these arguments, at a closer rrutiny
they seem deeply flawed.

In spite of unilateral cuts, the armed forces of the great Powers
still are predominantly locked into interaction with each other. This is
first of all true about their shategic nuclear offensive forces. Without
radical followon-agreements they will hardly be deeply cut or
retargeted from each other's territories by the suPerPowers.
Modernisation will continue if unchecked by mutual limitations, and
sbategic stability may be diminished inadvertently.

Continuous strategic competition will in time erode political
relations. Targeting each other with many thousands of nuclear
warheads is not exactly conducive to mutual trust, putting quite
tangible limits to cooperation elsewhere. This is related in particular to
prolifera tion problems.

Much is left to be done after CFE to bring the military
relationships of the European states in accordance with the new
political and economic situation on the continent. The same is true
about unfinished business in various other areas of arms control. If the
strategic relations among states are not managed by political efforts,
foremost through arrns control negotiations, the former might get out
of control, and in the situation of growing multipolarity and weapons
proliferation will affect the latter in many destabilising ways.

On the other hand, the arms control policies and methods also
have to be fundamentally revised in order to make them an effective
instrument of international security management, and not iust
symbolic paper cover for defence programs of the states.

This puts quite demanding tasks before scrurity studies in the
post{old War era. This papcr provides an illustration of possible new
ways of arms control. Special attention is paid to dealing with the new
and broader agenda of strategic intcractions, crossing the traditional
barriers of global and regional military balances, nuclear and
conventional arms and forccs. The focus of the chapter is on some
crucial problems of the follow-on to the START Treaty, signed in
Moscow in August 1991.
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With fundarnental changes in U$Soviet relations in the 1990s,

the two powers' cooperation on strategic arms control and reduction
may take one of two principal routes. One would be to implement still
more radical ieductions of offensive forces while introducing stringent
limitations on defensive systems. In this case the hard part would be
to separate the latter from defences designed for regional application
and not necessarily oriented against each other.

The other way, which is even more complicated, would be for
the two parties to t{y to incoqporate the general technically tempting
and politically appealing hend of expansion of strategic defences into
the process of reductions of sbategic offensive arms.

In both cases the issues of strategic anti-missile defencas in
coniunction with tactical ballistic-missile systems and air defence
systems will occupy a much more prominent place on the agenda of
negotiations than before. It is quite plausible that success or failure to
resolve the numerous problems of this kind will eventually determine
the very outcome of the next stage of START talks and hence the
future of U$Soviet strategic relationships.

1. GPALS - Another Mission for the Stsategic
Defense Initiative (SDI

In 19G1991 the US SDI program was subpct to increasingly
contradictory influences. Under the influence of the changes in U9
Soviet relations and general world politics and in view of the cuts in
American defence expenditures, the SDI advocates have switched their
attention to more limited versions of ABM defence. These envisage a
big shift in emphasis: from repelling massive strikes to interception of
limited or even isolated missile launches; from the use of directed
energy weapons (and other systems based on new physical principles)
to land- and space.based interceptors of kinetic types.

ln this way the Strategic Defense Initiative, which had been
initially designed to make a revolutionary breakthrough in doctrines of
the nuclear age, has been gradually squeezed into the traditional
framework of the 'nuclear deterrencd strategy and even in this role
became iust a peripheral appendage to the instruments of ensuring
security. In particular, the new version of the anti-missile system,
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advanced by the US Department of Defense in the aftermath of the

Persian Gulf war, envisages defence only against accidental authorized

missile launches and third countqy's terrorist missile attacks. More
modest technical scale, and less ambitious strategic goals of the
cunently considered limited ABM versions create the appearance of a
more realistic policy, and a more rational program. As distinct from
President Reagan's 'great dream' of the Past, contemPorary SDI is
becoming a subject of more specific debates, technical estimates and

forecasts.

This leaves it a chance to be implemented. But this chance will
materialise only provided that debates in the United States, budgetary
considerations, follow-on Geneva negotiations on stability and the
overall situation in the USSR will be conducive to the implementation
of the rn called GPAIS Qlobal protection against limited strikes) ABM
system.

Although technically still very vague, the GPAIS concePt
envisage deployment of about 1000 space'based kinetic, direct impact
infrared homing interceptors of the Brilliant Pebbla type, supported by
70G1000 high-altitude ground-based missile-interceptors with non-
nuclear warheads. The former are to receive hacking information
from the future Bljlliant Eyes electro-optical satellites, while the latter
are to be guided by ground-based radars and homing systems. In
addition, there is the development of theatre anti-missile systems on
the basis of a followon to the veteran Patriot system that was used in
the Gulf war to intercept Iraqi SCUD missiles. The new US anti-
tactical ballistic missile (ATBM) has to be transportable to any place in
the world to defend US troops and allies. The whole R&D,
procurement and deployment Program might take 1G15 years and
around $50 bitlion dollars on toP of the $20 billion already sPent on
SDI.

At first glance intemal instabilities in the Soviet Union and
proliferation of ballistic missiles in the Third World make iustification
of tfre new version of ABM politically plausible. But doser
examination reveals serious flaws of this new SDI concept.

In principle, the probability of an unauthorised or accidental
launch of i ballistic missile is very low and diminishing. First, the

number of nuclear delivery vehicles possessed by the five nuclear
powers (and in relation to unauthorised launch it is delivery vehicles
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that are important, and not nuclear warheads) has not been increasing
in recent years and is hardly likely to grow in the foreseeable future.
The existing forces are undergoing modernisation and old vehicles are
being repla.ed by a new generation. Along with various negative
co-nsequences of this procrss, command and communications systems
of nuclear annaments, in particular, technical facilities for protecting
delivery vehicles and warheads from unauthorised or accidental use,
are as a rule being improved. Special procedures, including
mechanical and electronic blocking devices, have been worked out in
order to reduce the danger of unauthorised launch to the actrievable
minimum.

On the other hand this probability should not be totally ruled
9ut The question is whether an ABM system is capable of rectifying
the situation. Limited anti-missile systems permifted by the ABM
freaty can protect only limited areas. For these ABM systems to prove
their worth, a missile launched in any unauthorised or accidental way
has to be targeted exactly on these areas, and that probability is too
negligible to count on. The building of a 'thin' ABM system for the
protection of the entire territory, deployment of space.based
interception systems, or the modemisation of one permitted complex
for increasing its range might create greater problems than thbse,
which are to be solved.

The extension of at least a 'thin' defence to the entire territory
would require major revision of the ABM Treaty. This would involv-e
serious political and legal difficulties, since for sonre influential
political groups and institutions in both countries the revision would
!e slmply an instrument to dismantle the Treaty and permit unlimited
deployment of defence and space systems.

Deployment of even a 'thin' ABM defence systems for the
protection of the US and Soviet territories and their further
modernisation rrny destabilise the strategic balance. The problems at
the talks in Geneva, which stem from the asymmefy of the two
countries' strategic offensive forces, would grow in geometric
progression should disproportions in ABM systems be involved.

Due to the differences in technical characteristics and
standards it would be extremely difficult to balance the systems
themselves for ensuring equality of the two sides - all the rnore so that
non-nudear defence will make differences in technologies much more
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important. The location of anti-missile bases in respect to strategic

offensive deployment areas, administrative and industrial centres of
the two countries cannot but be quite different.

Space-based ABM interceptors, while avoiding sonre

asymmetries would create others, dealing with technical differences
between the two states, variations in suitable orbits, mutual
vulnerabilities and break-out threat.

Extension of the range of interceptors of the one deployment
area permitted under the ABM Treaty, involves the solution of
complex technical problems, especially for the Soviet Union in light of
its geography. One or two thousand kilometre range interceptors,
acceptable for the coverage of the US territory, would not suffice for
that of the Soviet Uniory extending many thousand kilomebes to the
East beyond the Urals. To protect it, at least a dozen additional
deployment areas would be required, depending on the ranges of the
anh-missiles (with all ensuing problems of UgSoviet asymmetries and
break-out concerns).

While the United States might want to emphasise space'based

elements of the ABM system, suitable for its own Protection and that of
its allies, the USSR for geostrategic and technical reasons may prefer
land-based options.

The US space'based interceptors would inherently Possess
anti-satellite capability. To balance it the other Power might decide on
deploying its own anti-satellite (ASAT) system, either land- or sPace-

based or both.

Americans would not need operational deployment of
transportable anti-tactical ballistic missile defences on their territory in
view of the absence of any obvious threat. The other side would
certainly choose to deploy ATBM systems in combat-ready forces to
face threats from all azimuths, acquiring non-dedicated terminal
defence layers, in particular against slower re+ntering SLBM

warheads. In and of itself this may not be of great strategic
importance, but in combination with other defensive deployments it
would create substantial problems.

The US can afford to discount an airdelivered nuclear or
chemical tenorist strike. In the Soviet Union this contingency would
certainly be taken seriously if, thanks to the US efforts, the threat of
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aftack from the Third World is elevated to highest defence priority.
ABM and ATBM expansion would be senseless for the USSR without
further improvements in its massive airdefence. For a number of
technical reasons the latter would be extremely hard to limit only to
the Third World threats, without affecting the Ugsoviet or the West-
Soviet nudear balance. These and many other, as of now
unpredictable complications are in store if the ABM problem is
reopened on the practical level.

The 'normal' theoretical probability of unauthorised or
accidental launches, inherent to the existing vast strategic arcenals,
rnay be effectively diminished through other ways, induding
agreements between the nuclear powers. First of all, it should be
stressed that the danger of such launches, especially in crisis situations,
is aggravated by the concepts of launch-on-warning or launch-under-
attack (LOW and LUA).

These principles of using strategic forces (i.e., their launctres
upon receiving signals from early warning systems without waiting
until the strike is delivered on the targets or assessing its results) are
justified, first, by the vulnerability of a part of stratqiic offensive forces
at launching sites and their command and communications systems to
a nuclear strike, and second, by the need for a sufficiently massive and
coordinated retaliatory strike against a broad complex of the enemy's
facilities.

The short flight time of sea- and land-based ballistic missiles
(10 to 30 minutes) lowers to a minimum the time of receiving and
evaluating slgnals - their transmission upward to the leadership - the
taking of a decision on the strike - its bansmission downward - the
launch - the missiles' escape from explosion after launch. The
execution of all these operations in a few minutes presupposes
prlctically preprogrammed decisions and actions of people and
technical devices, the transition of nuclear forces to the highesi state of
alert, removal and deactivation of most of the preventive iystems, and
possibly the transfer to the on-site personnel of the techniCal ability (if
not the administrative authority) to launch missiles. All these
obviously considerably increase the danger of an unauthorised or
accidental launch.

The talks may help if agreements ensure a reduction in
strategic arrnaments and greater invulnerability of the renraining
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strategic offensive forces and their waming, command and
communications systems. These goals may be attained also through
deconcenhation of the remaining forces at higNy survivable launching
sites and pladorms, as well as through the reductions and limitations
on weaporui systerns of higher single shot kill probability. These
measures would reduce (and in principle even eliminate) the
dependence of the two states on the concepts of LOW and LUA.

Of great importance are also further developments in strategic
confidence-building measures (such as notifications about missile
launches, above normal deployment of strategic and attack
submarines, and the takeoff of bombers) and the modernisation of
direct communication lines and centres for diminishing nuclear threat.

It is possible to visualise in future direct talks on this problem,
the developrnent of reliable ioint early warning systems, exchanges of
corresponding technologies, common development of preventive and
blocking devices, and controlled mounting of selfdestruct
mechanisms on missiles. These measures would provide much better
solution to the problems, as compared with the deployment of an
ABM system of a GPAIS or other type.

The defence against terrorist nuclear missile strikes deserves
special mention. Clearly there is the danger of continuing transfer of
ballistic missiles and ballistic missile technologies to the Third World
countries, which o.pens the possibility of unstable, adventurist and
fanatical regimes or terrorist groups getting acc€ss to nuclear (or

chemical or biological) munitions and mating them with ballistic
missiles to threaten the civilised world.

Within the framework of the limited systems which are at
present permitted under the Treaty, it is practically impossible to
defend either of the two superpowers from a terrorist strike. Even
with the USSR's capital and central region protected against such a

strike and the US having the right to defend Washington, other large
administrative and industrial centres of the great powers, to say
nothing of their allies, will be trostages' to possible future ballistic
missile strikes by terrorist groups or regimes. The moral aspect of
such selective protection gives rise to great doubts.

The extension of at least a 'thin'defence to the entire territory
would require revision of the ABM Treaty. fust like the acquisition of
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ABM systems against accidental launches, these measures involve
serious political and legal problems.

Moreover, even if 'thin'ABM systems do not destabilise U9
Soviet shategic deterrence their effect upon the third nuclear powers
would be substantial. Britain, France and China most probably would
perceive development of these systems by the superpowers as
detrirrental to their security for at least two reasons: new defensive
capabilities would detract from the third powers' limited deterrent
potentials and for political, geostrategic and technical peculiarities
those ABMs would never give them comparable protection. These
states, having once acquird nuclear weapons at the cost of great
economic sacrifice for the purposes of security and status, will not
agree to lose this investment as a by-product of the U9Soviet
manoeuvring over defence and space issues.

The expansion by the latter of the ABM systems will only spur
third states to buildup and improve their nuclear capabilities and to
enhance their miliary efforb, which will make participation of the
above states in the nudear arms control more difficult. In the more
distant future such a course of events may involve the development by
these states of their own or joint antisatellite systems.

This reaction is manifested even in respect to the limited US
and Soviet ABM systems, that are now permitted by the treaty, for
protection only of the capital or one area of ICBM deployment. There
is no inforrnation about the operational planning and principles of the
targeting of China's nuclear forces. As to the nuclear forces of Britain
and France, quite reliable sources show that their present programs of
modernisation and build-up of strategic armaments have in large
measure been stimulated, or at any rate justified, by the need to
overcome the existing ABM system around Moscow, and in the long
run, by the need to counter possible larger-scale ABM deployrnents.

Further expansion and modernisation of the French and
British nuclear detenent forces and possible steps of closer cooperation
would very soon raise the question of German participation or
unilateral measures. This issue would be extremely divisive for
Western Europe, NATO and West-Soviet relations as a whole.

Chinese reaction (because of different relations with both
superpowers) would be even more negative although largely
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unpredictable in practice. For instance China could opt for larger
ICBM and SLBM force and hair-trigger launch systems, nuclear land-
or space.based (space-mine type) anti-satellite systems, long-range
sea-, air- or land-based cruise missiles, etc. Beijing's position on the
issues of ballistic missile proliferation in the Third World might
become even less cooperative, either tacitly or openly, if perceived as a
bargaining chip.

Finally, the reaction of the Third World regimes is hardly
predictable. If seen as a mapr step towards the superpower's
condominium and a sign of greater willingness to use force either
iointly or unilaterally, the U$Soviet defensive efforts might bring
about just the opposite results than the declared goals. These would
be growing third states' missile development cooperatiory
proliferating transfers and trade of missile technology, and further
nuclear and chemical proliferation.

It should be borne in mind that even if effective GPALgtype
systems are developed, adventurist regimes and terrorists will have
many other ways of delivering a nuclear munition should they acquire
it and define on its use. Generally speaking, out of all possible
delivery vehicles a ballistic missile is the most complicated and
unsuitable option for them. Organising the production of even one of
such vehides requires the establishment of whole branches of
machinebuilding, chemical and electronic industries, the construction
of launching sites, the training of service personnel, etc. Suffice to
recall what efforts the USSR and the US had to make in the 1940s and
1950s. This activity would be noticed in good time and the missiles
and the infrastructure connected with them would be observable and
extremely vulnerable even to conventional weapons of other states.

In all probability, in this field as in many other areas, ABM
defence rather than solve problems may create additional difficulties.
During four decades the two superpowers have learned the hard way
that in the nuclear age there is no neat and final technical solution to
the problems of national security in their bilateral relations. Probably
the time has come to recognise the same truth in the relations of the
two powers with the rest of the world. Here too, the great powers, in
countering the potential threat, should rely on a more sophisticated
combination of their potentials of devastating nuclear retaliatiory
conventional preemption and various political and economic 'sticks
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and carots' for preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction and missile technologies.

At the sarne time, the experience of the Gulf War theatre
ATBM system might be useful for the US and the USSR, if not against
each othet then for the future probable Third World contingencies.
Besides, in Europe and in the Far East it would support forces
restructuring and reduction to implement the principles of defensive
sufficiency.

The problem for the negotiators in Geneva in the nearest
future should be to make sure that ATBM systems development,
testing and deployment do not undermine the ABM Treaty - in
particular the definition of the Treag/s article 5, point'a' (not to give
missiles, launchers, or radars, other than those of permitted ABM
systems, capabilities to counter strategic missiles, and not to test them
in anABM mode).

Sorne of the suggested solutions seem quite adequate. For
instance, it would be expedient to define 'testing in ABM mode' in
addition to the Protocol of 7978, as testing against real targets with
reentry speed in excess of 4 km/sec or intercepts at altitudes higher
than 40 km. To make the limitations even more shingent, qualitative
limits on deployments have also been suggested.l Geographic limits
could help to ensure that ATBMs are not deployed in the northern
areas of the two states, where they are not really needed given the
absence of any theatre missile threat. Additional verification and
cooperative procedures would be required to establish these
limitations.

fust as clear is that space-based interception systems would
not be requircd against theatre missiles since most of them have an
apogeebelow the effective interception altitude of the Billiant Pebbla-
type systems, or could be fixed to fly over at a small range sacrifice.2

D.L. Hafner and l. Roper (eds.), ATBMI and Westsn Secuity,
(Harper and Row, C-ambridge, Massachusetts, 1988), pp.792-195.
See T.A. Postol, Lrssons for SDI from the GuIf War: PATRIOT
Erpaiance: A Tshnical Perspectfue, (Testimony Before the House
Armed Services Committee, 16 April 1991).
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Contrary to GPALS iustification, it seems that in view of the
changing political and strategic environment, including the new
contingencies of unauthorised missile launches and missile
proliferatiory the interests of U9Soviet strategic stability now rnore
than ever require preservation of the ABM Treaty as it was signed in
1972 and supplemented in 1974, 7976,7978 and 1985. At the same time
it will be necessary, in order to remove mutual claims and suspicions,
to agree on limib of the activity permitted or forbidden by the ABM
Treaty, including space'based radar stations and space sensors, based
on other physical principles. Proceeding from such a mutual
understanding it would be expedient to coordinate predictability - and
confidence.building measures related to the activity in the field of
ABM defence.

If the basis of the follow-on to START is compliance with the
ABM Treaty and measures are taken to isolate it from ATBM programs
and forces (including specific limits on testing and deployrrent),
another hard issue of offencedefence relationship will be Air Defence.

2" Bombers and Strategic Stability

Historically the problems of bombers and missiles (cmise and
ballistic) reductions and limitations have been intimately linked with
air defences at START negotiations.

From the very hginning of the Nuclear and Space Talks
(NST), one of the Soviet negotiating priorities has been to place as

stringent limitations as possible on US heavy bombers with air-
launched cmise missiles. This was determined by the facts that the air-
breathing leg of the American strategic hiad was the area of the
greatest US advantage in the strategic balance, and that large-scale
ALCM deployment greatly complicated the task of the Soviet Air
Defense of the Country (PVO Strany) - one of the most powerful
armed services of the Defense Department.

Bombers with ALCMs are capable of attack from stand-off
positions out of air defence reach, and the cruise missiles having a

small radar cross-section (and in future probably using stealth
technology) represent extremely hard targets for interception. But the
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motives for the Soviet arms control stance at closer scrutiny appear
quite dubious.

The rationale of defending against bombers and ALCMs is not
convincing if there is no way to defend against ballistic missile
warheads. lheir number under START (49m) is more than enough to
inllict unacrceptable damage even without the help of the bomber
forces. The Soviet position in favour of stringent limitations on
ballistic missile defences within the framework of the 1972 ABM
Treaty, for the sake of shategic stability, seerns to be in contradiction
with Moscor/s desire to sustain the effectiveness of Soviet defences
against the air-based strategic systems of the opponent.

Besides, the main elements of air defence (radars, fighter-
interceptor airfields, SAM launch positions) are completely vulnerable
to ICBM and SLBM strike. A portion of US missile force is actually
assigned a task of breaking torridors' for the bomber flight routes.

The US iustification for a large bomber and ALCM force is
that, in the event that ICBMS and communications with ballistic
missile submarines are destroyed by a hypothetical Soviet first strike,
alert bombers would be able to escape from under attack and deliver a
retaliatory strike at the broad range of industrial and miliAry targets.
In this case they would have to penetrate through Soviet air defences,
which by definition is playing a destabilising role in hampering
retaliation.

The new Soviet military doctrine of defence sufficiency clearly
reiects first strike strategies, putting forward deterrence by retaliatory
capabilities. But in the case of a US first strike, Soviet air defences
would be destroyed by ballistic missiles. An American first sbike with
bombers and ALCMs would be a suicidal tactic because of the long
flight time of bombers, giving the adversary many hours of advance
warning of forthcoming attack.

That is why it seerns that US ALCMs and bombers do not pose
a threat of first strike to the USSR. Moreover, ALCMs, like ballistic
missiles, can attack only preplanned targets.

Certainly all this does not mean that there is no need to limit
ALCMs. They should be reduced and limited concurrently with other
classes and types of strategic nuclear forces. But ALCM - equipped
heavy bombers do not create any specific threat to Soviet national
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securi$1, compared to other US strategic systems. On the contrary,
among the various strategic systems, bombers with cruise missiles in a
certain senee are the least threatening, lagging behind SLBMs, ICBMs
and even penetration bombers.

Penetrating bombers appear to be more destabilising than
Al,Cltd-carrying aircraft. The unique property of the former is their
capability to attack non-preplanned targets; penetrating aircraft can
search, detect and identify targeb such as mobile-missile launchers in
operational dispersal out of garrisons or restricted areas.

This may be done with improved synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) and forward-looking infrared (FLIR) targeting sensor systems,
or by receiving data from reconnaissance satellites or airplanes.
Information is processed with on-board computer mission planning
systems, providing autonomous planning capability. The bombers can
attack targets with bombs and short-range attack missiles (SRAMs),

perform damage assessnrent missions and repeat strikes if necessary.

Since the USSR is planning to increase reliance on land-based
mobile ICBMs as the core of its retaliatory deterrent capability, the
threat posd to mobile ICBMs by penetrating bombers is quite serious,
compared even to ballistic missiles which are allegedly incapable of
attacking dispersed mobile ICBMS.

In the future, a qualitatively new destabilising trend in
strategic balance may consist of the development of conventional
counterforce systems, capable of effc.ctive coordinated strike against
strategic forces and their command, control and communications
systems. An embryo of new weapons of that kind is frre Tacit Rninbow
air-to+urface missile (ASM) and the conventionally armed Tri-Service
Stand-off Attack Missile (TASM) system. In this respect, penetrating
bombers are also the primary candidates as launch platforms,
especially to strike mobile and hardened targets. Moreover, for strikes
with corwentional weapons, the long flight time of bombers would be
a much smaller liability.

In the US, the highest priority is given to penetrating bombers;
this is implicit in the fact that the most modern, expensive and
sophisticated bombers are not equipped with ALCMs and are assigned
penetration missions. The older aircraft are consecutively equipped
with cruise missiles and assigned stand-off attack missions: first the B-
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52Gs, then the B-52Hs and eventually the &1s, when the F2s, as was
expected in 1990 would assume penetration functions.

To sum up the Soviet arms control stance on heavy bomber
and ALCM issues in 199G1991, as before, seerrrs to be determined not
so much by comprehensive analysis of strategic dynamics and threats
to stability, as by quite simplistic institutional perceptions. In
pa.rticular, since ALCM bombers present a new and growing burden
on the Air Defense of the Country (PVO Strany), threatening to reduce
still further its capacity to perform missions in nuclear warfare, these
offensive systems have became a mainr conc€rn of Soviet negotiators
in Geneva. Persistent attempts to limit ALCMs were made in order to
enhance the effectiveness of air defences (and the negotiating records
prove this) without any integrated assessment of the interests of
strategic stability and of the Soviet angle on this frame of reference.

If the decision-making mechanism and policy formulation in
Moscow had been different, the main concern of Soviet representatives
in Geneva would have been penetrating bombers. Ironically, Soviet
insistence on a 600 km ALCIvI range threshold, although determined
by other considerations, was correct from the point of view of shategic
stability. Limiting bomber weapons of shorter range somewhat
hampers, albeit indirectly, bombers' penetration capabili ties, which are
more important for stability than limiting the number of long-range
ALCMs by counting rules.

At the follow-on START talks it would be worthwhile to
conc€ntrate on penetrating bombers, while reducing ALCM numbers
together with the overall warheads ceiling. In particular, it would be
useful to tie counting rules to actual missile and bomb loadings. More
stringent limits should also be placed on bombers converted for non-
nuclear warfare and for conventional air-to-surface missiles above a
certain range threshold.

At present these agreements would hardly be possible,
especially since the thrust of Soviet diplomacy is aimed at the wrong
target. But in the future, concurrently with downloading of ballistic
missiles, new limitations on bombers may become feasible and
beneficial for shategic stability. Another important precondition for
this would be limitation on air defence systems, following the same
logic that has been applied to the reduction of ballistic missile forces
linked to stringent limits on ballistic missile defences.
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3. Alr Defence Limitation

The two other kinds of strategic defence are anti-aircraft
defence (AAD) and anti-submarine warfare (ASW. In the former
there is a large Soviet advantage and in the latter unquestioned
superiority belongs to the US. Both AAD and ASW affect the strategic-

balance in a destabilising way: threatening the retaliatory capability of
the other side and complicating follow-on reductions and limitations
of strategic offensive forces.

Since ASW limitations most probably will be a subiect of
separate naval arms control negotiations (if the US finally agree to get
down to this problem) in this PaPer attention is focussed only on air
defence as a possible issue of a follow-on to the START talks. Some

argurnents in favour of addressing this issue were presented in the
preceding section. In sum they are as follows:

o First, further reduction of ballistic missile warheads
and possibly launchers would make the stability of the
strategic balance more sensitive to the bombers'
potential to survive and attack their targets. These

capabilities will be largely affected by the AAD
systems of the Parties.

. Second, measures envisaged for de-MIRVing of
missiles to enhance strategic stability would reoPen

the issues of heavy bombers' limitations and air-
launched cmise missiles and other bomber weaPons'

counting rules and definitions. This ineviably will
bring to the forefront the problem of AAD limitations.

o Third, development of one or another version of US

ABM (SDI) Programs would necessarily pull forward
AAD expansion and improvement projects. These

closely interact with BMD shategically and
technologically. The effect of the development of both
defensive systems will pose great problems for START
II negotiations.

o Fourth, development of enhanced anti-tactical ballistic
missile (ATBM systems seems assured in the US in
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the aftermath of the Gulf War experience, with the
Soviets most probably accelerating in this direction as
well. Even if undertaken without space.based
interceptors and within the framework of the ABM
Treatlr, these programs will technically and
strategically encourage improvements in AAD
capabilities. Both may present new problems for
further reductions of sbategic ballistic and
aerodynamic delivery systems.

o Fifth, the uncertain future of American B-2 Advanced
Technology Bomber (ATB) procurement and
deployment will probably increase US concern about
the Soviet AAD system. This may induce Washington
to revive in the most persistent way the linkage of the
AAD issue to further offensive arms reductions.

. Sixth, deployment of new Soviet strategic bombers
and ALCMs within the START I framework will
greatly increase the traditional share of the air-based
leg in Soviet nuclear forces: from 5{ per cent to about
30 per c€nt of deliverable warheads (some 2100 out of
700 weapons by real loading). It is hard to imagine
that this would not change US baditional aftitudes to
both anti-aircraft defences of its territory and
limitations on bombers and airdelivered weapons.

There are rleasons to expect some reversals in Morow's stance
on the issue as well. These shifts will have significant consequences
for the START talks.

Contrary to these arguments, several important considerations
make AAD a very hard subject for negotiated limitations, even besides
the traditional negative attitude of the Soviets to this idea.

The first is great asymmetry in the AAD forces of the tr,r'o
sides. The Soviet Union at present has the largest air defences in the
world, operated by a separate armed service (PVO Srany or Air
Defense of the Country), which is second only to the Ground Forces in
terms of number of personnel (-500,000) and baditionally quite
influential in the Defense Ministry. There are about 2"300 fighter-
interceptors, more than 8,600 surface-to-air missile (SAM) launchers
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deployed at 1,200 firing sites, and about 5,000 acquisition and guiding
radars, all deployed in a giant arc from the Kola Peninsula to the
south, through the most dense areas of the European USS& then to the
east across Siberia and the Maritime region, and to the north again to
the remote lands of Kamchatka and Chukotka.

The US does not possess anything comparable. Its NORAD at
present is operating about 7O fighters of regular forces and 170
National Guard fighters, no surface-to-air missiles, and about 50 early
warning radars of the North Warning System and DEW LINE spread
across Canada and the northern part of the continental United States
(coNus).

It is worthwhile to mention that the balance in reality is not
that simple. There are more than 2,000 fighters and fighter-bombers in
the US Air Force on the CONUS, several hundreds of naval fighters on
aircraft carriers near US shores, and about 800 SAM launchers in the
Army, the maior part of which is also on the US territory. SdIl,
although theoretically these forces may provide some strategic air
defence protection to North America, they are primarily trained for
tactical warfare missions at the overseas theatres and earmarked for
rcdeployment across the oceans.

Besides, the Soviet Union also has thousands of fighters and
SAM launchers in its Air Force and Ground Forces. These are oriented
on Western, Southern and Eastern theatres, where they face large air
and air defence forces of the US forward deployments and US allies in
Europe and Asia.

This determines the second maior objection to applying to
AAD the same approach as to the ABM: it is extremely hard to draw
the line between strategic and theatre (i.e. primarily conventional) air
defences. Both employ largely the same hardware; only deployment
areas, operations and tactics are different.

Hence hardware reductions and limitations, while improving
strategic nuclear stability, might undermine conventional stability.
This is caused by the fundamental differencebetween the two levels of
the military balance: on the strategic nuclear level defence is
detrimental for stability while at the conventional (regional) level
defence is beneficial for stability.
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In this way reductions and limitations of US and Soviet
fighter-interceptors and SAMs, which might affect much more the
USSR with its massive Air Defense, would improve the heavy
bombers' penetration capability of both sides, especially that of the
United States. This would improve mutual assured retaliatory
capabilities and stability.

But the third problem is that even on the level of the strategic
nuclearbalanct, air defences may perform some missions conducive to
strategic stability. 'Classic' models of strategic exdrange
notwithstanding, neither of the two sides can exclude the employment
of the opponen(s bombers with ALCMs and on deep penetration
missions to perform a precursor attack against early warning and
command and control sites, airfields, mobile missile launchers and
other strategic targets.

It is quite revealing that some American exPerts have been
worrying about this possibility for many years, in spite of the fact that
the USSR tsaditionally has been deploying quite limited bomber forces,

both in numbers and in capabilities.3 It is easy to imagine how much
of a concern would be the US SAC bomber force to the Soviet plannerc,
contemplating their possible employment for this kind of Precursor
attack. This is reflected in the large volume of Soviet military literature
on the subject.a

Most probably, in the future, with the expected expansion of
the Soviet bomber and ALCM forces under the START Treaty, the US

desire to acquire a larger AAD system will grow. If the general
movement towards greater reliance on strategic defences continues,
the present advocates of air defence improvement will receive more
responsive aftention from both the public and government.S

S.J. Cimbala (&.1, Snategic Air Defatse, (SR Books, Wilmingtory
1989), pp.141-153.
See, for example, A.P. Vasilyev and V.K. Rudyuk, 'Is the Air
Defense Sufficient?', Voyennaya Mysl, IMilitary Thoughtl, (No.9),
1989, pp59-68; and U.A. Gorkov, 'Once Again About AAD
Sufficiengy', Voyannsya Mysl (No.5), \990, pp.54{8.
W.P. Delaney, 'Ajr Defense of the United States: Strategic
Missions and Modern Technology', Intqnational Suurity, (Vo1.15,

No.1), Summer 190, pp.181-211.
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Whatever the arguments against the rationality of a first strike
with slow-flyrng bombers in the age of ballistic missiles, if the

possibility of limited strategic nuclear options is accepted in modern
nuclear planning, the option of a bomber Precursor raid comes into
war scenarios.

Interestingly enough, as has often happened in the past, just at
the same time as the US has changed its doctrine, the Soviet doctrine
has started to change. In 1989 some independent civilian experts for
the first tinrc publicly challenged the uaditional wisdom of defending
the country against bombers, while limiting defences against ballistic
missiles.6 At that time they were fiercely attacked by the military
authorities and theoreticians.T But in the ensuing discussion in
military papers and iournals more reasonable opinions started to
appear. Sorrre military authors agreed that the role of AAD in a

nuclear war would be quite dubious. At the same time they
emphasised the role of AAD in conventional global or local warfare.S

At the end of 199O Soviet AAD Commander-in€hief General
of the Army I.M. Tretyak introduced a maior shift in Soviet defence
doctrine. Usting the missions of PVO Strany, he pointed out early
warning of air-space attack, defence against limited ballistic missile

strike against theNational Command Authorities, and defence against
air attacks in conventional war, but he conspicuously omifted any
mention of defence against nuclear armed bombers of the opponent.9
This change in declaratory doctrine, in the environment of defence

budget cub, better parliamentary control over the defence policy and
closer Soviet-US relations, may be followed by the revision of force
requirements, operations planning and arms control positions.

A.G. Arbatov, 'About the Sufficiency of Air Defense', Voyantya
Mysl, (No.12),1989.

A.P. Vasilyev and V.K. Rudyul'Is the Air Defense SufficientT,
Voyennaya Mgal, (No.9),7989, pp.59{8; and U.A. Gorkov, 'Once
Again About AAD Sufficiency', Voyennaya Mysl, (No.Sr, 1990,
pps4{8.
;About One View on the Assessment of AAD Sufficienq/,
VoyennryaMgsl, (No.7), 1990,pp.28-30.
LM. Tretyak, Defense Sufficiency and Anti-Air Defensd,
V oyennnya Mgsl, (No.12), 1 990, PP.4-5.
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On the other hand, some new complications are on the
technological horizory which may greatly complicate AAD limitation.
In particular, there is the development of conventional counterforce
capabilities (primarily penetrating bombers and long-range cruise
missiles with homing non-nuclear warheads), which could be used
against some elements of shategic forces: command, control and
communications, early waming radars, airfields, submarine bases,
land-rnobile missiles, and the support and maintenanc€ infrastructure
of the stratqlic nuclear forces.

Emergence of this new threat would make shengthening non-
nuclear air defence a very high priority for the sake of strategic (apart
from conventional rqgional) stability. If the borders between the
global and regional, nuclear and conventional balance is being affected
under the influence of technological and doctrinal innovations, the
interactions between stability and the offensedefence relationship will
be still more unc€rtain, unpredictable and unmanageable for arms
conhol.

At the follow-on START talks it seems logical to address the
issue of Air Defense limitation in the context of the offensedefence
relationship and stability. But Air Defense limitation (even more than
limitations on ABM defence) has to take care of some emerging threats
to strategic stability and to take into account the interests of regional
conventional stability.

One possible solution might be to limit AAD capabilities
against AlCM<arrying bombers, while permitting enhancement of
defences against penetrating bombers and tactical aircraft with nuclear
or crcnventional weapons. In the foundation of this proposal lies the
opinion that ALChd bombers are primarily a stabilising second-strike
system, while penetrating bombers are redundant in a retaliatory
strike and destabilising in the mission of precursor attack either with
nuclear or conventional weapons.

With conventional loading heavy bombers are quite similar to
tactical aircraft. Hence defensive systems and tactics would be similar
too. Bombers with ALCMs present a quite different and much nmre
demanding challenge to AAD. That is why limitations on defences
against ALCM bombers rnay be formulated in such a way that they do
not hamper the stability of AAD capabilities in relation to strategic or
theatre threats. This approach seems to have the advantafe of
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compatibility of strategic goals (related to stability) and technical
considerations.

For the purposes of arms control it may be assumed that the
mapr threat to ALCM bombers on a retaliatory strike mission is a
large mobile interception force. It would probably consist of heavy
long-range fighters with air-te'air missiles (AAM), warning and
control aircraft (of the AWACS WpeL tanter airplanes for air-
refuelling and a number of support, communications, escort, and
elechonic countermeasures aircraft.

This force, in order to fulfil an effective damage'limitation
role, would have to consist of at least several hundred fighters and
several dozen AWACS and tanker planes operating in a number of
autonomous groups along major bomber approach routes and
providing continuous air patrolling for at least the 24 initial hours after
the first stri}e of the side exercising the damagelimitation strategy.

The main task of the above force would be to intercept
surviving bombers before launch of their cruise missiles, i.e., at least
1,000 km away from the home territory.

Shorter range fighters and SAMs would provide back-up
defence against leaking ALCMs and penetrating bombers. But
without an effective forward airborne echelon the whole air defence
operation would fail catastrophically. On the other hand, even
without forward screens, AAD would be capable of performing
defensive operations against precursor attacks of penebating bombers
or against cpnventional air raids against strategic forces, theatre forces
or industrial assets.

With these assumptions in mind, as an illustration, the
following principal parameters of such an agreement are conceivable
in the next START treaty package.

All the northern regions of the USSR above the 50th latitude
and of the US above the 40th latitude would be zones of limited air
defence. No more than 300 fighters would be allowed in this zone
from each side, and of these no more than 200 of the heavy type (such

as F-15s or MiG-25s, MiG-3ls or Su-27s). At present there are about
400 Soviet fighters on a dozen airfields on the Kola Peninsula, near
Arkhangelsk, Amderma, on Novaya Zemlya, Chukotka and
IGmchatka.
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Each side would be prohibited from basing in the zone more
than 20 AWACgtype airplanes (E-3 or ll-76 type\. To prevent rapid
redeployment of these most essential airplanes it would be very
helpful to limit also their overall number to 20 (as of now the US has
about 20 and the USSR 20).

Each side would be also limited in this zone to no more than
100 SAM launcherc with missiles of longer than 50 km range (such as

SA-5, SA-10, SA-12 or Patriot systems). There may be an exemption on
this limitation for the Kola and Chukotka-Kamchatka areas where the
Soviet SAMs provide legitimate defence for the naval bases and
support infrastructure (including that of strategic submarines), missile
early warning radars, and ground and air force deployments. For the
sake of equality the same might be granted to the US Alaska and
North-Eastern states areas.

Testing and deployment of very long-range SAM systems
(more than 300 km range) should be prohibited altogether, and SAM
systems with nuclear warheads should be banned and eliminated.

To prevent circumvention, Canada should make a
commitrrcnt not to increase its Air Force fighter numbers, and the US
not to increase fighter deployments in Greenland and lceland. Soviet
commitmenb might include additional limits on fighter and SAM
deployments on the Kola Peninsula.

Definitions of the treaty limited items would have to be
negotiated, as would a comprehensive verification and cooperative
measures rcgirrre, including provisions for challenge inspections and
transparency measures.

Conclusion

The above agreement would obviously place much more
substantial limitations and reductions on the Soviet Uniory which in
some cases would be virtually unilateral. The question is: What is in it
for the USSR; why should it propose the above measures if the US is
not insisting on them?

From the point of view of the'old political thinking' there is no
sense for the USSR to make such a move, and certainly this would be
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the argument of many military and civilian officials. But learning the
lessoni of arms control of the last two decades, and applying new
thinking to the problem would mean making just this kind of proposal
now, when the positions of the two sides are changing, iust like their
political and strategic relationships. It goes without sa)4ng that details
of the agreernent would be difficult to negotiate.

Concurrently with the air defence deal, the Soviet Union might
get much rnore radical agreements on strategic bombers,limitations on
strategic ABM systems development and in future, possibly at separate
negotiations, limitations on strategic anti-submarine warfare forces

and operations.

Hopefully the radical change of the Soviet traditional position
would bring about a profound revision of the US posture in relation to
the above areas where the US traditionally enloys great advantages.
Actually trading-off each othe/s advantages might establish quite a

new mode of arms control operation compared with the Present
policies of preserving one's own advantages at all cost. The present

practice makes beaties more like a codification of the continuing arms
race with only cosmetic limitations for public relations PurPoses.

To radically change these practices it would be necessary to
remove the present domination of the defence establishments and
military research industrial bodies over the decision-making process

on anns control. This is the situation in both countries, but much more
so in the Soviet Union.

Changing this mechanism is the most difficult and the most
important aspect of START II. Otherwise arms control will become
hopelessly outdated and irrelevant to fundamental shifts of technology
and international poli tics.

This will hardly lead to war between the US and the Soviet
Uniory as was feared in the preceding decades, but it may effectively
prevent the two states from developing close cooperatiol in solving
new problems when the old political and ideological rivalries cease to
be an obstacle. History is full of examples of nations suffering no less

as a result of lost opportunities than as a consequence of outright
blunders.



CHAPTER 10

A NEW FOCUS FOR SECURITY STUDIES

Gwyn Prins

Wedged with my Toshiba among the rocks high above Manly
Beach, seven rniles from Sydney and a thousand miles from care,

ryhere manly men still flex their pectorals, as once they did for Captain
Cook,I prepared the first draft of this essay. I watched the pacifii surf
crashing and boiling a hundred feet directly below my feet, under a
cerulean sky. It was hard then, and in a sense, in August, is even
harder now not to believe that all rnay be for the best in the best of all
possible worlds.

For whatever reason (and many are proposed, to the relief of
those academics who might have feared intellectual redundancy), the
provisional judgement of fuly became magnificently certain in August
- six days that shook the world. The Cold War has ended definitively,
even if the travails of Russia and its neighbours have not. The
Communist era has, within days, become an historical episode - a
bloody detour in European history. In arms conhol, things have been
done and will, I expect, shortly be done, which far exceed the most
exuberant private optimism of the most starry-eyed arrns controllers of
the early 1980s. They also casually over-ride the most dire warnings of
the most sceptical of the Committee on the Present Danger and their
ilk. Yet, ironically, arms control as a process has had as litde to do as
arms racing to the stars with this spectacular success in achieving its
declared goals. Simply the spite has gone out of the superpower
confrontation, a process initiated in an historically unique manner -
and largely by Mr Gorbachev - from the Soviet side. In consequence, a
great and splendid bonfire of the former, vain certainties of arms
controllers and shategic analysts alike, now merrily crackles.

Back at the beach, looking out to sea, the old Red hammerhead
is nowhere to be seen. Only a tired and battered Red snapper,
pounded in the surf of history. Indeed on 2t August 1991, a politicllly
large and powerful wave of popular outrage fell upon it withfull force
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and killed it. So is it safe to get back into the water? Have we, the
West, 'won'? May we therefore all swim at ease now that the goal of
mutual security through, in part, the progressive demilitarisation of
the East/West relationship has begun to be attained? Or is there a
Great White Shark lurking off-shore? What of the sewage washing
back onto Manly and Bondi beaches from the North Head submarine
ouffall? Pity the poor surfers. Of far greater moment, what of the
newly thinned and still thinning ozone layer through which the bright
sun's ultraviolet rays burn into my skin as I write, and more
fundamentally, disturb the phytoplankton of the Southern oceans? Do
these not compose threats to security? Security how described? Within
what parameters? Yet how are these threats to be countered? You can't
shoot an ozone hole.

My principal argument in this paper is that there is a Great
White Shark. Ib habitat is in the realm of economic and environmental
rather than military security, although it could invade that also, if not
hunted successfully beforehand. My contention is that it poses a far
more serious threat to the fundamentals of security - global security -
than the Cold War world ever did; that the intellectual challenge of
grasping its nature and of fashioning appropriate resPonses is greater
than that found in a world of Bombs and Russians and that, in
consequence, a new focus for Strategic Studies is both appropriate and
timely as part of the development of a new focus for Security Studies
in general. Furthermore with the ending of the Communist era, there
are minds and pens freed to this task. So I wish to suggest that there
maybe roles for the specific intellectual instrument of Strategic Studies
which are highly relevant to the analysis of the new security agenda
which now confronts us, and that, in consequence, fairly precise
objectives for analysis and policy development may be identified.

In order to make this case, I must first declare my starting
point. Therefore I shall briefly describe two essential struts that I see

underpinning the discipline of Strategic Studies as it has been
practised during the last generation. It is not a happy story. Nor is my
telling of it uncontroversial. I set out the riposte and counter-attack,
explaining where and why my critics are wrong or irrelevant. Then in
the main body of the paper I shall examine at some length the new
security agenda from three perspectives: identifying the issues which
compose it; offering a short history of how we have tried to engage
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those issues so far; and, finally, an opinion upon what makes them so
difficult for the conventional political process to engage.

In that task, Strategic Studies has resources to offer. I suspect
that a much more comfortable and defensible 'fit' can be achieved
between that discipline and the new security agenda than was the case
in the past between it and the Cold War world of its birth. This may be
irritating or ironical to those who hold a higher opinion of its past
achievements than I do myself. So finally I draw three general but
short-term and four regional and long-term issues which could
provide a new focus for Strategic Studies within the overall new focus
of Global Security issues.

I. Two Stnrts Underpinning Strategic Studies

Elsewhere in this volume, Dr van Creveld describes the
structure of Strategic Studies as a discipline. In the power and
elegance of his own work, I would expect him there to indicate the
sharp delimitations upon the discipline; for what it can do is easily
impaired by trying to make it do things which are beyond its powers.
And so, indeed, he does. He argues that the Clausewitzian paradigm
at the heart of Strategic Studies has been, for too long, too uncritically
employed; that it is now increasingly overwhelmed and (as other
contributions to this volume demonstrate) that the discipline is both
unaware of this and hostile to the suggestion.

At its best,I see Strategic Studies as a highly specific form of
historically informed analysis, with reliable predictive power unusual
for a social science. This special capacity comes from a grim cause: the
nature of the principal subject matter: war. War is sui generis among
human activities. Once men have entered is steel trap, the walls have
qualities of cruel simplicity which are rarely, if ever, changed by skill
or by technology. Eliciting the lessons of this adamantine geography
has been, since Clausewitz, the prime focus of Strategic Studies. Van
Creveld argues here that the deification of Clausewitz has gone too far.
He nray be right. Equally, one may find logical inconsistencies in
Edward LuftwaKs brilliant essay on strategy, attempting to extend
Clausewitz. In each case, the appropriateness of the exercise is not in
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Question.l Van Creveld's critique carries forward that tyPe of internal

debate in a creative and important way.

The appropriateness of the conduct of much Strategic Studies
during the years of the second Cold War is, in contrast, deeply suspect-

One Jtrut of the discipline during that time was made of flawed
material. Especially those of the wizards of Armageddon who

occupid themselves with the mathematics of nuclear matters were

seduced by the seeming precision of their methods into bogus daims
for the meaning of their data. They were also seduced by a

voyeuristic, and false, sense of Power through association with the
unearthly destructiveness of their subic'ct, into crude over-

determination of their findings. Indeed, their prized claims for the

maths of Pk and equivalent megatonnage were open to basic doubt:
the one from the fact that no test data of sufficient volume or quality
exists for polar traiectories to give confidence in extrapolation from
latitudinal telernetry; the other from failure to consider the external
and synergistic effects of nuclear detonation, for example uPon
climate. Blighted even more so are their extrapolations into strategic

or political iudgement. Combined with a systematic tendency, rnayh
desire, to exaggerate the capacities of the 5918 versus MX, or the
Typhmn versus the Trident, or whatever, a souPy miasma of
quasi-scientific writing was used to cement the case against
SALT/START and in favour of build-up to builddowry in the tooking
Glass logic of those days. strategic studies, thus prostituted, did little
to enhance its own reputation. Such activities certainly deserved no

standing in proper academic iudgement and contributed nothing to the
elucidation of the deep structures of the suPerPower confrontation of
the 1970s and 1980s.2

See Edward Luttwak, Strategy: The Ingic of War and Peace, (Tllre

Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, C-ambridge,
Massachusetts, 1987); and Gwyn Prins,'Perverse Paradoxes in the
Application of the Paradoxical Logic of Strategy', Millannium,lT,
3 December 1988.

A competent, if demanding, methodology, which did actually
successfully predict and then explain the deeper structure of
Soviet politico-military behaviour in the 1980s, was given in
M. MccGwire, Military Obiectiaa in Soaiet Foreign Policy' (The

Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1989).
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This form of Strategic Studies was attractive not only to
politicians seeking to give credibility to the arms build-up of the first
Reagan Presidency. It also rcsonated with the public response to that
build-up; for a second strut underpinning the discipline at that time
was emotional. The mathematical/game theoretical approach to
international relations, via missile throw-weights and double bluff
rational actors, was predicated upon a clearly etched, Manichaean
view of the world. There was, in this world-view, no doubt about the
existence of enemies, and little about their identity either. So it
adhered with ease to the deeply seatd, comfortable, yet frightening
human propensity to bond in adversity. My own guess (for it is no
more than thaO is that the strength of this emotional strut
compensated for the manifest fractures in the intellectual
underpinning, and therefore delayed until after the breaching of the
Berlin Wall general exposure of the intellectual bankruptcy into which
Shategic Studies had been led.

Were these two strub all that Sfategic Studies had to offer, it
would be better to declare bankruptry at once, and to shut up shop.
As it is, I advocate ctosing down wholesale redundant areas of the
business in order to concentrate resources in the one or two areas
where development consonant with the new security agenda is
possible.

II. Riposte and Counter-attack

Before doing this, however, it is necessary to consider the type
of response offered to the internal critique of Strategic Studies made by
van Creveld and to the external critique of Strategic Studies which will
occupy most of the rest of this paper.

The riposte has been both vigorous and tesgr. The first
response of Dr Colin Gray to van Creveld's critique was to dismiss it
out of hand. In a way, this has been the characteristic response of
Sbategic Studies to criticisrn Unlike others of the social riences, it has
never had the sort of vigorous internal debate about ib identity which
has occurred in sociology or in social anthropology, for example. This
was because its 'realis( pretensions meant that senior practitioners
always knew what the outer parameters of their discipline was: given
its strong basic assumptions, it was a self evident truth to them. In
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cons€quenc€, younger practitioners did not care or did not dare to
entertain the possibility that the smugglcd assumptions of their
discipline might desene exposure and examination. Evidence for this
is a cursory scanning of back numbers of the principal journals of the
discipline, which reveal a striking absence of such debate: a second
distinguishing characteristic, along side the absence of historical depth
noted by van Creveld.

Dr Gray has, however, offered a second and more extended
response to criticism. It takes the form of five propositions: two
offered verbally at C-anberra in the conference and three in the wriften
conference paper. They are considered responses from a famous
analyst who has played an important part in the American policy
process over the last decade or so and therefore they deserve dose
attention.

What are the purposes of Strategic Studies? Gra/s answers are
as follows:

1 to educate the practitioner;

2 to analyse and publish with vigour so that

?ood' Strategic Studies may keep out 'bad'
Srategic Studies;

3 to protect the public from quacks and
drearners;

4 to protect society from the wish (src) to believe
that this time things will be different; and

5 to develop principles to cope with uncertainty.

I find this a very interesting list. It is circular. The fifth point
is linked to the first. Both are entirely instrumental in their nature.
None is in any sense conc€ptual or analytic. The third and fourth are
actively and aggressively partisan and political although dressed in the
clanking arrnour of tealism'. The second is a form of Gresham's Law
in reverse (Bad money drives out good'). However, the smuggled
assumption within it is Dr Gra/s identification of what is good or bad
practice in Strategic Studies. It may be, therefore, that from other
points of view this is, in fact, Gresham's law. Having regard to the
rest of Dr Gra/s paper, I would certainly argue that it was.
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Dr Gra/s r€sponses seem to me to fulfil perfectly van
Creveld's description of the contemporary discipline as, 'sealed, self
reinforcing and impervious to criticism'. In fact, the pattern and
nature of Dr Gra/s answers to the internal ctitique, as discussed, fit
best into the analytic framework whereby Sir Edward Tylor first
aftempted in the late nineteenth century to explain why it was that
primitives continued to believe the precepts of witchcraft when
empirical evidence so plainly appeared to disprove them. In his great
n'ork, Primitioe Culture, Tylor described blocks to falsifiability: why
did the witch doctoy's cure not work? Because there was a failure in
the recitation of spells. Because there was an inadequacy of fervour in
the supplicant's belief3 In just such terms I inteqpret the highhanded
philistinism of Dr Gra/s answers. I shall watch with interest to see if
any befter defence of the status quo in Strategic Studies can be
provided.

In the rest of this paper, I shall mount an er<ternal critique of
the discipline to complement van Creveld's attack from within.
Objections to the form and direction of my attack have been raised.
Sonre are found elsewhere in this collection. Since I believe them to be,
in part at least, the result of resolvable confusions, it is as well to deal
with such ripostes preemptively, before proceeding to the further
development of my case.

Mr Sean Lynn-fones, Managing Editor of the iournal
lntattiotul Saurity, takes exception to a cenhal thrust of what I here
argue, that the changing nahrre of the world demands increased
concentration upon hitherto undeveloped aspects of Security Studies.
Uke an energetic rabbi, Lynn-Jones is concerned to reinforce the
golden fence of a particular Talmudic intelprehtion of the Torah of
Security Studies. He wishes to define certain topics in and other topics
out of the discipline. In particular, he wishes to exclude threats to the
global environment. He offers three reasons for this:

I ... there are no analytical links between these
topics and the problems of war and peace.

2 ... it may be counterproductive to regard
threats to the environment as security threats.

Sir Edward Tylor, Primitioe Culture, (fohn Murray,Iondon, 18731,
Vol.II, p.153.
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Applpng a national security framework to
mobilise pmple to protect the environment
may create a sense of urgency that cannot be

sustained. It is also dangerous to introduce
worst-case scenarios and zero-sum thinking
into the environmental field - the national
security approach will not work. Moreover,
organisations that have focused on security
for so manyyears will not be able to make the
adiustrnent to studying the environment.

3 ... calls for broadening the agenda for Security
Studies often ilqriae the field of any intellectual
coherance [emphasis addedl by equating a

security threat with anything that is bad.

Lynn-fones thus offers three different types of- obiection:

derived from analytic procedure; on the grounds of disutility; and in
terms of disciplinary coherence. The objections are predicated uPon a

strongly held definition of the term 'security' which contains semantic
confulions and leads, I argue, to category mistakes which are

unhelpful. None of these three reasons can be sustained.

The first proposition is only hue if particular and narrow
definitions of 'wat' and 'peace'are employed. Plainly, it is inconect to

assert that the causes of environmental degradation are different from
the causes of international or civil war. The history of Europe since

1989 stands in evidence against this.  Civil and interstate wars of the

Horn of Africa, the life and death of Chico Mendes, leader of the

Rubber Tappers Union in the Amazonian forests also converge from

other parts of the planet to deny this proposition. The 'goatherd's
dilemma,, whereby the goatherd in a stressed environment increases

the size of his diminishing herd in an attempt to sustain his family in
the short-term, whilst, by increasing the size of his herd, militating
against their survival in the long-term, is a central theme in
eivironmental security studies. It is a form of structural violence - a
slippery but in this case useful term - which explains why, empirically,
atr"iysts of security problems have to change their intellectual focus.

Cwyn Prins (ed), Spring in Winter: The 1989 Raalutions,
(Manchester University Press, Manchester 1 990).
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As was true for the Ethiopian and the leopard on the high veldt in
Rudyard Kipling's lust So Stories for Little ChililrenF the giraffe and
other game had gone into other spots (literal and metaphorical); so the
hunters had to follow them.

In each of Lynn-fones' objections, but most conspicuously in
the first one, one observes no awareness of the hierarchy of concepts of
security, nor of the place within that hierarchy of Strategic Studies.

The point is elementary but essential. Security Studies is the
largest conc€pt. It embraces everything that is in fact, or is paceioed by
aninilioidual tobe a threat to security, individual or collective. It is the
very thing whidr Lynn-Jones fears in his third proposition: what is a
security concern? Is it everything? Of course it is. It always has been
and it always will be. The only question is how we bound and define
the fields. (On this he and I agree). Thus, the second order concept
relevant to our present concerns in this paper is of Global Security
Studies, defined below. Nesting within this, we find environmental
security studies and at the bottom of the hierarchy, strategic, economic
or other instrumental studies of aspecb of larger focus. Dr Gray has
earlier indicated in response to the internal criticisms of van Creveld
that he sees his discipline to be almost wholly instrumental. He is not
wrong when we view it in relation to the higher order levels of
analysis. Where Lynn-fones confuses himself and others is with his
continual elision of first order and third order definitions of security.

A good example of this is in his second ground of objection.
Here we read that:

... it may be counterproductive to regard threats to the
environment as security threats. Applying a national
security framework...

Note the unnoticed elision across the full stop. This is a dear
example of a category mistake arising from semantic confusion. But
more, Lynn-fones' second ground of obiection, curiously, seeks to
deprive Strategic Studies of useful roles in the world into whidr,
whether we like it or not (and plainly Lynn-Jones does not) we are all
moving.

Rudyard Kipling, Iust So Stories for Little Chililren, (MacMillan,
Iondon,1902).
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of Concepts of Security
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He offers three reasons within his second ground for denying
the applicability of a security analysis. All fall on larger grounds of
analytic confusion as already indicated. But two substantive grounds
are also wrong within their own terms. First, conhary to Lynn-]ones,
it is dearly one of the ilairable consequences of employing the 'national
security frameworK that it can invest issues of environmental security
with a sense of urgency to which people can relate. As such, it is a
valuable instrument in piercing the protective mantle of psychological
ilnial with which we dothe these issues in order to protect our sense
of personal equanimity. As to whether or not that sense of urgency
can be sustained, Lynn-fones offers no evidence, but early sociological
analysis of the retention of interest and involvement in organisations
such as Greenpeace or Friends of the Earth, suggests that, in contrast to
the anti-nudear peace movements of the late 1970s, aroused opinion,
once aroused, remains aroused. The second ground of obpctior; that
the use of worst case analysis is dangerous, is iust plain wrong. The
reasons for this are given at some length below. The third ground, that
organisations and individuals specialising in Lynn-fones' definition of
Security Studies will find it difficult to make the adjustment to
studying a wider focus, is probably hue. That is neither a new nor
insuperable problem in human history.

Lynn-Jones'third ground of objection is in fact, an elaboration
of this last complaint. It seems to him to be surprising that, '...
environmental degradation, public health and natural disasters should
all be legitimate subjects for Security Studies ...'. This is because of his
semantic difficulties already indicated above. The issue is not whether
the agenda should or should not be broadened: it is already has been.
Man was not made for the Sabbath; the Sabbath was made for Man.
The only issue is how we effect a useful division of labour at a time
when the enlargement and redefinition and focus of security is now
inconhovertibly before us. Here Lynn-Jones and I are in entire
agreement. There is, of course, a need to define boundaries. Our
difference is of two sorts: on where boundaries can lie and on the
nature of interaction between different fields of study. Lynn-fones
uses language which creates in my mind the image of amoebi nudging
each other and eventually engulfing each other. In contrast, I perceive
not one but two methods of intellectual exchange. They are illustrated
in Figure 2. Areas of actual overlap have already been discussed. The
ruurner in which the preeminent instrument of intellectual analysis
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Figure 2 Worst Casc Analysis (WCA) and Global Security
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within Strategic Studies - worst case analysis - can be employed in the
new arena will be treated in Figure 2.

In the ripostes both of Dr Gray and of Mr Lynn-fones, pride in
the pragmatism and realism of Strategic Studies and its practitioners is
evident. The degree to which practitioners can play effective and
instrumental roles in the policy proc€ss is represented as a iustification
of high value in the defence of the continuation of Snategic Studies as
a discipline. In the counter aftacks which I have placed here to those
ripostes lie important aspects of the challenge to the continuation of
Strategic Studies in its traditional form as defined in the last forty
y€ars. In my view, the choices before the discipline are simple. If, in
the weeks months and years after 2l August 1991, it wishes to
continue exclusively with the discussion of aerial bombing strategies, it
is, of course, at liberty to do so. But then it must not be surprised if
readership of lntqnatiotul Suurt$ and other such journals dwindles
lmong practitioners and policy-makers, if the American funding
foundations increasingly place their investments elsewhere (a rnatter
of some conc€rn and discussion during the C-anberra conference), and
if bright postgraduate studenb increasingly choose their topics
elsewhere. That the discipline of Strategic Studies stands in some
danger of irrelevance is indicated by my own observation that the
matters rehearsed here are new and conEoversial only to the academic
communit5r. Thoughtful politicians and officials, who do not have the
luxury of ignoring new issues when they cross their desks, have been
grappling for some time with the new focus for Security Studies
represented at the higher level of analysis by the discipline of Global
Security Studies.

III. The New Global SecurityAgenda

Nineteen seventy two was, in retrospect, the year in which the
new security issues began to be registered with any force. It saw the
publication of the Limits to Groutth report of the Club of Rome,6 and the

Donella H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, forgen Randers and
WilliamW. Behrens, TheLimits to Growth: ARqort for tlv Club of
Ronre's Projut on the Preiliument of Mankinil, (Potomac Associates,
Earth Island Umited, Londoru 1972).
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ending of the Long Boom. The years immediately after that saw a good
deal of reorientation in professional thinking about aid and
development. Then came the Brandt Commission. It was stimulated by
a request in7977 from Robert McNlamara, then President of the World
Bank, and the report was published in 1980.7 It raised the issue of
North/South resource transfers in a substantive manner, producing
polite clearing of the throat, and little more, in the international
financial community. In contrasti the oil price rises had. really seized
its attention eight years before.

The response had been the ingenious scheme of the Depuf
Governor of the Bank of England, Sir Kit MacMahon, to rerycle hot
petrodollars as socalled 'sovereign debt' to eastern Europe and to
Latin America in particular, thus purchasing the non-collapse of the
western financial system at that time, but in the process creating the
conditions for the twenty years' intensified immiseration of the Poor
World. In 1984, the net transfer of funds from North to South changed
direction as debt servicing payments, screwed out of the sale of every
sort of asset or service that could be valued in hard currency,
accelerated the outflow to over $44 billion in 1989. This situation Willy
Brandt has described as h blood transfusion from the sick to the
health/. It lies dose to the boundary shared by economic and
environmental security issues, for there phenomena as apparently
diverse as unsustainable clear-felling of bopical rain-forest timber and
the AIDS risk to Filipino prostitutes can turn into debt servicing
payments. However, such linkages were not the first reasons for the
broadening of the definition of security concerns after the 7972-74 oil
price rises plunged the industrial world into recession. The abrupt
termination of the Long Boom engendered selfdoubt and a twenty
yeay's voyage lhrecherche ilu tanrys perdu into The Wulth of Nations
and more modern derivatives.

The excursion into the new classical economics was also
accompanied by a related hardening of attitude to the newly
independent countries of the former tropical empires. If they were
ailing, it was their own fault. They should stand on their own two feet,
stop depending upon aid and assistance, have a cold shower of reality

Independent Commission on International Development Issues

[Chairrnan: Willy Brandtl,North-South: A Programme For Sunsival,
(Pan Books, Londoru 1980).
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and so on. The partiorlar hammer of these spongers was Professor P.T.

Bauer in works such as Dis*rrt on Daelopnent.E Such was also,
expressed a little less caustically, the theme of the World Bank's Berg
rcport on accelerated development in subsaharan Africa.9 The same
ideas are to be traced in the early issue of the World Bank's annual
World Development Reports. The IMF introduced 'conditionalit/ and
as food prices rose and subsidies were reduced, street riots occurr€d
and the Goddess Stability wobbled all over the place.

Such instability was iudged predominantly on external criteria
in the construction of American foreign policy after the Vietnam war.
It was Arrerican policy which mattered most since interventions in
Cambodi+ in Chile in Nicaragua, in Grenada, in the lebanon or in the
Gulf were always American led, the one eccentric example being the
Falklands affair. If a regirrre was likely to be 'one of us' (in Mrs
Tharcher/s famous phrase, validating the unblushing, comprehensive
politicisation of public servic€, life, the Universe), then irregular
operations to sustain it were in order; if not - classically the Allende
reginn in Chile and the left-wing Latin American guerilla rnverrcnts
- then the same intervention, but to opposite effect.

The Poor World was viewed instrumentally. The lineup of
support over the wars in Angola and the Horn of Africa showed how
both sides in the Cold War played the game. My enemy's enemy is my
friend. The Americans famously bungled from time to time; but the
Soviets actually trip$ over their own feet. In the Horn of Africa, two
fundarrentally different Soviet policies carne into direct qonllict in the
hte 19ros. That of the gerontocratic Stalinisb who saw and liked the
Dergue of Mengistu Flaile Mariam, backed the Emperor Flaile
Selassie's murderous successors. That of the cynicd young Turks
associated with the thinking of Ambassador Solidovnikov in Zambia
in the mid 19708, and later with the Shevardnadze Foreign Ministry,
backed Somalia on the grounds that this made the most trouble for the
West at least cost. Sorting out the Ogaden War forced the Sovieb to
surrender Angolan influence to the Cubans after the failure of the

P.T. Bauer, Dissant on Deueloprnai: Stuilia anil Debata in
DneloWtnt F.cotwntb, (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, Londoru 1971).

African Strategy Review Group [Coordinaton Elliot Bergl,
Accelqetd Dnelorynmt in Sub-Sahman Africa: An Agenila fvr
,{ction, (The World Bank, Washingtory D.C., 1981 ).
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Soviet-backed Alves Coup against the Cuban/MPLA alliance.

Whoever the superpowers were interested in in these messy episodes,
it was not the unfortunate colrunon people of these war zones.

With the ending of the Cold War, playing Proxy wars has
rapidly begun to give way to the defence of the Goddess Stability.
Uving in an unstable world, as the cliche of the hour reiterates, we
must prepare for outbreaks of chaos anywhere, at any time. This truth
is now unassailable, the conventional wisdom goes, after what we saw
so plainly in the Gulf. Regional tensions/chaos define the enlarged
focus for stability. In a irint article in the Proceedings of the Uniteil Stata
Nawl lttstitute, the US Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval
Operations and Commandant of the Marine Corps argued in robust
terms in this direction:

Drives for regional hegemony, resurgent nationalism,
ethnic and religious rivalries, d-g trafficking and
terrorism are certain to challenge international order
during the final decade of this century.10

However, their focus is more embracing and their precise
formulation repays detailed attention. Within it, we find how the
twenty years' familiar concern with economic security, safeguarding
the stability of the international financial system, now reaches into an
environmentally informed realm of threat. The trigger for them, as for
many reaching out from the conventional security field, is human
population growth. Garrett, Kelso and Gray state it thus:

Within developing nations, dramatic increases in
population and growing dissatisfaction with the
perpetual gap between rich and poor will continue to
be maior causes of unrest and insurgency.lr

The simple facts of the population explosion are sufficient. On
an elecbonic display outside the Australian Museum, in Hyde Park, a

counter logs the rise in the human population, sc'cond by second. It
now approaches 5.3 billion. It has reached that level from 25 billion

H.L. Garrett III, Admiral F.B. Kelso
The Way Ahead,' Procailings of the

Aprrll99l,p37.
tud..

II and General A.M. Gray,
Unitd Stats Naaal lnstitute,

It
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during the last forty five years. It took from Neanderthal times to reach
2.5 billion in 1945. It is not expected that the human population will
stabilise during the next centu{F much below three times the present
level, without the intervention of Acts of God or Man. These
exponential functions show an animal population without a natural
prcdator, reproducing out of control. As the Triumvirate recognise,
this titanic momentum propels a wide range of possible causes of
conflict. The spectrum embraces massive refugee movements and
conflicts over scarce resources.

Fighting for maintenance of geopolitical sway and hence the
reign of the Goddess Stability over the only region of the world where
there exists a large puddle of accessible and still unexploited oil in
199G91 was emphatically not a new sort of warfare. Or the contrary,
resource wars have been the norm in history, ideological wars, hot or
cold, the exception. But although a familiar type, I doubt whether the
Gulf War offers any guidance at all for future conflict, since the cause
and the place are unique. Furthermore, the ability to remove the
reason for fighting to control oil-rich regions is one of the easier world
problems to resolve. Mankind's ability to create a world energy regime
based on sustainable energy sources, thus ending the reign of King Oil
(as it in tum had ended the reign of King Coal fifty years ago) is not in
doubt.l2 Resource wars in the future are much more likely to focus
upon more essential and scarcer resources than oil. Water wars iue, I
believe, probable, under the momentum of population increase and in
the absence of new approaches to conflict resolution.

Fresh water in free form, upon which mankind depends,
constitutes 0.014 per c€nt of the water on the planet. Much of this is
drawn from rivers and 40 per cent of humanity depends on the waters
of 214 river systems whose basins are shared by two or more sovereign
states. Helping to prepare the structure of the 1991 television
documentary Top Guns & Toic WInIa, I was asked to design a
scenario for war over water. I chose the Nile. It was depressingly easy

12 Wind, waves, biomass and solar energy, together with the huge
generation of megawatts, by conservation, are all either already to
hand in existing technologies, or will be with us shortly. For
details conveniently brought together, see Gwyn Prins and
Robbie Stamp, Top Guns tt Toxic Wlulc: The Enaironmant tt Global
Saurity, (Earthscan, London, 1991), chapter 5.
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to do. Yet here agairU as with energy, although with greater difficulty
perhaps, water security rnay be increased when the political will is
created to cause adequate investment. As with energy where we know
that the solution is not nuclear, so with water we know that the answer
is not dams.In both cases, the'macho' technologies of the Long Boom
will not s€rve. Trickle irrigation and desalinisation added to vigorous
water conservation are more the way of the future. With both energy
and water shortage, linked technologies offer strong grounds for
optimism, although in both cases, the solutions cannot come forward
fast or widely without massive rmrientation in the motivation and
direction of invesbnent, involving the capture and tasking of much of
the world's existing milita{f expenditures. These are problems which
we know how to solve.

The same, it must be emphasised, is also the case with the
conhol of the increase of hurnan population, the engine of this
increasing stress. There is no mystery about what has to be done.
Increase female literacy. Reduce perinatal mortality. Increase life
expectancy. Increase the power of women to control real assets,
recalling that at present they compose slightly over 50 per cent of the
world's populatiory do 75 per cent of the manual labour and conhol in
their own right four per cent of wealth. Once these fundamentals have
been established, usually involving social revolution in some form,
and therefore easier said than done, in no society where the childhood
death rate has been reduced has the birth rate failed to follow.
Controlling population growth is only last of all about snipping at or
covering genitals.

However, we may not be able to exercise informed control of
the population explosion, because Malthusian controls may intervene
before the international community can become self-conscious enough
to try. The current leading theory of the origins of the AIDS viruses is
that they entered the human species by trans-species infection about
the middle of the twentieth century, probably in the forest regions of
Central Africa.l3 These lento-viruses, like 'green monkey disease',
were encountered when men breachhed the deep forest recesses; and so
in one sense, the pandemic which has resulted has a doubly symbolic
nature: it may be one of the prices paid for violating the immunity of

13 The dating is produced by regression studies on the divergence
between the two main stsains of HIV.
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the rainforest wilderness€s, and it attacks humans through their
immune systems by way of their reproductive organs.

Regardless of whether or not a vaccine or cure for AIDS is to
hand, upon which medical opinion is divided, the seventh world AIDS
congress in Florence in 1991 received epidemiological papers which
document the global spread of the infection. Given its long latency and
assuming a relative simultaneity of initial infection, when the disease

becomes patenq it appears with honible suddenness. The cases of
some parts of cenhal Africa attest to this. A second characteristic of the
pa.ndemic is that a dangerously vulnerable 'high risK period occurs for
communities facing infection, during which HIV spreads quickly
because it is not considered. Countries such as Thailand and the
Philippines in Southeast Asia are thought to be entering or to be in this
phase now. Being a disease of promiscuity, the African case studies
now suggest that elite groups may be preferentially infected as a result
of the frequency and range of their sexual contacts.

AIDS may turn out to be a Malthusian control upon human
population, or it may not. It may well be conquered: it poses exactly
the sort of technical problem that western allopathic medical research
is best able to crack. But before that happens, it may more reliably
become a serious issue on the security front. To the Triumvirates'
catalogue of drug trafficking, terror, ethnic and religious fanaticism
should, perhaps, be added the question of the cordon snitaire.In the
medium term, will we see latterday leper colonies declared? Possibly.
In the short-term, will we see stringent AIDS testing requirements and
quarantine imposed on travellers from certain regions? Probably.

Pestilence is only one of the Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
Famine is another. Since the publication of Malthus's Second Eswy on
the Pinciple of Papulation in 1803 his critics have taken some pleasure in
pointing out that gross world production of food has consistently
breached thre rule of arithmetic increase which he proposed.l4 This is

l1 Malthus'formulation was as follows:
Population, when unchecked, increases in a
geometrical ratio.... The means of subsistence, under
circumstances the most favourable to human industry,
could not possibly be made to increase faster than in
an arithmetical ratio.
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true. Food production has also increased exponentially, like
population, by nrcans of horizontal colonisation of virgin lands in the

'neo-Europes' of the New Worlds in the nineteenth century and by
vertical increase in the intensity of productivity, through chemical and
latterly plant breeding 'green revolutions'. In the late twentieth
century, there is no more land to colonise and the external costs of
figh tech' farming are increasingly clear. These are the energy deficit
of lossil fuel inputs balanced against food calorie outPut, and of soil
erosion from stockless arable farming which were hitherto discounted.
We see that for the last five hundred years we maintained global food
security by a series of happy accidents of discovery - happy for
Europeans but death and disaster for native peoples, as Darwin
caustically observed inlis Jourrul - and by unsustainable technological
fixes. The situation was made more Precarious by the world-wide
switch to the most prestigious but energy intensive diet, the European
diet of meat and grairy by peoples within the other great food systems
based on rice and on maize. We are now faced with the likelihood that,
seen in terms of sustainable growth, Malthus was correct.

Generally famine in the twentieth century has not been

primarily produced by a decline in the availability of food. It has been

produced by the extinguishing of the political (hence biological)
entitlements to life of individuals and groups.lS However, we must
perhaps prepare for real shortage. One effect predicted by the
hypothesis of global warming is that the key grain surplus producing
aieas of North America will become drier. The grain belts will shift
north. Of other potential grain basket regions which are expected to
become wetter, the only one which could realistically take on the role
from America is the Antipodes. Already the surplus exporting
countries control a greater proportion of the world grain trade than the
Arab countries do of oil. So Australia could find itself propelled to

See The Rev. T.R. Malthus, An Esny on Populatior, (Everyman's

Library,I.M. Dent & Sons Ltd.,london, 1803), Volume 1, Book 1,

pp.8,10.
15 Tlre seminal work is Amartya Sen, Poouty and Faminr: An Es*y

on Entitlanenf, (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 19721.
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\igh,strateSic value if food security comes into question in this way.16
conflict over Australian wheat is a less easity avoided scenario for the
next century than war over Middle Eastern oil.

The stress which committed population growth will place
upon food supply and international food entitlemenb is,
unfortunately, not in doubt. Famine and War, two of the pale
Horsernery have ridden together repeatedly in Ethiopia and the Sudan
during the last two decades, driving columns of refugees before them.

{frica today has the world's largest fluxes of refugees, defined by
tJNHcR criteria. They are victims of just the sort of forces identified
by the American Triumvirate above. Yet in addition, as with other of
the issues which we have reviewed, economic security is found to be
increasingly tightly tied to environmental security. Environmental
degradation could cause increased flows of refugees from unviable
homelands, in Bangladesh and other delta and low-tying areas, in
southern Mexico and other desertified regions, for example. Sir Crispin
Tickell, a leading authority on this issue, has suggested that we should
contemplate rnayh 55 million such environmental refugees by the end
o! th: century. The link herg as in the wider case of food security, is
via the phenomenon of global warming.

The rnechanisms, extent and timescale of global warming
p_roduqrC by hurnan as distinct from cosmic or other cluses, is not yet
clear. Certainly, concentrations of the principal emitted ,greenhouse,

g1g, CQ, have increased from a pre-industrial 280 ppm to 350 ppm in
7989, a level which the Vostok ice core measurements in Eastern
Antarctica show, has not been seen in the 160,000 years prior to 1900.
certainly, the five hottest years of the century occurred in the 1980s.
Certainly, mean s€a levels have risen 15cm since 1900. All this
evidence is consistent with the warming hypothesis, but it is not proof
positive. The judgement on this present data of the world,s
meteorological community is given in the Working Group 1 report of
the_Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 0pCC), otMray nn,
endorsed at the world clirnate conference in Geneva in November of
that yean

15 The essential guide in this area is Alfred W. Crosby, Ecological
lmpaialbm: The Biologiul Erpansion of Europe, 900-lgW,
(C-ambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1986).
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Emissions resulting from human activities are
substantially increasing the atmospheric
conc€ntrations of the greenhouse gases: carbon
dioxide npthane, cNorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and
nitrous odde. These increases will enhance the
greenhouse effect, resulting on average in an
additional warming of the @rth's surface. The main
gteenhouse gas, water vapour, will increase in
rcsPoru)e to global warming and further enhance it.17

Work in 1991 has tended to concenFate upon possible multiplier
effects, such as the release of methane clathrates, which could carry
global warming out of control by natural processes, after having been
tick+tarted' by human generated emissions.lS

There are those who argue that evidence is still insufficient to
warrant any precautionary action, even of an insurance variety, and
certainly no remedial action. Some do so on the grounds that the
global warming hypothesis is simply the next way in which the
enemies of the American Way seek to undermine and destroy it.19 This

lJ. Houghton, G.f. Jenkins and |J. Ephraums (eds.), Clinate
Clnnge The IPCC Scientit'ic Assa,smeni (Cambridge University
Press, C-ambridge, 1 990), p.XI.
Jeremy Leggett, Teedbacks in the Greenhouse Effect Their
Importance in Approaches to Risk Assessment and
Environmental Security', in feremy Leggett (ed.), Global Warming
The Gr anpwce Repor t, (Oxford Universi ty Press, Oxford, 1 990).
For example Warren T. Brookes, The Global Warming Panic',
Forba Magazine,25 December 7989, pp.9G7O2. Such is not the
view in the briefing for companies of the Royal Dutch/Shell
group, prepard by the Shell Briefing Service:

Shell companies recognise the complexities of the
situation and the substantial gaps in scientific
knowledge but believe that there is enough indication
of potential risk to the environment to make it prudent
for governments to begin to adopt appropriate
precautionary measures.

See Global Climate Change', Shell Briefing Service, No.4, 1990,
p.9.
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heated debate, as I shall suggest in the final section below, is an area
where Strategic Studies has a contribution to make.

The elision of environmental with economic security, under
pr€ssure from population driven demand, coincides with a revolution
in our ways of lmking at the relationship between living beings and
the biosphere. fames Lovelock's Gaia Hypothesis (not to be confused
with mystic thought systems employing the same name), may prove to
be the most fertile new idea in the ecological sciences since Darwinjs
Origtn of Spaia.m Its argument about the manner in which cybernetic
feed-back rnay help to maintain the balance of the atmosphere in a
form with 21 per cent oxygen - a striking anomaly among the planets -
is of general relevance to our present concern. But what is most
particular is the distinction which it makes within the spectrum of
man-made stresses upon the natural world between polluting and
phnet mo il i fyin g acfions.

Pollution has been the first focus of public anxiety as the
environment has obtsuded into politics. But, Lovelock observes,
pollution of the biosphere by living forms is not new or unusual. We
all contribute to entropy simply by living and breathing; and the
planet has, in its long history before the arrival of Man, coped with far
greater gross stress from cosmic cause, such as an estimated 30 per
cent variation in the flux of energy from the Sun, than Mankind's
meddling, puny in comparison. Developing the same line of thinking,
Sir Crispin Tickell has suggested that it might be more helpful to
consider inxcurity as the norrn, certainly in geological time-spary and
therefore to be prepared to be surprised by episodes of relative
tranquillity, rather than the reverse.2l

What is different now, and becomes very clear under the Gaia
hypothesis, is that there may be certain processes in certain areas of the
planet which play crucial roles in the automatic, cybernetic control
systems of the atmosphere. It is the difference between sewage on the

See I. Lovelock, Gaia: A Nat l.rlok at Life on Earth, (Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1979).

Originally in his lecture in the 1991 Cambridge Global Security
l.ectures, to be published in Gwyn Prins (ed.), C-ambridge Studia
in GIobaI Security: Environmental Security, (Earthscary Londory
1992 forthcoming).

2l
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sydney beaches and sunburn from a thinning ozone layer. If this is
provei, then we may produce disproportionate disruption from
seemingty minor interventions. These Processes and areas are thus to
be identified and protected as sites of the highest strategic
Here again, there is a pertinent role for Strategic Studies to perform.In
contrast, the solution to pollution is usually dilution, although it
would be nice if the sewage sent down the North Head submarine
pipeline were to be rather more treated than it is, beforehand.

Another obvious implication of such a reinterpretation of
,strategic interest' under the enlarged criterion of planetaryrather than

State survival is that the State as agent, and as Leviathan the ultimate
residuary of power to which the individual can appeal, is increasingly
incapabll. This must be stated carefully, because the formal and

emotional powers of the State are neither negligible nor quickly
waning. In the years after the spectacular demonstration of the Power
of nationalism during the European revolutions of 1989, it would be

unwise to suggest otherwise.22 So my case is not that the State is

withering; it is gloomier than that. It is that the state's strength cannot

be dqloyed in th6'e dirations. Rather like a great battleship, there are

certain ltrings upon which, from a given course, its guns rnay be

brought to bear, and others not. The new security agenda contains

rnant of the rnost crucial items upon which the power of the State

cannot be brought to bear.

IV. A Short History of How We Have Engaged the Issues

Since 1972, there has been a Process, at first gradual and

latterly speedy, of public and professional recognition of aspects of the

new s-ecurity agenda. The relationship between the two has not been

easy. On tfri puUtic front, the two principal markers were the Brandt

ntributions in Prins (ed.\, Spring in
Wintq: The 1989 Rmolutiotrs; R. Dahrendorf, Reflections on the

Rmolutions in Eutope ln a ktter lntended to Haoe Been Sent to a

Gentlmun in Warsaw, (Chatto and Windus, london, t990); and
Gwyn Prins, 'Home is Where the Heart is: Reflections on
Nationalism and Social Democracy in the Common European

Home', The Political Qwrtaly,fanuary/March 1991, pp.F15.
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and Brund0and Reports of 1980 and 1985, respectively.23 Each was, in
its own way, deliberately visionary, setting down demands for change
in the distibution of wealth between North and South and for the
adoption of criteria of 'sustainable developmen( (the term gained
wide currency from its use by Brundtland), well beyond what was
considercd'realistic' in conventional political terms.

The public response to each report was considerable. Brandt
gave a boost to the 'development movements' like Third World First
and Oxfam. Its cover popularised the Peters Projection map, which
repres€nts the land areas of the continents in actual relative form,
greatly enlarging Africa and South America and shrinking the
Northem Hemisphere bias of Mercatoy's Propction. This irnage
marked with a thick black line, dividing the Rich and Poor Worlds, the
global Iron Curtain, set the issue into concerned public opinion as
much as any specific argument. After Brandt, the concept of economic
security seen as an integrated problem, became firmly lodged in the
rhetoric of international diplomacy. Similarly, Brundtland projected a
further strong image this time of the need to judge actions to improve
the hurnan condition in terms of environmental effect also.

While the effect upon already aroused liberal opinion was
considerable, the impact upon less committed people and upon the
international polrcy process is cloudier. The years between the two
reports were marked by trends which moved massively against the
issues whidr each espoused. The Poor World was a lot worse off,
structurally weaker politically and more eroded and deforested by
1990 than it had been in 1980. So the case muld be made, rather
bitterly, that the tactic of Brandt and Brundtland of raising issues in so
stark a rnanner, and so successfully in consequence, served in fact to
provide an illusion of concern behind which politicd inaction and
physical deterioration was concealed. In recent pronouncements by Mr
Brandt, a senee of this frustration may be detected. Equally, it may be

23 See Independent Commission on International Development
Issues [Chain Willy Brandtl, Nortft-South: A Programme for
Swaioal, (Pan Books, Londory 1980); and World Commission on
Environment & Development, [Chair: Mrs Gro Harlem
Brundtlandl, Our Common Future, (Oxford University Press,
Oxford,1985).
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argued that this risk was one which had to be run, and better that than
a failure to raise the issues at all.

But if the great public reports did not trigger commensurate
pohcy response, they did help to create an intellectual climate in which
the redefinition of security as an academic enterprise was undertaken.
Two important markers in the West were articles in 1983 and 1989

respectively by Professor Richard Ullman of Princeton and Dr Jessica
Tuchman Mathews of the World Resources Institute in Washington.24
These two essays have been seminal, in retrospect, in carrying the
basic propositions of integrated economic security and of
environmental securi$r, respectively, into conversation with the
existing concerns of the international security academic community.

Both Ullman and Mathews were exercised by the need to
define new channels through which to give the broadened security
agenda salience. Mathews, writing after Brundtland and in the flush of
recent research on global warming and related ruttters, probed the
question of how existing international institutions could be
successfully adapted. She endorsed, with approval, the idea that the
increasingly redundant Trusteeship Chapter of the UN Charter be
reoriented towards new strategic areas.25 In this, her essay harmonises
with the rapid and welcome development of new approaches to
international law, in which the Centre for International Environmental
Iaw at King's College, Londory is taking a lead. Issues range from the
proposal for a Fifth Geneva Conventiory covering protection of the
envircnment during war, to more fundamental and conceptually
taxing tasks, to be mentioned below.25

Richard H. Ullman, T,edefining Security', International Securtty,
(Vol.8, No.l), Summer 1983; and Jessica Tuchman Mathews,
Redefining Securit5/,Foreign At'fairs, (Vo1.68, No.2), Spring 1989.

There rnay h designated in any Trusteeship agreement, a
sbategic area or areas which may include part or all of the Trust
terdtory ...', Chapter )OI, Article 82.

For a review of the subiect, see P. Allott, The Uses and
Reinvention of International law', in Gwyn Prins (ed.), Cambriilge
Stuilia in Global Sturity: Environmental Suurity, (Earthscary

londory forthcoming 1992).
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The proposed reinterpretation of Chapter )OI of the UN
Charter was, in fact, a Soviet idea, and it is important to add that
another pathway of engagement existed than that which ran through
Brandt and Brundtland. It has only recently become well known.
Among the readers of the Limits to Growth report in 1972, and eager
students of this, the first aftempt at a globally interactive computer
model, were Soviet systems analysts, who read illicitly and who built
their own first computer models in secret. Yet these scholars were to
become part of the group of Soviet rholars who, we now know, were
thinking in global terms well before scholars in the West. They
identified the new security agenda within what they called the
'All-Human Values', and such thinking was important in forming the
intellectual context in which Mr Gorbachev came to power.27 Since
1989, and with increased strength since 21. August 1997, the
opportunity has existed to try to develop a dialectic between the two
sheams of analysis.

A further growth triggered by the Brundtland stimulus in the
West has been the mahrring of environmentally informed economics.
In Brundtland, in turn, a debt rnay be haced back to Schumache/s
seminal Small is Beautiful; Economics as if People Mattaeia

Recently, in the two Blueprint Reports (Blue One and BIue
Two, to their friends), David Pearce and colleagues have begun to give
a detailed sense of what 'sustainable development' might mean,
brought into contact with the instruments and agenb of conventional
economics.29 They coin the felicitous phrase 'intergenerational equitS/
to describe how they believe that modern ecpnomists should respond
to Keynes' celebrated quip that'... in the long run we are all dead'.
Finding ways to give that concept force in the present is an important
part of their concern and I believe that their work marks the present

The fascinating story is best told in S. Shenfield, The Nuclur
hedicamai: Etploratiotts in Sooiet lileology, (Chatham House
Papers, Royal Institute of International Affairs, londory 7987).

E.F. Schurnacher, Srrallls Bautiful: Economics asif People Mattoeil,
(Harper & Row, New York, 1973).
D. Pearce et al., Blueprint fur a Green Economy, (Earthscan, london,
1990); and D. Pearce et aI., Bluryrint fur a Grear Econuny 2,
(Earthscan, London, 1991 ).
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stage of furthest development in applied resPonse to the new security
agenda.

Making three hitherto invisible areas visible is at the heart of
the strategy.3o Two are mainly economic, the other a political
requirement, although all three reside within the field of the political
eoonomy of the environment. First, Blue One and Blue Two stress the
importance of registering uternal cosfs. External costs are the negative
effects of an activity bome by others than the producers or consumers
responsible for them. A good obiect lesson in this has been the demise
of nudear power generating, which, when faced with the need to cost
and pay for the so<alled 'full nuclear cycle', collapsed in the market
place. So, under the guiding principles of sustainability and
intergenerational equity, rnaking external costs visible is one place

where the full force of free market logic may be creatively released. It
then turns into 'polluter pays' principles in taxation and swiftly
registers premiums for environmentally friendly producb and
penalties for polluting or energy intensive products within the normal
pricing mechanism.

The second area follows logically. It is that of enoironmentally
informed astlbatefit arulysb. Once external costs can be registered, the
normal procedures of economic choice and polirymaking can adapt
srroothly, for the rnarginal benefib of sustainability come to attract
profit, once the regulatory and tax frameworks have been set

congruent to that goal.

Arguing that industry should give help, and maybe a lead in
this area, Professor Anderson notes that it will not be easy. This is even
more so the case in the development of equitable regulation to matuge

the global comnrcns - water, air and the new strategic areas of Gaia. This
is the third area of policy which the economists make newly visible. It
is here that their problems merge with those of Strategic Studies, for
both have to solve the same puzzle.

30 An excellent short introduction to these issues is given in D.

Anderson (formerly Chief Economist, Royal Dutch Shell Group
Planning Division), Tconomic Growth and the Environment',
(Shell Selected Papers, Group Public Affairs, February 1990).
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V. What Makes the Politics of Global Security So Difficult?

Economic planning and the maintenance of international order
haveboth been prcdicated upon a conunon-sense assumption that the
actots in the piece nation states, can be at least relied upon to act in
their own self interest. Since the long-term did not really enter the
frame, it was not considered. But the new security agenda is
extensively about ttre long-term when we may be dead, but our
children and their children will not be, we assume. How then to
resolve this conundrum, that the short-term self interest of the
competent actor, the nation state, may be actually inimical to its own
long-term self interest and certainly to the interests of global security?
The new environmental economics s€em to offer practical ways to
adrieve this end within areas of national and maybe (thinking of the
European Community) of regional political competence. What for
issues that are simply beyond that? Here we see the next important
discipline due for renovation under global security criteria.

During the post<olonial era, globally oriented international
instruments directed at the global corunons, like the Law of the Sea,
have sought effect by inousing state power, hoping to be able to ride
upon ib strong back. Now the question arises of whether that tactic
can work, especially since some of the most tense issues relate to areas
and resources, such as shallow waters or rainforests, where the global
interest wishes to express a view that may be wholly at variance with
national policy at any particular moment. UNCLOS III worked from
the basic United Nations premise that a state'based international
system lvas a given. LJNCLOS IV will have to confront the issue of
what to do when the state is an obstacle, as is most likely to occur in
the battle to preserve the rernaining 50 per cent of the world's
rainforest. The same electronic display outside the Australian Museum
which registers the increase of human population switches every few
monrents to show the loss, every few seconds, of another hectare of
rainforest.

The issues, then, are difficult to grasp with the powers
conventionally available. They are also concephrally uncomfortable for
conventional politics because, as I have argued recently elsewhere, the
circular nature of nrost of the new security problems, symbolised by
the cybernetic feed-back loop, is quite at odds with the linearity which
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marks the political process, insulating issues from one another and
seeking their resolution by compromise between countervailing forces.
The new serurity politics simply do not have episodes that are discrete
and which have a beginning, a middle and an end.3t

V. A New Focus for Security Studies

We are experiencing a new type of social change at the end of
the twentieth century. It is more than a general crisis of more or less

simultaneous challenges to eisting regimes, on the pattern of the
seventeenth century because the stimuli to change arise from such
diverse sources extraterritorial to the realm of human politics. The
change, Michael MccGwire has recently suggested, is better thought of
as analogous to the phase shifts of water molecules from gas, to liquid
to solid. The difference now is that we cannot predict the form of the
stage into which we are moving.

The broadening focus of security exists within this dynamic
field. It calls for two types of response. A maior effort in the renovation
of political and social theory must be undertaken. This is a prime task
of the new diripline of Global Security Studies and the following
figure serves parily to summarise some points made so far and partly
to show the context within which I visualise the other tasks to be
described in the remainder of this paper.

Secondly, a set of practical priorities derives from the analysis
given in section II above. In a speech for the University of Oslo's
Cenbe for Development and Environment and the Nobel Institute,
Dr Mohamed El-Ashry of the World Resources Institute proposed
three over-arching 'sectoral' objectives which, he thought, might
helpfully shalpen the obptives of the 1992 Rio United Nations
Conference on Environrnent and Development. These areas were
development of an Integrated Land Resources Management strateg,

31 Gwyn Prins, ?olitics and the Environmen(, lnternational Affairs,
(Vo1.66, No.4), 1990, pp.7 71-7 30.
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Figure 3: Ihe Realm of Global Security Studies
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pursuit of Sustainable Energy strategies, and schemes to Protect
Tropical Foresb and Biological DversityS2

His list expresses conveniently the outcomes of my earlier
discussion. I would, however, add the need for Maritime Resources

Management as a fourth sector, for Gaian reasotui already indicated.
He then added three further tross<utting' obiectives: reform of the
international financial sysEm and a scheme to retire the post 1972

debt; inernational technology transfer; and the shengthening of
intemational institutions. El-Ashry mentioned TJNEP and UNDP in
particular.

With the first two, I have little difficulty, and make the same

case in Top Gutts & Toxic Wlula; however, with his proposals for
institution-building, I have more difficulty. El-Ashry sets down six

criteria which renovated intemational institutions must meeh better
integration of the new security priorities with trade and debt policies;
promotion of environmentally benign technologies; mobilisation of
iinancial resources for sustainable development and protection of the

global corrunons; effective rnonitoring of environmental trendsi
effective negotiation and policing of global and regional agreements;

and, finally, ability 'to anticipate and to resolve conflict over shared

resour€es ind transboundary environmental issues'. Looking at the

UN apparatus, and at this list,I fear that I believe that it is asking too
much of it.!(}

Not that I have a ready-made alternative to offer. In his

remarkable and important new essay on the philosophy of law, Philip
Allott delineates the field of the problem of institution building', and

shows the grave reason for its difficulty. It derives from the way in
which humans rnake society:

Society, as a structure and
conxiousness [emphasis addedl,

a system within
creates itsclf by

conceiving of itself within consciousness in the

M. El-Ashly, (Senior Vice President, World Resources Institute,
Washington, D.C.), The Environment, Global Security and
International Co-operation', (unPublished PaPer, 12 February

1991).
For fuller reasons, see D. Pitt and T.G. Weiss (eds.), The Nature of

IJnited N ations Bur auqacia, (Croom Helm, London, 1 986).
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perspective of ib constitution, by willing and acting
with a view to the constant reconceiving of that
constitutiory and by willing and acting with a view to
actualising the constitution. The structure-system of
society cpntains an exchange of energy. The social
exchange transforms natural power into social power,
exchanges power for purpose.S

Our difficult5r now, Allott explains, is that a new type of
international society is formed and in rrvrny respects, its limbs and
sinews already move. It is created by both negative and positive forces:
the new security problems and the new means of
conriousness-sharing, such as Information Technology. By different
means, each turns human desire and will into release of natural
energy. But this society does not exist in the terms given in the
quotation above, for it is not self-conscious. It possesses no culture.

During the last forty years we have shuggled to articulate a
new form of social consciousness; but the attempt has been frusbated.
In the interests of preserving some sense, even if illusory, of control
over our conceptual horizons, we have the understandable desire to
move forwards looking backwards, seeking constantly to find and use
past referents and idioms for new realities. Cultural lag is an historical
norrn. Thus, Allott argues, this unconscious, cultureless creature has,
on occasiory been vulnerable to colonisation, especially in times of
doubt and fear, as after 1972.

Then its cultural void was filled up with crude fashionings of
the pa.st, such as 'rnonetarism', able to invade, because unresisted.
Over a longer perid, since the beginning of the European Civil War in
1914, from its spiritual void have welled up world-scale events (world
wars, cold wars, summits and so on), world-scale economic
phenomena (mass indushial society), world-scale phenomena of
consciousness (the means of mass communication but unattached to
any framework of meaning, hence flickering frenetically from one
dironnected item of trivia to the next), and '... the world-scale

v P. Allott, Eununia: New Orila for a Nant World, (Oxford Universit5r
Press, Oxford, 1990), paragraph 10.1, p.146.
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phenomena of militarism - the ultimate hypertrophic symbols of
non-social international socieqr ...'.35

Ttre cenbal focus of Security Studies for the future is global in
natur€, but both very large and very small in scale. Examining and
articulating the unconscious culture of international society necessarily
carries us as much into the psychology of the individual exercising
psychological iloial as it does into the upper atmosphere in pursuit of
free radicals. It involves parachuting into many disciplines. The task of
theoretical integration far exceeds the remit or capacities of the
discipline of international relations and a t'ortiori of its subdiscipline,
Srategic Studies. Intrernational relations falls also under many of the
same strictures which I applied to Stratqgic Studies in the opening
section.36 However, this does not mean that either discipline has no
further role. Intemational relations, provided that it is not
over-inflated, can serve to carry narrative accounts of inter-state
behaviour within the existing, transforming system. Strategic Studies,
however, may hope for a more particular role as the new agenda
develops.

VI. A New Focus for Strategic Studies Within Security Studies?

a. The C-ontribution from Thnry

In view of the foregoing paragraphs, it may seem odd now to
propose that one reason for seeing a continuing role for Strategic
Studies (beyond that of the analysis of behaviour within war, which is
not in doubt) lies in ib single, principal intellectual instrument, given
that that instrument is resolutely a product of 'Old Thinking'. Yet this I
do.

35 lbirl.,Para 18.24, pp.384-85.
% Allott writes of International Relations, in terms which I endorse,

as follows: 'I reic.cted, almost from the beginning, the theories of
se.called international relations and, indeed, the legitimacy of
such a field of study ... specialists in international relations
conspire with ... decision-makers by reassuring them with the
idea that a transcendent rationality and validity can be found
within the strange pafterns of their bchaviour'. lbiil.,p.vii.
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Figure 4: Worst Case Analysis
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Worst<ase analysis is a method of problem analysis which has

great ortting power and little subtlety. It is the intellectual equivalent
of a chain-saw and has all the potentials of that tool: In the right place
and in skilled hands, there is nothing to equal it. In the wrong place,
and unprofessionally used, it can quickly inflict dreadful injury. The

origins bf worst-case analysis lie, of course, in tactical military problem

analysis. Used by Shategic Studies to attack the thicket of strategic
questions about the meaning and nature of Soviet behaviour, viewed
through analysis of capabilities, I and many others better qualified
have argued over the last decade that it served us ill indeed. The blame
for this no more lay with the method than in a chain-saw accideng it
lies with the chain+aw. The question is whether we can spy strategic
level issues in the new security agenda where it is appropriate to use

this powerful tool.

A great part of the iustification for the employment of
worst<ase analysis during the Cold War was manufactured by the
inevitable elision of capabilities and intentions which the method
requires. This creates endless problems. However, in the new security
agenda, one strategic issue in particular is quite correctly interpreted in
these terms. It is the present debate about global warming and its
likely effects.

As earlier noted, there is no clear answer to the question of
whether we are now experiencing mean temperature forcing as a
result of human agency. On the one hand, great store is placed on the

negative feed-back effects of cloud albedo; on the other, it is noted that
of all the feedback mechanisms so far identified, the great maprity are

in fact positive in effect, and some, such as the release of methane

clathrates, could be very sbongly so. No-one disputes the trend
evidence of the last fuw years; but equally, we cannot be certain of
what it means. What does this imply for policy choices in the present?

If it turns out that the problem has bc'en greatly exaggerated,
and that the cybernetic control systems of Gaia can coPe, sorrte argue
that making early and extensive investment in energy saving, in
re<ycling and the rest will be mainly an unnecessary drag upon
economic growth. (It isn't, in fact, at all clear that this is the
consequenc€, as initial work on infrastructural reconstruction in
Eastern Europe suggests; but for the sake of the argument as

advanced, let that pass.) Some of this persuasion even take a
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conspiratorial view about why such measures are proposed. However,
they accept that they rr.ay be wrong. How to judge that risk, and how
to respond to it?

The issue is the health of the planet, the fundamental basis of
security. The outside threat is of catastrophe. The solution is not
deterrence, of course: you can deter natural processes even less
successfully than human beings. But the procedures whereby
reeources in the present are to be mobilised to avert possible future
threats of potentially apocalyptic nature and of unknown risk of
occurrenc€ ar€ exactly those with which Suategic Studies is familiar.
The difference in the case of the new security agenda is that the actions
proposed are directly and lineally connected to the reduction of the
risk of occurrence. That makes the possibility of convincing mass
political mobilisation by means of an appeal to intelligence and
imagination rather than to stereotyping and fear, much greater than
was the case under the old agenda.

Practitioners of Strategic Studies should carry their technique
for problem analysis into the debate with 'do-nothingers' on the threat
of global warming. They can explain convincingly the prudence of the
principles of insurance.

Do we need the discipline of Strategic Studies in order to
apply worst<ase analysis in this precise and creative manner? In
intellectual terms, plainty not. The other mairr discipline which
employs this method of problem analysis is the medical profession. [t
would be quite satisfactory to use the medical model of analysis of
diagnosis to the same end. But the attraction of employing worstrase
analysis drawn from Strategic Studies - for firing the tonceptual
missile' of Figure 2 - is that thereby we can achieve most efficiently the
opposite of Lynn-|ones' second objection in section II above.
Worst-case analysis derived from Strategic Studies can help to reassure
an anxious public that has to accomplish a substantial act of
reconc€ptualisation. It does this by offering a familiar point of
departure. It can also speedily engage the poliry process which
allocates nesources. Indeed, it is already doing so.

Mr Lynn-fones, Dr Gray and others will recognise that this
paper is, in fact, the prospectus for a takeover bid. The emerging
discipline of Global Security Studies has need of the intellectual assets,
and more so of the redirected energies and enthusiasms of
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practitioners in the field of Strategic Studies. Manufacturers of
weaponry are seeking to find outlets for their plant and skills through
pograms of military cpnversion. Their share prices have fallen heavily
on the stock rnarket The situation for the academic discipline of
Strategic Studies is no different.

b) Thru Shnt-term, hactical Objatioa

Now that we have identified the area within which Strategic
Studies rnay operate, not only with legitimacy but also with profit, it is
fairly straighdorward to propose the specific areas in which it can
contribuE in the immediate and longer term future.

i, Cluring up the ilebris aftn the Cold War: Strategic
Studies has an immediate task here. It is to conduct a

thorough and public autocritique, to investigate and to
discuss how it went so badly wrong during the last
thirty years. This is important, both for the health and
viability of the valuable parts of the discipline, but also
to assist the public to come to terms with that strange
experience. It should not be left to Hollywood
producers to speculate about who was or was not
guilty by suspicion.

ii. Regiorul threat analysb anil non military conflict
raolution meclunisms: Once we have got worst-case
analysis back under control, it will be useful in
assisting with study and policy development of
regional tensions, harnessed to a simultaneous effort
to design non-rniliary means of conflict resolution.
The Asia/Pacific region is, in many ways, a prime case
for treatment in this regard. Tiger Economy States of
the Pacific Rim are tempted to entertain arns
build-up. The suspicions about Indian intentions to
one side and, for quite different reasons, Chinese
ambitions over the Spratly Islands and Japanese
intentions in extending greatly the reach of its military
forces, to the other, make for unease within ASEAN.
Inflammation in any one of these external problems
could well trigger severe illness for an organisation
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not in the best of diplomatic health. Simultaneously,
both the old threats mentioned by the American
Triumvirate, of piracy, drug-running, illegal fishing,
pollution at sea, etc., and new threats from natural
disaster or sea-level rise creating a need for relief and
refugee assistance on a large scale, obtrude.

In between, and immediately, is the need for increased
monitoring of activities by Man and Nature in
archipelagic and cpastal shallow waters. Coral
bleaching rnay be the next of the 'global canaries' to
keel over. 'Global canaries' - an image invented by
Drfessica Mathews - are the modern equivalent of the
canaries carried into mines by miners, whose greater
sensitivity to gas would warn the miners to evacuate
before they were themselves overcome. The first
important canary to sing was the appearance of the
ozone hole in 1985. Using military forces to assist in
monitoring and identifying such phenomena is an
important mission in environmental security. It is a
return to the missions of Captain Cook.37 And on top
of this, Australia would like to find ways to engage
constructively in regional security building.

Action at three levels - the so<alled building block
approach - is prescribed. At the largest scale, Senator
Evans' proposal in |uly 1990 of a Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Asia seems to me to have
been both timely and right.38 That is not to say that

Global canaries' are further dirussed in jessica Tuchman
Mathews, trlations and Nature: A New View of Security'. For
further detail of the Royal Navy's consideration of this matter, see
Sirfulian Oswald (First Sea Lord), 'Environmental Security Meets
Traditional Security Concerns', both in Prins (ed.), Cambridge
Studia in Global Security: Enaironmental Secuity, and, in more
popular form, chapter 7,'C-aptain Cook to the Rescue', in Prins
and Stamp, Top Guns €lToxicWhales.
Gareth Evans, 'Vvhat Asia Needs is a Europe'style CSCA',
lntoiiotul Hqalil Tribune,2T luly 1990, p.6. See also Desmond
Ball and Commodore Sam Bateman, RAN, An Australian
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immediate adoption or even immediate enthusiasm in
the region was to be expected; but it was right to set

out this type of marker.In Europe, the ways in which,
since Spring in Winter 1989, CSCE has also blossomed
is a useful comparison, even given the obvious
differences in the nature of the regions. In both cases,

starkly different political systems expressing very
different political and cultural values can be brought
into positive dialogue on a range of issues by this type
of regional structure. In Europe, at the first
pan-European Conference of Environment Ministers,
held at Dobris C-astle near Prague towards the end of
fune 1991, the Czechoslovak Federal Minister for the
Environment, Iosef Vavrousek, introduced the idea
that using essentially the CSCE grouping, the solid
achievements in environmental policy made by the
European Community could be re-enforced and
extended in area through a European Environmental
Protection and Restoration System, based, in the first
instance, upon more regular Ministerial meetings. In
other words, the larger vision of CSCA should not be

surrendered to the observation that it is not 'practical'
at this time. We know now iust how swiftly the
landscape can be altered; and as one of the slogans of
the Czechoslovak Velvet Revolution read, 'Idealism is
the only practical sort of Realism'.

A second level of development, where Strategic
Studies can contribute expertise of a practical sort, is in
the development of CBMs and CSBMs. The working
alliance of the Peace Research Centre and the Strategic

Perspective on Maritime CSBMs in the Asia-Pacific Region,
(Working Paper No.234, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra, August 1991); and
Desmond Bnll, Building Block for Regional Security: An Australian
Pqsputhn on Confiilorce mil Security Building Musura (CSBMil in
the tasialPacifu Rcgion, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence

No.83, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1991 ).
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and Defence Studies Cenbe at ANU is a model of how
the effective pooling of skills may occur to this end.
And before any of that, the highly practical proposals
for a regional maritime surveillance and safety r%irne
(ASPAC REMARSSA& if anyone wants a new
acronym), offured in the Ball/Bateman work gives a
third level, which harmonises well with the tasks and
obiectives of both the conventional and the new
security agendas discussed here.39

Taken together, these issues and these possibilities mark the
Asia/Pacific region as one which has the potential to leapfrog' over
Europe into advanced concepts and practices of arms control and
security building. However, this process contains a further practical
requirement where Strategic Studies has an important part to play.

iii. Dcigning the meclania of disarnwment: This is the
largest, rnost immediate and most familiar task for
Sbategic Studies. As force levels are drawn dowry it is
important to ensure that the process is not as
incoherent as it will certainly otherwise be. Military
force planners will need a good deal of help from the
professional Sfategic Studies community if they are to
prepare and present convincing cases for the sequence
in which military force is dissolved. This needs no
further explanation for this present essay and its likely
readership. But it must be done.

c) Four Prime Strategic Regiotts Undq Gaian Criteria

When the world is viewed through the new focus for security,
the geographical emphases of security ciange also. No longer will we
peer at rnaps of the Kola Peninsula, the Sea of Okhotsk, the ICBM
fields of the Mid West as the most sensitive regions on earth. Four
different areas are the new foci of attention. All have appeared already
in this chapter, and so in closing, they may be baldly listed as those

39 Ball and Bateman, 'An Australian Perspective on Maritime
CSBMs in the Asia-Pacific Region'.
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regions which crontairy possibly, the highest value assets for global
security.

i. The Slullw Oceans anil Wetland Margins: In these
waters the organisnrs upon which are built the
life-systems of the oceans are largely created. They are
ttrc regions with frsh and oil resources to profusion, of

, cours€, and as such have attracted the enhanced
protection of extended Exclusive Economic Zones
under the principles of LJNCLOS III. As explained
above, the challenge is to find new legal formulations
which will permit equitable adjudication of global and
local interest. Worst<ase analysis can be most helpful
in grounddearing for this difficult problem. The
wetland areas nvry also play critical roles in the
cybernetic control of the balance of the atmosphere;
yet they are dassically 'marginal' lands, with
discounted values, fit only for off-shore airports and
rubbish disposal. Here the challenge is to make the
extemal costs of their loss luridly clear.

ii. Antarctica: What do we mean by 'property' under
Gaian criteria? It will shortly become a general
question and is an aspect of the re.interpretation of
self interest, which embraces policy formation for all
these new strategic regions; but the issue is posed
most immediately is the debate over Antarctica. It is
one reason why I believe that it is imperative that the
present negotiations end with the fullest possible
declaration of the '\dorld park'concept.40

40 An excellent discussion of the recent political process over
Antarctica, and of the Australian and French decision (for rather
different reasons, it appears) to press for an enlarged conceptiory
over-riding that of the Minerals Convention, is to be found in
lorraine M. Elliott, Continuity and Change in Cooperative
Intemational Regirnes: The Politics of the Recent Environmental
Debate on Antarctica', (Department of International Relations
Working Paper 1997/3, Australian National University, Canberra,
fune 1991).
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iii. Rainfurats: Prime candidate for global strategic area

status is the remaining humid rain-forest, 50 per cent

rcduced in extent since 1945, and certain to be a
central topic of debate at the 1992 LIN Conference on
Environment and Development at Rio.4l These forests

may tre, indeed, global resources, important to the
continuation of life on earth; but they are located in
particular countries.

So we note that in Kuala Lumpur on 4 |uly 1991,

DuP,tty Scienc€, Technology and Environrnent
Minister Peter Chin was quoted as saying that it was
Malaysia's right to tap its own resources. He added, it
was reported, that environmentalist groups in the
developed counbies should not, 'tell us to stop iust
because their conscience is being attacked'. He was

referring, perhaps, to the arrest on the same day in
Miri of European and Australian environmental
activists who chained themselves to barges filled with
logs and who are associated with Bruno Manser, the
Swiss man who has lived among the Penan people of
the Sarawak forest for the last seven years, eluding the

Malaysian authorities, and who has declared an aim
sinceslipping out of the forest 'to bring destruction of
Malaysiits rainforest to the attention of the world"42

What it hypothetically, it turns out that Mr Chin is
wrong and Mr Manser and the environmental
scientists are right? If continuing felling of the tropical
rainforests is identified even more clearly than it
already is as a threat to common security, it certainly
becomes a threat to national security in several ways:

to that of countries which depend uPon the

N. Myers, The Fragile Forest', in L. Friday and R Laskey (eds.),

The Fragite Enuironment, (Cambridge University Pr€ss, Cambridgg,
1989); lnd chapter 15 in Leggett (ed.), Global Warming The

Granpace Report.
'Chin: Malaysia Ready to Defend Timber Policy', Naa Sttaits

Tima,S fuly 1991, p.4; 'Manser Connection in Logging Protesf,
Nal SunilayTima,T luly 1991,P.4.

4l
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eco-systems of wNch the forests are integral and to the
criticised country as an affront to sovereign right. But
take the rnore extreme possibility that the scientific
case after TJNCED becomes irrefutable. Does this
justify eco-imperialism?a3 The question is a bit like
that posed by population growth and refugees.
Addressing it in an examination of the conversation
between the old and new security agendas, Sir |ulian
Oswald, the First Sea Lord of the Royal Navy,
rcsponded robustly:

... The cure administered by the Global
Policeman would be as bad as the disease.
Sovereign nations are unlikely to be
compelled to behave in a globefriendly
nunner in their own territory by means of
armed force, and are likely to oppose such
action very vigorously. Brazil already feels
very strongly on this issue.'l4

The limits upon the degree to which armed forces in
their traditional roles can be active in the corrunon
security debate are shessed. The need for advanced
approaches to conflict analysis is selfevident.

Fod Suurity Rrserca; Under the global warming
hypothesis, certain areas of the planet may become
wetter while others become dryer. Of course, if the
courses of the great oceans currents should be altered
radically (as has happened before, we believe), all bets
are off about what would happen to the climates of
particular maritime regions. But assuming, for the

See A. Moghissi, 'Greenhouse Effect, Tropical Rainforest and
Environmental Colonial isrr{, Enir onment lnternational', (No.14),
1988; and E. Durham and I. Goldenberg, The Amazonia and
National Sovereignty', (publication forthcoming), for further
discussion.
Sir fulian Oswald, 'Environmental Security Meets Traditional
Security Concerns', in Prins (ed.), Cambridge Stuilies in Global
S ecur ity : Enoir o nmen tal S aur ity.

to,
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morrcnt, the median positiory Australia rnay well be

such a place. Add together its low population to land
ratio, its high skill base and the possible reductions of
North American grain production and the reasons for
holding discussions on the future focus of security in
Canbena become of more than academic symbolism.



PART 3

REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES



CHAPTER 11

STRATEGIC STUDIES IN THE REGION

trCS. Sandhu

1 See Kernial Sandhu, €tability and Scrurity in the Region in the
1980s', in T.B. Millar (ed),lnternational Security and the Southeast

Asian anil Southwat Pacific Region, (University of Queensland
Press, St Lucia, Qld., 1983), chaPter 3.

A min4 once sbetched by a new idea, never regins ib original
shape.

Oliver Wendell Holmes

Origins of Growth

Some nine years ago, in this very unique caPital city a1d

university campus, and on yet another occasion marking the
impressive progress of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, I had
the opportunity to state that the historical and geographical attributes
of Souiheast lisia were such that the region was almost a classical

example of a whole patchwork mosaic of human landscapes and

situations which at one and the same time frequently contradicted and
substantiated one another.l Yet it is nevertheless a vital and valid
region in its own right - not a microcosm of China or India, and
certainly not a mini-Australasia.

The countries and peoples of Southeast Asia share a rich and

long past and a lineage of haditions, cultures, and values as

fariniting and complex as any other comParable segment of the
globe. The pace of developrrrent and change in southeast Asia has been
io fast and wide-ranging as to make it one of the most promising and
dynamic parts of the world- so much so that expressions like 'unity
within diversity' or 'diversity within unity' have become almost

synonymous with the region where the different countries and
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societies are bound by so many distinctive and continuous strands,
and yet are separated by so many cleavages. This diversity in turn has
made the region not only a strategic planners' nightmare but also a
dream-conre.true for a student of security studies in terms of
presenting him or her with a veritable research laborator5/ brimming
with all kinds of analytical possibilities.

At the sarne time, it has been a truism that the well-being of
Southeast Asia is inextricably linked to the changing forces and
circumstances determining domestic, rqgional, and international
politics and security, and that these are even at the best of times in a
state of flul if not actually ridden with uncertainty. Analysis of such
developments has largely been either on a global basis by scholars and
observers from outside the region or limited to individual national
perspectives undertaken by government ministries and associated
organizations. Neither of these approaches to the study of regional
security problems in Southeast Asia has been able to provide a
meaningful insight into the subtle nuances and unique characteristics
that rnake the subiect such a challenging task for the researcher. Yet at
a time when security considerations - not merely those of a military
nature - in the Southeast Asian region were becoming more pressing
than ever, much of the expertise for the systematic study of such
regional security issues remained located in the developed world.

Thus, one of the first attempts to address both the problem of
regional security studie in Southeast Asia as well as the development
of specialists from within the region grew out of a desire:

1. to supplencnt global concepts and methods of
analysis with the closer understanding of the actual
realities of the region;

2. to ensure that there is as much involvement as
possible by Southeast Asians themselves in this effort,
thereby leading to the creation of a body of expertise
on security issues resident in the region; and

3. to consciously incolporate the different sbands of
Southeast Asian professional opinion and expertise,
including not only government and military
personnel, but also the academic community, mass
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media, and as the opportunity arises the business and
commercial sectors.

The long-term obiective is to encourage the constant study and
monitoring of issues and developments affecting the security of the
region, as well as to educate the public at large about the needs and
interests of Southeast Asia within the broader framework of
Asia / Pacific security.

Accordingly, a group of Southeast Asian scholars established
the Regional Strategic Studies Programme OTSSP) at the Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies OSEAS) in 1981 under the overall charge of its
Director, Professor K.S. Sandhu, with Dr ChaiAnan Samudavaniia of
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok as the Programme Planner, and a
senior staff member of ISEAS as Programme Co-ordinator.

A Regional Advisory Committee comprising heads of strategic
studies institutes and university departments of international relations
was also inaugurated to assist and guide the Programme.

The antecedents of the basic concerns leading to the
establishment of the Regional Strategic Studies Prograrnme, however,
go much further back. For instance, in addition to national defence and
staff colleges, there were university political clubs and institutions,
such as the Socialist Club of the then University of Malaya in
Singapore, and the Institute of Asian Studies, University of the
Philippines, that were already discussing issues relating to
international relations and domestic politics gcnerally as early as the
1950s. These beginnings in turn saw the mounting of scveral seminars
and conferences in the 1960s and 1970s by not only university centres
and departments like the Institute of Asian Studies (IAS) at
Chulalongkorn University, but also new institutions modclled after the
Royal Institute of International Affairs or American think-tanks,
including the Singapore Institute of International Affairs (SIIA), the
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, and the Centre for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Jakarta, established in 1961,
1968, and 1971 respectively. These developments were soon followed
in rapid succession by others so that before the end of the 1980s almost
every member country of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) had three, four or more institutions staking claims to being
organizations devoted full-time to the analysis and elaboration of
strategic or security issues, broadly defincd, with the more prominent
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among them being the Institute of Securiry and International Studies
(ISIS) at Chulalongkorn University, the Institute of Strategic and
International Studies (ISIS) Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur, and the Center
for lntegrative and Development Studies (CIDS) at the University of
the Philippines (see Appendix I). The end of the decade also saw
efforts underway for the incorporation of an Institute of Poliry and
Shategic Studies in Brunei Darussalam, as well as stirrings in Vietnam
and Burma (or Myanmar) for the necessity of having similar
institutions in their own countries, although in the case of Vietnam
therc were already a number of institutions undertaking studies
relating to international relations primarily within the ambit of
goverrunent ministries.

The size of the individual Southeast Asian institutions
involved in strategic studies varies from small sclect groups of
academics like those at I$S Chulalongkorn, to the full-fledged
professional and back-up staff complements of some 1(X) or more
persons as at CSI$ Iakarta, ISIS Malaysia, and at ISEA$ Singapore.
Moreover, in cases like ISEA$ the numbers involved are augmented
by the scores of additional researchers, who though not physically
present at ISEAS are nevertheless involved in its proiects at any one
tinre. Thus, in addition to its own ten to twclve regular staff members
and fellows, as rrtany as thirty or forty researchers, spread over several
parts of the world, could on the average be involved in ISEAS strategic
studies-related activities in any one year. And these totals do not
include the many other individuals who are invited as participants to
the specially designed workshops and dissemination seminars
associated with the particular research projects undenrray (see

Appendix II). In other words, not only the scale and scope of the
activities relating to strategic studies in the region but the numbers and
the groups involved are growing steadily. And there is no reason to
believe that this trend will not continue in the foreseeable future.

Nature and Characteristics

Though sharing nurny common characteristics and objectives,
the different strategic studies institution in the region have in practice
tended to carve out particular niches for themselves. 'For instance,
whilst institutions like CSIS, ISIS Malaysia, and ISIS Chulalongkorn
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have generally pursued policyoriented studies and programs,ISEAS,
on the other hand, has followed a more uaditional route, and largely
devoted iself to problem-oriented investigation and analysis with
particular emphasis on longer term, publishable research. Thus, whilst
ISIS Chulalongkorn, CSIS, and ISIS Malaysia have, for example, found
the hosting and staging of maFr regional and intemational
conferences congenial and higNy productive, ISEAS has virrually
opted out of oqganizing conferences W se, and instead gone into
worlahope associated with its rnain calling, namely research and
publication. Whenever there werc possibilities of overlap between its
own and the work of cognate institutions in the region, ISEAS has also
moved out to other relatively neglected areas of enquiry, requiring
equal if not greater aftention. Such a mode of operation has allowed
for the development of complementary roles for the different
instihrtions in the regiory or a division of labour of sorts, thereby
avoiding unneoessary duplication and dissipation of effort. This
process has been facilitated by the fact that a number of the heads of
the institution involved have known one another for several years, and
have at one time or another been fellows of ISEAS or have participated
in one of its activities prior to or during the course of their new
responsibilities.

These links and shared experiences have also seen the
evolution of an Association of ASEAN Institutes for Strategic and
Intemational Studies (ASEAN-ISIS) comprising the CSIS, ISIS

Malaysia, qDS, SIIA, and ISIS Chulalongkorn. Dating from Iune 1988,

its maior obiectives are to:

1. sbengthen and increase regional co-operation in the
development of research on strategic and international
problems and issues in ASEAN countries;

2. increase the effectiveness and efficiency of strategic
and international research by intensified
communication between and coordination among the
members of the Association; and

3. generally contribute to the realization of the aims and
obiectives of ASEAN cooperation by promoting public
knowledge and understanding of problems and issues

faced by the ASEAN communities.
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It hosb several conferences and meetings each year both
withinthe rqgionand beyond with like-minded institutes inJapan, the
United States, South Korea and so on. As members of the Association
get to know each other better, the building of an repit ile corps and
forgrng of ASEAN solidarity among them becomes much easier. With
more confidence in sharing information and making known views
even on some very sensitive matters, members of the Association have
been successful in dearing doubts and addressing problenu relating to
such issues. Through the help of leading personalities in the
Association, the research findings and views expressed in its seminars
and conferences easily reach decision-makers dealing with ASEAN
affairs, with the labst example of this being inputs into the various
initiatives discussed at the recantly concluded ASEAN Ministerial
Meeting, and the Post-Ministerial Conference that followed, in Kuala
Lumpur. In this way, the Association has become an effective
think-tank and opinion-maker. It is also a useful avenue for the
dissemination of official and unofficial views on current issues relating
to ASEAN.

Though ISEAS is not a member of the Association of ASEAN
Institutes of Strategic and International Studies, because it is precluded
by its rules and regulations from representing any one countr;r, it does
all the sarrE cDoperate dosely with the Association and assist it in any
nranner it can.

Developnrents along the foregoing lines have immeasurably
benefited from the Southeast Asians involved, having few inner
doubts about the priorities and the demands of their situation. They
have a great sense of realism, and of what is necessary in today's
world. Southeast Asian strategic studies therefore have not beery to
any significant degree, philosophical, methodological, disciplinary, or
missionary constnrcts. Rather they primarily involve recognition of
prevailing reality, not in terms of what a particular situation should be
but instead what it achrally is - and taking it further, what it could be,
given common senee based on a sound first-hand knowledge of the
fundarnentals involved, a prerequisite for any worthwhile
understanding or action contemplated. Though such an approach to
the study of regional security rnay arnaze and seem incongruous to
many non-Southeast Asian scholars, to those in and of the region the
intellectual basis and the pragmatism of this approach tci the iruay of
Southeast Asian security would be self-evident. This is especially so
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given the particular realities and research requirements of the regiory
its pace of development, and the nature of data and resources
available.

Equally noteworthy is the fact that all the research institutions
in ASEAN share the view that shategic or security studies must be
broadly defined to encompass not just the purely military dimension
but equally, if not more importantly, the related and wider political,
economic, social and cultural underpinnings at all levels of analysis,
whether local, national, or regional. Such a holistic or 'total' security
approach is perhaps best illustrated by a closer examination of some of
the research proiects and activities of the Regional Srategic Studies
Programrne of the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies.

Regional Strategic Studies Programme (RSSP), ISEAS

Although the Institute's research work in the field of
intemational relations and strategic studies was formally
institutionalised only in 1981, it was already actively engaged in the
study of regional and international politics and economics as early as

1970. Its research and publications series on Treads in Southast Asia

was launched then, followed two years later by its Cunent Issua
seminars. However, it was in7974 that ISEAS ventured into the maior
task of developing its expertise in strategic studies when it hosted the
lntanatiotul Confuence on Southeast Asian Security pintly with the
International Institute for Strategic Studies, London. It was the first
such regional undertaking ever held in Southeast Asia and marked a

turning point in the evolution of regional strategic studies, leading
eventually to the establishment of the Regional Strategic Studies
Programme GSSP) at the Institute with a founding grant from the
Ford and Rockefeller Foundations.

The Programme from its veqy inception laid out firm and
unambiguous goals and guidelines. There were, for instance, to be no
rigid strictures on the geographical or territorial unit of analysis with
regard to specific research proiects or enquiries, in that these could be
local, nation-wide, pan-ASEAN, or cover Southeast Asia as a whole.
Neither was the choice of a topic, problem or phenomenon to be
determined by any preconceived, stultifying notion of immutable
uniqueness, or by jingoistic stances like 'only locals know their
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societies'and they therefore are the final authority on the area or issue
under study; nor on the basis of any assumption that ,modern' science
and learning and modes of analysis were universal and stand above all
'cultural' differences; and definitely not to meet the preditection of
particular researchers themselves or the missionary zeal of their
peer-gr9up6, whethe: in or outside the region. Instead, the guiding
imperative were to be the reality of the issue being examined,ln both
factualand perceived form, and this too in the context of its practical
possibilities in term of significance, researchability, and so on. Every
opportunity was to be provided for the involvement of researchers
from different disciplinary backgrounds and perspectives, incruding
those from business, the media, and governmental agencies,
irrespective of residence or nationality qualification.

Another conc€rn, like for the Institute as a whole, was whether
the Programme should engage in conhact or short-term, policy-rerated
rcsearch or in the preparation of reports and position papers for
particular agencies or governmental departments. The consehsus on
this was that like the rest of the Institute,s operatiory RSSp should
eschew such activities, and instead concentrate on long-term, indepth
study of issues of import to the region, and in the process seeli to
strengthen understanding of the basics of southeast Aiian security, as
well as enlTge the pool of southeast Asian expertise on the security
problems of the region.

This approadr, it was felt too, would avoid falling into the trap
of chasing money by seeking to fit into prevailing fashion or trends in
research abroad or locally, or for that matter at the headquarters of
funding agerries. In other words, the initiation and design of research
proiects would and should be the prerogative of the programme and
rypport was to be sought accordingly. The Prograrrrme was aware that
this decision could make the gamering of support for its plans
problematic, especially in an environment, both internationa[ and
domestic, where there were many people ,who know the cost of
everything but the value of nothing'. But this price was considered
wgll worth paylng for the nurhrring and deveibpment of sustained
scholarship on the security imperatives of the regibn in an unfettered
nranner.

Finally, it was the assessment of the programme that ethnic,
tribal, linguistic, and religious differences within several of the
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Southeast Asian natiory together with the widening economic and

social gap between mling elites and the masses, probably constituted
the biggest threat to their longer-term stability and security. In short,
the primary threat to Southeast Asian stability and security appeared
to be not so much external invasion, but internal revolution, unrest,
and subversion. Put in another way, the basic problems of the region
were not so much of a military nature but more of an economic and
social character.

In emphasizing the domestic and regional variables affecting
Southeast Asian security, the Programme knew that the broader
external dimensiorL both in military and non-military term, were iust
as critical and could not be neglected. It nevertheless felt that the first
priority of work under its auspices should be, though not exdusively,
lhe illumination of the socioconomic underpinnings of questions of
regional sability and security, or what subsequently came to be

termed the 'software' aspects of security as against its hardward
components.

Maior Research Proiects

7. Sourca of Armen Instability: As a start, investigations here centred on
the nature and bases of revolutionary radical resistance, separatist and
Marxist-Leninist movements in Southeast Asia and their implications
for regional security. This was followed by an analysis and evaluation
of the character, as well as the relative successes and failures, of the
policies and practices adopted by the governments concerned in
combating armed opposition movements in the region - or as one
participant-observer wryly put it, the impact and implications for
security of legalized violence'.

The completed studies and the subsequent discussions on
them showed, and not totally surprisingly, that, intu alia, many of the
revolutionary, separatist or subversive movements in much of the
region were at least partly, if not largely, rooted not so much in
ideological grounds, irredentist philosophies, or any overweening
search for identity or other similar causes, as in the need for adequate

employment opportunities, and for economic and social iustice and
advancement. In several instances the prevailing situations tended to
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be aggravated by poorly executed or ill-conceived govemmental
policies and rnanagernent decisions.

2. Ludaship anil Suuity in Southust z{sia; Both the Centre for Strategic
and International Studies (C$S), Iakarta, and ISEAS had for some time
noted that studie on the subiect of national security and national
well-being nearly always rehrrned to the conclusion that the level of
political stability and national well-being in any country appeared to
be a function of its economic, political, and military strengths: the
endowment and development of economic resources, the cohesion of
the body politic, the ability of a people to stay on a course of actiory
and the development of a credible military capability. The X' factor,
whichdirectly enhanced or weakened these other factors or combined
them to produce a context of security, was leadership. Leadership
through its definition of problems and issues, inspiration, and
nvrnagement roles seemed to shape the perception, as well as the
actual attainrnent, of political stability and national well-being through
the security and developmental policies it pursued. The same applied
to greater regional resilience and cooperation, in terms of shared
mutual responsibilities, width of vision, and mutual rapport and
support. Moreover, the'founding', first generation of leaders had been
acutely awarre of this and had developed a consultative framework
through regular personal meetings and discussions. It was felt,
acrordingly, that it was imperative that such rapport should also be
developed amongst the upcoming echelons of future leaders, so as to
build upon gains made and to minimize areas of conflict or tension.

This need for wider regional contacts and broader
perspectives, it was thought, is all the more necessary for the younger
segments of the upcoming and emerging leadership. Rather than
meeting outside the regiory in large diffused or mixed gatherings
involving a whole host of non-Southeast Asians, these emerging
leaders should be able to do so as an ASEAN group in an ASEAN
setting thereby hopefully generating the appropriate ambience and
chemistry conducive to the nurturing and forging of the desired
personal links, as well as the necessary regional awareness in general
and that pertaining to ASEAN in particular. With this in mind, CSIS
and ISEAS rnoved to convene a Conferance on Emaging.I*ailrship in
Southust AsianBali in September 1988.
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The meeting was unanimously deemed to have been well
worth the effort. It was, moreiover, decided that it should be an annual
affair,with the necessary and desirable 'phasing in' of new members

and the 'graduation' of others each year.

Parallelling the foregoing, the RSSP developed a research
proiect on Ludqship anil Security in Southeast Asin. lt aims to examine
the pa.tterns of leadership roles and leadership succession and
regeneration under different regimes, as well as the linkage between
certain types of political institution and national security. This analysis

is intended to highlight the need for a better understanding of how

iudicious security nunagement in conjunction with the development
of key institutions can contribute directly to national and regional
stability. This last aspec! that is the institutional dimensions of the
linkage between leadership and security, is proving to be the most

challenging, and the investigations are still in progress.

3. Defence anil Danelopmail in Southust Asia: For quite some time
researchers at the Institute have been disturbed by the thrust and
mode of research relating to iurns control and disarmarnent,
particularly as it has related to the Asian Third World' Not only has

this work been undertaken primarily by individuals and organizations
from outside the region but the presentations and conclusions have
been unduly over-laid with moral, or pacifist concerns and overtones.
The expectations too have often been rather sanguine, in the sense that
all that appeared to be needed to achieve national niroana was to rale
down drastically, or better still abolish altogether, defence

expenditures and standing armies. Quite apart from intellectual
argurnenb to the contrary, such pontifications by outsiders in the
context of Third World realities have had only limited impact, for there
is little to be gained in lecturing the developing world's latterday
ilan-rajas or military leaders on the moral and philosophical virtues of
disarrnament and defence cut-backs.

On the other hand, work on the problems of defence spending
in terms of the allocation of scarce resources undertaken by
independent-minded but concerned and empathetic local scholars and
institutions could be quite another proposition. It would be especially
so if such research were to be conceptualized not solely around
postulates of ethics or morality but, more realistically, on the basis of
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existing threats to security, and in terms of the benefits to be accrued
through an optimal use of national resources to achieve maximum
national well-being. This concept would include national defence as an
intqgral part of tlre various measures utilized by governments to
achieve longer-term and enhanced national stability and development.
In other words, in this context, defence in its military dimensions is
taken to be only one means of promoting national security and
stabi[ty, with other elenenb such as education, food, health,
agnorlture, industry, and so on being equal if not even shonger
players in the overall national matrix for the well-being of the
population and nation as a whole. Accordingly, the allocation of
national regourc€s would need to be so managed as to achieve
maximum benefits for the corunon good. If in this process it could be
shown that a greater allocation of resources to, say, general
development crculd lead to even greater national stability and security,
thary say, when the sarne monies are spent on weapon systems - or,
alternatively, if it could be demonstrated that more effective
rnanagement of military expenditures could greatly enhance existing
defence capabilities - it could lead to the opening of many eyes. In time
this would hopefully even lead to a reduction of wasteful
expenditures, whilst at the same time in no way diminishing the
fighting qualities of a nation's defence establishment.

With this in mind, the Programme was of the view that the
time had corrc to branch out and conceptualize work on defence and
arms conbol issues in quite a different and bold manner, at least as far
as Southeast Asia was concerned.

Ae a step in this directiory the RSSP initiated a research project
in 1985 under the rubric Defarce anil Dnelopment in southeast tlsia to
understand better the defence policies and military establishments of
southeast Asian nations and their bearing upon national and regional
well-being. It was based on the premise that security and defence are
inseparable and, thus, occupy a position of high priority in the national
plannilg of all Southeast Asian countries. Defence spending, in
particular, could not be divorced from the issue bf national
development although it was closely related to security concepts,
theat _percgptigns, and changes in modern weapons technology.
Similarly, the link between defence spending and development
expenditure could not be dismissed lightly and there wds a dire need
for research to determine the ideal balance between both these
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important spheres of public expenditure. Any study_of defencn and

development issues in-southeast Asia, therefore, could not but accord

the hi;hest priority to the problem of the optimum allocation of
regources to meet security and defence needs and of their cost

effectiveness. Indeed, it has been the Programme's contention that only
by looking at the issue of the optirnal allocation of defence resourcEs -
which achieves tlre triple goals of a reduction in defence expenditures,
a possible reallocation of resources to productive socioeconomic use,

ana tne simultaneous attainment of credible security - that confidence

building will, by that very process, become af4it accompll

Topics in this study included linkages betweel defence and

development in the context of nation-building by looking at threat
percepiiot s, the military mind, and arms Procurement patterns. The

ippro-aA adopted was to combine conceptual overviews of each of the

three topics with more empirical country studies. At the same time, the

program hoped to break new ground by ensuring that-the-research

6utp"t of these studies was presented for discussion and debate to a
unique mix of both scholars and senior miliary and government
officials from the region. No less than thirty-three scholars conducted
research over three years, and the results have been published in three

separate volumes.

These publications, together with an International Conference

on Defence and DeveloPnrcnt held in Bangkok in fanuary 1990, and
the preceding National Dissemination Seminars organized in each

ASEAN country to inform a wider, especially military, audience of the
work in the proiect on Det'ence anil Danelopment, stimulated
considerable interest in both the research findings to date and the

potential for further work. At the same time research conditions

lppeared particularly favourable in that the Institute has been

piomisea cooperation and support by many key organizations in the
region.

Based on this, the Institute is proposing further work along the

following lines, spread over three phases:

a. Arms and Defence Planning in Southeast Asia;

b. ASEAN,Indochina, and East Asia: Defence Spending
and Economic Growth; and
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c. Arms Procurement and Defence Production: Military
Trcnds and Economic Implications.

ln fact the first proiect on Arms anil Defnce Phnning in Southeast ,kia,
is already in progress.

It is possible that the cooperation that the Programme has
secured from military and defence establishments in the region could
be misconstrued as the Programme lending itself to the furtherance of
the cause of the military or as serving as an apology for militarists or
the regimes in power. Hardly, if one is to compare the significance and
vitality of the security debate in the region these days with the
situation prevailing say 1G15 years ago, when security was still
viewed as a knock on one's door at three o'clock in the morning and
endlng up in a detention celL Today, Southeast Asian generali and
other defence personnel are willing to participate freely in probing,
and to engage in sharp debates on, topics like The Military in
Business', Defence Procurement Policies and Procedures, and ,Has the
Coup Becorrc a Southeast Asian Political Institution?,, and this too not
only in the company of just academics and other scholars but that of
their erstwhile sworn communist and terrorist enemies, now turned
reporters and raconteurs. Such a development underscores the
growing legitirnary and expansion of shategic studies, as well as that
of an expanding public interest and confidence in open discussions of
formerly taboo securlty. At d if any greater proof of the efficacy or
appropriabness of the Programme's approach was required then there
is the request from the international funding agency which first
supported the project on Defence anil Danlopment as to whether the
RSSP could now assist in developing similar proiects for Latin America
and South Asia - in the case of the latter with a major world-wide
organization devoted to the furtherance of peace!

4. Major ,Asian Powers anil the Saurity of Southwst Asia: A natural
extension of the Programmds ongoing studies on regional security and
domestic politics, as well as a reflection of the growing economit and
political linlcages between the region and the wider asia/paciric, this
propct is the first scholarly effort, from a Southeast Asian perspective,
to examine the whole question of the traditional roles and interests of
maix Asian powers in the security of Southeast Asia and how they are
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likely to change in the immediate future and with what implications.
As a start, the project aims to address, at least, the following themes:

l. Southeast Asian regional perceptions of China and

Iapan and of their prospective roles in the future, with
some discussion of their historical roots as well as

their capacity for independent action in the region
irrespective of their international alignments;

2. the autonomous strategic policies of China and fapan
in the Asia/Pacific context and their likely impact on
Southeast Asian regional security;

3. the economic dimension of ]apan's current role, and
later China's role, and their bearing on the regional
security environment; and

4. the implications for Southeast Asian security of the
existing and future interactions between China and

fapan and Southeast Asian stereotypes of them.

In view of a growing interest in the region, as well as in terms
of its own intrinsic merit, it was felt that the seriousness of the Indian
strategic obpctives in Southeast Asia should also be carefully
evaluated, particularly with regard to their relevance in a possible new
balance of power situation arising in the region in the future. The end

of the Cold War and the likely shifts in the order of Power among the
rnapr Asian states, arnong which China, |apan and India stand out
rather prominently, was only an added impetus. In any case Southeast
Asia could not afford to remain imprisoned by experiences of their
past, especially in view of the fact that China's and |apan's links with
the regiory and in time to come likewise those of India, would not only
persist for a long time, but are likely to become increasingly more
significant.

5. Dmtrcratic Practica antl Concqtualization of Power in Southast Asin
I-ooking ahead, though it may be too early to unreservedly accept the

thesis that the Asia/Pacific region and particularly Southeast Asia will
experience the almost irresistible shategic movement away from
geopolitics to geoeconomics, as appears to be happening in other Parts
of the world, it nevertheless is improbable that great national
celebrations in the decade ahead are likely to commemorate great
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military victories. Rather, the litmus test of success will lie in the ability
of nations and leaders to survive and thrive in an increasingly
competitive and troublesome market-place, whilst at the same time
coping with the ever-rising expectations and demands for higher
qualities of life and for greater openness and participation in the
decision-rnaking processes of their respective societies. These
dernands, if anything, are getting even stronger with the progress of
economic development and greater social and political sophisticatiory
leading many scholars and political commentators to conclude that if
improperly mismanaged or insensitively handled they could constitute
one of the mapr challenges to the stability and security of the region in
the years ahead. However, in accommodating such aspirations, the
Southeast Asian nations and societies cannot afford to lose momentum
in their drive for social and economic betterment or their collective and
individual competitiveness. Nor can they afford to degenerate into
fractious, ontentious systems of opposing for opposition sake,
wedded to nihilistic, unproductive pursuits. Instead, movement
towards greater political liberalism and participatory decision-making
processes should lead to even greater commitments to the larger
societal and national good.

The RSSP has of late been intrigued by these challenges and
their possibilities and is presently in the process of developing an
extended research proposal that would essentially address such
conc€rns as the following: how is the bansition to be achieved, that is
towards greater political participatiory or greater 'democrag/, if this
term is to be preferred? How is this to be managed whilst ensuring the
now much valued Asian economic and social drive, and the family and
gFoup solidarity? In other words, the achievement of greater national
cons€rurus that would ensure both greater liberalism and increasing
productivity and competitiveness?

What political institutions and measures would achieve
oblectives like the foregoing? Up to now, the relevant political
institutions in Asia have been largely based on Westminster or Capitol
Hill or other Western models. These have not fared well. Indeed, many
have been counter-productive, especially as they have been culturally
alien concepts transplanted into societies which by and large have no
empathetic or corresponding value systems, that is those relating to,
say, individual rights or privacy. Instead, the Asian world has been
ba$ed much more on values emphasizing responsibilities and duties
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and the tommons'. Concepts like one man one vote, sanctity of the

ballot box, and individual privacy are acquired values and desires. ln
any c.ree, older, traditional world-views based on such concepts as

dam-raja,and those relating to hierarchy and status according to one's

birth, wealth and so on, have not necessarily disappeared from the
scene, if the readiness with which the rich buy power, and the
higNy-placed buy votes, are any indications to go by. In fact, much of
this is percnived as being only natural !

The country where sorre of the more desirable Western

concepts have been successfully adapted to the local scene in the
post-World War II Perid is japan. fapan is seen as a functbning
democracy. Moreovei, itis alapanae form of democracy, based on and
integrated into the fapanese social and cultural mora and practices. In
the process the undeilying JaPanese values of hard work, loyalty and
diripline have not been drastically altered. Indeed, if anything,IaPal
continues to be as industrious and as competitive as ever before, and
this tm at all levels of human endeavour. In short, fapan and the

]apanese are both'international' and Japanesd.

It is this attribute of the fapanese model which is becoming
increasingly attractive to other Asians. C-an these Asians too evolve
instihrtions that would allow for the greater political pluralism
demanded by their Westernized, richer, better educated young, yet
continue to carry forward the more desirable asPects of their Asian
cultures, that is those values seen as promoting frugality, hard work,
discipline, respect for elders, and so on - all contributing to growing
and greater economic development and social betterment and the
continuing enhancernent of the individual, the family and the nation?

In the process these Asians perhaps could even develop their
own version of democrary, that is, say, a Korean democracy, a

Malaysian democrary and a Thai demosacy, whilst remaining
essentially Koreans, Malaysians and Thais, but all moving up the
economic and social ladder in competitive and productive terms.
Furthermore, in developing along these lines, these Asian societies
rray even have something to contribute to political theoty and the art
of governance, rather than being merely passive consumers and
guardians of third or fourth rate caricatures of alien hand-me-down
political systems and institutions.
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Procesg

Choice of RwarchTopics: The Regional Strategic Studies Programme is
often asked how it chooses ib subiects of enquiry. There is really no
great mystery about this. The Programme is no proverbial ivory tower.
Its involvement in regional affairs is both contemporary and direct.
While seeking to be scholarly and balanced, it is also practical, and
keepe ib ear dose to the ground in terms of changing realities and
nuances. At the sarne time it welcomes new ideas, suggestions and
advice from everyone, a conduct not very dissimilar to that
exemplified by the Gandhian aphorism: 'I like the windows of my
house to be open for winds from all directions to blow through them,
but I refuse to be swept off my feet by therni. In other words, the
Programnre seb its own research priorities, guided by intellechral
considerations and the significance and achievability of the enteqprise
to be embarked upon.

Seletion of Researchus.' As an idea begins to gel, a coordinator or
coordinators, that is a leader, is appointed to shepherd the potential
proiect from its srnallgroup brain-storming beginnings, to its planning
and full research proposal stage, including the selection of the likely
researchers to be involved. One of the prime considerations bome in
mind in the choice of researchers is that they should be able to form
teams comprising both experienced and younger researchers,
including women as a part of the effort to draw more of their numbers
into the research and informal training processes of the Programme
relating to regional and security studies. Similarly, to ensure as wide a
range of perspectives as possible, researchers come into projects on the
basis of their particular expertise for the purposes at hand rather than
on account of nationality or other such considerations.

The RSSP also has an 'internship' scheme as a part of the
lnstitute's overall aim to develop Southeast Asian expertise on the
region and to attract younger Southeast Asian scholars in the hope that
the rnore promising among them would be stimulated to pursue
strategic studies as a long-term commitment. This scheme is
parallelled by another - that is, one that allows younger American,
Australiary |apanese, European, and other scholars to be attached to
the Institute and the Programme, with the obiective of allowing for the
development of contacts and shared experiences between them and
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their Southeast Asian cohorts, as well as promoting sustained and
continuous international interest in Southeast Asian affairs. This is
deemed essential if the world is to keep itself adequately and
effectively inforrned of changes and developments in the region in any
long-term, worthwhile fashiory as opposed to short-term ail-lacism,

Netutorking In order constantly to enrich and renew its already
extensive network, the Programme has the practice too of encouraging
the informal attachment or association of staff and researchers from
universities and other research institutions to allow for the tapping of a
wider pool of expertise, as well as providing the individuals involved
a much appreciated outlet through the Programme for the publication
of their completed research. Likewise, links have been established with
institutions interested in security affairs, including the International
Institute for Strategic Studies in london, and other similar institutions
and universities in the region and beyond, including, of course, those
in Australia.

Workshops: These are an essential component of RSSP activities and
moilus o anili. Once a set of research papers are completed, they are
presented at a workshop where the drafts are discussed and
commented upon. In addition to the researchers involved, invitees to
these workshops include academics and other specialists, government
officials, and defence and media personnel. For instance, in the three
workshops of the proiect on Det'ence anil Dnelopment, out of a total of
eighty participants, forty-two were academics, twenty-two were senior
military officers, six were goverrunent officials, and ten were from the
media and private organisations. All of them conhibute to and
hopefully benefit from such meetings. Furthermore, this mix of
participants allows for both a better feedback on the individual papers
- thereby ensuring a better quality end product - whilst at the same
time facilitating an earlier dissemination of research findings.

Experience has shown that the workshops also allow for the
application of madmum social pressure among peers, and go a long
way towards ensuring delivery of drafts of papers on tirne and as
required.
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Publication: It is the aim of the RSSP that at the end of each project, the
completed papers and the discussion should lead to their publication
in book or rnnograph form for international dishibution in the RSSp
series, Isszes in Southust Asian Suuri{r, which now includes more than
a dozen titles.

Additionaly, there are the ad hrc publications based on other
shdies associated with the RSSP or with the related programs at
ISEAS or elsewhere, as well as the program's quarterly journal,
Contatryrary Soutleast z4siz, devoted essentially to stralegic and
international affairs, and its new series, Pacifc Shategic papas. The
latter focus on current issues in the field of strategic studies pertaining
to the Asia/Pacific regiory and aim at a broad readership ranging from
the serious academic specialist to the well-informed observerln the
corporate and public sectors.

Funiling All mairr research undertakings of the RSSp are supported by
funds raised from international funding agencies, the practlce being

lhatthe Programme plans a particular research activity ind then seeks
funding for it, and never the other way around. In this respect the
Programne has benefited immeasurably by the understanding shown
and the support provided by several Foundations, particuhrly the
Ford and the Rockefeller Foundations, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund,
the International Development Research Centres flDRC) in Canada,
the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, and the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation.

Implications and Prospects

Great attention is being paid to the emergence of the Southeast
Asian region as an important economic and political force in East Asia
and the Pacific. The six nations belonging to the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) - Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippine, Singapore, and Thailand - have formed bilater;U% and
regionally in the ASEAN dialogues, significant links to the developed
economies of ttrc world. The ASEAN states have sought to create a
frarnework for political and economic cooperation and harmonization
of policies.
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It is appropriate at this point to discuss ASEAN in terms of
greater interrneshing and interdependence: economic, social, and
increasingly political. In the s.ilne way there is a security dimension to
this intermeshing or interdependence which becomes more evident as

the pace of ASEANI cmperation accelerates in the different aspects of
national and regional behaviour. Although at the broadest level the
sectrrity of the ASEAN states is embedded in the international system,
at the sub'system level the analysis of security issues involves
variables that are regional and local, not global. As well as being
related to the wider international environment the study of Southeast

Asian security must therefore be set in its indigenous, Southeast Asian
context. It is only in the real Southeast Asian context that security
policy responses by the ASEAN states, or for that matter those of their
indochina counterparts and Myanmar, can be relevant in terms of
allocation and management of state resources.

Yet, gazing over the world of Southeast Asian studies as a
whole, or its different components, including strategic studies, the past
is strewn with the bleaching bones of nascent and full-blown theories,
sophisticated noumerul, seductive models, amended concepts and
postulates, and such like. In short, suppositions and propositions of
every sort and description, but ones which only end up shangling
themselves by their. own complexities and incongruities of conception
and construction. Neither is there any indication that the authors of the
foregoing modes of analysis, or their students, have learnt anything
from the fate of their experiments or assertion. Indeed, almost as if to
prove the poputar axiom that'man does not learn from histor5/, they
go on their merry way developing more Eurocentric, global
deterministic, mono{ausal or other similar, and now familiar, models
and theories, provoking at least one critic to remark that 'a strategist is
a person trained academically to guess the future wrong with
enorrnous conf idence'.

Luckily for Southeast Asia, the region got its priorities right, in
that a thorough knowledge of the realities of the region, and
particularly so of the complexities of the individual countries, was a
sine qua non for any meaningful understanding of the underlying
security imperatives or of any matters pertaining thereto. This
approach has been only reinforced by the Southeast Asians living close
to actual reality in its varied and multi-faceted ramifications. This was
only natural, and a necessary and practical step in the right direction,
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given the youthfulness of Southeast Asian scholarship and the rapidity
of change, often reqgiring the learning of new vocabularies in order to
communicaE with new audiences almost on a daily basis. Besides,

there is no single or testd formula or mode of analysis guaranteeing
full urderstanding of all ttre intricacies and peculiarities involved, and
the Southeast Asian approadr to the study of their reality is probably
as sound and seruible as any. What is tnore, in the Process they are
buildiag up an invaluable c\o{pus of first-hand knowledge - indeed a

delicacy of perception - before moving on to more esoteric analytical
exercises. But it b to be hoped that even when venturing into such
so<alled higher-levels of intellectual endeavour, or in attempting to
set Southeast Asia in its wider global context, they would not forget
the basics: narnely, that Southeast Asians need always to keep their
feet planted fitnly in realms of the real and not irnagined reality,
because in the final analysis it is a full understianding of what
Southeast Asia actually is that counts. In any case, isn't this what
regional straFgic studies are all about?
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APPENDIX I'
A SELECT LIST OF INSTITUTES OF INTERNATIONAL

REI.ATIONS AND STRATEGIC STUDIES IN SOUTHEASTASIA
l99l

1. Asian Center

University of the Philippines
1101 Diliman, Quezon City
Philippines
Tel No: 967827, 967U7, 980909

Fax 9K780
Telex 2231 UPDILPU

The Asian Center grew out of the Institute of Asian Studies
which was established in 1955. The IAS was a res€arch institution
devoted to the promotion and advancement of studies on Asia in the
University of the Philippines. Through Republic Act 5334, the Asian
Center was formallyorganized in 1968.

The Center undertakes research, has an ongoing publications
program, and initiates outreach and community services for interested
parties. It also provides a venue for Filipino and foreign specialisb on
Asia and the Pacific to exchange views and insights and to enable them
to undertake ioint teaching and research activities.

Dean: Dr Artemio D. Palongpalong

2. Center for Integrative and Development Studies (CIDS)

Office of the President
University of the Philippines
Dilirnan, Quezon City 3004
Philippines
Tel No: 973il0, 982477, 98967 6
Fax 999697

' This forms part of a largu Dircctmy of Inslitutes ol lnternatbnal Rclatbns enil Strrebgic
Stuilits in fuutlre st Asil that is currently ln preparation at the lnstitute of Southeast
Asian Studies.
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The University of the Philippines encourages the academic
community to scntribuF its expertise towards the solution of the
nation's priority problems which have of late become compelling due
to the rapid and inter<onnected changes in the national, regional and
international environment. It was in this light that the Board of
Regents of the University established the Center for Integrative and
Developnnnt Studies (CIDS) at its gzth and 978th meetings held on
13 fune 1985 and 25 August 1985 respectively.

The objectives and functions of the Center are to develop
organize and manage through a system of Fellows, research on critical
issues of national priority which, because of inherent compledty,
require a multidisciplinary and collaborative approach as well as
research methods and skills of high sophistication.

The organisational structure of CIDS consists of the Advisory
Council comprising rrpmbers appointed by the University President
from arnong alumni, the government, private sector, and outstanding
regional and international scholars and educators who subscribe to the
Center's obictives and goals. The composition of the Council and the
tenure of its rnembers are determined by the President.

The Drector of the C-enter is appointed by the President of the
University.

Drector: Dr fose Endriga

3. Centrc for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)

falan Tanah Abang m/B-27
falorta 10160
Indonesia
Tel No: 356532-5, 3W9637-9
Fax (02D375317
Telex 45164 CENTRE IA
Cable: CSISJakarta

Ttre origins of CSIS can be traced back to the early 1960s when
a number of Indonesian scholars both within and outside the countqy
got together to consider the idea of establishing an, organization
devoted to shategic and international studies. The idea became a
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reality through the active support of two former personal assistanb of
the President, the laE Generals Ali Moertopo and Soedpno

Hoemardani, and the forrnation of the Yayasan Proklamasi in July
lgTl tD sponsor CSIS and its activities. The CSIS, thus, was formally
established on 1 Sepbmberl977.

The CSIS main activities consist of policy-oriented studies on
both domestic and international affairs. It has an active publications
program that includes various types of books and monographsas well
is perioaicats in the Indonesian language and a well+stablished
purnat in English, The lniloneian Qurtaly. The CSIS is also one of the
most active organizers of international and regional conferences and
seminars both within Indonesia and at the international level. It has a

well-stocked Library containing books and periodicals as well as a
newspaper clippings service.

The CSIS is govemed by a Board of Directors which lays down
the policies that are then implemented by an Executive Drector who,
in turn, comes under a Supervisory Board. There are three divisions -
External Affairs, Publications and Administration while the
Executive Director coordinates four other Departments, namely,
Political Affairs, Economic Affairs, International Affairs and
Socio{ultural Affairs.

Chairman, Board of Directors: Dr Daoed foesoef
Chairman, Supervisory Board: Mr fusuf Wanandi
Executive Drector: Dr M. Hadi Soesastro

4. Instihrte of Asian Shrdies 0AS)

Chulalongkorn University
Phyathai Road
Bangkok 10500
Thailand
Tel No: El -5199, 257-7985, 252477
Fax: (62)85-1724
Telex 2D276IASCHLJLTH
Cable INSTASIA BANGKOK

The IAS in an interdisciplinary research and service

organisation established in1967 in chulalongkorn university as a unit
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of the Faorlty of Political Science. Its activities expanded considerably,
epecially after 1979, and the upgrading of its status became
warranted. Consequently on 10 May 1985, it was officially recognized
as a separate University Irutitute, a status equivalent to that of a
University Faculty.

Among its oblectives, the IAS was established to promote a
better understanding of Thailand and of the rest of Asia both within
and outside Thailand. Its activities, therefore, include the conduct of
research and the dissemination of academic knowledge on Asian
countries and Asian affairs. The IAS publishes the ,*ian Raniau, a
periodical purnal in Thai with English abstracts.

The lnstitute is organized into four divisions, namely, the
Administrative Divisioru Academic Division, Community Service
Division and Special Programs Division.

The structure is dictated by the objectives, functions and
contents of the Institute's activities.

Drector: Dr Khien Theeravit

5.Instihrte of Policy Studies (IPS)

Hon Sui Sen Memorial Ubraly Building
Kent Ridge Drive
Singapore 05 11
TelNo: n9-2633
Fax:77747ffi

The IIIS was formed as a public company limited by guarantee
in Singapore on 29 Decemberl9&7.

As a think-tank, the objectives of the IPS are to promote
interest and srudies in Singapore's political, cultural and historical
heritage; to promote studies of issues affecting Singapore's future and
to provide a forum for discussions of these issues; and to undertake
rcsearch on issues relevant to Singapore's past, present and future and
to publish the rcsults of such research. The IPS has a Board of
Governors which is responsible for formulating its policies. Mr C,oh
ChokTong ltime Minister, is its patron.
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The IIIS organizes courses, lecturers, roundtable discussions
and seminarc on topical issues which are of interest to Singaporeans. It
also conducts research on issues of national concern and runs
non-residential courses on the history and politics of Singapore to
provide the participants, who are policy-makers in both the public and
private sectors, with a better understanding of the Singapore
environment.

Its publications include an Occasional Paper Series, A Regional
Speakers Lecture Series, and books and monographs.

Director: Professor Tommy Koh
Duprrty Director: Dr I-ee Tsao Yuan

6. Institute of Security and International Studies (ISIS)

Faculty of Political Science, Building 3
Chulalongkorn Universi ty
Bangkok 10330
Thailand
Tel No:251-3131-5 Ext 23, ?5.3-26116

Fax: (6f,2) 253-26trc, (6f,2) 251-3835
Teler 20217UNICULTH

ISIS was established as the Southeast Asian Studies Program
within the Faculty of Political Science, Chulalongkorn University, in
1981. In February 1982 it was turned into an institution officially
sanctioned by Chulalongkorn University and entrusted with the task
of conducting independent, academic research on and disseminating
knowledge of intemational issues.

It identifies the following areas as being top priority: research,
seminars and conferences, public lectures and panel discussions, and
academic services. The primary function of ISIS is to promote research
in crucial political, military and socio-economic issues affecting the
security of Thailand and Southeast Asia. Past research projects include
studies of Thailand's defence and foreign policies, various aspects of
the Thai communist insurgency problem, and the Cambodian conflict.
Another main area of activities of ISIS is the organization of public
lectures and panel discussions on security and international issues.
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The Drector of ISIS is responsible for directing the day-today

affairs of ttre Institute and also for formulating varioul progrims ani
activities thereof. The overall responsibility for policy 

-decisions 
and

implementatiory as well as budgeting, belongs tothe Executive Board
comprising seven nnmbers drawn from chulalongkorn university,
Thammasat university, the Thailand Development Research Institule
and the Social Science Association of Thailand.

Chairman: Dr Kusuma Snitwongse
Drector: M R Sukhumbhand Paribatra

T. rnstifirte of strategic and rnternational studies osls) Malaysia

No 1, Pesiaran Sultan Salahuddin
P O Box 12424
5028 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
Tel No: 29T9%, 293-9369, Z9g-9J80
Fax (603) 293-9430, 29T9375
Telex MA3l679
Cable: ISISMA Kuala Lumpur

ISIS Malaysia was established as a company limited by
guarantee under the Companies Act in 1983.

_ -ISIS 
Ivlalaysia undertakes studies on a wide range of strategic

and- pohcy issues directly relevant to national interesls and pudlic
welfare. These studies encompass International Affairs, Defence,
National security, National and International Economics,
Nation-Building, Nationa] _Unity, Science, Technology and Industry
and Energy and National Resources. It has excellenl-library facilities
and 1 wide range of publications that includes books, monographs,
occasional papers and newsletters. It also organizes iegitar
international, regional and national seminars and conferences.

ISIS is governed by a twenty-one member board of directors of
whom nine are non-executive nominees of the government of Malaysia
who are appointed by the Prime Minister. The Institute's Articles of
Association- r,equire that a further nine members be elected by
members of the institute at an annual general meeting. The remaining
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three members are the Drector4eneral, the Deputy Director€eneral
(Studies) and the Drector of Finance. At the executive level, ISIS is

headed by a Drector4eneral, assisted by two Deputies, one

responsible for studies and the other for management.

Chairman: Tan Sri Tairul Abdiin Sulong
Director4enerat Dr Noordin Sopiee

S.Institute of SEategic Shrdies of Indonesia (ISSI)

Il Medan Merdeka Barat No 21

P O Box 2905

Jakarta 10110

Indonesia
Tel No: 380-2614

The ISSI or l.embaga Pengkaiian Strategis Indonesia (LIISD

was established by a group of individuals from the alumni body of the

National Institute of Defence or LEMHANAS, called Ikatan Alumni
LEMHANAS 0KAL-LEMHANAS). It was formally established on 10

November 1989.

It aims not only to bring together those who had attended
LEMHANAS but also others with an interest in political, economic,

socio-cultural, defence and security issues and the declared obiective
of its work is to be guided by the twin pillars of Indonesian national
resilience and ASEAN regional resilience. ISSI is the publisher of a
bimonthly purnal entitled TELSTRA (Telaah Strategis or Sttategic

Rnied which is intended to be a medium for the dissemination and
promotion of shategic thinking. It began publication in july-August
1989 and is bilingual using both Indonesian and English.

The organization of ISSI is divided between the Founding
Council of LI'ISI or Yayasan L[5I, the Board of Trustees or Dewan
Pembina and the Management Board or Dewan Pengurus. The Council
of LPSI includes, .rmong others, the Minister of Home Affairs, General
(Retd) Rudini, the Coordinating Minister for Political and Security
Affairs, Admiral (Retd) Sudomo, and the Chief of Staff of the
Indonesian Army.
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Executive Head: MaiGen (Retd) Soebijakto

9. Malaysian International Afrairs Forum MIAF)

c/o Department of History
Universigr of Malaya
59100 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
Tel No: 755-nffi Ext 269 / 279

The MIAF began life as the International Affairs Forum of the
Malaysian Economic Association (MEA) in September 7978 with its
base being established at the Department of Histoqy of the University
of lv{alaya. The MEA itself had been traditionally based in the Faculty
of Economics and Administration of the University of Malaya. As
originally planned, the Inbrnational Affairs Forum formally detached
itself from the MEA in |uly 1985 and renamed itself the MIAF.

The MIAF depends to a large extent on the support of the
academic community, particularly around Kuala Lumpur, although it
has in recent years attempted to widen its membership among
goverrrment officials, military officers and media people. Its activities
are rnainly confined to hosting regular talks and discussions as well as
undertaking more formal regional and international conferences.

It is managed by a cpmmittee of volunteers elected by the
membership at an annual general meeting.

President DrTakana Ha[ Ahmad

10. Sturgapore Institute of International Affairs (SIIA)

c/o Department of Political Science
National University of Singapore
Kent Ridge
Singapore G511

Tel No:772-3972
Fax n9-2779
Telex RSS ll1l NUSPER
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The SIIA was founded by a group of academics from the
National University of Singapore, then called the University of Malaya
in Singapore, who believed that there was a need for a forum to
promote greater understanding of current international affairs among
Singaporeans and other residents in Singapore.

The SIIA was registered as a society under the Societies'Act in
1961. In pursuance of its obiective of encouraging discussion of current
affains, the SIIA organizes talks, international conferences and special
cours€s. The SIIA also oversees the publication of occasional PaPers on
matters of general interest as well as Conference proceedings.

The SIIA is govemed by a Council comprising 12 members
who are elected biannually. Two members are also co-opted to the
Council by ordinary members. It is headed by its Chairman, who is
elected from among the members of the Council.

Chairman: Mr S. Chandra Das, M.P.
First Vice{hairman: Dr Iau Teik Soon, M.P.
Director: Dr I-ee Lai To

ll.Institute of Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS)

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies
Heng Mui Keng Terrace
Pasir Panjang
Singapore 05 11

Tel No:778-055
Fax: n8-1735
Telex: RS37068 ISEAS

ISEAS was established by an Act of Parliament as an
autonomous organization in 1968. It is a regional research centre for
scholars and other specialists concemed with modern Southeast Asia,
particularly the many-faceted problems of stability and security,
economic development, and political and social change. Work in these

areas is organised under four programs of research: ASEAN Economic
Research Unit (AERU), Regional Strategic Studies Programme (RSSP),

Social Issue in Southeast Asia (SISEA), and Southeast Asian Cultural
Programrne (SEACUP). Though functioning as self<ontained units,
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they mutually benefit and reinforce one another's work and all, in
tum, crcnfibute to the unique advantages and strengths of the
Irutitute, including a rnajor research library and publications program.

The Institute is governed by a twenty-two.member Board of
Trustees comprising nominees from the Singapore Government, the
National University of Singapore, the various Chambers of Commerce,
and professional and civic organisations. A ten-man Executive
Committee oversaes day-today operations; it is chaired by the
Drector, the Institute's chief academic and administrative officer.

The Regional Strategic Studies Programme GSSP) was set up
in 1981 in response to the need to supplement global concepts and
methods of analysis with a closer understanding of the realities in the
region; to ensure that much of this is done in the region and with as
much input as possible by Southeast Asians themselves, thereby
leading to the creation of a body of expertise on securi$r issues
resident in the region; and to see that, in terms of Southeast Asian
participation, there would be greater involvement of the different
sbands of Southeast Asian opinion and expertise, including not only
the academic community but also goverrunent and military personnel,
mass media, and, as the opportunity arises, the business and
commercial sectors. The major obiective is to encourage study of
various security issues and developments affecting the area.

Director: Professor K.S. Sandhu
RSSP Programme Plannen Professor Chai-Anan Samudavaniia
(Chulalongkorn Universi ty)
RSSP Ceordinator: Dr Chandran feshurun
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APPENDIXU
INSTITUTE OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES OSEAS) NUMBER
oF RESEARCH,PROFESSTONAL AND SUPPORT STAFF IIL,LY

1991

Category

Funded bY
Funded by lntemaHonal
Singapore and Other

C.'overnmcnt Grants

Supported
byOwn

Funds

I Reocarch Steff
i) DeputyDirecbr

Smior Associab Fellows
Smior Fellows
Fellows
Researdt Associatee

ii) Researdr Fellows
iv) Visiting Fellows

Visiting Associates

l8 16

5
15

a

J
15

65T20IE

II Cenhal Adminigtretion
i) Professional Staff
ii) Support Strff

III tibraty
D hofessional Staff
ii) Support Staff

IV Publicationr
i) Professional Staff
ii) Snpport Staff

6
19

6
l3

t
I

2
3

Z

3
3

J
14

5
6

JJ37

Notc to Category I ebove:
'Researdr Staff:
Researdr Fellows':
'Visiting Fellows/
Visiting Assoclated:

Mesrbers of the regular ISEAS rersearch staff
Researchers on short-term attadrments

Academics and other researdrers, induding pct-graduate
stud€nts, undertaking their own researdr while affiliated
with ISEAS for periods of time, usually not more than one
y@f .



CHAPTER 12

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENTS IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA

Kusuma Snitwongse

Inhoduction

Within the Cold War strategic environment of the past, the
nomorununist Southeast Asian countries had sought to create a
regional order that reflected its assumption that Southeast Asia was a
self<ontained subregion. Following this line of thinking, regional
security could best be served by a strategy of detachment and
self-reliance which found expression in the idea of turning Southeast
Asia into a Zotre of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality (ZOPFAN),
endorsed by the ASEAN members in 1971. This strategy replaced the
previous reliance on the United States to take care of external seorrity
problems which allowed the members, who were, on the whole,
relatively new states, to cope with their primary security concerns
which were closely related to the tasks of nation-building. These
concerns were considered basically domestic in nafure as most
goverrunents' legitimacy was being challenged by communists and
ethnic minorities in the form of subversion and armed insurgencies.
External threab were seen as indirect in that they mostly added fuel to
the existing indigenous problems.

What spurred the ASEAN countries to adopt ZOPFAN was
emerging signs that pointed to the impermanence of Pax Amuicana,
including the growing opposition to the Vietnam War in the United
States. Under ZOPFANI, an external power's guarantee was to be
replaced by the regional states managing their own regional order.
Underpinning ZOPFAITI would be the political stability and intemal
security of each ASEAN member which would, in turn, pre€mpt
external powers from intervening in domestic or regional affairs with
all the disruptive ramifications of their rivalries.
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The instruments for the management of regional order were
provided by the Bali Summit of 7976 in the forms of the Treaty of
Amity and Cooperation and the Declaration of the ASEAN Concord.
The perceived regional order was to also encompass the socialist
countries of the region.

However, from the very beginning there was shong evidence
that placed in doubt the feasibility of the strategy of achieving security
through detachment and self-reliance. A number of ASEAN member
countries showed reluctance to dispense with extemal, specifically US,
guarantees, and the removal of foreign bases was recorded as an
eventual goal with no definite time limit. Nevertheless, attempts were
made at creating some sort of balance of presence among the great
powers: the United States was asked to withdraw its bases from
Thailand; diplomatic relations were established with China by
Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines; and relations with the Soviet
Union were pursued more actively, albeit warily.

It became even nnre evident that Southeast Asia was not a
self<ontained region, in spite of its wishes. Conflict between Vietnam
and Cambodia, that culminated in Vietnam's invasion of the latter in
December 1978, soon divided Southeast Asia along the line of great
power alignments.

Emerging New Sbategic Parameters in the Post-Cold War Era

The end of the Cold War has changed the strategic landscape
of Southeast Asia in a way that is marked by uncertainty and
complexity at all levels be they international, regional or national. The
end of the Cold war has also brought to the fore security issues that
have hitherto been overshadowed by traditional geostrategic
considerations. They include economic and environmental issues
whose parameters are different from, although not necessarily
exclusive of, the geostrategic one.

Within the geostrategic parameter, the Southeast Asian
security environment has been affected by the passing of a bipolar
order while the emerging multipolarity is still full of uncertainties.

Initially, the ending of the Cold War can be said to have
brought about a more benign security environment. The danger from
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superpower confrontation dissipated almost entirely with the CSCE in
Paris in November 1990. This had already been preceded by the
normalization of Sino-Soviet relations in the previous year. 

- 
The

evident shift in great power relations from conflict to cooperatiory
although competition anrong them is not to be ruled out, has had
beneficial effect in Northeast and southeast Asia. In the southeast
Asial rqilon, this has resulted in an agreement by the permanent
members of the united Nations security council on the framework for
the settlement of the Cambodian conflict.

The Soviet Union contributes significantly to the more be.ig.
r*-".ity environment through its pursuit of an hctive disengagement'
po[cy which has lowered ib military profile in the region ind the
loosening of its ties with vietrram which was once identified as a mairr
threat to the region. It has, at the same time, followed through with
acrelerated efforts at promoting political and economic relations with
the ASEAN countries. That these moves have had the effect of
changing the perception of the ASEAN countries is evident in the
invitation extended to the soviet union to attend the opening of the
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting and meet with their foreign minilters in
Kulla Lumpur in )uly 1991. while sorrp uncertainties exist with regard
to Soviet domestic politics in that a change might result in a-less
cooperative foreign policy, its internal malaise would serve as a major
constraint to a renewed aggrandisement for some time to come.

hgnically, lhe United States has emerged as a cause of security
conc€rn of the ASEAN countries, at least in the short and medium
term. This is due to the expected drawing down of its forward
deploymen! in the region, which is recognised to have provided
regional stability. what is of particular concern has more to do with
the timing and level of the drawdown against the background of
uncertainties that come with the transition from the bipolar order to a
multipolar one whose shape is not yet clearly discLrnible. In this
connectiory the real concern is that there be no precipitous withdrawal
of US lgrward_deployment, based in the Philippines. Singapore,s offer
to the united state of access to its base facilities in 1990 iepresents an
effort to help maintain sufficient US deployment in the region.

That the United States will maintain its presence in the region
is not open to doubt. southeast Asia remains important to the unitea
states strategically because of its choke'points and sea lines of
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communication (SLOCs). An 1990document of the US Department of
Defense, A Strategic Framantork for the Asian Pacific Rim: LookingToutaril
the 27th Century, concluded that the United States must continue the
principal elements of its Asian strategy, namely forward deployment,
overseas bases, and bilateral security alrangements, in order to
maintain regional stability, deter aggression and Preserve US

interests.l However, with the reduction in the Soviet threat, greater
emphasis was put on the United States' role of regional balancer,
honest broker and, ultimately, security guarantor.2 Yet the very
reduction in the Soviet threat would mean also lesser strategic
importance of Southeast Asia. The lessening of tensions among the
great powers also makes it more likely that conflicts will be regional.
This raises a question as to what the United States would do in such
contingencies.3

Such skepticism is to be expected. A study of Southeast Asian
perception of American power reveals that while the US military
continues to be perceived as a very powerful and professional fighting
force, the rnaior weakness seen in the US military involves political
constraint on its use.4 And while the US military Presence is valued
not so much for ib actual use in combat but more as a deterrent to an
ambitious and unfriendly power,S it can be expected that over the
longer term, the relevance of the US military presence will come under
increasing questioning for a number of reasons. These could include a
less threatening environment and growing confidence of ASEAN
countries as they became increasingly self-reliant militarily and

US Deparfinent of Defense, A Strategic Frameusork t'or the Asian
Pacit'ic Rjm: LookingToutard the 27st Century, (Report to Congress,
Mimeo,19 April 1990).

'A Shot Across the Bory', Far Eastern Eanomic Rnietu, 19 July
1990, pp.lGl 1.

This skepticism was raised in William f. Crowe, fr. and Alan
Romberg, T,ethinking Security in the Pacific', Foreign At'fairs,
Spring 1991, p.136.
Zakaria Haji Ahmad, 'Images of American Power: Perspectives
from Southeast Asia', UPSK Occasional Papo, (Strategic and
Security Studies Programme, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia,
1997),p.23.
lbiil.,p.7.
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economically stronger, while the United States is perceived as
declining, both in terms of ib national power and leadership. With the
growing salience of ecrcnomic factors in national sectrrity
considerations, US leadership will be measured more by economic
criteria than by purely military capability. This would include US
commitrrent and leadership in promoting multilateral trade
liberalisation.

The United States also figures in Southeast Asian security
concerns in the context of fat'an's role in the emerging multipolarity.
A mapr concern with fapan is whether its already predominant
economic influence will be reinforced by its military power. Japan s
great military potential is well recognised given the size of its economy
and its advanced technology. Despite an allocation of only 1 per cent
of its GNP to defence, )apanls defence budget is already ttre ttrira
highest in the world. The Southeast Asian concern is probably
whether Iapan will become an independent military power which is
contingent on the continuance of the U$Japanese alliance. The
corunon threat perception with regard to the Soviet Union which has

9f" I unifying force in U9fapanese defence relationship is declining.
This has raised a debate both in the United States and Japan about
whether the Security Treaty needs to be maintained. The U$fapanese
security tie,is under danger of breaking down entirely if the on-going
economic disputes deteriorate into an all-out trade war. Despite i
significant improvement in bilateral hade relations,5 the trade
imbalance rcmains a serious irritant in U$fapanese relations. The
wgrrisomg aspect of this is the growing acrimonious exchanges of
criticisms by the elites on both sidesT which conhibute to negative
prrblic opinion. A recent public opinion survey revealed thit the
American public sees fapan as a greater threat than the Soviet Union.

The US trade deficit with fapan has been reduced from almost $60
billion in 1987 to a forecast of $lO billion in 1991. In 1991 Japanese
exports to the US actually fell by four per cent. paul
Haidment Ties to U.S.: Why Aren't They Better?,, Intqnatiottal
Heralil Tribune,2T lune 1991, p.6.
See Micheal Nacht, The U.S. and Japan: Building a New
Relationship', Cunent Histuy, No.7, fune 1991, pp.l49-150. See
also the report of a CIA draft document entitled laryn 2000, in
Intqtutiotul Heralil Tibune, 8 Iune 1991, p.l.
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In the meantime, IaPan is seeking to play a greater political
role commensurate with its economic Power and a more independent
role in this regard can be expected. In a speech delivered by Prime
Minister Kaitu in Singapore during his visit to ASEAN countries in
May 1991, he announced that fapan would become more politically
engaged on the world stage. With regard to Southeast Asia' he

declared that lapan would increase its efforts to foster economic
growth in the region but, more importantly, he added that there was a
need 'to go beyond the economic realm and work in political, social

and foreign relations as well as become a force for stability grounded

in freedom and democraqy'.E Besides hosting a meeting of Cambodian
faction leaders in Tokyo in 1990 japan has offered to foot the bill for
the United Nations peacekeeping oPeration in Cambodia, and there is
discussion of inclusion or possible inclusion of Japanese personnel in
the peacekeeping operation itself.

There are ooncenui that )apan would eventually take on an

independent security role in the region. However, it can be argued

that this would occur only if a whole set of factors come into play -
which include a breakup of the U$|apanese alliance; a substantial US
military withdrawal from the Western Pacific; the appearance of
distinci regional threats to vital japanese interests like insecurity of
SLOCs; and a more aggressive Chinese policy towards China's

neighbour.9

Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe that at least in the
foreseeable future, lapan will not take on a unilateral security role.
The U9|apanese security ties should remain intact, though slackening,
as the Northern Territories issue remains unsolved and the Soviet
Union continues to maintain a sbong military Presence in Eastern

Siberia. The close economic interdependence between the two
countries will act to dampen somewhat the contentious economic
relations. It is generally agreed that overall U9Japanese relations
remain strong. Aside from the still strong pacifist sentiment in fapary

'Excerpt from Prime Minister Kaifu's Speech', The Nation,5 May
1991, p.3.
I^arry Niksch, Defense Polig/, in lapan's Econmic Chnllenge,

Study Paper submitted to the foint Committcre, Congress of the
United States, (US Government Printing Office Washingtory D.C.,
7990),pp.3&367.
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the country has little to gain by becoming a military power. China in
parti!{at has expressed concern with growing Japanese military
capability. There is considerable unease in southeast Asian counbiei.
Discounting a drarnatic change in the Japanese security environment,
Japa.n's present economic and growing political influence would seem
to serve its national interest well, whereas a military policy would
prove to be counter-productive.

China will continue to loom large in Southeast Asian security
concerns, if only because of ifs sheer siie, proimity, and uncertaint!
over its long term intention as its Milldle Kingdom mentality remain!
suspect. Nevertheless, China has been pursuing a foreign poliry that
can be characterised as cooperative and constructive. This was evident
in its support of the Permanent Members of the United Nations
Security Council's framework for the resolution of conflict in
Cambodia; the sanctions against lraq; and, more recently, its apparent
role in bringng about the success of the cambodian supieme Nitional
Council (SNC) rneeting in Thailand in |une 1991. No doubt, China is
lreki.g to improve its intemational image following the Tiannamen
Square rnssacr€. Its externally oriented economy al-so requires good

foreign relations. In Southeast Asia in particular, China,Jpohry has
been rnarked by determined attempts to improve relations with
neighbouring countries. china now has diplomatic relations with all
the ASEAI.I countries except Brunei. It has established closer relations
with Myanmar, marked by massive arms transfers and growing trade
on the border. Relations with Laos have improved significantly since
1988 and include an exchange of ambassadors, signing of i trade
a.greement, operyng of border talks and improved party-to-party ties.
while the c-ambodian conllict remains unresolved, china's relitions
with vietnam have continued to improve. In september 199e General
Vo Nguyen Giap rnade an official visit to China, and by the end of the
year cros+'border trading appears to have been normalised. The new
abnosphere in Sino-Vietnamese relations was reflected in the
congratulatory message sent to the newly elected secretary General of
the C-ommunist Party of Vietnam, Doi Moi, in June lggl. A dramatic
cha-nge in China's relations with the Phnom penh regime occurred
with its invitation to Prime Minister Hun sen to atiend the sNC

TTti$ in Beijing-in fuly, the same year. All these can be explained by
China's improved seculty situatiory which encourages,it to present
itself as a benign and stabilising force.
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This image may be looked upon with skepticism against the
backdrop of China's extensive daims in the South China Sea that

brings it into conllict with Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philip_pines, Brunei

andVietnam. Although Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen said in
March 1991 that China was willing to consult with other southeast
Asian countries on irint development of the Spratlys, little confidence
is gained when he added that recognition of China's sovereign$r was a
requisite and that China had no concrete plal (fo1 the pint
development) at present, nor has the time arrived for calling such a

meeting.to The perception of china as potentially destabilising is

reinforced by China's past readiness to use force in asserting its daims
as w.ur the cise in the Paracels in 1974 and the Spratlys in 1988 and its
gfowing ,blue water/ navy, Ers well as a new off-shore defence doctrine
inat reptacea a rnore narrow and passive coastal defence strategy.rl
While China's economic ties with Southeast Asia may be growing,
China is a long way behind other Asian countries, including Taiwan,

in terms of trade and investment. China is also the ASEAN countries'

potential competitor in trade and investment.

Nevertheless, while greater Chinese military assertiveness in
the South China Sea can be expected (and is already evident in
increasing naval exercises in the Spratlys), China's actions are likely to
be, in thC foreseeable future, constrained by its preoccupation with
domestic issues, and its conc€rn with international political and

economic relations.

Another uncettainty in the strategic environment arises from
India's rapid naval expansion in the 1980s, making its navy the sixth
largest in the world. what has concerned some littoral states,

including those in Southeast Asia, is the failure of India to explain the

purpose of its naval build-up. Malaysian Defence Minister Tengku
Ahrnad Rithuadeen expressed the general feeling when he said:

Quoted by Tai Ming Cheung from BBC Summary of Wotltl

Bruilcnsts, Far Ftst,29 March 1991, in his paper on Tmerging
Chinese Perspectives on Naval Confidence and Confidence
Building Meisures', presented at the Workshop on Ntoal
Confidence and Saurity Buililing Regimc fot the, sia-Pacific Region,
(Organized by the Peace Research Centre, Australian National
University, and ISIS Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, &10fuly 1991)'p.9.

lbiil.,p.70.1l
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I think lndia must show to its neighbours, including
Malaysia and other countries in Southeast Asi4 that it
has no ambition to interfere in regional affairs.l2

Nevertheless, sudr concerns should be tempered by the still
limited capability of the Chinese navy to project its power into the
Indian Ocean. tn addition, despite the recent build-up, the Indian
force structure lacks power projection capability and reveals the
objective of seadenial rather than sea-control in the Indian Ocean.

While it has been argued that the Indian force structure lacks a
power proption capability, and reveals the obiective of seadenial
capability in the Indian Ocean, India's aircraft carriers could pose
considerable strategic problems for most of the littoral states in the
Indian Ocean.r3 The Indian naval build-up can also be expected to
level off in the 1990s due to economic constraints.

What cnncerns Southeast Asian countries most is not so much
India's possible aggressive intent as the spill-over effect of the
Sino-Indian conflict and qcmpetition. Both powers eye each othey's
naval expansion with concern. Concern with China's active naval
pnesence in the South China Sea; its growing political ties in Southeast
Asia; and longrtanding military relationships with Pakistan and
Bangladesh will continue to give impetus to New Delhi's effort to
reinforce its security perimeter in the vicinity of the Straits of
Malacca.l{ Some Indian defence analysb have been reported as saying
that the countq/s strategic domain will eventually extend to Southeast
Asia.ls China's recent growing inlluence in Myanmar through its arms
supply may have caused unease in India, but Sino-Indian competition
is expected to be primarily maritime in nature.

Michael Richardson, 'South-east Asia War/, Pacific Defatse
Rryrtfr, (Vol.XVI, No.8), February 7990,p.42.
lnterview by Tai Ming Cheung at the Institute for Defence Studies
and Analyses, New Delhi, May 1989, in Tai Ming Cheung, Groutth
in Chitre Naaal Pwa, (Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,
Singapore, 1990), p.l 1.

Paul Corge bdian Naul Ex:pnsion, (Working Paper 32,
Canadian Instih.rte for International Peace and Secufty, February
1991), pp.13-19.
lbiil.,p.20.
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From the geostrategic perspective, it is clear that Southeast
Asia as a subregion cannot be detached completely from the wider
Asia/Pacific regron despite the end of the Cold War. On the conbary,
with the emerging multipolarity, the dynamics of the relationships
among the growing number of actors will unavoidably impact on the
security environment of the Southeast Asian sub'region. This requires
Southeast Asia to look beyond the old confines in forging a new order.

While the geostrategic factor will continue to be an important
determinant of Southeast Asian security, the end of the Cold War
brings to the fore the importance of economic factors in shaping the
configuration of international politics. In fact, from a geoeconomic
perspective, a different international configuration is already
discernible and reflects the changing currency of power. As the world
moves from the'power game' to the'wealth game', US leverage based
on ib provision of the security blanket will have less weight. In
addition, while it ruy be the only remaining military superpower, it is
in relative economic decline. These changes are being reflected in the
Asia/Pacific region where there is emerging a regional economic
system encompassing East Asia and Southeast Asia, with JaPan
occupying a prominent place. The new configuration is clearly seen in
the direction of both aid, trade and investment flows. fapan has

emerged as the number one foreign aid donor in the world and its
US$2 billion earmarked for the ASEAN countries conhasts sharply
with the decline in US assistance. More recently, the recycling of
South Korean and Taiwanese financial surpluses through economic aid
is also on the rise. While in the first half of the 1980s, North America
was the principal market for Asian exports, beginning in 1986 a
profound shift in the geographic pattern of Asian exPorts occurred as

Asia became its own most important and most rapidly expanding
market.l5 This was due to the huge trade deficit incurred by the
United States and the consequent exchange rate adjustment and
pro tectionist measures.

The sarne trend is reflected in the ASEAN markets which now
show a preponderance of East Asian sources of imports, compared
with the United States. Even the strongest US market position, in the

16 Asian Development Bank, ,Asian Dneloryent Outlook 1991, (Asian
Development Bank, Manila, 7991,), p.43.
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Philippines, has suffered a steady decline since 1985.17 Similar trends
in inveshnent can be seen. While fapan has Uaditionally been the
main source of direct investment within the region, in recent years, the
Newly lndustrialised Economies (MEs) consisting of Hong Kong,
South Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan have become mairr investors in
export oriented, labor-intensive manufacturing in the Southeast Asian
countries.lE In contrast to the upward trend for Japan and the MEs,
rccent US inveshnent in the ASEAI{ countries shows no increase. It is
expected that intra-Asian trade and foreign direct investment will
continue to expand as rapidly as it has in the recent past. Along the
sarne lines, it has been predicted that within ten years the North-South
trade in East Asia will be larger than the trans-Pacific commerce.lg
The ASEAITI countries' economic integration with East Asia also
includes a new and more complex mechanism through the vertical
integration of productive activity into those largely controlled by firms
bas€d in fapan and the MEs.20 The worrisome feature of this trend
towards integration of the East Asian economy is that it is
accompanied by irritations and conflicts, particularly with the United
States, which has been demanding'fair trade' instead of 'free trade'.

There is no denying that, for the present, the East Asian
economies arc still closely linked to trans-Pacific hade and inveshnent,
with North America and Europe still the principal absorber of its
indushial product. There is hardly a need to be reminded that the
impressive economic growth rate achieved by the ASEAN countries is
attributable to their operuress to international trade, made possible by
the existence of a global trade rqgime that included an open American
market. It is also generally recognised that general stability in the
region in the 1980s is attributable in large measure to economic

Richard L. Grant. et.al,, Asia Pacit'ic Economic Coopqation: The
Clullnge Ahud, (The Centre for Strategic and International
Studies, Washington, D.C., 1990), p.33.
lbiil.,p.M45.
lettrey E. Gartery Trading Blocs and Evolving World Econom/,
Cun ent Histor!, I anuary 7989, p.76.
Paul M. Evans, The Changing Nexus of Security and Economic
Relations in Eastern Asia', (A paper presented at an lnternational
Conference on laryn, the Uniteil Stats and ASEAN in the Next
Deude, Bangkok, 25-26 March 79891, p.22.
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prosperity. A breakdown in this regime could affect economic
development of the ASEAN countries with all the implications for
rntional security.

Threats to the continued existenca of the global trade regirne
loom in the unpromising negotiations in the Uruguay Round, the
emerging European market in 1992, and the prospect of a North
American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) coming into being' C-oncems
about sudr an unsettling trend have been expressed in the proposals
for greater economic cooperation in the forms of the Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEO and East Asian Economic Grouping
(EAEG). It is to be noted that the original ProPosal for APEC did not
include the United States nor Canada. That the two North American
countries were in the end included suggests that there is a recognition
that the u$East Asian relationship is now so substantial that neither
side could cut itself off except at great cost to itself. Opposition by the
United States and )apan to EAEG, as well as less than enthusiastic
endorsement by other ASEAN countries, can be taken as signaling a
concern that it might spur a movement towards the formation of trade
blocs. The ASEAN rnembers tentatively endorsed EAEG after they
were assured that it was not incompatible with GATI or APEC.

That the geostrategic and economic parameters are not
exclusive of one another but overlap is to be found in the

nonconomic and implicit rationale for APEC. As one uncertainty
that could be destabilising is possible US disengagement from the
region, APEC is seen as a means to anchor the United States in the
western Pacific and to focus its economic sbength on promoting Asia/
Pacific cooperation.2t APEC is also s€en as providing an alternative to
the emergence of two trade blocs, one led by the United States, the
other by Japan. The Asian countries, while recognising the role of

|apan as an important engine of growth, are reluctant politically to
enter a bloc led by fapan unless there is no other alternative. APEC
could also provide a framework for the stabilisation of U$|apanese
relations, the breakdown of which could seriously affect the
geoshategic environment of the entire Asia/Pacific region. For

Southeast Asia, in particular, it is in their security interest which has

long been defined primarily in economic terms, that it tries to maintain

21 Grant et.al., '4sia 
Pacific Economic Coopuation: The Clallenge Ahead,

p.7.
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the multipolar system by supporting an institutional framework that
encourages greater trade among themselves and others in the
Asia/Pacific region.

Environmental degradation is a security issue that is becoming
more salient in Southeast Asia. The parameters of Enaironmantal
Suurity are considered to be global, involving the very survival of
mankind itself. Global environmental degradation includes global
warming, the depletion of the ozone layer, deforestation, acid rain, soil
erosion, and so on. However, for Southeast Asian countries the issue
often beconres a conflict betr,veen North and South or between the
corrunon good versus national sovereignty. Countries like Malaysia
and lndonesia still contain vast tropical forests and depend on exports
of logs or wood products for their economic development. This has
brought them into conflict with developed countries which are
concerned with the impact of logging on the global environmenl At a
meeting on forest rnanagement in Bangkok in April 1991, Malaysia, a
tropical wood-producing country, showed concern that the proposed
global convention to protect the world's forests might infringe on
national sovereignty and the free trade principle. On the other hand,
former Swedish Prime Minister Ola Ulsten pointed to the unavoidable
contradiction between sovereign control over territory and
environmental concerns that transcend national boundaries.22 While
recognising the comrnon interests in avoiding the damage to global
environment, there is a feeling that the developing countries are
unfairly singled out for environmental degradation of which the
industrialised countries are not free from blame. Speaking at the 20th
World Forest Day observance on 21 April 1991, the Chief Minister of
Malaysia's Sabah state remarked that the developed counbies'
environmentalisb appear to have forgotten that their own countries
were responsible for many of the environmental woes of the world.
There is a feeling also that the environmental issue is being used as
economic leverage. Prime Minister Mahathir has described the
anti-tropical timber lobby in Europe as a protectionist move to shut off
Western markeb to local wood competing against timber from
American and European sources. There is thus a need to reconcile the
two perceptions of environmental security. A way out of this

22 See Ann Danaiya Usher, Tropical Counhies Resist Forest
Accord', The N ation, 25 April 7991, p.3.
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conboversy was propot"d by the Asian Development Bank in its
Outlook report for 1991, which suggested that rich countries that want
to protect the world's environment should Pay Poorer Asian nations to
preserve tropical rain forests and limit pollution, adding that'it is not
ieasonable to expect developing nations, many of which are the
world's poorest countries, to limit or divert scarce resources for the
alleviation of global environment problem'. It also suggested that
multilateral institutions could 'play a catalytic role' in spurring
cooperation to use efficiently resourc€s like the Mekong River.2?

Strategic Developments at the Sub-regional Level

That the strategic developments in the wider Asia/Pacific
region should impact on the Southeast Asia sub-region should not
come as a sulprise. One effect of the uncerbain transition from
bipolarity to multipolarity seems to be the spurring of further arms
build-up in the ASEAN countries in particular. The expansion of
maritime territory as a result of the extension of territorial waters and
the Exclusive Economic Zone (EFZI provisions of the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea ruNCLOS III), the growing
importance of off-shore resources, and the resulting overlapping
claims from such extensions, provide added rationale for more arms
acquisitiory especially in view of the conflict in the South China Sea.

Another push factor includes the need to keep up with advanced
technology which may have been spurred further by the lessons from
the Gulf War. A positive correlation between defence spending and
the economic health of a countr5r, that has evidently been established,24
would indicate a continuing upturn in the expenditures, considering
the ASEAN countries' robust economic performance, except for the
Philippines. Unless there is a move by arms exporting countries to
limit sales, the existing buyers market will serve to encourage further
acquisitions. The arms acquisitions have bansformed ASEAI{ forces
from those geared for counter-insurgency oPerations to conventional

23 Asian Development Bank, Asian Dmelopment Outlookl'991.,p.267.
24 David B.H. Denoon, 'Defence Spending in ASEAN: An

Overview', in Chin Kin Wah (ed.\, Defense Sryndinq in Southust
r{sia, (Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, 1987),p.fi.
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war fighting with emphasis on advanced air and naval forceslS aimed
at geater range and a broader spread of capabilities. lrrailand, for
example, has decided to acquire a helicopter carrier and has talked
aboyt acqrriring submarines. All have acquired anti-ship missiles and
modern fighter aircraft. The existing buyers market which enable
buyers to denrand offset manufacturing contracts, licensed production
of equipment and greater access to technology through co-production
and qcdevelopme,nt of military hardware, has furthei encouraged the
development of donpstic defence industries to fulfil their glowing
need for nrodern arms.

While it can be argued that arms acquisition is not necessarily
destabilising, what is worrisome is not only its volume but that it ii
occTring at a time whe-n old and new regional conflicts and potential
conflicts are surfacing.25 Questions that are brought to mind in such a
circumstance include the continuing cohesivenesJ of ASEAN and thus
its continued effectiveness in conflict management, and the success at
forgrng a unified Southeast Asia that will include the non-ASEAN
memberc.

conflicts that are most difficult to deat with are subjective in
nature and involve long held suspicions with their historic roots, as
well as religious and ethnic differences. The often ruffled rerations
between Malaysia and singapore is a case in point. In addition to the
ethnic reason, namely the Chinese of Singapore, there may be also a
fligtg1s undertone as Malaysia's negatiie reaction to the visit by
Israeli President chaim Herzog to singapore in 19g6 seems to suggesl.
Muslim minorities in Thailand and thL philippines also provide a
potential cause of conllict with Malaysia. Thailand's long held
suspicion of vietnam will not quickly dissipate despite the feneral
improvernent in relations.

such subjective elements can intensify more tangible conflicts
of interests. It can be expected that conflicti over natuial resources,
es-pecral_ly those off+hore, will be more frequent as 'economic security'
takes a higher priority in nations' security ialculations. As sustaining

See Michael Richardsory 'In Asia Arms Sales Unbound,,
Intamtiotul Haalil Tdbune, g fuly 1991, p.2.
Malaysia has disputes with all the ASEAN members, Vietnam
and China. Thailand has disputes with C-ambodia and Vietnam.
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economic gfowth is seen to be rnore dependent on the exploitation of
one-s natural tesources, there will be greater determination to Protect
such resources from external predators. The existence of overlapping
claims among regional countrie*7 would suggest gleater chances of
conflicts unless sbme kind of agreements could be reached, such as

that between Thailand and Mallaysia iointly to exploit the area of
conflicting claims. Thus, the long standing Filippino-Malaysian
conflict over sabah flared up twice in 1988 and was related to a larger
dispute which included the Spratlys.2E Malaysia's assertion of its
claim over Sipadan Island in the Sulawesi Sea without plor
consultation wittr Indonesia who also lays claim to the island has

caused some concern among ASEAI{ members. Thai-Malaysian
relations have been strained over the seizures of Thai fishing vessels

accused of illegal fishing in Malaysian waters. The size of the'Ihai
fishing fleet, which is among the biggest in the world, state of the art
equipment, the growing importance of marine products in the Thai

ecbnomy, and the depleted fishery resources in Thai waters, expl{n
the problems Thailand has with neighbouring counhies that, besides

Maliysia, include Myanmar and Vietnam. Other resources-related
conflicts could include logging and water. Thailand's armed clash
with Laos in 1988 was allegedly brought about by illegal logging. The

exploitation of the Mekong River is a Potential source_of conllict
among riparian states. Thailand's plan to divert the flow of the

Mekong River to irrigate its arid Northeast could meet with objections

from Laos and Viehram.

Another source of conllict of more recent origin arises from
migration. Due to both'push'and 'pull' factors, migration of workers
from one ASEAN country to another has increased to the extent that

the problem has become an international issue. The dynlmic
economies of Singapore and Malaysia, in particular, have made them
the focal points of labour in-flow. Singapore is reported as having
about 150,m0 foreign workers, mostly from the ASEAN countries,

See Lee Yong Leng, The Malaysian-Philippine Maritime Dspute',
Cantnryorury Southeast /sla, (Vol.ll, No.1), fune 1989.

fulnternational HeralilTribune,4 july 1989, cited in Yezid Sayigh,
Confranting tle 1990s Saurity in Dneloping Countia, (Adelphi
Paper No.251, International Institute of Strategic Studies, London,
Summer 79901,p.34.
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while Malaysia has a total of about 90,000legal foreign workers.2g The
problem, however, arises from illegal workers. Faced with potentially
unmanageable illegal migrant workers, Singapore introducrd
amendments to its immigration law that affected some 10000 Thai
workers who had to be repatriated to avoid corporal punishment. The
Singapore governnrenfs action was viewed by Thai government
leaders and the public as unfriendly. There are as many as 200,000
estimated illegal workers from Indonesia in West Malaysia; 3S0,OOO

Filipinos and 150,000Indonesians in Sabah.30 Particularly in Sabah,
the in-flow of labour has posed serious social and political problems as
it threatens to shift the ethnic balanca. occasional conflicts between
Malaysia and the Philippines, whose territorial claim on Sabah is yet to
be resolved, are also related to migrants. Thailand's growing economy
is already attracting migrant labours, mostly illegal, from Myanmar,
and similar problems can be expected. As Vietnam's economy will not
be able to rcassure its people of well-being in the foreseeable future,
the oufflow of economic migrants or so-called 'boat people, can be
expected to continue and work as irritant in its relations with the
ASEAN countries. One encouraging development has been a recent
agreement in fuly 1991 between Thailand, Laos and the UNHCR
regarding eventual repatriation or resettlement in third countries of all
of more than 60,000 Laotian refugees by the end of 1994. The
Cambodian displaced persorui in Thailand hopefully will be
repatriated with the settlement of the C-ambodian conflict. Without
such repatriations, the contentious issue of Thailand,s support of
resistance forcas from its territory will continue to trouble its relations
with the two neighbouring counhies.

Besides existing and seminal conflicts among the ASEAN
countries, it must be recognized that ASEAN has over the years
developed into a security community in that its members havecome to
accept rules of conduct by which they agree to refrain from threatening
one another and to settle their disagreements peacefully and without

See S. Gunasekran and Gerard Sullivan, Cross-Border Labour
Flows in Southeast Asia: Patterns and Prospect', Southeast Asian
Affaiys 1991, (Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore,
1991), p.63.
lai Kwok Kiry 'Immigrant Crisis Throws Sabah into State of
Traurna', Businas Tima, 10 March 1 990, cited in ibiil., p.66.
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outside interference. Those who express concern about the centrifugal
forces emerging once the Cambodian conflict is no longer salient, need
to be reminded that ASEAN was created out to a recognition that
conflicts among them were counter-productive. That this recognition
is still strong is evident in the constraints shown in the various
disputes among the members. Nevertheless, there are a growing
number of occasions when a member took an initiative before
consultation with others on rnatters affecting them as a whole. These
include Singapore's decision to provide military facilities to the United
States; Thailand's initiative on Cambodia; and Malaysia's proposal of
the EAEG. These would aPPear to undermine the established ASEAT'I

norm of consultation and consensus.

In the face of a changing and uncertain strategic environment,
there is the danger that differing strategic perspectives that have
hitherto been submerged in favour of an ASEAN united stand against
Vietnam's invasion of C-ambodia may affect ASEAN cohesiveness.

While voices calling for the implementation of ZOPFAI{ are being
heard in greater frequency from Malaysia and Indonesia, on the other
hand, Singapore and Thailand still see the US Presence as a necessary
stabitizer. China's claims in the South China Sea put her in conllict
with Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and Brunei, but not
Thailand, which has established closer ties with China. Indonesia's
former Foreign Minister Mochtar Kusuma-Admadia's proposal for
Malaysialndonesia-Singapore security cooperation may be taken as a
warning signal.3l Recognition of such danger has brought about calls,
most notably by the Philippines Foreign Minister, Raul Manglapus, for
ASEAN countries to define their position on Southeast Asian security.
While there is a vehement denial that ASEAN would become a
military alliance, a web of bilateral military contacts and cooperations
exist that include exchange visits, sharing of intelligence, mutual use of
training c€ntres, and joint exercises. These activities, to a certain
extent, can iustify a daim that there exists an ASEAN defence
community. However, there is a valid question as to how the defence
efforb of the several ASEAN states relate to one another in a tactical

31 Mochtar Kusuma-Admadia,'Some Thoughts on ASEAN Security
Cooperation: An Indonesian Perspective', Contonpfrary Southeast

Asia, (Y ol.l2, No.3), December 1990.
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and strategic fashion that would enhance regional security.32 The
existing milita{y cooperations would appear inadequate for ASEAN to
countrer a yet b be defined q)nunon external threat. At best, and there
is no doubt that it is needed, they serve as confidence building
measures as member countries continue with their arms build-ups.
There is, nevertheless, perceptibly less reluctance among the ASEAI.I
military leaders to meet and discuss substantive security issues.
Multilateral sectrrity cooperatiory however, will most probably be
incrcmental and long brm.

In view of the economic dynamism of the ASEAN member
countries, there appears to be a better chance than ever for greater
gucress in economic cooperation which was ASEAN's maior objective
at its founding. C-ould economic cooperation provide the real glue to
the Association to replace the common external threat? There are a
number of developments that provide reasons for optimism. First is
the fact that the ASEAN economies are becoming more
complementary due to the rapid industrialization that has occurred,
causing a change in the structure of exports and imports and thus
opening up opportunities for expanding inha-ASEAN hade.33 The
possibility of expanding inha-ASEAN trade is enhanced by the
liberalisation of trade regimes in all counhies. Other economic
adjustnents and reforms have also taken place, including financial
liberalisation and promotion of the private sector. From experience,
the private sector's cooperation has always been ahead of that of the
gov€rrrments. Business establishments in ASEAN have developed
wide networks through different models of cooperation that include
inha:ASEAI{ foreign dfuect investrnent; cross-border acquisitions
inside ASEAN and cooperation resulting from foreign direct
investnent in ASEAN by the rest of the world.34 The threat of
protectionism and trade blocs could also provide an impetus towards

Donald E. Weatherbee, 'Obstacles and possibilities in ASEAI{
pefence Cmperation: The Strategic Imperative', (Undated paper).
For details see Suhadi Mangkusuwondo, ASEAN: Future
Directionl, lndonaian Qwrterly, (Vol.XIX, No.2), Second Quarter
1991,p.770.
Djisman S. Simandiuntak, 'Reinventing ASEAN: Between

llobalism, Regionalism and Nationalism', Indonaian Quarterly,
(VolJ(D( No.2), Second Quarter 1991, p.188.

32
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the creation of a strong regional market to provide a cushion against

their illdfects. Already, Ttrailand's call for an ASEAN free trade area

has been receiving positive resPonses from other members.

Nevertheless, certain features characterise the ASEAI{

economic sc€ne that could work against economic cooperation. Firstly,

while Malaysian and Thai exports to ASEAN -1y ryYg.increased
significantly, the ASEAITI countries trade within ASEAN as a

frcentage- of total trade has declined between 1984 and 1989

(Sir,gapoi" and Brunei not included).3s This, however, reflects the

inte[riuon of the ASEAN economies with the broader Asia/Pacific

region. Therefore, this low level of interdependence works against

ASEAI{ cohesiveness.

Even where economic integration is in evidence in ASEAN, it
is unevenly distributed. singapore's bilateral trade with Malaysia
dominated intra-ASEAN trade in 1988, accounting for about half the

total (or $9.4 billion). Singapore is also investing its enormous surplus

in its neighbours' economils and has moved to develop a growth

triangle iivolving Singapore, Johore state in Malaysia and Riau

ptoni.ce in Indonesia. With Thailand making a headstart.in opening
up the Indochinese countries and Myanmar for trade and investrnent,
a picture of a mainland and maritime southeast Asia developing

separately from each other has been coniured up. However, while

Thailand- may have the geographical advantage, other ASEAN

countries, particularly Singapore and Malaysia, have also established

their economic foothold there. Malaysia was the first ASEAN country
to set up a consulate in Ho Chi Minh City, in February_1991, in
responseto vietnam's desire to expand economic relations. Malaysia's
decision to supply Viebram with fertilizer in exchange for rice. is seen

as a way of strengthening iS bargaining position with Thailand and is

expected to result in a sharp cut in Thai rice 9*Po1. to Malaysia'

singaporean and Malaysian firms have also established joint ventures
with the Myanmar government.

The rush to exploit the economic potential of Vietnam and

Myanmar may spark gieater competition amgn€ Thailand and other

ASEAN -emUers. Nevertheless, growing confidence in the success of

ASEAN: Future Direction', Indonabn

Quar t er Iy, (VolXIX, No.2), Second Quarter 1997' p.17 0'
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their eqcnomies may help dampen the negative impact of competition.
This may be seen in Thai Prime Minister Anand Panyarachunls
echoing of his Singaporean counteqpart, Goh Chok Tong, who called
for a new phase of tompetitive cooperation within a regional
framework'.35 This line of thinking was further reflected in Prirrrc
Minister Anand's plan to develop Bangkok into a financial centre for
mainland Southeast Asia. This move is not seen by the Prime Minister
as competing with other eisting centres, including Singapore,
because Thailand is developing its own specialisation.3T

While there is an acc€ptance that competition may not be a
bad thing for ASEAN, the trend towards freeing the private sectors
could also result in unbridled competition. There is always a danger
that should there be a serious economic dolvnturn, opportunities for
trade and investnent would come to be seen as no longer in the
framework of 'competitive cooperation'. With such a danger in mind,
an institution for rcgulating economic activities may be necessary. As
the Southeast Asian economy has become integrated with that of
Asia/Pacific, a sub'regional level institution may not suffice. A more
relevant question now would be whether APEC should be
strengthened or a new institution be developed.

A significant shategic development at the sub-regional level is
the dunges that have been taking place in Indochina. While the final
outcorrrc of the Cambodian conflict is not yet knowry recent
developments provide greater optimism, especially with China
believed to be playing a constructive role in the negotiations among
the warring factions. Special relations between Vietnam and the other
Indochinese crountries which have caused suspicion of her ambition in
Southeast Asia as well as conflict with China have shown to be
slackening. In a political report drawn up by the Communist Party of
Vietnam rnade public in February 1991, the term'special relationship'
was dropped in its description of ties with Vientiane and the Phnom
Penh regime. Laos itself has taken steps ahead of Vietnam in
improving its relations with China. Phnom Penh's relations with
Vietnam are also reportedly cooling, with President Heng Samrin

x TheNation,2lMay 79d_1,p.4.
37 SeePaisal Sricharatchanya,'Anand envisions Bangkok as New SE

Asian Finance Centre', Banglok Post,luly 7991,p.18.
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omifting to mention the usual 'fraternal solidarity'.38 Positive
developments in the Cambodian conflict aPPear to explain the cooling
of relations as Vietnam's influence fades as a result. Given its dire
economic difficulties, Vietnam has concluded new bilateral trade and
economic cooperation protocols with Vientiane and Phnom Penh,

which include trade on the basis of hard currencies and world market
price, thus lessening ties with the two countries. In the case of Laos,
this seems to open up the opportunity for Thailand to develop closer
relations, and possibly the hope of drawing Laos from Vietnam's orbit.
The Anand Panyarachun goverrunent has placed laos on the top of its
priority list in developing ties with non-ASEAN neighbours, with laos
being allotted one'third of Thailand's foreign aid budget. Viebum's
withdrawal of is troops from C-ambodia, albeit unverified, has to a
great extent removed it from the conflict, which is now considered to
be mainly internal. Thai Foreign Minister Arsa Sarasin recently stated
that l/ietnam is now considered much less of a threat to Thailand's
security than it was a decade ago'.39

The Indochinese countries have recently been hard hit by the
dryr^g up of Soviet aid which had provided the crutch to their failed
economic systems. This has served as a greater imPetus to open up
their economies and develop better external relations. Vietnam in
particular actively seeks to break out of its diplomatic and economic
isolation and this includes efforts to build close ties with ASEAN
countries and the expressed desire to ioin ASEAN. The question is

now one of how and when.

Besides the settlement of the Cambodian conflict, there are
other obstacles to creating a Southeast Asian order which encomPasses
all countries in the region. Thai Prime Minister Anand in May 1991

pinpointed one maior obstacle when he responded to Malaysian Prime
Minister Mahathir's proposal for inclusion of the Indochinese states

and Myanmar at their meeting in May 1991. While not voicing
obiection to Malaysia's proposal, he stated that he saw no difficulty
when they decide to open up to a market economy but also remarked

Kavi Chongkittavom, Tlanoi-Phnom Penh Ties Slackentngi, The

Nation, S fuly 1991, p.8.
The Nation, 22 |une 1991, p.2.
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that they were still functioning in a centrally-planned economic
ahnosphere.do

Nevertheless, economic policies in these counhies reIlect
recognition as to the different degree of the importance of a market
o3ented eco_norny and foreign funding in aid and investment to pull
them out of their economic morass. All have launched economic
rcforms and are making efforts to attract foreign investment. Laos
may have gong the farthest when its Communisi party pledged to rid
the crcuntry of ig remaining centralized management ana put in force
a complete market-oriented economy.4l Vietnam's reform, on the
other hand, still leaves some skepticism as to its nature. The election of
Do Muoi as Party chief by the seventh congress of the vietnamese
communist Party in June 1991 can be tak-en as an indication to
maintain a balance between the conservative and progressive
elements; and while Vo Van Kiet's election as Prime Minisier was
gxpgcled to strengthen the countrS/s move towards a market economy,
President vo chi cong still asserted that the economy would continue
to be managed by the state along socialist lines.

Nevertheless, the economies of the Indochinese countries and
those of ASEAN are moving towards greater integration. Thailand's
bilateral trade with Vietnam, C-ambodia and Labs grew five-fold
between 1985 and 1990. Thailand and Malaysia are seeking to rerocate
their production base in Indochina, due to shortage of manpower, high
labor cost and a lack of raw materials.42 Yet, it is clear that the ASEAN
counEies alone will not have the resources needed for the deve.
lopment of the Indochinese countries and Myanmar. |apan has arready
established itself as vietnam's main non-communist trading parbrer,
although direct ]apanese investment remains weak because-of ttre us
econ-orr_uc_ embargo which fapan endorses. Vietnam is looking
particularly to the European community. Normalization of relations
with the unitd states would open up the urgently needed world
Bank aid as well as inveshnent from East Asia.

The Nation,3l May 7991, p.2.
TheNatbn,30 March, 1991, p.8.
Global Outlook Vital for Thailand to Stay a Competitive Trader,,
fungkok Posf, 7 |une 1997, p.19.
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Other obstacles remain in the path to integrating Indochina

and Myanmar into one Southeast Asia. Even in economic terms,
Indochina and Myanmar can be viewed as possible competitors. The

opening up of iheir economies to foreign capital could. itry._t
negatively bn the inflow of direct foreign investment into ASEAN.

Alieady Vi"ttra^ is emerging as Thailand's competitor on the world
rice market, even threatening Thailand with a loss to Vietnam of its
prinequality ric€ contracts with other countries.

While ideological differences have been removed as an

obstacle to building ties,lingering doubts and suspicions still stand in

the way of truly unifying a[ countries. For historic reasons, Thailand

will remain wary of Vietnam s potential shength and intentions in the

long run. The new Thai policy towards Indochina, putting Laos as a

pri6rity above Vietnam, tould be seen as an implicit effort to draw
Laos iway from Vietrnam. Vietnam and Laos have been accusing

Thailand 
-of 

assisting resistance forces from its territory, and while

Thailand,s relations with the military regime in Myanmar have been

close, there have been similar suspicions with regard to the Thai

relations with the minority rebels on their common border. As late as

February 1991, the Myanmar military authority accused the Thai
militaryof allowing Karen rebels to use Thai territory to launch cross

bordeiattacks against a Myanmar military camp. Vietnamese claims to

maritime territo;es that overlap with her neighbours will continue to

be a source of conflict and suspicion. Its poliry concerning the

continental shelf problem with Indonesia is being watched closely by
all ASEAN corrtrtries as a precondition for good-neighbour links.43

Besides their still different economic systems, there is a general feeling

that there needs to be a bansition period after the signing of the Treaty

of Amity and Cooperation before the Indochinese counhies become

full-fledged members in order to learn the norms of ASEAN

consultation and consensus.

43 Michael Vatikiotis, 'Eye on the Islands', Far Eastnn Economic

Revieut, 4 luly 7991, p.79.
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The Dilemmas of Nation-Bullding Revisitedaa

ASEAITI's vision of a regional order has presupposed the
national resilience of each of the members. Despite the problems faced
by the member countries in the early years of the Associatiory all
member governments with the o<ception of the Philippines face no
serious challenge to their right to rule in the form of armed insurgency.
All have achieved impressive rates of economic growth, with Malaysia
and Thailand being on the threshold of ME (Newly Industsialized
Economy) stahrs. However, their economic success and the path they
have taken to achieve such success have in many ways further
complicated the old dilemmas: economic growth and equity; national
integration and ethnic pluralisrry political stability and participation.
Another dilemma, although not entirely new, has become highly
salient, i.e. the one between economic growth and sustainabfe
environment.

The old dilemma between economic growth and equity has
not been solved. While all register a decline in poverty,45 the trend
towards $owing gaps in income distribution is most glaring in
Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand, while that in Malaysia has not
worsened since 1970. The gaps exist between the urban and the rural
aneas, between agricultural and industrial sectors, between ethnic
groups and between regions.

The disparities between the rural and urban areas have
resulted in large migrations to the latter, further straining resources of
the mairr cities and spreading poverty - measured not only by income
level but also by quality of life. This trend is being strengthened by the
annual population growth rate, which is 1.2 per cent in Indonesia and

See Kusuma Snitwongse, 'Intemal Problems of the ASEAN States:
The Dlemma of Nation Building', in T.B. Millar (ed),lntqmtiotul
Suurity in thc Southcast ,Asian anil Paciftc Region, (University of
Queensland Press, St Lucia, Q1d.,1983).
The 1988 Filipino governnrent census data showed that poverty
had been reduced sharply, removing six million people from
below the poverty line. However, the significance of this figure is
questioned. See Far F.astqn Eanomic ReoieTD, 13 fune 1991,
pp3&39.
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2.3 per cent in the Philippines. (Thailand's rate has gone down to 1.5

per cent). This means a growing number of iob seekers between the
age of 15 and 29 years old, which is putting further strain on the
problem of unemployment and underemployment. What is
particularly worrisome is that more and more of the iob seekers are in
the younger age group and educated. The unemployed in Indonesia in
1988 included a high proportion of graduates, which was
acknowledged by the Minister of Manpower as a politically sensitive
issue.45

When ethnic differences are added to the problem of inconre

distribution, cenbifugal forces at work rnay worsen. The call by the
opposition in Borneo and Sabah in the October 1990 election for
greater autonomy and a greater share of revenue from their resources
and the support they got from the voters had to do partly with
ethnicity. In the following May, the top leadcrship of Sabah's ruling
Parti Bersatu Sabah (PBS) was arrested for a succession plot. Similar
problems exist in the four southern provinces of Thailand where
Malay Muslims form the rnajority of the population and feel that they
have no part in Thailand's economic boom. Protests that occurred
against goverrunent authorities are saen to reflcct political, economic
and employment inequalities rather than any serious movement
toward Islamic fundamentalism but neverthelcss could be transformed
into support for nascent separatist sentiments.4T

The success of the ASEAN countries in achieving a high
growth rate has corrp about by the adoption of a number of policies
that inadvertently have complicated the old dilemmas in many ways.
Such policies include the shifting from an import substituting
industrialisation strategy to an outward oriented, export-led one- This
has, in turn, been followed up by deregulation of the economy, thus
allowing the private sector to play a much grcatcr role in national
production. In the case of Indonesia, this has rcsulted in a growing
racial antagonism, as there are fcclings that the ethnic Chinese who
make up four per cent of the nation's population have been the

Ngandani, Towards Greater Maturity in Indonesia?', Southeast

Asian At'fairs 7990, (Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,
Singapore, 1991), p.115.
See Paul Handley, lrVind from the South', Far Eastern Economic
Ret ieu, 9 August 7997, pp.22-23 .
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greatest beneficiaries of the policy. A religious dimension is added to
the distributional issue when Muslims call for reassertion of religious
values and question the fairness of wealth creation in Indonesia.4S

In Malaysia, successful economic development has permitted
the government to relax lts New Economic Policy (NEP), aimed at
redishibuting wealth between the bumiputras and the mainly Chinese
minorities. The NEP is being replaced by the National Development
Policy (NDP), the aim of which was clarified when Prime Minister
Mahathir said:

This must be a counby that is ethnically integrated,
living in full harmony with full and fair partnership.49

The NDP places greater efforts on economic efficiency as can be seen
in the fact that no deadline was set for transferring 30 per cent of the
corporate wealth to the bumiputras,*t out as the goal oi the NEP. Yet,
it appears that the minorities are not entircly assured about the
long-range outlook of race relations. Continuation of large.scale
capital flight could be taken a one indication, although purely
economic explanations can also be given.

Rapid economic growth has also resulted in an uneasy
coexistence between rnodemism and traditionalism, manifested in
religious revivalism, be it Christianity, Islam or Buddhism. Conflict
along ethno-religious lines could be intensified because the tendenry
for toleration is low in such an abnosphere.S0

Instability arising from the feeling of relative deprivation can
arise not only from inequity but also from unsustained growth. The
outward, export-led strategy of the ASEAN countries means that the
management of one's economy will depend as much on factors largely

{8 Michael Vatikiotis, Yuppier than Thou', Far Eastun Economic
Revieut, 21 March 1991, p32.
Doug Tsuruoka and Michael Vatikiotis, 'Finding a Focus', Far
Eastsn Economic Raniao,16 May 1991, pp.60-61.
For religious revivalism, see Hussin Mutalib, 'Islamic Revivalism
in ASEAITI States: Political Implications', Asian Surue!, (Vol)OO(
No.9), September 1990; and on Buddhism, soe Rodney Tasker and
Paul Handley, 'Sacred and Profane', Far Eastun Economic Raniant,
4 July 1991,pp.21-E
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outside the country. Ttre change in the world economy that includes
the'uncoupling'of the primary-products economy from the industrial
economy aira ttat of the induitrial eaonomy itself from employmentSl
have serious implications for the future of ASEAN's economic

well-being. The ASEAI{ countries cannot rely for long on low labor

costs for their competitiveness. This means that an infrastructure of
knowledge and education required for new, knowledge'intensive
industrie will be needed. Whether it will be sufficiently available or
not depends on the government's resourc€s and its Policy on human

rcsource derrelopment. It is t€Ported that only 33 per cent of Thai

children are abl-e to study at the secondary school education level,

compared to 71 per ctnt in Singapore,63 Pet cent in the Philippines,53
per cent in Malaysia, and 39 per cent in Indonesia. This does not bode
well for long-term growth.

Perhaps, one of the most serious challenges to sustainable

growttr, and along with it the problem of relative deprivation, is
folated to the environment. Economic growth has often been achieved
through large.scale and indirriminate exploitation of natural
resouices. Where agricultural land frontiers have been reached, as in
the case of Thailand and the Philippines, Pressures are Put on the

forests, leading to further depletion and degradation of the

environment. Soil erosion, loss of top soil, destruction of watershed
areas and drought are some of the threats to sustainable growth.
Recent drought in Malacca has caused Petronas to put on hold its
planned refinery. While environmental degradation, especially
deforestation, has often been blamed on the poor, the political
structurc of the country is very much responsible. A centralized
political structure very often means the penetration of the periphery by
the cenhe for its benefit, be it the central government institutions or
people from the centre that include Sovernment officials, businessmery
or plofessionals who are wealthy and influential. They could, on their
own, or pintly with foreign interests come in to exploit the resources

available. The result could be further aggravation of the growing
inconc gap and/or ethnic conllict. The political system that produces

ged World Economy', Foreign Affairs,
(Vo1.64, No.4), Spring 1986,P.76 .
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what Mancur Olson calls a 'disbibutional coalition,S2 could use its
power and influence to leave out the rural poor from benefiting from
the local resources, be it through commercial forestry, mining, resort
building or dams. In Thailand, about 1200,000 families who are small
farmers living in gazefted reserve forest are being quickly drawn into
political conflicts related to the environment as the government brings
in the private sector in their program to 'rationalise, land use. Logging
in sarawak and the resulting resistance by native groups wtro feer-that
not only their traditional life.style is being threatened but their very
survival because of the pollution of the river caused by logging is but
another conflict related to the environment problem. Politiaal ionflict
over the environment can be expected to increase and is already highly
discernible in Thailand.

In Myanmar, political objectives are at the bottom of the cause
of forest destruction. By granting logging concessions to foreign
companies, mostly Thai, the economically strapped military regime
earned income foi arms it needed to suppiess uoitr ttre rebel rninorities
and the democracy movement in the cities. Many companies from
counhies that castigate Myanmar for its human rights record have
entered into various economic ventures with the goverrunent for the
exploitation of its resources. The Khmer Rouge, likewise, find the sale
of timber and gems as a lucrative source of income to carry on their
struggle against the Phnom Penh regime.

Economic deregulation to promote growth has also meant
lesser government conhol. The resulting rapid economic growth has,
at the same time, engendered trends towards more pluralism in
political life, manifested in the enlargement of the middre crass.
Ironically, economic growth itself has provided governments with
greater resourc€s which have produced better educated, better
informed citizens who have greater awareness of their surroundings
through access to the media. while the govemment is still faced with
the old dilemma betweerr stability and participation, coping with it has
become more difficult. Economic well-being is no longer iufficient in
providing legitimacy. Not only are the governments facing conflicting

52 Mancur Olson, The Rise anil Decline of Nations: Economic Growth,
Stagflation, and Srcial Rigiditis, (Yale University press, New
Havery Connecticut, 1982), pp.4747.
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denrands from rnore diverse interest groups, there are greater
demands for political participation which involves real contest'

The fundarrcntal problem of most governments is how to
reconcile the growing demand for meaningful participation and
stability, still defined at the institutional lcvel, or in other words,
regirrre stability. Thus, while there is no serious challenge to the
political domination of the PAP in Singapore, the leadership is
nevertheless conscious of the need to accommodate a demand for
participation that includes the right to criticize. In Thailand, while the
military has proven again that they see themselves as the final arbiter
in Thai politics, the rationale for the coup d'etat in February 1991 was
couched in terms of saving democracy from the corrupt politicians.
The quick lifting of press censorship and martial law alss points to
their acknowledgement of a changed society. Similarly, in Indonesia,
while stability is much valued by the military leadership, concessions

have had to be made in terms of an announced end to newsPaPer
censorship and more open debate on Prcsident Soeharto's succession.
Nevertheless, the military in Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia
continue to show only limited interest in adapting to the changrng
political environment, In Malaysia, Malay dominance is guaranteed by
the acknowledged dominance of UMNO by members of the National
Front (BN). So far there has been no serious contender to the BN
dominance which iustifies its authoritarian behaviour, including use of
the Internal Security Act and intervention in the judiciary system, on
the grounds of preserving stability in a precariously balanced
multiracial society. The result of the Octobcr 1990 election, with the
opposition front winning42pr cent of the votes, gives some hope that
an effective opposition coalition might emcrge to move the country
away from authoritarianism. The worsening economic situation in the
Philippines, a combination of ineffective lcadership and bad luck,
could reverse that countrl/s democratic path. That the
politico-economic elite is very influential can be seen in their success in
blocking the land reform program. Political stability in the ASEAN
counhies therefore cannot be taken for granted and hinges on the
degree to which the ruling political elite are willing to accommodate
themselves to the socio-political changes that have come with
economic development as well as their willingness to distribute
resources more equitably.
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similarproblems face the socialist countries. Their difficulty is
in developing their economies which are among the reast develop,ed.
Their dilemma is how to transform their ec6nomies into martcet
economies and integrate them into the world economy without
pfgrminq their one-party political system. The glaring economic
backwardness of their countries have generated opposltion views
l9vocating political pluralism which are generalty irbt tolerated. If
china represents an example of what lies in store for countries that
carDr out economic liberalization while keeping the lid on politics, then
future stability of these socialist countries remains in doubi.

In the aforementioned changing security environment it has

feen guggested that the approach to problems o? security be changed
from'technical', notably the rnilitarSr approach dominant during 

"the

cold war and th€ 'institutional approach' (readers mobiiising
appropriate institutions). An appropriate approach should be tG
'societar approach which, recognising the div-eise forces operating in
society, prefers reconciliation to confrontation to suppression as *e[
-as 

accepting the need to create a more adequate conctption of security
by realising the contribution of education, trade, welfare ani
cooperation.S3 How readily the 'societal, approach is adopted will
itself set the future security of the region.

Whither Southeast Asia?

That southeast Asia is not a region that can achieve security by
detaching itself from external actors even in the post-cold war eia is
amply dear- while relationships among the great powers are
characterized more by cooperation and while confiontation is hardly
likely, the strategic environment of southeast Asia is, on the other
hand, marked- by uncertainties caused !y tt " 

transition from bipolarity
to multipolarity whose shape is yet crearry discernible. whai is stiil
uncertain is the role and mode of behaviour the emerging regional
pourg: mighj $ for the-mselves, espe<ially if a vacuum ii criatel by a
precipitous decline of the us military piesence. However, there are
reasons to believe that the emerging powers will act with constraint in
their external relations. It is, thus, logical that in the existing relatively

0,P.4.
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benign environnrent ASEAN countries try to engage all external
powers in a positive rtanner.

It is also clear that the security of Southeast Asia cannot be

looked at from the traditional geostrategic perspective alone because of
the growing salience of the economic factor. From the economic
perspective, the international configuration of the Asia/Pacific region
is significantly different from the gmstrategic one as the Southeast
Asian economy has became highly integrated with that of East Asia.

Although the united states may not loom as large in this geoeconomic

purvie*, it has been and still is important to the continued economic

well-being of Southeast Asia, especially in view of the threats from
protectionism and trade blocs. Therefore, a way has to be found to
maintain the interdependence which also has strategic implications.
For now, APEC seems to provide the necessary vehicle.

The environment has emerged as an important security issue.

However, while there is no arguing that its parameters are necessarily
global, for each individual count{y in Southeast Asia, a national
environment security perspective should also be taken into account.

In all these parameters, there are both possibilities for conflict
and cooperation and it is the challenge to Southeast Asia that it works
to enhance the opportunities for cooperation.

Whether Southeast Asia can meet the challenge effectively will
depend basically on its cohesiveness. For this reason, arms build-ups
and growing actual and potential conflicts among the states of the
region must be managed. At the same time, greater efforts at
cooperation must be made both in the security and economic fields.

While economic relations among the ASEAN states still harbour
competition and conflict, the ASEAN economies now are more
complementary; this offers greater oPPortunity for cooperation which
could lead to the establishment of a free trade arca as a goal in the
foreseeable future.

A truly Southeast Asian regional order will necd to encomPass

all the non-ASEAN states. The encouraging move towards a

Cambodian settlement provides a better prospect than ever for the
realization of a Southeast Asian regional order. While ASEAN alone

will not be able to meet the resource requirements of Indochina and
Myanrnar to pull themselves out of their economic quagmire,
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economic links would seen the best way to integrate them at least
initially before the long held suspiciot s attd doubts"begin to dissipate.

The basic building blocks of southeast Asian regional order
are to be found in tlre internal stability of each member iountry. on
this rnatter, all still face the old dilemma of nation building: growth
and equity; national integration and assimilation; stab'ilif and
participation. These dilemmas face the non-socialist and socialist
countries alike. For the ASEAN countries, the very success of their
ggonomic policies have ironically further complicaied the dilemmas.
The socialist countries are treading warily towards economic reform in
a way that will not affect their existing political structure. In the end,

ryne gal escape the reality that continued political stability will
depend both on successful economic performance and the regimes,
willingness to_altapt to the growing demand for meaningful political
participation. while conflict and even violence can be expected to be
constant features of the region, the ASEAN countriei, with the
exception of the Philippines, have been successful in dealing with
violent challenges to internal stability. Moreover, with the enJof the
cold war, external intervention in domestic conflict is unlikely and
sudr conflict can be expected to be of lower intensity. Nevertheless,
national security problems arising from environmental issues could
become a new and serious destabilising factor if not dealt with
properly. Other problems, such as narcotics and AIDg have a
devastating potential and must be given all due attention by those
concerned with regional security.



CHAPTER 13

THE MAKING OF A NEW SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mohamed Jawhar

As is the case in rnany other parts of the world today, the
strategic forces impinging upon Southeast Asia both from without and
within are undergoing radical change. This is indeed a time of
ffansformation for the global as well as regional order. Old shuctures
and mechanisms for managing international affairs are being
dismantled or are coming under stress. New constructs are taking
shape, or fresh responses are being worked out to meet changed
situations.

The most significant changes are taking place in Europe and
involve the United States as well as the Soviet Union. The division of
the continent into two hostile camps is over, the Warsaw Pact is no
more, NATO is reviewing its goals and role, the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) is gathering strength and
mornentum, and the European Community is forging ahead. The idea
of a'Common European Home' is also gaining currency.

In addition, Germany is one again, communism is being
discarded, painful economic and political reforms are being instituted
in the Soviet Union and the central and east European states, and some
countries are undergoing turmoil and unrest as a consequence, among
other things, of the resurgenc€ of ethnic and other sub'national forces.

In the Southeast Asian region, as for many other parts of the
world, the changes have been less dramatic. Nevertheless, the strategic
situation affecting the area is undergoing maior and very significant
changes, presenting opportunities and posing challenges for the
making of a new and hopefully better Southeast Asia. Indeed, the
making of a new Southeast Asia is already underway.
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Changes in the Strategic Environment

The end of the Cold War and the decline of superpower
conflict has had a generally positive impact. Tension has been reduced
and the inclination to manipulate and intervene in local conflicts and
domestic issues against each other had declined. The Cambodian issue
has been the immediate beneficiary, though external power consensus
over the issue was also occasioned by other factors. States in the
region, however, are no longer able to exploit superpower animosity
and have lost political and economic leverage over Washington and
Moscow.

A second and related development is the declining American

11d Soviet military presence in the region. Washington is vacating
Clark Air Base before the end of the year and its new lease on Subii
ends in the year 2001 unless renewed again. Though the United States
will rcdeploy many of the capabilities it presently maintains in the
Philippines and its sbategic reach over Southeast Asia will remain
intact, its capabilities and its commitment to the seorrity of the area
will decrease. Besides, the US is paring down its forces in the Pacific by
11 per cent by 1993 and further phased reductions will follow.l

The Soviet Union has reduced its presence in the Indian Ocean
and in Cam Ranh Bay, and is continuing to reduce its support for
Vietnam and Cambodia. Deputy Prime Minister y.D. Masluliov also
informed ASEAN Foreign Ministers in ]uly 1991 that Moscow will
reduce its presence in the Asia/Pacific region, spe<ifically in Cam
Ranh Bay.z

The declining presence of both powers is having mixed effects
and evoking different reactions. On the one hand, it has reduced
tensions in the region and is not unwelcome to countries committed to
eliminating all foreign military presence in the area, even if as a
long-term goal. On the other hand, it is creating concern among sonre
regional and Pacific powers as to the continued stability and peace of

!S Departrnent of Defense, A Strategic Framanork for the Asian
Pacifrc Rim: I-ooking Towaril to the 27st Century, (Report to
Congress, Mimeo, 19 April 1990).
See Nao StraitsTims,20 July 7991,p.5; andThe Star,2O fuly 1991,
p.2.
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the area in the absence of credible American and Soviet restraints on
regional dynamics.

A third elernent in the changing regional strategic scenario is

the increasing apprehension in many quarters of the rise of regional
hegemonism,which presenb special challenges for the management of
security in the area. China, India and lapan, it is feared, might seek to
fill the 'vacuum'created by the diminishing American and Soviet
military presence. Though many factors stand in the way of such an
eventuality, the concern is nevertheless quite widespread and the
likelihood in the longer term cannot be dismissed.

The greatest concern is China. Her proximity (she shares land
and sea borders or economic zone$ with many Southeast Asian
countries), overwhelming military superiority, naval buildup,
conflicting claims in the South China Sea, her past record of resorting
to force to assert her claims despite her present assurances of seeking a

peaceful solution to iurisdictional issues, the likely negative external
repercussions of domestic instability, and the fact that she perceives

Southeast Asia as very much a part of her strategic environment, are

all cause for apprehension.

Fourth, Cambodia, the conflict that split Southeast Asia into
two hostile blocs, is now in denouement. Southeast Asia is still
divided, but conllict is declining. Rapprochement between Vietnam
and laos on the one hand and the ASEANI states on the other is the
prevailing trend, a hend which will gather momentum once the
Cambodian issue is resolved politically.

Fifth, ASEAN is more or less at a crossroads. As the
Cambodian issue, which dominated ASEAN's agenda for over a
decade and strengthened the regional organisation's solidarity, rec€des

into the background, doubts are being expressed about ASEAN's
continued viability. The future stability and growth of the region
hinges to a significant degree on whether ASEAN can continue to
moderate and help resolve intra-regional differences, stimulate
credible economic cooperation among its members, and address
emerging wider economic, political and security issues.

Sixth, intra-regional disputes and tensions are also expected to
increase or gain greater prominence in regional affairs with the
dilution of the unifying force of the C-ambodian issue among the
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ASEAI{ states. This will also exert greater pressures upon bilateral and
regional processes for conflict rrurnagement and test their efficacy.

Seventh, although nation-building and domestic issues
continue to be the top priority of the young nation states of the area,
the maritime dimmsion of state and regional security is receiving
greater attention due to several factors. These include the declaration
of 2OGmile Exclusive Economic Zones GEZs), the ensuing interest in
protecting and exploiting living and non-living resources in the Zones,
the building up of hitherto relatively neglected conventionat military
and defence capabilities as these countries reorient their energies away
from pacifying domestic insurgencies and resolving other perceived
thrcats to internal security, and the expected increase in the potential
for the outbreak of conflict in the South China Sea as the Cambodian
issue rccedes.

Eighttg as in many other parts of the world, security is
assuming a wider and more comprehensive meaning in state thinking.
Though there are no doubt variations in security concepts and
doctrines between states, the general trend is towards giving broader
interpretations to security interests. In some states, such as Indonesia,
Malaysia and Singapore, the trend began much earlier, and involved a
relatively comprehensive concept of security which embraced such
elements as political stability, national resilience, economic security
and containment of drug addiction besides the traditionally regarded
elements of security such as military defence and internal security.e
Today, notions of security increasingly tend to include aspects such as
environrnental pollution and degradation, illegal immigration and
refugee problems, narcotics control and to a lesser extent human
rights.

Ninth, economic considerations have replaced ideology as the
key consideration in foreign policy initiatives. Within the region this
has had a generally positive effect, particularly as regards reducing
tensions between ideologically dissimilar states, rapprochement
between the ASEAN countries and Vietnam and Laos, and the

Muthiah Alagappa, €omprehensive Security: Interpretations in
ASEAN Countries', ,Asian Security lssua,: Regiona.l anil Global,
(Researdr Papers and Policy Studies No.24 Institute of East Asian
Shdies, University of California, Berkeley, 1989).
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increasing interaction and cooperation betwc'en thern It has also
facilitated constructive engagement between the ASEAN states and the
Soviet Union and China. On the other hand, the marginalising of
ideological considerations has sometimes served to sharpen trade and
economic conflict between the ASEAN states and the West,
particularly the United States, whereas previously, the Cold War and
ideological dictates masked or blunted the edges of this conflict to
some extent.

Tenth, economic disparities are growing within the region
between the rapidly developing ASEAN countries and the slower
moving economies of the rest. The ASEAN economies are moving
ahead at more than twice the rate of the non-ASEAN economies.4
While this has not created problems between them yet - indeed it
provides room for greater cooperation - it could introduce stresses into
their relations in the future.

More importantly, while the ASEAN economies are expected
to continue to register impressive economic growth rates in the 1990s,
they are facing several major problems. Intra-ASEAN trade and
economic cooperation is limited; trade blocs, protectionism and
principles of reciprocity are restricting market access and threatening
freer global trade upon which the ASEAN economies are heavily
dependent; global GDP and international trade is expected to grow at
a slower pace this decade;S and environmental and human rights
issues are being employed to exert economic pressures upon the
countries concemed.

Finally, as has characterised much of the post-War period,
states in the region are expected to continue to be profoundly
preoccupied with nation-building issucs in the foreseeable future. The
problems will be most demanding in those states where political and

The real average growth rates for ASEAN for 1988 and 1989 for
instance, are 8.7 per cent and 8.0 per cent respectively, compared
to 3.95 per cent and 3.2 per cent respectively for Vietnam and
laos together. The difference would most likely be more in the
case of Myanmar and C-ambodia, figures for which are not
available. S€e ASEI4N Ennomic Bulletin, (Vol.7, No.3), March 1991.

World Bnrr&,, World Dnelopment Report,1988, (Oxford University
Press, New York, 1988).
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socio<onomic conditions are most unstable or poorly developed,
namely in Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam, and [aos. In the ASE.AN
countries, the prirnary nation-building issues will ensue from ethnic
and religious factors and will also be associated with the process of
evolving rnahre political institutions and systems for their respective
societies. No doubt, these problems will also have repercussions across
borders and complicate bilateral relations which will tend to
deteriorab periodically in the wake of specific events.

A New Southeast Asia

The changing strategic landscape in the region as outlined
above is causing the Southeast Asian counhies, epecially those within
ASEAN, to review their regional arrangements and their engagement
in wider international processes. In some matters, as in the
constnrctive engagement of outside socialist powers which had
pleviously been constrained by ideological considerations, steps are
already being taken to shengthen it in the political and economic
lpheres. The engagement of the Soviet Union and China by ASEAN
follnstance appears to have begun with their presence as guests in the
ASEAN Post-Ministerial Conference (PMC) process in Kuala Lumpur
in fuly 1991. In sonre other fields, such as security arrangements for
the regiory ASEAN is still assessing various options.

_ This paper dirusses some initiatives for the making of a new
Southeast Asia. Some aspects of these initiatives may already be under
consideration by various parties, ASEAN in particular.

Initiatives For Regional Engagement

A regional order encompassing the whole of Southeast Asia
has been the vision of many since the late 1950s at least. The ASEAN
Declaration of 1967 saw southeast Asia as its horizon, and expticitry
provides for participation in the Association of ,all states ln th-e
Southeast Asian region' which subscribe to the aims, principles and
p1t"gT of ASEAN. The Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality
(ZOPFAI\D Declaration of 1977 too saw Southeast Asia as the zonal
boundary, while the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast
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Asia which followed in 7976 also has southeast Asia firmly etched in
its textual frarnework and provides for accession by the non-ASEAN

states of the region.

A region-wide organisation for cooperation has therefore been

a policy obiective of ASEAN since its inception 24 years ago. This
ambition, however, has not been achieved so far for several reasong:

o Until1975, the Indochinese states were in turmoil and
participation in a regional organisation was not on
iheir agendas. On the part of the ASEAN states also,

they were too preoccupied with managing
intra-regional conflicts and building confidence
actively to address the question of a larger
membership.

o After 7975, the united Vietnam was hostile to ASEAN,
perceiving it as the PuPPet creation of the United
States and the West. ASEAN's efforts to woo Hanoi
were therefore rePcted.

o The invasion and occupation of Cambodia by Viebram
in 1978-79, which precipitated the polarisation of
Southeast Asia into the two antaSonistic camps of
non-communist ASEAN and the communist
Indochinese countries, effectively put an end to any
hopes for a region-wide framework for cooperation.

o The shict isolationist neutrality of Myanmar, then
called Burma, which still persists today.

Recent changes in the strategic environment of the region,
however, make a renewed quest for a modified regional order in
southeast Asia more feasible now. A new regional order which brings
together the ASEAN counbies, the Indochincse states and Myanmar in
some form of cooperative framework appcars more feasible and
desirable now because of the general trend towards Peace,
reconciliation and preoccupation with economic pursuits in the region.
As stated earlier, the Soviet Union has reduced its forces in Vietnam
and has declared that it will terminate its Presence in the region.

Vietnam has to all intents and purposes withdrawn from Cambodia.

Ideology no longer divides the region. China, the Soviet Union and
Vietnam, which were perceived as the primary destabilising forces in
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the regiory now seek a peaceful and friendly external environment in
order to concrntrate on and promote national development. vietnam
and the other Indochinese countries are now keen to engage in
regional proc€sses, Hanoi even explicitly stating that ii seets
membership in ASEAN. The Cambodian question too, is no longer as
inllammatory and as divisive as before; certainly, it is no longer
perceived as an obstacle to bilateral engagement with Vietnam.
Myanrnar too appears not as averse to discourse with countries in the
region as before.

In short, the unfolding strategic situation as well as the
aEnospherics in the region are distinctly conducive to initiatives for
region-wide engagement now. The only constraining factors appear to
be the unresolved situation in Cambodia and Myanmar,s as-yet low
level of interest in participating in regional processes.

The conduciveness of the situation aside, there are some good
reasons for pursuing region-wide engagement in Southeast Asia:

o The geographical unity of Southeast Asia, however
vague and even negatively defined, has long been
recognised.

o The region also makes for a natural geostrategic entity
bounded by the major regional powers of China to the
north, India to the northwest, and Australia and the
South Pacific island chain in the southeast.

o d regional framework would hasten the process of
reconciliation in the region and contribute to peace
and stability in the area. Security would also be
strengthened if appropriate confidence-building
measures are put in place among the regional states.
The management of conflicts and differences
involving the Indochinese countries and Myanmar
would also be facilitated.

o Membership in a larger regional organisation would
provide a sense of security to Laos and Cambodia
(when it emerges from the current conflict) from
perceived threats from neighbouring countries.
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A Southeast Asian Ten, however loosely constituted,
would provide a better balance to exba-regional
po$'ers such as China and India and therefore
contribute to a new sense of security among Southeast
Asian counhies, espercially those which feel most
vulnerable, such as Vietnam and Myanmar. It would
also discourage or make it less necessary for them to
enter into arrangements with outside Powers which
compromise the integrity and perhaps even security of
other countries in the region.

Economic cooperation would be beneficial to all
parties. Similarly, cooperation in other spheres, such
as the technical and cultural, can only help to further
contribute to national and regional well-being.
Cooperation in these areas would be especially helpful
to the economies of the Indochinese countries and
Myanrnar.

Various options are available for the pursuit of regional engagement in
Southeast Asia. They include the following:

The creation of a Southeast Asia-wide organisation to
replace ASEAN which would then be dissolved.

The expansion of ASEAN to include the other
Southeast Asian nations.

The creation of a Southeast Asia-wide organisation
which exists alongside ASEAN.

The institution of functional cooperation between
ASEAN and the Indochinese counhies as well as

Myanmar.

Option One: The Creation of a New Southeast Asia-Wide
Organisation and the Dissolution of ASEAN

This would be a neat approach. Southeast Asia will have only
one regional organisation which encompasses all ten countries. The
new regional order would be one in which all countries have an equal
say in its construction, the product of their collective views and
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interests. whatever is considered attractive and useful in the ASEAN
structure and experience could be coopted into the new scheme with
the agreerrrent of all the parties.

Option One however, has some severe disadvantages. It
would eliminate, at one stroke, a valuable and successful institution
which over the past two decades has fostered its own identity and
sense of community, contributed so impressively to sub.regional
cooperation and stability, and become such a significant and positive
{orce in regional and international diplomacy. In its prace-will be
instit-uted an organisation which would nrost likery be less cohesive,
which would have to painstakingly build up its own identity and
lnique orlture, and whose future would be uncertain. This optioru
therefore, would most likely be rejected by the ASEAN countries.

Option Two: An Expanded ASEAN

As pointed out earlier, ASEAN at the outset was in fact
gltsaged to embrace all countries in Southeast Asia. An expanded
ASEAN would mean the accomplishment of this goal and the
extension of the ASEAN regime for political, economic, social and
security cooperation throughout southeast Asia. This option would
certainly be welcome to Ftranoi, and most likely to Vientiane as well.
cambodia whether under the present regime or under a governrnent
constituted in accordance with an internationally accepted political
arrangement, canbe expected to do the same.

The rnajor drawback to this option, however, would be the
nEltive repercussions the move would have on existing ASEAN
solidarity, cohesiory rnomentum and accomplishments. If thi ASEAN
framework had been extended over the entire region from its
inception, this_option would have been a feasible one. Hbwever, given
the substantial distance ASEAN has bavelled over the last 24 years,
the indusion of the non-ASEAN Four within this framework now
would dilute edsting ASEAN solidarity, undermine its cohesion, and
seve'ely _curtail ib nromentum. The wider and more disparate
membership would render consensus-building more difficull. The
differing political and socio<onomic systems would also limit the
number of collectively relevant and mutually acceptablg initiatives in
various spheres. The limited resources available io the non-ASEAN
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Four would also prevent them from engaging fully in the prevailing
relatively taxing ASEAN Process, and therefore stifle it. The present

ASEAN members would find this option difficult to accept.

Option Three: Creation of a Southeast Asian Regional Process

Alongside ASEAN

This option aims at the best of both worlds: the creation of a
region-wide framework for engagement and cooperation while at the
same time retaining ASEAN and its existing structure. It will result in
a two'layered mechanism for regional collaboration, a comParatively
loose outer circle of the Southeast Asian Ten (C-ambodia's inclusion
could be withheld until the Cambodian issue is resolved), and the
more integrated core of the ASEAN Six. This system can be considered
flexible and pragmatic, conforming to the reality of the extensive
heterogeneity as well as the lower level integration - some would say

very basic level of integration - of the region as a whole on the one

hand and the greater homogeneity and relatively more advanced

integration of the ASEAN sub-region on the other. At some future
date, when the outer circle has established a secure and resilient
foundation and when the sense of Southeast Asian community has

become stronger, the two circles could conceivably merge into a single
entity.

The larger Southeast Asian mechanism could perhaps be

called a Council of Southeast Asia. It could consist initially of an
annual ministerial meeting which discusses informally political,
economic, social and security issues of intcrest to countries in the
region. It could be reinforc"d by other non-formal processes for
discussion and exchange, conducted or organised by non-government
institutions like the ASEAN-ISIS. These informal and non-formal fora
will gradually foster better understanding, community of interest and
shared visions, which in turn could leld institutionalised forms of
cooperation in various spheres.

Alternatively, a Southeast Asian grouping could be formalised
around the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia (see

Appendix 1). Initiatives could be launched to invite the non-ASEAN
states (with the exception of Cambodia until the problem is resolved)
to accede to the treaty, whose provisions would henceforth govern
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cooperation among the signatories. The treaty is comprehensive
eptgt to prwide the basis for the widest possible cooperation among
signatories in the political, economic, social and security fields.

Like the other options, Option Thrc'e is not without its
disadvantag-es too. Maintaining the ASEAN ,core, might only
encourage the Indochinese countries to have an Indochinese,core, as
well, thereby further entrenching a triangular (Council of Southeast
Asia-^AsEAl{-Indochina) or more crcrrectly a quadrangular (the other
angle being Myanmar) regional order in Souiheast isia. One could
argue though that this is already the prevailing order, and the Council
would orrly help bridge and integrate the lesser orders. In any case,
this option appears to be the least disadvantageous and the one with
the greatest prospect for consensual acceptance.6

Option Foun Functional Cooperation

This option offers even greater flexibility than Option Three.
The non-ASEAN Four could be engaged in functironal cooperation on a
selective basis, concentrating on areas which are mutually beneficial
and in areas wherc these countries are ready, willing and able.

^ This option however is better considered as an adjunct to
Option Three. It will greatly facilitate the reconciliation, engagement
and integration process without unduly forcing the pace.

Sbengthening ASEAITI And Its External Engagement

The rnaking of a new Southeast Asia also involves the
strengthening of its vital core, i.e., ASEAN. post{old War,
post{ambodia ASEAN needs to adjust itself to the dictates of the
changing regional and global strategic situation and revihlise itself to
face fresh challenges. As the proceedings of the recent ASEAN

6 A more detailed discussion of this proposal may be found in
Noordin Sopiee, The Making Of A New Southeast Asia: The
Political, Diplomatic And Institutional Agenda For Action,,
lPaper presented at the ASEAN-ISIS 1991 Meeting,lakarta,24
fune 1991).
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Ministerial Meeting and Post Ministerial Conference in Kuala Lumpur
have shown, the first steps in this direction are already being taken.

ASEAI.{'s initiatives need to include the following. First, it
needs to improve, rationalise and strengthen its institutional
framework, namely the ASEAN Secretariat, the National Secretaria$
the Heads of Government Meetings, and the many committees that
have been established to conduct ASEAN business. The ASEAN
Secretariat in particular needs to be transformed from a passive player
to one that is given the capabilities to more effectively initiate and
coordinate ASEAN programs and activities without unduly
undermining national sovereignty. This requires a greater level of
commitrnent to regionalism on the part of ASEAN governments
(though not to the level of the European Community because the
ASEAN countries are simply not ready for it), the elevation of the
status of the ASEAN Secretary General, and the allocation of more
resources to the Secretariat.T

Second, ASEAN has to make determined efforts to enhance
economic cooperation among its members without adversely affecting
their competitiveness in the global economy or undermining their
existing external linkages. This has been a long-standing problem for
ASEAN, contributed in large part by the competing nature of the
ASEAI\I economies. However, there is room for cooperation in various
fields, and several have been identified. ASEAN is at present
considering various proposals, among them an ASEAN Free Trade
Area (AFTA), a Common Effective Prefercntial Tariff Scheme, and an
ASEAN Treaty of Economic Cooperation.

Third, ASEAN has to address the threat posed to non-
discriminatory global trade by the rise of economic blocs and a
possible breaking down of the GATT system. It also has to strengthen
its negotiating hand in international economic fora and vis-a-vis other
economic groupings. This requires several responses: the
strengthening of ASEAN collaboration and consensus on economic

7 ASEAN is currently considering a report on the subject prepared
by a Panel of Eminent Persons entitled StrengtheningThe Structure
And Meclunbn of ASEAN, With Special Refuence To The ASEAN
Seqetariat. The Panel is chaired by Tan Sri Ghazali Shafie former
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Malaysia.
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issues and a common stand by ASEAN at inteinationar fora; efforts to
combat discrimination and sustain open trade in the pacific within the
Asia Pacific Economic cooperation (ApEc) forum as well as the pacific
Economic c-ooperation conference (PECC); and the formation of
GATT'consistent economic groupings encompassing countries beyond
ASEAN, such as the East Asia Economic Group (EAEG) idea, which
could promob ASEAN's economic interests ai well 

"t ptor.ide it 
"xtronger negotiating base uis-a-as other groupings such as the

Eurgpean community (EC) and the proposed Nortt America Free
Trade Association (NAFTA).

Fourth, ASEAN needs to review its security arrangements and
adjust them to the needs of the evolving strategiciegionil and global
environment.

SEcURITYINmATIvEs

The areas discussed here cover the areas of security concept;
threat perception; the prevailing network of security arrungett et ts and
mechanisms and their underlying assumptions; and a proposal for an
ASEAN-PMC initiated conference on security in the Asia/pacific
region.

Concept

In general, the various ASEAN states subscribe to a notion of
compretrensive security encapsuled in the terms 'national resilience,
and lregional resilience' first articulated by Indonesia. This concept is
an admirable one well suited to meet the diverse needs of the present
situation. It needs to be promoted among the non-ASEAN couniries as
well so that there is a common frame of reference for countries in the
region. This will also serve to facilitate the integration of all the states
in a common security regime.
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Threat Perception

Given the heterogeneity of the region, the differing historical

experiences of the states ind their different geostrategic locations and
considerations, it is not surprising that threat perceptions often vary
between the states, sometirnes markedly. such variations need not be a

mapr obstacle to security cooperation in areas of mutual interest.
Indeed, the gulf in threat perceptions between the ASEAN countries
and Vietnam is much less today due to several factors - the cessation of
acute mai)r power conflict in the area, the decline of the C:mbodian
issue as a divisive force, the primacy of economic considerations over
idmlogy, and the greater willingness to accommodate and seek

rapprochement.

Nevertheless, efforts to exchange views and harmonise

security and threat perceptions among these countries would further
facilitaie mutual understanding and cooperation in security matters in
the region. For the time being until the Cambodian situation improves
and relations become closei, exchanges between the ASEAN and
non-ASEAN countries could continue to be conducted in informal
multilateral fora such as the Asia-Pacit'ic Roundtable series organised by
ISIS Malaysia.

Prevailing Security Arrangements and
Their Underlying Assumptions

This will be the area that will require the greatest attention,
review and adjustment to meet current needs and foreseeabte future
requirements.

ZOPFAI,I: The Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality EOPFAN)
concept of ASEAN (see Appendix 2) is receiving renewed attention
following the end of the Cold War and the reduction of the
superpower presence in the region. Advocates of the idea see it as even
more relevant today with the diminution of foreign military Presence
and the opportunity this gives to the flowering of national and
regional self-reliance among the countries in the region. ASEAN as an

organisation remains committed to it at least as a long-term goal,

although it is reviewing the security arrangements in the region. The
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level of achml commitnrent to the concept, however, has never been
unibrm annng its members. The most ardent advocates are lndonesia
and Malaysia. The others are less enthusiastic. The Soviet Uniory
China and Vietnam have supported the idea, primarily because they
see it as useful in exerting pressure upon the United States to vacate
the area, which they perceive to be in their interest. The United States
obviously does rtot welcome the idea.

Critics of ZOPFANI generally consider it as an idea whose tinre
never came and an idea which time has now passed by. Their essential
quarrel is with the neutraligr element of ZOPFAN, which is considered
a C-old War, bipolar concept no longer relevant to the post{otd War
situation. A poltcy of exclusion (of foreign powers), they think, is a
negative response to a situation which instead requires constructive
and comprehensive engagement of extra-regional powers. Excluding
foteign milita{y presence, they further think, would prove the gravest
mistake in the event regional hegemonism becomes a reality.
Countries in the region with their relatively modest defence
capabilities would then become easy prey for neighbouring predators.
They also allege that the rhetoric on ZOPFAN contrasb sharply with
the reality, that the neutrality component of ZOPFAN was never really
adhered to by any ASEAN state except perhaps Indonesia which alone
has no defence linkagm with outside powers. Declaring ZOPFAN a
long-term goal, they say, is merely to mask the embarrassment of the
reality and to allow ASEAN to remain wedded to an idea which it
finds difficult to discard.

If ASEAN intends to review the concept of ZOPFAN, or rather
the component of neutrality in the present context, this is the best
opportunity. Alternatively it can leave ZOPFAN as it is while for all
practical purposes it works on the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in
Southeast Asia. The Treaty is ZOPFAN<onsistent (see its Preamble),
yet does not call for the exclusion or terrnination of foreign military
Presence.

Constructioe Engaganent Of Outsiile Powers: The comprehensive
security of ASEAN and the Southeast Asian region is best served by
the constructive engagement of outside powers in the region as well as
bilateral and multilateral security cooperation among countries within
the area. Indeed, ASEAN has no alternative because the region is
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becoming increasingly integratd with the outside world, in particular
with the countries in the Asia/Pacific region.

The engagement of outside powers must essentially be in the
political, economic, and social fields. The objective should be to induce
in them a mutuality of interest in and commitment to the stability,
security and prosperity of the region.

Iow-level security linkages, however, need not be excluded
from the sphere of engagement provided it is not unacceptable to other
countries in the region. A large foreign military Presenc€ though is

unnecessary at present and could prove counter-productive by
evoking the unease and hostility of other Powers. What is important is
the psychological element of deterrence to potential aggressors and the
psychological element of assurance to the smaller countries in the
region. low-level security linkages like the FivePower Defence
Arrangenrent (FPDA), irint exercises and training assistance would be
adequate for these purposes.

The still considerable US military presence in the region
nevertheless needs to be viewed in a special context. While the current
and short-term strategic situation does not seem to warrant such a
large presence, removing it at this juncture may be perceived by
several countries in the area as being more destabilising and
counter-productive than anything else. Given this situation it may be
in the interests of regional stability to retain significant American
military presence until such time such presence becomes no longer
tenable due to such factors as economic constraints in the United
Sates.

Extasbn Of fhe Treaty Of Amity Regime The Trcaty of Amity and
Cmperation in Southeast Asia is useful not only as a device to secure
regional engagement in the political field as suggested above, but also
as a framework for the establishment of region-wide cooperation in
comprehensive security. If ASEAN indeed decides upon this course, it
will have to determine whether initiatives to gain the accession of Laos
and Vietnam to the Treaty could proceed without awaiting an outcorne
to the Cambodian conllict or should be withheld until a more
opportune time.
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TIu south chiru sea: various fora are already addressing the issue of
gqi"t management and confidence'building in the souttr china sea.8
This is an anea that deserves priority attention. The initiatives here
would have to focus arnong others on the following: securing the
commitrnent of all relevant parties to resolve the conflicting claims in
the area peacefu]ly; the cessation of all activities which are-nranifestly
provocative; and cooperation among the parties involved in areas of
muhral benefit without prejudice to their respective territorial claims.

Enlancingsuurity cnpaatbnwithin ASEAN: There a already a great
deal of cggqgratign.existing between the inteiligence and'secirrity
agencies of the ASEAN countries generally on a bilateral basis, ani
therc seems to be little prospect of enhancing them given resource
limitations. However, closer relations and posirbly eu6t cooperation
among civilian agenciq on the ground, especially those operating
along conunon land and sea borders, could promote comprehensive
security further and reduce border incidenti. These agencies could
include those such as customs, Fisheries and Immigrad-on. Another
area- with potential for mutual cooperation on a meaningful scale
would be the environrnent.

An impediment to wider security cooperation within ASEAN
and between_ $tlrsia and the Philippines remains the philippine
claim to sabah. This situation will likelyiontinue until such time as the
claim is dropped.

An ASEAr'l PMC-lnitiateil confaence on security in the Asialpacifu
Regbn: This idea was mooted at an ASEAN-ISIS meeting in Jakarta-in
fune 1991. It was subsequently a subject for discussion at-the Fifth Asia-
Pacifrc Roundtable in Kuala Lumpur the same month, as well is at the
ASEAN Post Ministerial conference (ASEAN pMc) in Juty 1991, when
Iapan brought up the proposal.

The idea calls for the holding of a Conference following an
ASEAI{ PMC to discuss security issues in the Asia/pacific region.-The

1T9"g them are the ,{sia-Pacifc Rouniltable series organised by
ISIS Malaysil, the Workshop on Managing potential Coiltict tn Tie
SouthChiru Sa organised by the Indonesian Government, and the
IoIFtop on Naaal Confidence-Buittting Regima For The Asia
Pacific Region organised by the peace-Research lentre of the
Australian National University.
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conference is to be held outside the ASEAN PMC context, but would
involve all the six ASEAN members as well as the seven full dialogue

partners, narrely Canada, the United States, the European

bommunity, Japiu South Korea, Ausbalia and New Zealand' At a

later stage or even from the beginning, other states such as China, the

Soviet Union, North Korea and Vietnam could be invited to participate
in the conference. The proposal is being considered by ASEAN and

the other parties concerned.

If the proposal is acceptable to all parties it will constitute a

significant firsi step towards consultation and possibly cooperation in
si.rrity matterc ahong countries in the Asia/Pacific region at the

go.r""t -et tal level. It ;iil be a valuable supplement to the_informal
ireetings initiated by the Asia-Pacifb Roundtable series since 1987, and

it will it s*n'et the cail from various quartcrs for a consultative forum at

the governmental level on Asia/Pacific security.

Conclusion

A new Southeast Asia is already in the making. Cambodia and

Myanmar are slowing down the process, but perhaps not for long'
Hopefully, when the new Southeast Asian order emerges it will bring
unity, stability, Peace, cooperation, and shared development to the

region and !"uUte it to function effectively and viably in the

international environment.

The peace and prosperity of the region, however, will-depend
not only on the emergence of this order, but also on the domestic
environment of the Southeast Asian states. The non-ASEAN states in
particular will have to resolve many serious domestic political,
economic and social issues before they will be able to position

themselves firmly on the road to stable pcace and prosperity.
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APPENDIXl
TREATY OF AI\,TITY AND COOPERATION IN SOUTH EAST ASIA

Preamble

The High Contracting Parties:

CONSCIOUS of the existing ties of history, geography and
culture, which have bound their people's together;

AN)OOUS to promote regional peace and stability through
abiding respect for justice and the rule or law and enhancing regional
resilience in their relations;

DESIRING to enhance peace, friendship and muhral
cooperation on matters affecting Southeast Asia consistent with the
spirit and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, the Ten
Principles adopted by the Asian-African Conference in Bandung on 25
April 1955, the Declaration of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations signed in Bangkok on 8 August 1967, and the Declaration
signed in Kuala Lumpur on 27 November 7971;

COTWINCED that the settlement of differences or disputes
between their countries should be regulated by rational, effective and
sufficiently flexible procedures, avoiding negative attitudes which
might endanger or hinder cooperation;

BEUEVING in the need for cooperation with all peace-loving
nations, both within and oubide Southeast Asia, in the furtherance of
world peaoe, stability and harmony;

SOLEMNLY AGREE to enter into a Treaty of Amity and
Cooperation as follows:
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CHAPTER I: PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLES

Article 1

The purpose of this Treaty is to promote peqpetual peace,
everlasting amity and cooperation among their peoples which would
contribute to their strengtll solidarity and closer relationship.

Article 2

In their relations with one another, the High Contracting
Parties shall be guided by the following fundamental principles:

Mutual respect for the independence, sovereign$1,
equality, territorial integrity and national identity of
all nations;

The right of every State to lead its national existence
free from external interference, subversion or coercion;

Non-interference in the internal affairs of one another;

Settlement of differenc€s or disputes by peaceful
means;

Renunciation of the threat or use of force;

Effective cooperation among themselves.

CHAPTER IK AMITY

Article 3
In pursuance of the purpose of this Treaty the High

Contracting Parties shall endeavour to develop and strengthen the
traditional, cultural and historical ties of friendship, good
neighbourliness and cooperation which bind them together and shall
fulfil in good faith the obligations assumed under this Treaty. In order
to promote closer understanding among them, the High Contracting
Parties shall encourage and facilitate contact and intercourse among
their peoples.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

t.
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CHAPTER III: COOPERATION

Article 4

The High Contsacting Parties shall promote active cooperation
in the economic, social, technical, scientific and administrative fields as
well as in matters of common ideals and aspirarion of intemational
peace and stability in the region and all other matters of comrnon
interest.

Article 5
Pursuant to Article 4 the High Contracting parties shall exert

their maximum efforts multilaterally as well as biliterally on the basis
of equality, nondiscrimination and mutual benefit.

Article 6
The High Conhacting Parties shall collaborate for the

acceleration of the economic growth in the region in order to
strengthen the foundation for a prosperous and peiceful communit5r
of nations in southeast Asia. To this end, they shall promote the
greater utilizalis. of their agriculture and industries, the expansion of
their trade and the improvement of their economic infra-structure for
the mutual benefit of their peoples. In this regard, they shall continue
to explore all avenues for close and beneficiai cooperation with other
sates as well as intemational and regional organisations outside the
region.

Article 7

_ The High Conhacting Parties, in order to achieve social justice
and to raise the standards of living of the peoples of the region, shall
intensify ecronomic cooperation. For this 

-puiposq 
they sfiail adopt

appropriate regional stratq#es for economic development and mutual
assistance.
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Article I
The High Conuacting Parties shall strive to achieve the closest

cooperation on the widest scale and shall scrk to provide assistance to
one another in the form of training and research facilities in the social,
cultural, technical, rientific and adminis tra ti ve fiel ds.

Article 9
The High Contracting Parties shall endeavour to foster

cooperation in the furtherance of the cause of Peace, harmony, and
stability in the region. To this end, the High Contracting Parties shall
maintain regular contacts and consultations with one another on
international and regional matters with a view to coordinating their
views, actions and policies.

Article 70

Each High Contracting Party shall not in any rvrnner of form
participate in any activity which shall constitute a threat to the political
ind ecbnomic siability, sovereignty, or territorial integrity of another
High Contracting Party.

Article 77

The High Contracting Parties shall endeavour to strengthen
their respective national resilience in their political, economic, socio-

cultural as well as security fields in conformity with their respective
ideals and aspirations, free from extemal interference as well as

internal subversive activities in order to preserve their respective

national identifies.

Article 72

The High Contracting Parties in their efforts to achieve
regional prosperity and security, shall endeavour to cooperate in all
fields for the promotion of regional resilience based on the principles
of self<onfidence, self-reliance mutual respect, cooperation and

solidarity which will constitute the foundation for a shong a viable
community of nations in Southeast Asia.
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CHAPTER IVs PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Article 73

The High Contracting Parties shall have the determination and
good faith to prevent disputes from arising. In case of disputes on
matters directly affecting them shall refrain from the threat or use of
force and shall at all times settle such disputes among themselves
although friendly negotiations.

Article 74

To settle disputes through regional processes, the High
lonbacting Parties shall constitute, as a continuing body, a nigh
Council comprising a Representative at ministerial level foim each of
the High Contracting Parties to take cognizance of the existence of
disputes or situations likely to disturb regional peace and harmony.

Article 75

In the event no solution is reached through direct negotiations,
the High council shall take cognizance of the dispute or the situation
and shall recommend to the parties in dispute appropriate means of
settlement such as good offices, mediation, inquiry or conciliation.
The High Council may however offer its good offices, or upon
agreement of the parties in dispute, constitute itself into a committee of
lediatiol lleuiV or conciliation. When decmed necessary, the High
council shall recommend appropriate measures for the prevention oia
deterioration of the dispute or the situation.

Article 76

Th9 foregoing provision of this Chapter shall not apply to a
{ispute unless all the parties to the dispute agree to their appfiiaiion to
that dispute. However, this shall not preclude the other High
contracting Parties lot party to the dispute from offering all possible
assistance to settle the said dispute. Parties to the dispute should be
well disposed towards such offers of assistance.
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Article 77

Nothing in this Treaty shall preclude recourse to the modes of
peaceful settlement contained in Article 33 (1) of the Charter of the
United Nations. The High Conhacting Parties which are Parties to a
dispute should be encouraged to ake initiatives to solve it by friendly
negotiations before resorting to the other procedures providing for in
the Charter of the United Nations.

CHAPTER V: GENERAL PROVISION

Article 78

This Treaty shall be signed by the Republic of Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Republic of the Phitippines, the Republic of Singapore
and the Kingdom of Thailand. It shall be ratified in accordance with
the constitutional procedures of each signatory State.

It shall be open for accession by other States in Southeast Asia.

Article 79

This Treaty shall enter into force on the date of the deposit of
the fifth instrument of ratification with the Governments of the
signatory Sates which are designated Depositories of this Treaty and
of the instruments of ratification or accession.

Article 20

This Treaty is drawn up in the official languages of the High
Contracting Parties, all of which are equally authoritative. There shall
be an agreed conunon translation of the texts in the English language.
Any divergent interpretation of the common text shall be set0ed by
negotiation.

IN FAITH THEREOF the High Contracting Parties have
signed the Treaty and have hereto affixed their Seals.
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DONE at Denpassar, Bali, this twenty-fourth day of February
in the year one thousand nine hundred and seventy six.
For the Republic of Indonesia: SOEHARTO President
For Malaysia: DATUK HUSSEINONNPTime Minister
For the Republic of the Philippines: FERDINAND E. MARCOS

President
For the Republic of Singapore LEE KUAN YEW Prime Minister
For the Kingdom of Thailand: KUKNT PRAMOI Prime Minister
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APPENDIX 2

ZONE Of PEACE, FREEDOM AI.ID NEUTRAUTY
DECLARATION

We the Foreign Ministers of Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and the Special Envoy of the National
Executive Council of Thailand:

FIRMLY believing in the merits of regional cooPeration which
has drawn our counhies to cooperate togcther in the economic, social

and cultural fields in the Association of South East Asian Nations;

DESIROUS of bringing about a relaxation of international
tension and of achieving lasting peace in south East Asia;

INSPIRED by the worthy aims and objectives of the United
Nations, in particular by the principles of respect for the sovereignty
and territorill integrity of all states, abstention from threat or use of
force, peaceful settlement of intemational disputes, equal righs and
selfdetermination and non-interference in the affairs of States;

BEUEVING in the continuing validity of the 'Declaration on
the Promotion of World Peace and Coopcration' of the Bandung
Conference of 1955 which, among others, enunciates the principles by
which states rnay coexist peacefully;

RECOGNISING the right of every state, large or small, to lead

its national existence free from outside intcrference in its internal
affairs as this interference will adverscly affect its freedom,
independence and integrity;

DEDICATED to the maintcnance of pcace, freedom and
independence unimpaired;

BELIEVING in the maintenance of peace, freedom and
independence unimpaired;

BEUEVING in the necd to mcet Prescnt challenges and new
developments by cooperating with all peace and freedom loving
nations, both within and outside the region, in the furtherance of
world peace, stability and harmony.
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COGNZANT of the significant trend towards establishing
nuclear-free zones, as in the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in latin America' and the Lusaka Declaration proclaiming
Africa as a nudear-free zone, for the purpose of promoting world
peace and security by reducing the areas of international conflicts and
tension;

REITERATING our corrunitment to the principle in the
fungkok Dalaration which established ASEAN in 1967, ,that the
countries of South East Asia share a primary responsibility for
stengthening the economic and social stabilify of the region and
ensuring their peaceful and progressive national development, and
that they are determined to ensure stability and security from external
interference in any form or manifestation in order to preserve their
national identities in accordance with the ideals and aspirations of
their peoples'.

AGREEING that the neuhalization of South East Asia is a
desirable objective and that we should explore ways and means of
bringrng about is realization; and

CONVINCED that the time is propitious for joint action to
give effective expression to the deeply-felt desire of the peoples of
South East Asia to ensure the conditions of peace and stability
indispensable to their independence and thcir economic and social
well-being;

DOHEREBYSTATE:

1. that Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand are determined to exert initially necessary efforts to secure
the recognition of, and respect for, South East Asia as a Zone of peace,
Freedom and Neutrality, free from any form or manner of interference
by outside Powers;

2. that South East Asian countries should make concerted efforts
to broaden the areas of cooperation which would contribute to their
shength, solidarity and closer relationship.

DONE at Kuala Lumpur on Saturday, the 27th of November 1971.

On behalf of the Republic of Indonesia: ADAM MALIK Minister of
Foreign Affairs
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On behalf of Malaysia: TUN ABDUL RAZAK BIN HUSSEIN Prime
Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs

On behalf of the Republic of the Philippines: CARLOS P. ROMIJLO
Secretary of Foreign Affairs

On behalf of the Republic of Singapore: S. RAIARATNAM Minister for
Foreign Affairs

On behalf of the Kingdom of Thailand: THANAT KHOMAN Special
Envoy of the National Executive Council
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Notes:
Done and signed by the original member states of ASEAN at Kuala

Lumpur on 27 Novernber 1971
Notification of Adherence was given by Negara Brunei
Darassalam at ]akarta on 7 fanuary 1984.
Source of text ASEAI,I Duumentation Serire
Cited in the following documents:
Declaration of ASEAN Concord: (76.W2)

foint Press C-ommunique of the Meeting of ASEAN Heads of
Government

Treaty of Amityand Cooperation in Southeast Asia
Joint Communique of the Ninth ASEAN Ministerial Merting
foint_ Communiqug of the Special Meeting of ASEAN Foreign

Ministers (To commemorate the First Anniversary of Bali summit
Meeting)

Joint Communique of the Tenth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
Meeting of ASEAN Heads of Govemment - Final Communique
foint Comrnunique of the Eleventh ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
|oint Communique of the Twelfth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
Ioint Communique of the Thirteenth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
)oint Communique of the Fourteenth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
Joint statement of Foreign Ministers Meeting cf the Member stites of

the European Community and ASEAN
Joint Communique of the Fifteenth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
foint Communique of the Sixteenth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting
foint Communique of the Seventeenth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting



CHAPTER 14

THE AUSTRALIA-INDONESIA SECURITY
RELATIONSHIP

fusuf Wanandi

The fact that Indonesia and Australia are neighbours has its
geopolitical consequence, namely that they have to live together in
peace and to develop normal relations. This also means that they have

to develop mutual understanding and a sense of take and give, to
cooperate in as many areas as possible, as well as to promote regular
e*changes on assessments about developments in the regional
environment. It is of great importance as well that developments in
each othey's country and society be studied by both sides so that many
leaders and a growing segment of the respective societies would know
each other better.

A normal relationship between the two countries is important
for the development of a sustained security relationship. This does not
mean that normal relations must exist in all other fields before a

security relationship can be promoted. It is not even necessry in the
military field, although military rclations are an important comPonent
of that relationship. In essence, security relations encompass all
aspects of life.

Changes in the Asia/Pacific region as well as globally do affect
relations between Indonesia and Australia. The direction of these

changes are very uncertain today. Therefore, small and medium
countries in the region that have a conunon interest in the maintenance
of regional peace and stability should work together and find ways to
assure that these changes do not Pose a threat to the region. In this
regard the ASEAN countries and other countries in Southeast Asia as

well as Australia and New Zealand should have a great deal in
common.l

See Iusuf Wanandi, ?eace and
(Paper presented at the Manila

Security in South East Asia',
Conference on ASEAN and the
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One task that these countries have is the creation of a new
regional order for the Asia/Pacific region which in the future could
complement the US military presence in the region that thus far has
contibuted to regional stability. For the time being, the main question
facing the region is whether the American public and the US Congress
will see the need to continue to maintain a US military presence in the
region even though the Cold War is over. The sccurity situation in the
Asia/Pacific region has not come to a clear settlement as is now the
case in Europe. This is partly due to the uncertainty with regard to the
Soviet military presence in the region, since the reduction in size
appears to be acrcompanid by an increase in quality. In part this is
also because regional conllicts - in the Korean Peninsula, the Northern
Territories of lapary and Cambodia - will remain unresolved over the
medium terrn2

The other question concerns the need for the small and
medium counFies in the region to begin to develop some form of
cooperation in the military field. This should precede the creation of
the regional order mentioned above or should be further strengthened
if such a regional order fails to materialize. This could begin with
ASEAN military cooperation that in turn can be extended in a looser
form to the wider region involving ASEAN, the other Southeast Asian
counFies, Australia and New Zealand.3

The economic development of the Asia/Pacific region is of
great importanc€ to both Indonesia and Australia as these two
economies become so deeply integrated into this emerging regional
economy. This sr'ggests the importance of regional economic
cmperatiory which is now being promoted by and through APEC
(Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation) that was launched in Canberra at

Asia-Pacifrc Regbn: Prospats for Security Cooperation in the 1990s,
Manila, F7 fune 1991); and jusuf Wanandi, Towards a Regional
Order for ASEAN', Inilonaian Ouarterly, (Vol.XX, No.2), Second
Quarter 1991, pp.108-1 14.
William |. Crowe Jr. and Alan D. Romberg, Ttethinking Security
in the Pacific, Foreign Affairs, (Vol.7Q No.2), Spring 7997, p.124.
fusuf Wanandi, ?eace and Security in South East Asia', (Paper
presented at the Manila Conference on ASEAN anil the Asia-Pacifb
Region: hrepats for Security Coopuation in the 1990s, Manila, F7
fune 1991), pp.1G19 and 21.
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the end of 1989. Thus,Indonesia and Australia should cooperate in the
further development of APEC.a

Another important reason for the strengthening of security
relations between Indonesia and Australia is the importance of Papua
New Guinea to them both. However, this should not mean the creation
of a condominium between Indonesia and Australia urs-a-urs PNG.
Anyway, this is not going to come about because their interests
concerning PNG are not the same. It is important, however, that
regular dialogues be held to assess developments in PNG and the
cooperation that each side has with PNG in order to avoid mutual
misunderstanding and suspicions on the relations that each side has
with PNG. PNG's development has profound strategic implications for
Indonesia and Australia. For Indonesia, its relations with PNG affect
the development of Irian faya and its relations with the other South
Pacific nations. For Australia, the relationship is psychologically
important as PNG was its former colony and receives large amounts of
economic assistance.S

A fourth reason for the importance of Indonesia-Australia
security relations relates to the prominence of so-called new issues in
international relations, such as preservation of the environment,
terrorism, narcotics bade, the movements of mass deshuction
armaments, and migration, as well as those concerning human rights,
the rule of law, and the process of democratisation.

These issues will be discussed next in the context of
Indonesia-Australia relations. The final section will offer some
suggestions for the promotion of Indonesia-Australia security relations
in view of the deepseated differences that currently exist between the
two countries in a number of areas.

4

t
fusuf Wanandi, 'Peace and Security in South East Asia', p.l1.
fusuf Wanandi, Conclusion - Indonesia', in Desmond Ball and
Helen Wilson (eds.), Strange Neighbors: The Australia-Indonaia
Relatiotship, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, l99l), pp. 240-241.
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Indonesia-Aushalia Relations

Indonesia and Australia have experienced rather dramatic
tides and ebbs in their bilateral relations. During Indonesia's sbuggle
for independence, Australia under its l.abor goverrunent was
sympathetic to Indonesia and its strive for freedom after 1947. This
changed when the Liberal government under Prime Minister Menzies
came to power. This was partly due to Indonesia's focus on the West
Irian issue in its external policies and its emotional reactions to the
Dutdr proposal to integrate West Irian and PNG into a single
independent country towards the end of the 1950s. This proposal
received some support from Australia. In addition, Prime Minister
Menzies'views on Indonesia were very much influenced by those of
the Westem bloc,led by the US, who saw Indonesia moving into the
embrace of the communist bloc.

The successful condusion of the West Irian campaign in 1962
had strengthened the inlluence of the PKI (Indonesian Communist
Party) in Indonesia. The konfrontasi with Malaysia led to a direct
confrontation between Indonesian and Australian troops in the jungles
of Kalimantan.

The change in govemment in Indonesia, following the
traumatic events in 1965, opend up a new era in Indonesia-Australia
relations. The New Order govemment under President Suharto is
seen as anti<ommunist and as adopting pragmatic policies in its
external relations as well as focusing its efforts on internal political
stability and economic development. Bilateral relations were at their
height in the early 1970s, in large part as a result of good personal
relations that had developed between Prime Minister Whitlam and
President Suharto.

Perhaps it was to be expected that the excellent relationship
which has developed between two countries having such deepseated
differences, as between Indonesia and Australia, could not easily be
sustained. And indeed, as a result of Indonesia's intervention in 1975
in the civil war that erupted in East Timor, which had caused the death
of six Australian purnalisb, relations turned very sour. The
accusations made by the Australian mass mcdia on human rights
violations in East Tirnor, as well as the harsh comments on the role of
the military and the question of Indonesian democrary in general,
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were negatively received in Indonesia. Australia, on the other hand,
was seen as a racist country, arrogant and moralistic in imposing its
values on other nations, and could never become a Part of Asia
because of its predominant orientation towards England, the US and
the West.5

When relations were at its ebb, the correspondents of the ABC
and the Australian news media were refused permission to work in
Indonesia. Now, only AAP has returned, although visits by Australian

iournalists have become rmre frequent. Military cooperation was also

abrogated until about two years ago.

In addition to the East Timor issue, the Australian mass media
had also launched strong accusations on the Indonesian government's
mishandling of its people that crossed the border from Irian |aya into
PNG. This is no longer a maior issue since it has been settled
satisfactorily with the assistance of the Intemational Committee of the
Red Cross 0CRC). Moreover, Indonesia's relations with PNG have
greatly improved, and this has led to the signing of a Treaty of Muhral
Respect, Friendship and Cooperation betwc.en Indonesia and PNG in
7987.

The past two years have also seen a great improvement in
Indonesia-Australia relations. High-level visits on both sides have
become more frequent, and an agreement of the Timor Gap has been
reached and ratified by both sides. Nevertheless, the two sides must
recognize the fundamental differences that continue to exist between
them. There is also a quite widespread perception in Australia that
Indonesia is Aushalia's main threat. Although one could argue that
this does not have any significant meaning, it serves to show the
misunderstanding and preiudices that exist. It can be concluded that
relations between the two countries need to be deepened and
broadened so that the differences that exist could be understood and
accepted and do not cause disturbances in the relationship. Or if
disturbances in some areas do occur, they can be counter-balanced by

See A. Hasnan Habib, 'Australia-Indonesia Relations: The
Politico-Defence Dmension', in Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson
(eds.), Strange Neighborc: The Australia-lnilonesia Relationship,

pp.165-183; and Andrew Maclntyre, 'Australia-Indonesia
Rela tions', ibi d., pp.145-7 60.
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relations in other areas that both sides attach great importance to. Here
the model of Indonesia's relations with Malaysia or any other ASEAN
country comes to mind. Sometimes problems do arise, such as the
disputebetween Indonesia and Malaysia over the two islands off East
IGlimantan, Sipadan and Ligitan, without hurting the basic relations
between the two countries.

The differences that exist between Indonesia and Australia can
be found in rnany aspects. Australia is an advanced country that
adopts Western denncrary as its political system and belongs to the
American bloc through an alliance agreement. Its cultural values are
those of a Western liberal society and the majority of its small
population are white people. Indonesia is a developing country with a
political system that is still in the making and is based on Pancasila and
definitely not on liberal democracy, and in which the armed forces
play a dominant role. It is a non-aligned country in its foreign policy
and belongs to the Group of 77 in the UN. Indonesia is also an
observer of the Organization of Islamic Countries and OPEC.
Although the society is pluralistic and diverse, its various groups share
corrunon cultural values, of which s;mcretism is a major characteristic.
It is the fifth largest country in the world in terms of its population and
is an archipelagic country.T

The Australian society is essentially inward looking, largely
because of its geographic condition as a continent with a low
population density, except on the eastern and southeastern parts.
Generally speaking racial sentiments and the fecling of superiority of
the white people are still widespread among its people. Therefore, the
feeling that its political and economic systems are superior is quite
pronounced. The leaders have made efforts to change this, through
education, immigration policy, and appreciation of foreign cultures.
However, this policy has not received bipartisan support as yet.
Australia is still very much oriented towards Europe, England in
particular, and the United States, although geographically,
geopolitically and economically it is very much part of the
Asia/Pacific region.s

Desmond Ball, ?reface', in Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson
(eds.), Sttange N eighbors: The Australia-lnilonesia Relationshtp, p.6.
fohn Brennan (ed.), The Williamsburg Cont'erence, Sydney, Australia,
Febrwry 1991, (The Asia Society, New York, 1991), pp.2GZB.
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In the security realm, Australia has always been dependent on
protection by others, the United Kingdom previously and the United
Shtes until today. There is a growing recognition, however, that this
protection can not be relied upon forever and, therefore, Australia
needs to develop its own defence capabilities and should pursue a
more active diplomacy to make it a part of the Asia/Pacific region.9

It feels quite insecure towards Indonesia because its
knowledge of Indonesia is very limited, except from the one.sided or
sensational news that is published through its media.Indonesia is seen
as an aggressive and expansionist country. However, the Australian
defence establishment recognizes that Indonesia does not have any
intention or capability to invade Australia. Indonesia can be used as a
base from which a major power could invade Australia, but this is also
unlikely due to her independent stance in political and security
matters. The Australian elite seems to be of the opinion that Indonesia
poses a threat to Aushalia only if instability develops inside Indonesia
which would allow its foreign policy to become aggressive as
experienced during the Sukarno era. Therefore, Indonesia's stability is
important to Australia, and cooperation with Indonesia is often given
support on that basis.lo

As mentioned above, the state of relations today is much
improved and it seems that the Labor government in Australia has
made conscious efforts to improve the rclations. Most pronounced is
the improvement in diplomatic relations. Military relations, albeit
limited, have been resumed, and economic relations continue to
expand. However, trade relations are not likely to be significant
because of the small size of the Australian market and because of the
structure of Ausbalian industries. Nonetheless, economic cooperation
could be further prornoted to include services (engineering,
accountanry, etc.) and technology trade where Australia could play an
important role in Indonesia's development. Australian investments in
Indonesia are still confined mostly to the minerals sector.ll

9

t0
ll

Andrew Maclntyre,'Australia-Indonesia Rclations', in Desmond
Ball and Helen Wilson (eds.), Strange Neighbours: The Australia-
lndonaia Relationship, pp.l 51 -1 52.
lbid.,pp.14G747.
Mari Pangestu,'Bilateral Indonesia-Australia Economic Relations:
An Indonesian Viery', in ibid., pp.183-214; and Hd Hill,
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Indonesia-Australia military relations have been influenced by
a number of factors. Among World War II veterans in Aushalia there
continues to be some mistrust towards Indonesia. They also harbour
special feelings towards East Timor because of its role during the
guerilla war againstlapan. Until about ten years ago, these views had
received some sympathy from within parts of the Australian
Departsnent of Defence. The Indonesian Armed Forces (ABRI), on its
part, haa been greatly annoyed by the Australian reactions to its
intervention in East Timor, because their efforts to end the civil war in
East Timor were not undertaken merely for the sake of Indonesia,s
security but also for the sAbility of the wider region, which serves
Australia's interests as well. Again, as mentioned earlier, relations
have greatly improved now and cooperation has resumed, to include
among other things dialogues and visits of chiefs of the Armed Forces
to each other, the exchange of officers attending courses in each othey's
training-institutes, and irint naval exercises when the Australian Navy
passes through Indonesian straits and waters.

Of equal importance to the improvement of overall relations
are the cultural, scientific and educational fields. The establishment of
the Australia-Indonesia Institute to promote cultural exchanges and
cooperation among the mass media is to be applauded. The Indonesia
Project at the Research fthool of Pacific Studies at ANU, and its
Bulletin of lnilonaian Economic Stuilis (BIES), has greatly contributed to
the promotion of cooperation among academics, ind provides a model
for cooperation in other fields of study. Southeast Asian studies in
Australia appears to be on a rise again, but the interest towards
Northeast Asia (|apan and China) is much greater. On the issue of the
Australian mass nedia, Southeast Asia does not demand that the
Australian goverrrment limit the freedom of its press. But it is
imperative that the rredia be more sensitive about the complexities of
and the differences among the societies in the Asia/Pacific region.t2

'Australia-lndonesia Economic Relations: Challenges and
Opportunities in a "Small" Relationship', in ibiil., pp.Z15-239.12 fohn Brennan (ed.), The Williamsburg Conference, pp.ZOZZ.
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Indonesia, on its part, has a high self-image and tends to view
itself as being in a central position.l3 This seems to be common among
countries with large populations and long histories, such as China,
India, and also the United States. They all tend to be inward looking
and feel that others must adiust themselves to their values. This
tendency in Indonesia has been reinforced by Indonesia's struggle for
independence. The histoqy of ig development as a young nation has

strengthened its nationalism and instinct for independence. It has
adopted a non-aligned stance because of the nature of its
independence struggle and strengthened by the fact that the three
maior powers, the Soviet Union, the US and China, have all intervened
politically and in other ways in Indonesia's internal affairs. The Soviet
Union was involved in the PKI rebellion in Madiun in 1948; the US

was involved in the PRRI/Permesta rebcllion in 1958; and China was
involved in the aborted PKI coup in 1965.

The main challenge to Indonesia today is how it can
intemationalize itself in the future in view of the shategic and
economic changes that are taking place globally as well as in the
Asia/Pacific region. This internationalization Process will in itself
bring about new challenges.l4 In the economic field, largely in
reslrcnse to the drop in oil prices, restructuring policies were
introduced involving deregulation measures and the promotion of
exporb. As a result, the Indonesian economy has become more oPen

and has become more compatible with other economies in the
Asia/Pacific region. In the political field, the dcmocratization process
that has taken place in Eastern Europe and especially in the
Asia/Pacific region definitely has some influence on the development
of greater political openness, but the main force behind this
development is the rise of the middle class. This has also led to a

greater awareness in the society of the problems of human rights and
the rule of law, but it is generally understood that the political system
that will evolve will not simply be an emulation of the Western liberal
democratic system.ls

Goenawan Mohammad, 'Indonesia's Sclf-perception', in
Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson (eds.), Strange Neighbours: The

Austr alia-lniloncia Relationship, i>p.139-744.
lbiil.,pp.742-243.
rbiit..

l3

74
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There is concerry however, that this process of democratisation
will bring about instabilities since new elements are inhoduced into
the system and the society does not have enough experience as yet to
go through this process. Therefore, there is always the need to
maintain sorne kind of balance between the demand for greater
democracy and the maintenance of stability. But it is also recognised
that without greater democracy, stability itself cannot be sustained.

As a neighbour and a friendly country Australia can express
its concerns for developmenb in Indonesia and it is welcome to offer
suggestions. However, this should be done in a friendly and low-key
fashion so that it becomes acceptable. Employing open pressure and
criticism, especially if done in an arrogant and moralistic way, would
only be counter-productive. In the final analysis, it is perhaps timely
now to begin to seek an international or regional consensus on how
concerns about the domestic developments of other countries are to be
expressed, so that frictions can be avoided.

Indonesia-Australia cooperation in the military field should
also be seen in the conto(t of strategic changes in the wider region. It
is possible that multipolarity, which could result in new instabilities,
will force small and medium countries to cooperate in security and
defence. In the future, ASEAN might develop some kind of
multilateral defence cooperation, and the group might also seek some
defence cooperation with Australia.l5

The main obstacle to be overcome in strengthening Indonesia-
Australia cooperation, including the security field, is the lack of
mutual appreciation of different cultural values. Indonesian values are
essentially communalistic, in which the interests of the community are
given greater importance than those of the individual. Harmony and
balance are the guiding principles, and the approach is syncretic and
consensus-seeking rather than determining who wins or who loses.

Values in Indonesia are changing, but it should be noted that
two-thirds of the population live in rural areas where change proceeds
more slowly. The younger generation in Indonesia, especially in the
urban areas, has become more cosmopolitan as a result of education
and the flow of information. International and foreign or new values
are also being absorbed in this process. One should also note that the

15 Jusuf Wanandi, ?eace and Security in South East Asia', p.18.
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siune process is taking place in Australia in the other direction, partly
as a result of its changing demographic composition. Australia is
slowly but surely becoming part of the region through immigrants
from Asia, through her education processes, as well as through
deliberate goverrunent policies in the field of cultural development for
the future. Therefore, both cultures and value systems are going to be
more mixed in the future with some similar traits and characteristics.

As mentioned before, education and the role of the mass
media is important in the development of mutual understanding and
mutual appreciation between Indonesia and Australia. Indonesians are
payrng little attention to Australia. Although a major Indonesian
newspaper, Kompas, has already assigned a correspondent to Australia,
much more needs to be done. By the same token, Indonesia should be
less stringent in allowing Aushalian and other foreign iournalists to
come to Indonesia.

The above examination purports to show that both sides need
to do a lot more before their relations can be stable or improve in the
future. It is already obvious why the rclationship needs to be
strengthened. Australia's survival will greatly depend upon its
relations with the counhies in the Asia/Pacific region. Indonesia is one
of its closest neighbours geographically. Indonesia similarly needs to
open up further because it has become more intertwined in the
developments of the wider region, strategically, economically, as well
as politically. Political will on both sides is present at the highest
levels, and the main challenge is implementation in the various fields
of activities in a consistent and continuous wav.

Indonesia's Responses to Global and Regional Changes

As mentioned earlier, the changes that have taken place in the
global and regional environments have forced Indonesia and the other
ASEAN countries to formulate their responses. The direction of
Indonesia-Australia security relations will be greatly influenced by
these responses as well.

Global changes and current developments in the Asia/Pacific
region have presented new challenges to the ASEAN countries. It is
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imperative for ASEAN to clearly formulate its responses to those
challenges if it wants to preserve its existence, role andinfluence.

The new challenges are of such fundamental nature that
ASEAN must reexamine the ideas and concepts which it has adopted
over the past 24 years. ASEAN is now faced with new realities. The
Asia/Pacific region, including the Southcast Asia sub.region, is
becoming multipolar. The fundamental changes in the ielations

lmolg the mairr poweni can have profound influences upon
Southeast Asia's peace and security.lT

The changes that are taking place can have - and should be
directed to bring about - positive effects upon the entire Asia/pacific
region as well as for ASEAN. The most dramatic change has been in
the economic field as evidenced by the increaJed economic
interdependenc€ among the countries in the region and the growing
rcgional integration in manufacturing. This has led to the need for i
regional economic forum which has begun to take shape already in the
form of the non-governmental tripartite pEcc (picific Ecbnomic
cmperation conference) process and the informal inter-governmental
APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic cooperation) process. T[e need for a
regionll political-security dialogue is currently also being felt, among
other things to help strengthen economic cooperation which is so vitil
to the region.

Bilateral dialogues have proliferated and they have
conbibuted to the creation of an environment which is conducive to
the promotion of economic cooperation. The normalization of sino-
Indonesian relations, for instance, was to a large extent motivated by
the desire on both sides to promote economic-cooperation. The same
kind of des_ire appears to be at work in the dialogues between North
Korca and South Korea and between the Soviet Unlon and fapan.

Regional conflicts that could become an obstacle to a regional
dialogue, such as in Cambodia, the Korean peninsula, the Noithem
Territories and in the south china sea, are ail moving in a direction
involving processes thatseek a peaceful resolution. It ilearly is in the
region's interest that these processes be strengthened. Although

77 Jusuf wanandi, Global change and Its Impact on the Asia pacific
fugrg", An ASEAN View', lniloneian euartuly, (Vol.XIX, No.3),
Third Quart er 1997, pp.228-232.
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ASEAN's immediate interest is in the Southeast Asian subregiory this
sub-region can no longer be separated from the wider Asia/Pacific
region, both politically and economically'l8

In view of the above developments, it seems appropriate for
ASEAN to review seriously its ideas and concepts of its role and the

developments of Southeast Asia in the context of the wider
Asia/Pacific region.

Firstln ASEAN needs to modify its idea and concept of a
regional order for Southeast Asia, known as ZOPFAN (Zone of Peace,

Freedom and Neutrality), which is no longer adequate as the basis for
structuring ASEAN's relations with the major Powerg, because the
pnesence 6f tne hfter in Southeast Asia is an integral part of their
presence in the wider Asia/Pacific region.

ZOPFAN, which is based on the Bangkok Declaration ('l'967)'

the Kuala Lumpur Declaration (1971), the Treaty of Amity and

Cooperation (79i6), and the ASEAN Concord (7976), continues to be

relevant as far as intra-ASEAN relations are concerned. During the

past 24 years, the ASEAN countries have been able to avoid opel
conflicts-amongst them although many problems remain unresolved,
for instance tfre SaUafr problem. Furthermore, as the resolution of the

Cambodian conllict comes nearer in sight, ASEAN should embark on
efforts to involve all Southeast Asian countrics in the development of a

regional order based on ZoPFAN. This could be done by inviting the

countries of Indochina and Myanmar to bccome signatories to the
Treaty of Amity and Cooperation as the legal basis of Southeast Asia's
regional order. ASEAN could also begin to develop functional
economic cooperation with those countries.

The Treaty of Amity and Cooperation contains measures

towards the peaceful settlement of conflicts and the promotion of
confidence building measures (cBMs). The countries of Indochina and

Myanrnar could take part in ASEAN economic cooperation when their
economies become compatible with the economic systems of the

ASEAN counhies.

On its relations with the major Powers, which is the third
component of ZOPFAN, ASEAN has not had the opportunity to

18 jusuf Wanandi, 'Peace and Security in South East Asia', p.15.
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structur€ that rclationship because of the outbreak of the Indochina
conflict. Now ASEAlrl needs to reformulate this relationship as the
Southeast Asian subrqgion has become an integral part of the wider
Asia/Pacific region, economically, politically, as well as security-wise.

In this context it seems reasonable to propose that the regional
order whidr is being promoted by ASEAN should also encompass - or
be extended to - the wider Asia/Pacific region. If indeed ZOPFAI.I is
inadequaE, ASEAhI should develop a new concept and new forms of
interactioru with all the countries in the region, including the mairr
powers. A regional political*ecurity dialogue is the most appropriate
meclranism.

It goes without syrng that the institutional strengthening of
ASEAN is a prerequisite to ib ability to play a greater role in the wider
Asia/Pacific region.

Secondly, ASEAN should attempt to preserve the balance of
power in the Asia/Pacific regiory including the Southeast Asian sub
region, so that the ASEAN countries themselves need not allocate a
disproportionately large part of their resources to military
expenditure. National development, economic development in
particular, still is the main task for the ASEAN countries, whose main
threats are still coming primarily from within.

The US political and militaqy prescnce in the Asia/Pacific
r€gion performs the role of a stabilizer in the sense of preventing other
mapr powers from exerting greater influence in the region or
enhancing their military capability which could lead to an arms race
amongst the maior powers. It is obvious that in the absence of an
alliance with the US, |apan will feel it necessary to increase its military
capabilities to indude even the development of nuclcar weapons. This
will immediately be followed by a Chinese military buildup.

The U$lapan alliance is crucial for the region's peace and
stability. The facilities and bases in Southeast Asia, namely in the
Philippines and Singa;,u-re, should be seen in this wider regional
co,ntext In this post{old War era it is not easy to convince the
American public to maintain a sufficient degree of military presence in
the region in order to be able to assume the role of a stabilizer.

The US economic presenc€ in the region is an important factor.
Burden-sharing especially by fapan, South Korea, Australia, and to
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some extent also ASEANI, is another important factor. In relation to
this burden-sharing and to ASEAN's own long-term interest, ASEAN
should @in to examine the needs for military cooperation. Until now,
cooperation in the military field has been undertaken outside ASEAl.l
and has been conducted largely on a bilateral basis.

However, the existing scheme of cooperation - or the lack of a
formal, ASEAN scheme - has brought about quite encouragtng results
and could become the basis for multilateral cooperation when the need
arises in the future. The series of bilateral cooperations in the military
field today are directed towards internal sources of threat which could
be assisted from the outside in the form of infiltration and subversion.
Securing border areas from possible insurgencies has been the main
objective of this cooperation. In addition, this cooperation also
contributes to greater confidence building among the ASEAN member
countries and their armed forces.

In dealing with external threats, military cooperation among
the ASEAN crcuntries needs to be enhanced and widened in its scope,
and should perhaps be multilateralized. This could be done gradually.
Also, since such cooperation is defensive in nature and will not take
the form of a military pact it will not disrupt any military cooperation
that individual members of ASEAN have with outside parties, such as

the Five Power Defence Arrangement (FPDA), or bilaterally with the
US. ASEAN military crcoperation could be spcrifically directed to the
development of an ASEAN coast guard to secure the SLOCs (sea lines
of communications) in Southeast Asia from pollution, collisiory or
piracy. ASEAN should seek assistance from japan, both in the
acquisition of technology and in financing, since the SLOC-s are vital to
Iapan.

ffirdly, as mentioned earlier, ASEAN should attempt to
develop a regional order for the wider Asia/Pacific region. This
should begin with a regional dialogue on political sc'curity issues .

The ASEAt,l PMC (Post Ministerial Conference) is an existing
mechanism involving most countries in the rcgion that can initiate this
process. In the past it has dealt with political issues, such as on the
Cambodian conllict and the problem of the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. The ASEAN PMC could at a later stage also invite the
participation of other countries that are relevant to the regional
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political security scene, namely the Soviet Union, China, Vietnam, and
North Korea.

The next ASEAN Summit should give a clear mandate to the
ASEAN PMC to take this initiative. Support from ASEAN dialogue
partners can be secured if ASEAN's decision is made at the highest
policy level. Such an ASEAN initiative could demonstrate ASEAN,s
relevance for the wider Asia/Pacific region and is crucial to ASEAl.,l's
own future.

The agenda and structure of the existing ASEAN pMC will
haye to be adjusted accordingly. This should not prove to be too
difficult. In fact, the ASEAN PMC is in the best position to launch the
regional dialogue. APEC is new and its focus is on economic
cooperation. ESCAP is too diffused in terms of its agenda and
membership.l9

In terms of intellectual input to the process, a series of
academic exchanges are already taking place. The ASEAN ISIS
(Instihrtes of strategic and International studies) and ISIS Malaysia
have recently held meetings on this subject 20 and the Manila
lonferelce sponsored by the Foreign Ministries of the philippines and
Thailand was also a very sucressful meeting. In addition, Canadian
academics are also engaged in serious studies on the security problems
of the North Pacific. These exercises are a necessary part of the process.

Concluslons

In the Southeast Asian context, and also in the wider
Asia/Pacific context, the concept of security should not be confined to

Alilrf an! defence matters, but it should encompass all aspects of
life. similarly, Indonesia-Australia security rclationi shourd be seen to
involve the totality of relations. Therefore, it is important to create a
slong foundation for the development of relations imong two nations
that are so different in many aspects.

19 Jusuf Wanandi, ?eace and Security in South East Asia,, pp.lG26.20 See, for example, ASEAN Institutes of Strategic and International
Studies, A Timc For lnitiatioe: Proposals t'or tie Consideration of the
Fourth ASEAN Summit,4 ]une 1991.
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It is almost inevitable that Indonesia and Australia will have to

develop good and strong relations, not only for reasons of geography

ana geopotitics but also in view of the strategic and economic-changes

thatire-taking place in the Asia/Pacific region. These fundamental

changes have iuih wide.ranging implications for the region-, including
for Indonesia and Australia, and it seems only appropriate that the two
countries should develop parallel or even ioint responses to the new
challenges. ASEAN and Ausbalia have already begun to_embark on

such actions as shown in their suPPort for PECC, APEC and other

region-wide activities, including the proposed political-security
diilogue. One should also note the close collaboration of ASEAN and

Australia in the efforts to find a peaceful solution to the Cambodian
conflict.21

As suggested before, Indonesia-Australia relations are also

influenced by tlie development of ASEAN-Australia relations as well
as relations between Indonesia and PNG.

Indonesia and Aushalia should clearly recognize that the

differences that exist between them are quite vast. The task to be taken
is not to eliminate those differences but rather to develop a greater

mutual understanding and mutual appreciation of each othey's values,

culhrres, developments, and problems. In each of the societies there

needs to be a gloup consisting of the more enlightened individuals
which is willing to alsume the task of promoting bctter understanding.
The Australia-Indonesia Institute has been established under the
leadership of Bruce Grant.22 A comparable initiative on the
Indonesiin side has been taken by Forcign Ministcr Alatas and

hopefully a similar institute will be establishcd soon in Jakarta.23

Despite differences, relations bctween Indonesia and Australia
can be strengthened because there are many factors that are bringing
the two countries together. In the economic field, both countries have a

great stake in the economic development of the widcr Pacific region.

Andrew Maclntyre,'Australia-Indonesia Rclations', in Desmond
Ball and Helen Wilson (eds.), Strange Neighbours: The Australia-
Iniloneia Relationship, pp.154-155.
Gareth Evans, 'Australia's Relations with Indonesia', in ibid.'p.1.
Interview with Indonesian Ambassador Sabam Siagian, Canberra,

August 1991.

21

22

23
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Investments and services trade are areas in which much progress can
be expected bilaterally.In the political field, Australia and Indonesia
are not directly involved but are legitimately interested in the
resolution of the Cambodian conflict and the overlapping tenitorial
claims in the South China Sea. The two sides are also interested in
promoting a regional political-security dialogue.

Regular dialogues between the two countries, involving
representatives from all walks of life, are an important venue to
developing mutual understanding and appreciation. The role of the
mass media, as mentioned repeatedly, is crucial.24

The geographic factor in Australia-Indonesia relations has
become all the more important now as problems of the environment,
terrorism, narcotics, migration, and the sales of mass destruction
weapons have become important new international issues. These
issues should begin to be placed on the agenda of Indonesia-Australia
relations.

24 Gareth Evans, 'Australia's Relations with Indonesia', in Desmond
Ball and Helen Wilson (eds.), Strange Neighbours: The Australia-
lnilon aia Relation ship, pp. 1 -3.



CHAPTER 15

SECURITY ISSUES IN NORTHEAST ASIA

Shrart Harris*

There are substantial differences in nVestern'views about how

far the end of the cold war has progressed in Northeast Asia and how

it has affected the security dynamia of the region. Let me distinguish
three:

(i) A neo{old War perspective. In almost traditional
Cold War terms, this accepts the continued threat of
the Soviet war machine in the North Pacific and the

need to maintain a shong counterforce.

(ii) A post{old War viewpoint, which is less concerned
about the Soviet military posture but which sees the
possibility of greater regional instability.

(iii) Also a post4old War viewpoint, but postulating a

new, relatively benign, era in the region.

In addition, further possible regional concerns extend the idea of
security beyond that of traditional military security. I shall therefore
look briefly at the potential security implications of such 'new' issues.

The Neo-Cold War PersPective

This perspective sees the Soviet Union as a great power, with
vast natural iesources and huge armed forces. It retains an arsenal of

' The author is gratefi.rl to Gary Klintworth, Andrew Mack, Jim Richardson, Ridrard
Higgot! Richard L&ver, Peter Van Ness, James Cotton, Paul C/Callaghan and Helen
Wilson for help with material ideas and comments.
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nuclear weapons comparable to those of the United States, much of
which is located in the Pacific theatre.l Despite its fundamental
political and economic changes internally and despite its altered
military posturc and substantially revised foreign policies, a significant
Soviet threat is judged to remain.

This threat is perhaps most clearly seen by the US military,
particularly the US N"ry. For example, Admiral arson, the US
Commander-inQrief Pacific (CINPAC), recently warned of two
disturbing trends: the first was that the Soviet military capability in the
Pacific continues to grow, as a result of is pursuit of an 'aggressive
modernisation progranrl. This he saw as associated with a second
disturbing trend, the Soviet effort 'to expand their influence in Asia
and the PacifiC.2

Such views are also held - or at least articulated - by some
influential ]apanese, as well as some Australian, observers. For
example, Seizaburo Sato, in arguing for a greater role for the |apanese
defence force, refers to the Soviet Union'... still upgrading its strategic
nuclear wealrcns and improving its airforce capabilities around |apan'.
He argues that '... we need to maintain our defenses against a Soviet
attack although the urgency of the situation has clearly lessened'.3
Ken Aldred, a Federal Liberal MP, regards the fact that bne third of
Soviet forces remain in the Pacific' as an 'enormous regional security
challenge' for Australia.4

Ross Babbage, Commentarl, in Stuart Harris and fames Cotton
(eds.), TIE End of the Cold War in Northeast Asia, (Longman
Cheshire and Lynne Rienner, Melbourne, 1991),pp.24-7.
Admiral Charles Larsory The Future of Naval Power Towards
the Year 200C1', (Paper prepared for the Conference onNaoal Pouts
in tln Pacit'ic, Aushalian Defence Force Academy, Canberra,13-14
May 1991),p.10.
Okazaki Hisahiko and Sato Seizaburo, 'Redefining the Role of
fapanese Military Powey', lapan Echo, (VoI.XVIII, No.l), Spring
7991, p.21. Similar views are reflected in the japanese annual
defence wNte papers.
Ken Aldred, MP,'Attack on Defence Force Puts Sovereignty at
RjsV, Canbma Timr, 27 fune 7991, p.9.
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Moreover, the US pressed fapan not to make concessions to
President Gorbachev on his visit to Tokyo, or to contemplate
multilateral security arrangements for fear, according to a statement
attributed to Brent scowcroo that it will affect the military balance
between the US and the Soviet Union.S

Post Cold War Instability

Those who argue from this viewpoint believe that the Cold
War is effectively over, and that concern about continued Soviet Power
is greatly exaggerated. They argue, however, that the Cold War
provided a degree of stability to the region. It did this because almost
iny conflict was seen in East-West terms, making it difficult for
counbies in the region to pursue localised disputes without the
superpowers using them as proxies. Now that the superpowers would
not want to be actively involved comPetitively, quite apart from their
diminished role and influence, such disputes could rremerge.

They also accept that the potential for great Power rivalry
remains. Northeast Asia was the only region in which nuclear
weapons were ever used with, in addition, threats to use them being
made on several occasions. While the US and USSR relationships are
changed, China and lapan have become more central to security
concerns of the smaller countries of the region. And, of course, some

small countries have been growing rapidly. Korea's economy will be

around the size of Britain's today by the end of the c€ntury even
without reunification with North Korea.

Northeast Asia has been the scene of historically important
rivalries between all these counhies. That security concerns exist may
be reflected in the growth in arms expenditures in the region, the only
region of the world where expenditures are rising rather than falling -

Japan's annual increase in recent years of about five per cent in real
terms to 1990 being relatively small compared with that of China,
Korea or Taiwan.

Brian Toohey, 'US Throws Cold Water on Evans' Asia Plan', Srn
Herald,21 April 1991, p.35.
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Postulating a Benign Era

Northeast Asia can also be seen as entering a benign era. This
implies that it is not in the interest of any countqy in the region to
change the system of interrelationships or that such changes as do
occur, such as resulting from the rapid economic transformations, will
do so srnoothly. It is often argued that economic links contribute to
peaceful relations (not always historically obvious as the experience of
successive wars between the economically close France and Germany
illustrates). For those holding this beliet the region's economic
dynamism and ib growing economic integration based on the pursuit
of generally outwards looking trading policies, should help maintain
peaceful relations.

Soviet intentions are not held to pose a regional threat. Not
only does the Soviet domestic political change and priority to its
economy point in this direction but recent Soviet policies in the region
have tended to be constructive rather than the contrary. The increased
interest in regional economic matters reinforces this view.5

For China, the other feared potential aggressor in the region,
its priority to economic development is similarly seen as a dampener
on any aggressive intent.T It may also be doubted whether China has a
capacity in the forseeable future to be aggressive - even to blockade
Taiwan in order to persuade it to be more cooperative, would need an
assurance that the US and others would remain uninvolved.

The implicit cooperation of the USSR, China and the US in
their approach to the broader issues of the Korea peninsula is also
taken as an encouraging sign.

Stuart Harris, The Political and Strategic Framework in Northeast
Asia', in Stuart Flarris and James Cotton (eds.), The End of the Cold
War in N or thcast Asin, pp.7-23.
Hua D, Recent Developments in China's Domestic and Foreign
Affairs: The Political and Strategic Implications for Northeast
Asia', (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canbena, June 1991).
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Redefining the Concept of Security

Security has traditionally been seen in military terms. Militaly
threats obviously rank ahead of other threats, since they concern life
and liberty. Yet the currency of weapons and the threat of force have
diminished greatly in value. If, however, we think of security in terms
of anything that impinges upon our values or the institutions that
underpin those values,8 or reduces our options,9 then other factors
come into play. It is now corrunon to see references to threats to
security from environmental factors, usually in terms of positive or
negative resource effects.l0 The range of important factors is wider
than this, however. It includes environmental and resource security
factors, but also such matters as terrorism, traffic in drugs,
international crime, chronic violence and human rights abuses in one
state, urban violence within a country due to refugees or immigrants
and unregulated population flows. It can also include the impact of
others' values, such as the effect of evangelical pursuit of particular
religious or moral views on political and social stability.

While the quality of Australian life is affected by the quality of
life that exists in the countries surrounding us, Australia is
substantially protected by its island status. Geography need not
protect adequately, however, from inflows of refugees and
immigrants, nor from the political effects of resentment of poor or
unstable countries of Australia's rich and favoured situation. For the
countries of Northeast Asia, however, geography provides even less
protection, and these issues may be more important. Two problems
then arise.

Stuart Harris, Raiew of Australia's Ouerseas Reyaentation,
(Aus tralian Govemment Publi shing Service, Canberra, 7986), p.4.
Richard Ullman, T.edefining Security', in G. fohn Ikenbcrry (ed.),
American Foreign Policy: Theoretical Essays, (Scott, Foresmary
Glenview, Illinois, 1989), p.Ug.
Norman Myers, 'Environment and Securit;/, Foreign Policy,
(Yol.74), Spring 1989, pp.2341; and Peter Gleick, 'Environment
and Security: The Clear Connections', Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientbts, April 1991, pp.1721.
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The broad concept of security is not as clearly defined as

military s€curity - indeed in some cases insecurity may only exist
when a country or ib people feel insecure. For example, fapan
probably need not worry, because of its wealth, about its access to oil
supplies in any forseeable future crisis situation. Provided it accepts
this, it has no perception of a security problem. If it is not so confident,
however, then it will see itself as having a security problem.

Second, it is not difficult to convince public opinion of the
need for insurance against a miliary threat - we accept readily that
sudt threats are almost permanent. It is difficult to convince public
opiniory however, that insurance is needed against threats of a
different kind. For example, most developing countries see global
climate change as of little concern to themselves - although they are in
a much weaker position to adapt to the changes it might imply than is
Australia. Although their security will often be much more at risk,
that will be even more difficult to have reflected in their policies than
in Australia's.

The Maior Powerr

The SovietUnion

The Soviet Union's two major achievements in the region have
been to restore relations with China and South Korea. Moreover, it
managed to achieve this without threatening anyone. Indeed it might
now hope for China's support in encouraging US participation in
naval arms reductions in the Pacific.

The Soviet Union's relations have been transformed not iust
with China and the two Koreas but, in reality if not in overt substance,
with Japan as well. Its very specific, if geographically constrained,
security interests in the Pacific now operate at a much lower key.
Overall, it is hard to see the Soviet Union using force or the threat of
force to challenge the existing order in the region.

The Soviet Union continues, however, its ambivalence in the
priority it gives to Northeast Asia in its economic and political policies.
Dmpite the Gorbachev initiatives in Vladivostok and Krasnoyarsk, and
the Soviet interest in participating in regional economic cooperation,
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Soviet attention is directed primarily now, as in the past, to Europe
and to its relations with the US. Although it has pushed economic
cooperation in talks between the USSR and countries bordering the
SovietFar East, it has not sought to put the Soviet Far East high on the
agenda in its summit dirussions with the US. Nor has its domestic
policy towards the Far East matched its rhetoric.ll

Soviet influence elsewhere in the region, in the past an
increasingly limited political influence based upon its military lrcwer,
is likely to remain insubstantial. The US Defense Departmenfs view is
that change in Eastern Europe tras not dehacted from Soviet interest
in Asia'.l2 It would be very suqprising, however, if this were so given
the primacy that Eastern Europe has held in Soviet strategic thinking
and what the change has meant in reducing its principle military
buffer zone, dissolving the Warsaw Pact, and losing its strategic allies
in its priority defence area.l3

Although current Sino-Soviet relations are good, and despite
some improvement in Soviet-lapanese relations, for China and to a
degree for Japan, the USSR will continue to be seen as a major Iong
term potential security threat, with a significant influence on their
strategic poliry stances. It will also stay as the strategic and political
rival of the US.

Nevertheless, it is not obvious that grcater Soviet participation
in the region, now freed of ideology, would be destabilising. Indeed,

Henry Trofimenko, Goals and Roles of U.S., U.S.S.R., P.R.C. and
Japan in the Next Ten-Fifteen Years', Asian Perspectirte, (Vo1.15,

No.1), Spring-Summer 1991, pp.69-97. See also Yu-Nam Kim,
The Soviet Reforms and Relations with the Koreas', in Peter
Drysdale (d.), The Smtiets anil the Pactt'ic Clallenge, (Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, 7991), pp.9G102.
United States Department of Defense, A Strategic Framantork for the
Pacific &;m: LookingToutaril the 21.st Century, (Report to Congress,
Washington, D.C, April 1990), p.5.
The importance of the European changes for the Soviet miliary is
usefully dirussed in Beniamin Lambeth, 'The Declining Soviet
Threat: Implications for International Sc'curity and Regional
Prospects for the Korean Peninsula', Korea anil Worlil Aft'airs,
(VolXV, No.l), Spring 1991, pp.85-101.
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their actions in recent years have contributed to stability. Moreover,
the views of the former US Assistant Sccretary of Defense, Richard
Armitage, that There is every reason to allow the Soviets or whomever
to develop full relations with any nation' in the Pacific, scam to differ
from those of Admiral larson.l4 Despite the Soviet moves to recognise
South Korea diplornatically, and to increase economic exchanges with
that country, its economic interest in the region will probably remain
less a rneans of generating major economic dynamism for the Soviet
economy than one of avoiding an economic and security vacuum in
the Soviet Far East. It has a clear interest in attracting fapanese and
Korean (and Taiwanese) investment in the Soviet Far East but the
mapr interest is probably in fapanese capital that would come in
through Moscow.

The United States

The US has been concemed to achieve pcace and sustain
'stabilig/ in the region. This it has done through its military presence
and its series of bilateral military alliances with fapan, Korea and to a
degree with Australia and New Zealand and its base agreements with
the Philippines. Its importance is such that it can be destabilising by
inadvertence, as the Carter proposal to withdraw troops from Korea
promised to be or as the aggressive Team Spirit exercises are seen by
nulny as doing today.

The bilateral nature of the US alliance relationships are
themselves vulnerable to the unilateral actions of the US. This bilateral
framework has advantages to the US, but it also has disadvantages,
both to the US and in a wider systemic sense. Among the
disadvantages is the tendency to inflexibility, freczing the existing
Cold War lines within the region.

The US position in the region will be constrained by the costs
of nuintaining its international security framework. While the earlier
signs of isolationist tendencies in the US have diminished, the
economic pressures of the Gulf War, the economic downturn, the

14 Quoted in Carl Ford, t,lew Perspcctives for U$Asia/Pacific
Security Strateg/, (Spccch to the National Dcfense University's
Pacific Symposium, Honolulu, Hawaii, 28 Fcbruary 1991).
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bilateral trade imbalances, and the seeming rescntment at the fapanese
(and German) responses during the Gulf War, will be continuing
inlluences for some time.

Yet the US position in many respects, globally and regionally,
is stronger than before the end of the Cold War. Its success in the Gulf
must be a significant factor in its global position and regional
influence. Regionally, two other things are important. First, all the
other maior powers, China, the USS& fapan and Korea, now look to
the US for assistance in some form, whether for capital and technology
or in direct security terms. Second, the US has always preferred to act
unilaterally. It is still not able to achicve that fully in Europe, although
it has gone a fair way to doing so in the Middle East, Africa and Iatin
America. Nor, for much of the Cold War, was it possible in Northeast
Asia. Soviet confrontation or at least competition was always a threat.
Now, however, it has no rival policeman in Northeast Asia.

China

|udgements as to whether China is a stabilising or a
destabilising influence are a maicr source of difference between those
who accept the effective end of the Cold War but have concerns about
regional stability and those who see the region's future in benign
terms.l5

Strategic links between the West and China, already
diminishing, have been further reduced following Tiananmen Square.
Nevertheless, China still wants to benefit from tcchnological and
financial ties with the US and fapan in particular as well as with
Europe. Despite its present economic devclopment priority, those
with concerns about its future behaviour point to its political
instability and to the mairr variability of its past strategic and political
positions.

ls Gerald Segal, The Challenge to Chinese Foreign Polic;/, in Stuart
Harris and fames Cotton (eds.), The End of the Cold War in
Northust Asin, pp.79-108; and Hua Di, 'Recent Developments in
China's Domestic and Foreign Affairs: The Political and Strategic
Implications for Northeast Asia'.
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Fears of expanding Chinese communism have virtually
disappeared in the region though fears of Chinese irredentism
probably have nst. Nevertheless, diplomatic relations with previously
unwilling partners - Saudi Arabia, lndonesia and Singapore - have
beerr a maFr achievenrent. Yet China was the only major country that
switched sides in the East-west conflict. It has revealed a willingness,
a1d an ability, to change its priorities rapidly. Having restored
relations with the USS& it would now like to see a less close
relationship between the US.9R and the US, in order to dilute the
geopolitical strength of the US.

It is also a nudear power, continues to develop its nuclear
delivery capability, and has an expanding military capaciiy, including,
it is thought, a chemicals weapons capability. The question is whethJr
it will want to shape the international system as much as that system is
shaping it. Certainly it will want a say in any reshaping that occurs in
the Asia/Pacific region.

China's immediate strategic priorities are shaped by its
obiectives towards Taiwary its concerns over its borders with India its
continued interests in IndoGrina and its contested territorial claims in
the South China Sea in particular. Its long term security fears will
remain directed primarily towards the USSR, with perhaps Japan also
seen as a longer term potential threat.

At the sanre time, China's military and particularly its naval
build-up, and uncertaintyabout its long term obiectives, is i source of
concern to neighbouring countries. Sino-Japanese relations are
gomplex, and not without tensions, reflecting, among other things, the
inevitable competitiveness of their positions, and the chinese belief
that Japan is not sufficiently repentant for its invasion of china in the
1930s, and is not responding adequately to China's needs for capital
an! !5\logy. Although China's links with Taiwan are expanding
rapidly, China still from time to time threatens military aition to
recover Taiwan, although such threats seem to have diminished
recently.

- In general, therefore, China will remain an important strategic
and political determinant of the attitudes and policies of its Northeast
Asian neighbours, and of the strategic framewolk of the region.
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Iapan

Because of the relative decline of the suPerPowers, fapan at

least nominally has more independence. Whether and how it will use
that independence is unclear. Again, it is not clear that its actions or
attitudes will consciously disturb regional interrelationships. On the
other hand, its responses either to changed security situations or to its
continued economic dominance could have a destabilising effect.

Obiectively, fapan's security concerns about the Soviet Union
in themselves do not aPPear mapr, although were Sino-Soviet
relationships to bcrcome much closer, its long tcrm security anxieties
would increase. In any case, how it rcsponds will depend upon its
confidence in the ultimate Protection provided by the US and the
continuation of the security heaty with that country. It is likely to
prefer a divided Korean peninsula to a unificd one, but its overriding
iecurity conc€rn will be the possibility of a nuclear North or, indeed,
South Korea.

The shift from the Cold War framework, and to some extent its
expectation of a reduced US presence, is forcing fapan to rethink its
overall foreign policy approach. It is not clcar that that process is
procding very rapidly. It nceds US security less, but knows also that
the US nceds it less. Yet, the continuing scnse of dependence

expressed in Okazaki and Sato's vicw that Japanese militarism would
follow within six months of a withdrawal of US support,l6 suggests

that the idea of greater scrurity self-determination for fapan has not
made much progress. Moreover, for many in the region, the US

Scrurity Treaty with fapan has value for just that reason - to reshain

)apanese militarism. Nor would they nccessarily welcome the view
that |apan's role includes '... a responsibility to deter and resolve
regional conflicts'.l7 Others are conccrned that Japancse nationalism
will respond to the aggressive economic offcnsive bcing pursued by
the US against |apan.

The desirability of improving rclations with the Soviet Union
continues to founder ostensibly on the rock of the Northern Islands

Okazaki and Sato, 'Redefining the Role of fapanese Military
Powe/, p.24.
lbid.,p.21.
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issue. On the Soviet side, a morre secure shategic position, to which
the hard line fapanese position does not contribute, may reduce the
shategic need for the islands, ameliorate internal opposition and
thereby facilitate a Soviet concession. Even with a solution to that
problem, however, the long term coolness between the two countries
would take longer to overcome.

japanls hard line strengthens the hand of the domestic
supporten of continued increases in fapan's arms budgets. Yet ]apar
is awar',e that, while it receives discordant messages from the US on the
subject, its Northeast Asian neighbours, and most of the Asian region
want it to hold or reduce ib arms build-up. There was probably more
comfort taken in the region from |apan's dilemma over support for the
Gulf war than US observers have allowed. But there was also some
concern at US pressur€ on fapan to move. The degree of official
fapanese support for expanding its military role, with its interest in
participating in uN peacekeeping forces, as in Cambodia, while not in
itself likely to be totally unwelcome, is seen as serving longer term
objectives. There were also regional rumblings about why fapan's
minesweepers, in going to the Gulf, needed to pay calls at a number of
countries on route.

Its new foreign policy structurg therefore, will need to
encompass fapanese needs more explicitly in a context in which there
is a continuing and perhaps enhanced anxiety about |apanese arms
increases.

There is sorne concern in Japan, particularly since the Gulf
War, at its heavy security dependence on the US and a balance is
sought by some in a global and regional multilateral approach.
Although nuny fapanese speak reluctantly on this question because of
their dependence on the US, a leading Socialist party spokesman has
argued that Iapan should work 'to establish a forum for
comprehensive security talks in Asia',like the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).l8 A noted Japanese irurnalist
(Yoichi Funibashi, of the ,4shi Shimbun), in speaking to the Trilateral
Commissiory also saw a need for more multilateral security

18 lto Shigeru, trlew Policy Goals for the Socialist Par$,lapanae
Echo, (Vol.XW[, Special Issue), 19D'1,,p.49.
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discussions in the region.l9 And Masashi Nishihara, of the National
Defense Acaderny, has said that lapan and the US'... should seek to
establish a loose forum with South Korea, ASEAN nations, Canada
and Aushalia, in which regional security issues, including fapanese
and US roles for regional and global securi$r, can be discussed'.2o

Korea

Korea has also gained greater independence. To some extent,

South Korea has played the Soviet card effectively as an alternative to
the less cooperative |apan. Both the Soviet Union and China, treating
it as an independent counbry, regard it as economically important to
them. Nevertheless, the problem of the division of the Korean
peninsula remains crucial given the fears of moves towards nuclear
arms in North Korea, which has produced SCUD missiles which could
deliver them, and the pressure on South Korea to follow suit if those
moves are confirmed or even to attemPt a preemptive strike. IaPan
would be under similar pressure in this case.

Both China and the USSR now look for a conflict free Korean
peninsula, both were pursuing a two-Korea policy before it was
adopted by North Korea, and both have for some time been trying to
constrain North Korea's nuclear ambitions. Both seem satisfied (or
perhaps iust hopeful) that North Korea's announced acceptance of
IAEA inspection of its nuclear facilities is genuine. Moreover, the
apparent acceptance by North Korea of the two-Koreas formula in the
United Nations is a potentially helpful step in rcducing tensions.

South Korea-Japanese tensions remain, however, as over

fapan's initiatives with respect to relations with North Korea, although
these have so far been managed effectively.

Cited in Don Woolford, 'Support for Rcgional Push', &nberra
Times, 22 April 1991, p.12.
Masashi Nishihara, Japan-U.S. Sccurity Cooperation: A fapanese
Perspective', (Paper prepared for a Symposium, Tokyo, 9-10 May
1991).
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Taiwan

The occasional threat from China that it may have to take up
military methods to resolve the Taiwan question is being offset, to
some extent, by the growing linkages between Taiwan and Southern
china. Taiwan has been making careful responses to china over their
relations, making various suggestions for closer cooperation. It
recently recognised formally for the first time communist tontrol of the
Mainland and participated in reunification talks with Beijing.

The rnapr Chinese conc€rn is that of Taiwanese moves

-to*gdt independence. Any such moves are being dealt with firmly
by the Taiwanese authorities, in recognition that they could stimulatel
responee from China - military or economic - that would be
thr€atening.

So Which of the Three Possibilities Seems Most Likely?

The Harder Line?

The assumptions behind the harder line position of the US and
Iapan have sufficient substance to warrant further consideration. The
condusions drawn from them rely on deterrence as a security strategy
- which assumes an aggressive or expansionist approach by in enemy.

lgnpquently, they may simply tell us of the problems-of strategic
thinking in a multipolar world when thcre is no apparent comrnon
enemy.

It seems improbable, to say the least, that the Soviets would
ever have attacked ]apan except in a full scale war with the US. It

most improbable now that they would attack anyone else in the
region. Because of the long Sino-soviet border, China would be most
at risk were there to be a reversion to a discordant authoritarianism in-
the USSR or a breakup of the Union. At present, of course, China is
morc concerned about the discordant political ideas that come from its
northern neighbour. Even with discordant authoritarianism there,
military action would seem to have little if anything to offer the ussR.
Moreover, the us Defense Department accepted, afler weinberger left
the scene, that defence was the foremost ioncern of soviet mititary
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planning in the Soviet Far East 2l and a higher proportionate reduction
in their military forces has taken place there.

What About lncreased Instability?

Many sources of potential conflict remain in Northeast Asia.
As well as the threat of nudear proliferation there, security anxieties
derive from a growing and perhaps Politically unstable China; a
powerful, and not easily predictable Japan; from the continued g-"tq
in arms expenditure in the region and the potential for accelerated

atrns races; and from the China-Taiwan relationship and the uncertain
post-197 Hong Kong situation. Unresolved border disputes,are also a

Source of actual or potential concern in the East and South China Seas,

and territorial differences remain unresolved on the borders between
China and India and the USSR.22 There is also a general concern in the

region that if the US withdraws significantly - which it could do -

fapanese neannament would follow.

History tells us that aggressors have commonly seen war as

advantageous beforehand, only to be proved disastrously wrong.
Nevertheless, in the tate 20th century, the gains from war have
diminished greatly while the costs have risen enormously. This will
influence views as to how far actual conflict would be in any one's

advantage - even if the North Koreans had nuclear weaPons, could
they usethem while the South or the US had them in place onshore or
offihore in submarines? And what could a militaristic lapan do? But
again the question of perceptions - and pcrhaps inadvertence - is
important.

The viewpoint under this subhead is held by some US

observers, as well as being reflected in the US Defense Department's
talancing wheel' argument.23 Richard Solomon refers to a time of
uncertain and complex multipolar reality with its 'renascent ethno-

United Sates Department of Defense, Swiet Military Powt:
Prosputs for Clunge, 1989, (U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C, 1989), pp.l 12-727.
Stuart Harris, The End of the Cold War in Northeast Asia: The
Global Implications', in Stuart Harris and fames Cotton (eds.), Tlr
End of the C-old War in Northast Asia, pp.258-74.
See United Sates Department of Defense, A Strategic Ftamannrk

fo tle Pacifu Rim: lmkingToanril the 27st Century, p.3.
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nationalism and the reemergence of regional antagonisms and
ambitions long frozen in the time of Cold War confrontation'.24

Many of the concerr$ which support this view are likely to be
less substantial in reality than in perc€ptions of reality. It is on
perceptions, however, rather than on facts that policies are based. The
more substantial case for the US presence is to reassure virtually all the
nations in the region against sudr perceptions. The question is then
why the US force deployment pattern remains largely unchanged from
when the USSR was s€en as the potential aggressor?5

The Benign Scenario?

Such a scenario is obviously possible - even if to many it may
seem optimistic in the longer term. Arms build-ups are not necessarily
destabilising. Andrew Mack has pointed to the important difference
between aggressive countries against which arms build-ups are
nece$sary for deterrence (peace through strength) - and status quo
countries for whom arms build-ups by other countries are likely to be
frighEning.26 In these circumstances, Peace through strength would
be self defeating. It can be argued that the value of gaining territory
internationally by conquest has substantially diminished both because
of its difficulty and because the gain from it can often be achieved
more effectively in other ways.

Non-military Security Questions?

In many rmpect these are less likcly to be a problem in
Northeast Asia than in Southeast Asia - where religious and ethno-
nationalism pressures are greater, where the worst of the drug bade

United SAtes Assistant Secretary of State, Richard Solomory
'Asian Security in the 1990s: Integration in Economics, Diversity
in Defense', (Address to the University of California at San DiegO
30 October 1990).
Desmond Ba,ll, Proooutioe Plans: A Critique of US Strategy for
lvlaritittu Conflict in the North Pacific, (Canberra Papers on Strategy
and Defence No.79, Sfategic and Defence Srudies C-entre,
Aushalian National University, Canberra, 1 991 ).
Andrew Mack, ?eassuranceVersus Deterrence: Strategies for the
Asia/Pacific Region', (Working Paper No.103, Peace Research
Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, February 1991 ).
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questions arise and where environmental problems arise most
substantially. There are, however, also ethnic and religious issues

linked to the disputed borders between China and India and the USSR.

If the post-1997 situation for Hong Kong became really bad, as

well as refugee problems, there could be a large impact on a number of
regional economies, including ]apan and Taiwan. Nevertheless, it is
hard to see non-military seorrity disputes, such as environmental
disputes or transborder population shifts, threatening regional - as

distinct from national - security significantly, however acrimonious the
disputes maybecome in their immediate context.

The Asian Perspective

Whatever the nature of the future concerns about security, the
countries of Asia and the Pacific - Southeast as well as Northeast Asia -
are likely to want to see their future security concerns, whether the
spread of chemical weapons, the growth in missile sales, or the wider
fear of nuclear proliferation, seen in Asian terms rather than in terms
of their implications for the East-West conflict. This was recently
articulated, for example, by Mr Manglapus, the Philippines Foreign
Minister.2T

In another sense, while welcoming the removal of the overall
threat of the Cold War, there are some regrets at the passing of the
stability that the Cold War gave and a strong desire, if not always
articulated, to rnaintain the US naval presence. Moreover, despite the
continuing worries about US political pressures on Northeast Asia to
resolve American domestic economic problcms, there is an interest
throughout Asia in a greater US economic presence both for its own
benefits and to ensure that the US maintains an economic and political
balance against the economic and political strength of fapan and,
ultimately China.

Managing the New Situation

The neo{old War perspective cannot be totally dismissed, nor
for that rnatter is the benign scenario necessarily improbable.
Nevertheless, the balance seems to support the post-Cold War

27 See Greg Hutchinson, 'Push for Regional Talks on Securig/,
Sydney MorningHualil,8 |une 1991, p.13.
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instability pattern. The question is then how those actual or perceived
security questions should be addressed.

For rnasons that have emerged from the earlier discussiory
leaving things to resolve themselves is likely to have considerable
risks. Nor, since both superpowers are major players in the regiory
does talking of a regional solution mean much.

Given this, Northeast Asian (and Southeast Asian) security
could be approached by the major powers acting together, with or
without reliance on the United Nations; or by the US, as the
intemational policernary 'forming ad hoc coalitions of states suited to
the nature of the problem ...',2E rnotu a sheriff and posse analogy than
that of a policeman.

The UN's rclevance to the region is less than to the Middle
East, even were that experience not simply one off. Apart from the
position of the two Korea's and Taiwan, not only is the UN still seen as
built largely in the image of the West, but also as lacking adequate
regional representation. With fapan not a permanent member of the
Seqrity C-ouncil, and China likely to have conflicts of interest in any
regional dispute, it could at best have a limited role.

The US strategic role, whether seen as a policeman or not, is
accepEd by the countries of the region with varying degrees of
willingness. The US has shown little initiative, however, in forming a
policy framework in Asia within which that policeman role could be
perforrned. In the new Northeast Asian situation, the problem with
the US as a policeman is the lack of such a consultative framework
which would enable an Asian input, other than that made bilaterally,
to be put into US thinking. The Japanese reaction to the US pressure to
pay for involvement in the Gulf activity, somcthing in which they had
had no decision-making rote, has implications for the future.

Even if the optimistic view of prospects in the region has
yalidity, the difference between the actual intentions of any aitor, and
how its inbntions are perceived, is important. No country may have
any intention of destabilising the region but unless there is adequate

28 United States Assistant Secretary of State Richard Solomory
Stateflent to the Serute Foreign Relations Committee, Subcommittu on
Fast Asianand Paciftc Affairs,TT May t991,.
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opportunity for discussing intentions and likely resPonses, the belief
may exist and build upon itself that such an intention does exist. It is
in that conter<t that a regional arms race is a threat.

The contrast beht'een the thinking taking place in Europe and
that by those involved in Asia on these broad questions is stark.
Contrary to the development in Europe of a new architecture for a new
era, t'here is no suggestion of a new architecture for Asia. The
architecture in Europe consists of a variety of mechanisms: alliances,
periodic summits, consultative commissions, collective and common
security commitments, advance notification of military activities,
manadatory observation of military activities including short notice
challenge inspections, limits on military movements, weaPons
reduction zones, even weapons free zones. There is little of such an
architecture in the Northeast Asia region.

The argument is that Northeast Asia is 'so vastly different
from Europe in terms of its history, cultural diversity, levels of
economic development and geopolitical architecture that imposing the
logic of European security is simply inappropriate'.29

Such differences were, of course, long argued by those
opposd to regional economic cooperation as to why those moves
made no sense. Yet they were precisely part of the reason that such
efforts were essential. Imposing the logic of European security is now,
in practice, being followed only by the US military in its deterrence
posture. The logic of 'the complex and multipolar reality', to which
Solornon refers, is the need for a multilateral approach rather than a

series of bilateral approaches that will fail to comprehend that reality.

Solornon also argues that some of the 'collective security
proposals strike us as solutions in search of problems'.30 That misses
the point of the proposals. Common security, on which the emphasis
has been placed, is not collective security. Common security can
handle problems when deliberate aggressive intent is not present
through confidence building and dispute avoidance and, if necessary,

resolution. Common security deals with fears and misperceptions and
tries to avoid preemptive aggression. It cannot deal with a deliberate

2e tud'
30 twd,
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aggressive act by one significant power against another - whereas
collective security might.

The US is insisting on the adequacy of its existing bilateral
alliarrce framework, particularly its alliances with Japan and Korea.
These, at best, rnarginal adjustments to existing policies and
approaches dernonstrate little awareness that the assumptions
underlying Western policies in Asia for the past forty years or so no
longer hold. Since it has been possible to argue for some years that
existing policies lacked regional coherence, the new mix is even less
satisfactory. Admiral Crowe, emphasising the likely budgetary
pressures, also argues for a new approach that will enable the US
presence to be maintained at an effective level at a lower cost.3t

A New Policy Framework?

The need for a new policy framework stems from the
realisation that despite the end of the Cold War, the countries in
Northeast Asia do have real or perceived security concems and will
face new or enlarged sFesses in the face of rapid economic and
political change. Teruions do exist, military expenditures are high and
an arrns race as a consequence of misperceptions is a significant
possibility. Without a coherent approach, the inevitable unilateral
action is bound to be less satisfactory and to exacerbate emerging
problems.

A number of us have made suggestions for the establishrnent
of some new form of security consultation arrangements,32 r.O,
among others, the Aushalian and Canadian governments have made
sudr proposals. The US response has been peremptory in its reiection

William Crowe and Alan Romberg, 'Rethinking Security in the
PacifiC, Fueign Affairs, (Vol.7O, No.2), 1991,pp.12340.
See, for example, Stuart Harris, The Hunt for an Asia-pacific
Polic;/, The Age, (Defence Supplement), 9 May 1990; and peter
Polomka, 'Asia-Pacific Security: Towards a Pacific House,,
Australian lournal of lntumtbrul Affairs, (Vo1.44, No.3), December
7990,pp.269-74.
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of any change to the o<isting arrangements.lli] There could be various

rreasoru for this.

Any multilateralising of the security decision-making in the
region would constrain the US ability to act unilaterally' The US

bureaucracy probably does not feel as comfortable with the European
situation, where it needs to consult multilaterally, as it does in
Northeast Asia where bilateral consultation commonly ocrurs after the
decision is taken. In a multilateral context, coalitions may also form
that do not agree with the US. The experience of dealing with France

in the European theatre would presumably be an experience that the
US would prefer not to duplicate in Northeast Asia.

Budgetary Pressures may also be a factor. The potentiality of
the Soviet threat has important budgetary implications at a time of
economising in C-ongress. As Desmond Ball has noted, 'Strategic
concepts and doctrines are themselves not the product of any abstract
reflection on national interests. Rather, they are more typically
products of the technological and bureaucratic-political environments
in which they are developed and advanced'.34 This, of course, applies
equally to the Soviets as to the US.

Moreover, at a time when the Pressures of determining the
details of a new world order in Europe and the Middle East, the
priority to Asia may continue, as in the past, to be low. Unilateral
action requires less effort than achieving consensus in a multilateral
forum. That it may be less efficient and be thcrefore overall more
costly in the long term may seem less important at the time.

One stated concern is that the Soviets have 'hiiacked' the
Australian goverrunent's proposal as outlined by Senator Evans.35 The
Soviet proposal is different, but they could perhaps argue that

Extracts from the letter from US $cretary of State fames Baker to
Foreign Minister Gareth Evans were reproduced in the Aushalian
Firuncial Reuiau, 24 April 1997, p.3.
Desmond Ball, The Evolution of Unitcd States Strategic Policy
Since 1945', in Desmond Ball and Cathy Downes (eds.), Saurity
and Defnce Pacific and Global Puspectiaa, (Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 1990), p.48.
Greg Sheridary 'soviets Hii:rck Evans Plan', The Australian, 24

April1991, pp.7-2.
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Australia has hilrcked their proposal. This US objection is clearly
linked to its concern that naval arms control is the hidden Sovidt

!Be!da. The arguments on this have been dealt with extensively by
Andrew Mack, among others.36 He concludes generally that the US
has genuine concerns to protect but no one assumes they would
simplyaccept unreservedly the Soviet propositions. As Crowe puts it,
fear that US interests would be popardised '... sells short American
negotiators'.37 Naval arms control will probably have to be looked at
in a global dimension, where it would have sizeable benefits. yet
those benefits are separate from the case for multilateralising regional
security discussions. That the USSR's proposal reflects its own
strategic interesb is neither surprising, nor undesirable - no such
security consultative process would work if participants did not see it
as in their national interest.

For a long time, inadvertence was the most tikely cause of
conflict in the region and that remains the case with the Soviet Union.
But if it is rnore than that, in |ames Bakey's words, 'Liaison is one way
we can engage the Soviet military defense sector to reduce mishust
and fear and foster mutual cooperation'.38 This was addressed,
however, to a European audience. It raises the broader question of
whether the Soviet Union can be a threat in Asia but not in Europe?

At issue is whether the US is not failing to see where its own
long term national interest, and that of its allies, lies. And indeed
whether, in a condition of considerable security uncertainty and
change it can best define alone the security environment fbr the
countries of the region in a way congenial to their national interests
and values.

What is the Australian Interest?

Privately, some US officials have questioned Australia,s
interest in the wider regional issues seemingly not of direct concern to
it. Moreover, in Richard Solomon's discussion of collective security,

Andrew Mack, 'Arms Control at Sea', (Papcr prepared for the
Conference onNaoal Poutq in the Pacific, Australiln 

-Defence 
Force

Academy, C-anberra, 13-14 May 1991).
Crowe and Romberg ?ethinking Scrcurity in the pacifiC.
United States Secretaqy of State James Baker, Speech to the North
Atlantic C-ouncil Ministers Meeting, Copenhagen,6 June 1991.
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his reference to the US welcoming the participation of states which
trave a direct interest in the solution of regional tensions'39 is seen by
sorne as sylng the same thing.

Yet that interest is not surprising. Not only was Australia
directly involved in the Korean War but, as Gary Klintworth suggests,
it still has an implicit defence commitment to South Korea.40 More
fundarrentally, we would not be able to remain remote from any
conflict that took on a wider context in the region. The flow-on effect
of nuclear weapons in Korea or of even smaller disputes could be large
- whether economic (given Australia's large economic interrelationshiP
with the region) or in terms of refugees, as with problems in, say,

Hong Kong or Taiwan. Given that Australia was automatically
assumed to have direct interests in Grenada, Panama and the Gulf, to
suggest it does not have direct interests in Northeast Asian security is
unrealistic.

The Aushalian Govemment obviously bclieves its national
interest would best be served in the long term by some form of
consultative proaess on regional security questions. More generally,
because Australia's national interest is heavily involved in the regiory
the question of how it best accommodates to US leadership in the
region under the new circumstances is vital. To a large degree in the
past, Australia's national interests have in general coincided with those

of the US. This is likely to be still commonly the case but the number
of occasions where it is not will grow. Assuming that US interests are
coincident with Australia's, or with those of other countries in the
region, will increasingly pose problems. These will be less

manageable, to the extent that they are ignored or addressed without
recognising their full implications. It is to contribute to avoiding such
problems for Australia, as for others, that a consultative regional
security framework is seen as contributing to Australia's national
interest.

Richard Solomory Statement to the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, Subcommittu on East ,Asian and Pacit'ic At'fairs.
Gary Klintworth, 'Arms Control and Great Power Interests in the
Korean Peninsula', Korun lournal of Defense Analysis, (Vol.III,
No.l), Summer 1991, p.160.
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CHAPTER 16

AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE POLICY

The Horu Gordon Bilney

The Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe was established in
1966. That was the year after Menzies had committed a battalion of
troops to Vietnam and the policy of 'forward defence' was at its high
water mark. Australia was about to go through an intense learning
prrcess about itself and the question of its national securiqr. Since
thery the SDSC has made a maior contribution to the development of
the strategic studies discipline in this country. That 25 year period has

seen change in our strategic circumstances which were unimaginable
when it began and it is appropriate to recognise the value of its
conhibution to our national security.

The Vietnam conflict was socially traumatic. It also changed
our perceptions both about our strategic environment and the use of
force. The United States underwent the same experience. The

immediate strategic consequenc€ was Nixon's enunciation of the
Guam Doctrine in 1969. From our Present perspective, placing
prirnary responsibility with the nations of the region for internal
security and defence issues which do not involve a major power and
nuclear weapons seems to be unremarkable.

For some at the time the situation was much less clear, but our
national view was changing. Many Australians still had a PercePtion
of a threat from a particular form of aggression. It was on that
perception that Australia's involvement in Vietnam had been based.
What was developing was a recognition that we did not face a specific
threat: what we faced was uncertainty.

By 7977 the implications of that uncertain$r were having an
impact both on defence policy and the way Australia's defence
organisation was managed. The 1977 Strategic Basis paper explicitly
contemplated the possibility of varying levels of threat developing
over time. Five'year defence program financial planning was
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inhoduced so that acquisitions and force levels could be ordered
actording to assessed levels of threat and warning time.

The idea that Australia should develop its defence forces with
the primary objective of defending Australian territory without
assistance from allies, at least in the first instance, was not new. There
had, of cours€, been extensive debate in the 1880s about how the
colonies should meet the 'Russian threat', but much more recently the
1959 Stuategic Basls paperhad said:

The organisation of our defence must take into
consideration two main requirements, izu the
retention of non-communist South East Asia in
friendly hands, and a future situation where we ruy
be called upon to defend New Guinea or the north-
western approaches by our independent efforts. As
our forces could be reehaped only over a long period
of years, they should be designed primarily with the
ability to act independently of Allies. Such forces
should act conpintly with Allies in regional defence
arrangements. On the other hand forces shaped solely
to act in concert with mairr Allies would not
necessarily be capable of an independent role.l

With the effluxion of the thirty-year rule it was revealed that:

Cabinet directed attention to the conclusion that the
Australian forces should be designed primarily with
the ability to act independently of allies. It found
difficulty in accepting this conclusion and [invitedl
further discussion of the matter.2

I raise this particular deliberation on policy for three reasons.

First, it shows that members of that Cabinet seemed to have
missed a number of the salient features of the ANZUS Treaty which a
govenunent of their own persuasion had signed some eight years

Deferrce C-ommittee, Shategic Basb of Australian Defnce Policy
l]959i,, (Department of Defence, C-anberra, |anuary 7g1;q,pp.7&.
E.l. Bunting, Secretary to Cabinet,'submission No.59 - Strategic
Basis of Australian Defence Polic/, Cabinet Minute: Decision
No.113,23 March 1959.
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before. The features I have in mind are: for self-help and mutual
assistance in developing the capacity to resist armed attack, under
Artide tr; to consult in the event of a threat to the security of any of the

parties in the Pacific, under Article III; and the commiEnent by t\
partners to act to meet armed attack on any of them in accordance with
ihe constitutional process of each, under Articles IV and V.

Secondly,I can find no dearer example of the mindset that our
defence forces should be structured to oPerate as Part of a larger allied
force. The assumption that Australia would always oPerate with an

ally had a profound effect on military thinking in this country. We

faiied until quite recently to give the required attention to questions of
force structure, operating concePts, doctrine and command and control
which would allow Australian forces to operate independently.

In rccent years the Australian Defence Force (ADD has been

devoting a large part of its intellectual resources to develoPir]g

operating concepts lnd dochine as a logical process flowing from the
clear stritegic guidance which they have now been given. Personally,
I was surprised at how recent a phenomenon this is, particularly given
the rnaioi conferences on strategy which the Services have sponsored

since I-have been in the portfolio, and the bombardment of papers and

manuals, particularly on air Power, which have crossed my desk in a
little more than a year.

A few months ago I was at a briefing at the Russell Offices
when the Chief of the Air Staff pointed to a pile of papers on a small
table at the side of the room, most of which I was familiar with, and
said that these were the product of the last three years. He then
pointed to the empty conference table in front of him and said that

there lay the product of the preceding 67 years.

The third reason I reflect upon that 1959 Cabinet discussion is

because it dernonstrated the intellectual failings of the coalition. It
was not even able to contemplate the notion that Australia should take

prirnary responsibility for its own defence. This position was

maintained despite a view which, although it might not have been

unanimously held within the Defence organisation, w€rs being
articulated as formal Policy advice. The Coalition would have

continued to avoid coming to grips with these realities but Richard
Nixon's comments at Guam forced them to. Wearing another hat, I
well remember the angsf it provokcd.
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But what frightens me about this, another twenty yeani on, is
that when I look at the Coalition's response to the Force Shucture
FaoiaD this year, I see the same attitudes re-emerging. There is a keen -
I hesitate to say craven - desire to draw conclusions from the Gulf War
which are based on the assumption that the determinant of our force
structurc should not be our capacity to take the primary responsibility
for the deftnce of Australia, but rather the ability to operate with our
allies.

We do not have any idea yet what Dr Hewson's defencn policy
review will produce. If it does try to turn the clock back it will not
only be a setback for developing appropriate attitudes to our national
security, but dernorstrate that the Coalition is still unable to accept the
intellectual and financial diripline that self-reliance requires.

Perhaps I should go back a little further to look at other
enunciations of the idea that self-reliance is important - in case it is
concluded that that idea was first imparted to us by the United States
through the AITIZUS treaty or the Guam Doctrine. In an estimates
debate in 1936 fohn Curtin expressed his concerns about the capacity
of ttre British fleet 'to ensure to us immunity from attack by a
determined enemy'.3 He pointed out that:

Britain has only recently decided to increase its air
force, thereby rnaking clear that its first concern is its
own local security. It could not indulge in a naval
armament raoe concurrently with a three,fold
expansion of its air force. The cost would be colossal.
A greater degree of self-reliance in Australia's defence
is essential.4

Curtin did not regard it as remarkable or inappropriate that
those who werc rcsponsible for the security of the United Kingdom
should first attend to that before committing forces to defend
Australia, or in a worse situation - as a British Admiral of the 193&
had it - so that Britain might'reconquer Australia at its leisure'. This
viewcaused himto say:

Tstimates 19b37', Hansril (House of Repraentatiud,
5 November 1936, p.1547.
lbiil.,p.7548.
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The dependence of Australia upon the competence,let
alone the readiness, or British statesmen to send forces
to our aid is too dangerous a hazard upon which to
found Australia's defence policy.s

Curtin tlren went on to discuss a number of scenarios
involving various levels of threat to Australia, including the possibility
of an aftack by land forces in a remote locality. Of particular interest,
he discussed the value of air power and the difficulties of using it to
defeat an attacker in what we now refer to as the sea-air gap. He
considered that it would be unwise to rely wholly on aircraft, and that
in any event it would be beyond the capacity of Australia to maintain
an airforce sufficient to defend Australia using aircraft alone. The
economics of that proposition have not altered much in 55 years, so it
is not iust because I am a politician from South Australia that I see the
merits of submarines in a maritime strike role.

Curtainis speech reminds us that while the technologies

employed in warfare may have changed dramatically, the
fundarnentals of defending our piece of geography have not. That
geography provides us with more military advantage than
disadvantage.

Curtin recognised that Australians do not expect their defence
to be left in the hands of others, when he said:

The Labor Party acknowledges the obligation to make
proper and efficient preparation for the protertion of
this country against possible aggression. Never at any
tinre has it had any doubt that the pcople of Australia
would expect this country to be capable of defending
itself should the occasion arise.6

I have probably laboured the point but I would be appalled if
55 years later a maior political party in this country had not grasped
these fundamental ideas, and again set about developing a defence
policy which put greater weight on military objectives other than the
prirnary one of defending Ausbalia.

5 tuil..
6 lbiil., p.1554.
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When Labor took office in 7972 it was prepared and of a
disposition to press ahead with reforms which would give us a
deferrce effort based on independent action. Principal amongst these
was Lance Barnard's unification of the three Service Deparhnents.
This was a pre'requisite for developing an integrated Defence Force,
capable of furrctioning other than as a part of other nation's forces.

Despite the fact that the Coalition had previously accepted the
7977 Strategic Bcslis paper, the Opposition defence spokesman, Iim
Killery seemed anxious to demonstrate the Conservatives' lack of
interest in coming to gnps with the concept of self reliance. Despite
obvious and proper qualifications about uncertainties and the need for
regular review of the strategic situation, he ridiculed the assessment
Barnard had received which indicated that it was not possible to
foresee a threat to Australia within the 15 years he had asked to be
evaluated. His classic remark that '\ffe would not be able to protect
Botany Bay against an enemy on a hot Sunday afternoon, indicated
that he did not have much interest in taking the opportunity, which
tinp has now shown fortune had indeed blessed Australia wittU to
reorient its forces for a more self reliant role.

However, the die was cast. Back in government, Killen's 1976
White Paper guardedly drew on that same threat assessment which
Barnard had used. The White Paper set out a response to the strategic
uncertainties Australia faced; maintaining a substantial force capable
of timely expansion, continuous review of the strategic outlook, cireful
balancing of waming times against possible threats so that Australia
could respond before a threat emerged, and regular analysis of
possible contingencies to test judgements on preparedness.

The 1975 White Paper also promised five per cent real growth
in defence outlays each year for five years. That only lasted one year,
then it was back to zero real growth. Personally, I am more critiCal of
the unrealistic promise than the fact that it was not kept. What
followed was a sucression of equipment acquisition decisions taken for
bizare reasons which had nothing to do with developing self-reliance
and whidr demonstrated a lack of coherence in the force structure
planning proc€ss.

The utility of an aircraft carrier to a navy whose primary task
is to defend Australia bears no relation to its cost. yet the
Conservatines went very very close to buying one and in so doing
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grossly distorting both our acquisition and operating priorities. We
were saved from the havoc that would have wrought to the Program
fora generation only by the Falklands conflict, which caused the UK to
withd-raw the lrwitrcible from sale. I am told that the Force

Developnent and Analysis Dvision of the Department of Defence

wanted to put General Galtieri up for a knighthood that year.

The process has become a great deal more disciplined since

this governrnent came to office. The 1987 White Paper has marked the
coming of age for defence self-reliance. It set out coherent strategic

guidance appropriate to our shategic environment and resourcas,

ioorssing on self-reliance within the framework of our existing heaties

and relationships. For the first time in decades the whole defence
organisation wis given a real unity of PurPose, a set of rational
objectives and the knowledge that there is the political will to ensure

that these are comprehensively implemented.

We have developed an acquisitions Program which embodies

that commitrnent to the concept of self-reliance. The Collinsdass
submarines, ANZAC frigates and over-the-horizon radar proiects are

currently in progress. These Programs have been set up and managed

so that iteywiit develop relevant technical capabilities within local

industry. These are providing significant commercial opportunities,
with eiport potential, and in so doing giving self-reliance a wider
dimensibn. As an indicator of its success, the proportion of Defencds
capital procuremelrt budget which is spent in Australia has risen from
Spet cent in 1984-1985 to an estimated 63 per cent last financial year.

This governrnent has also given close attention to the defence

organisation. The c-ommonwealth-owned Defence Industries were
restructured. Establishing ADI and ASTA set those operations on a
path to commercial efficiency. They had for far too long been a drain
on the resources committed to our national security.

This year's Fsrce Structure Ra;t.an was the next logical step in
that process of structural reforrn There were several imperatives. It
was the first mapr reexamination aimed at optimising the force

structure to accord with the strategic guidance laid down in the 1987

White Paper, and confirmed by the confidential review of Australia's

Strategb Planningin tle7990s (ASP 90).
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This flowed in large part from the recognition that there was
insufficient flexibility in the Defence budget in the medium term to
provide for new capital equipment requirements. The Force Structure
Reoieu, document actually began with something of a wish list of
capital equipment. Using a sensitivity analysis for a range of positive,
negative and zero real growth projections it concluded that there was
scope, mainly by reducing the personnel costs associated with support
functions, to provide rresources for an expanded capital program and
to impru-ve combat capabilities, including by basing force elements
where they will have rnore strategic relevance.

Tlre development of the new Ready Reserve force component
was based on the recognition that a year of continuous training would
produce fully effective soldiers at the desired level of readiness, and
that that effectiveness could be maintained with 50 days' service each
year. In this way the ADF will avoid the waste of resources which is a
consequenc€ of maintaining regulars for roles for which they are not
required.

Concurrently with the work of the Force Structure Roian
Senator Ray and I set up an interdepartmental committee to examine
Alan Wrigley's report, The Defence Force and the Community: A
Partnoship in Australia's Defence.T The primary purpose of the IDC
was to examine the potential for the ADF to make greater use of the
civil infrastructure and indusby for support. In setting up the IDC it
was our intention that it should provide some wider input and
quicken the pace of policy development for Defence's commercial
support program. It achieved that to everybody's satisfaction.

A significant conbibution of the IDC was its classification of
curent ADF functions into categories to distinguish which functions
had an inherently military crcntent and which might more
appropriately be done by Defence civilians or contracted out. The IDC
found scope in this process for sufficicnt savings to fund significant
enhancements to the capital program.

I am in a gd position to say that the quality of strategic, and
I might add financial, analysis actually bcing applied to our national

Alan Wrigley, The Defmce Force and the Community: A Partnaship
in Australia's Defmce, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, fune 190).
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security is a quantum leap ahead of the 1970s. The results are

progressively showing it, but there is still quite some distance to go

before we will be getting the maximum value for the something more

than $9 billion a year Aushalia spends on defence.

As defence decision-making is now so much more clearly
predicated on analysis rather than the ail hoc policy-making of the
Fraser Governnrent, there is a much greater likelihood that the work of
academics in appropriate areas will influence policy outcomes.

There is little doubt that the Vietnam War caused a divergence
of interests between academic institutions and the defence

establishment. That experience was as important in forming the
aftitudes of many people who are now senior academics, as it was in
inlluencing the political views of many people like myself who are

now in government. It is precisely because those views are different
that they may be rnost useful to defence.

But one obstacle in the path is that there are institutional
differences which reduce the interface bctween academics and
goverrunent. Academics conduct research which is based on abstract

ioncepts of truth, not on concepts of administrative and policy need.

Bureaucrats on the other hand tend to be responsive to day to day
exigencies.

With notable exceptions academic work places little emphasis
on practical policy studies. Academic work which relates to policy is
occasionally exploited in self-serving relationships with the media or
parliamentary committees that is not conducive to developing a

pragmatic working relationship betwecn academics and bureaucrab -

the latter being cautious creatures. Thcir caution is reinforced if they
see that the quality of the work being promotcd is inversely related to
its effect on policy outcomes. We saw a bit of that in the Gulf War, for
example.

The barriers between acadcmic institutions and government
are not impenetrable but there is relatively little movement between
them. In the United States, on the other hand, there are significant
numbers of people moving betwcen Sovernment and academic
institutions, and for that matter between both and industry. With the
legislative program being separated from the executive of government
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another dimension is added. The diversity and global scale of US
defence planning add further depth.

The US also has private think tanks dedicated to influencing
the development of defunce policy. Sorre defence policy development
of the type that we would expect in Australia io be the exclusive
province of the bur,eaucracy is contracted out, such as the RAND
corporation's operations research into the basing of strategic bombers.
I would not rule out that kind of development in Australia, subject to
appropriate security and ethical constrainb.

What I do want to propose is greater movement of personnel
between academic institutions, the defence organisatiory other parts of
the bureaucracy and, where appropriate, industry. I would lik-e to see
academic institutions like sDSC seeking explicitly and constantly to
influence governnrent poliry. In so doing, academics will make life
more difficult for bureaucrats, the ADF and politicians, whose
decisions will be under greater scmtiny. Pursuit of knowledge for its
own sake has its value, but by setting out to influence policy,
academics can make an even greater conbibution to the society ttrit
pays their salaries.

I must say that since coming into this porffolio I have been a
little disappointed by the intensity and quality of the public debate on
defence issues in this country. You are the experts outside the ADF
and the bureaucracy best placed to put them, politicians and the media
on their mettle.

Much of the academic strategic analysis done in Aushalia is
9it9$d at global issues. While I am not critical of that there are many
intellectual challenges relating to interests closer to home which havl
been overlooked by the academic community.

The sort of things that come to my mind are the appropriate
balance between surface combatants and submarines in the iroyal
Australian Navy, the potential for use of the civil communications
infrastructureby the ADF, and the synergies which we could develop
with orrr Pacific neighbours in maritime surveillance. Inspirations in
any of these areas would make a substantial contribution.

The simple message is that if Aushalia values self-reliance we
should concentrate our intellectual resources to achieve it. In that
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yregar4 the SDSC has shed considerable light in its first quarter
century: may it be a stronger beacon in the next.



CHAPTER 1.7

AUSTRALIA'S REGIONAL SECURITY
ENVIRONMENT

Senator The Hon. Gareth Evans

In December 1989 I delivered a Ministerial Statement on
Australia's Regiotul Suurity.r Stirring and unprecedented events have
taken place since then, but they have not led me to alter in any
significant lvay my analysis of Australia's securigr environment, or to
doubt the general appropriateness of our responses to that
environment.

The GlobalBackground

In dealing in 1989 with broader global developments which
help shape our immediate security environment, I referred to the
decline of ideology as a global organising principle. Since then, that
process has been intensified. The Warsaw Pact has been dismantled
and the sucressor states in Eastern Europe have embarked on
programs of economic reform of varying degrecs of thoroughness.
The Soviet Union, although having dreadful difficulty in making a
clean break r4rith past habits of mind, does seem headed in the same
general direction.

That ideology has certainly not disappeared as a motivating
force in the affairs of nations is clear from the ruthless suppression of
the dernocracy demonstrations in China and the consequent leadership
changes. And the recent Vietnam Party Congress was notable for the
way in which, politically if not economically, it clung to traditional
ideological verities. There are c€rtainly plenty of people willing to

See Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Australia's Regiorul Sauity, (Management Information
Processing, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra,
December 1989).
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argue that ideology still has a key role in sustaining the resistance to
change of the remaining Asian communist regimes. But it is difficult
to deny that Marxism-Icninism, at least as an economic system, has
comprehensively lost to its mixed economy competitors the battle for
the hearts and minds of national policy makers.

The collapse of the will and capacity of the Soviet Union to
exercise the kind of authority it used to before 1989 makes a stark
contrast with the decisive and extraordinarily effective diplomatic and
military role played by the United States in the Gulf crisis. No other
country has a breadth of authority and influence - military, political
and economic - to be compared with that of the United States.

I do not want to argue that the world is now unipolar. In a
strategic sense - with just over 5O000 nuclear warheads still in
existence, 30,(X)0 of them with the Soviet Union and 20,000 with the
United States - it is still very much bipolar. And other states are
moving from major power to great power status. fapan is already a

global economic and financial supeqpower. The European Community
would be a supelpower of U$like dimensions if it were to achieve
complete political union. China and India have political, cultural and
military capacity of very significant potential influence in Asia.

This new world is one in which the United Nations itself has
become a much more important and effective player. The United
Sates simply could not have gathered and maintained the level of
support that it did in the Gulf had it not worked through UN
processes, and appealed to the UN principle of collective security.

The reversal of Iraq's aggression does not mean that a
collective intemational response can be guaranteed in all cases of
violation of a counts5/s territorial integrity. It is clcar that many of the
circumstances surrounding that aggression were unique. But the
standards of international behaviour embodied in the UN Charter
have been reinforced; a benchmark has becn established to which the
international community can be held in the future; and, importantly,
even if we cannot be certain that the collective security function will
operate as effectively again, the potential aggressor can not be sure
that it will not - and that can only increase the doubts and risks
attached to international lawlesness.
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The Maior Actors inthe AsialPacific Region

In looking at the maior actors affecting the security of the
Asia/Pacific region, one has to begin with the role of the United States,
simply because the continued strategic engagement of the US in the
western Pacific will be crucial to maintaining a stable security system
in Asia for the foreseeable future, as it has been in the past. The nature
and rationale of the US role in our region have changed often enougt;
and are changing again with the end of the Cold War. But the
important and, I think, enduring value of this role is the reassurance
the US 'balancing wheel' provides to regional powers, allowing them
to rrefrain from acquiring military force capabilities of a size that would
themselves prove destabilising.

Still, any sensible formulation of policy should be based on an
assumption that the United States will not continue to maintain its
present level of security activity in the AsialPacific region - that it will
1ot be the all-pervasive stabilising influence it has been for so long.
With the decline in ideological competition, US attention to the region
may become increasingly less concerned with geopolitical security and
more focused on economic differences with some of its Asian partners.
It is likely that Congressional pressure on the military budget will,
over time, force additional cuts in the US presence in Asia. Even
before Mt Pinatubo, the probabilities were that Clark Field would
close. Some cuts have already been made in the US forces committed
to fapan and South Korea, as well as the Philippines, but they have
been gradual, predictable and implemented so as to allow others to
adiust and therdore preserve a stable political environment. It is
important that they crntinue to be carried out in this way.

The military investnent of the Soviet Union in the region has
grown through the 1970s and 1980s, but mainly in the deployment of
army divisions on the border with China, and tactical aircraft in
Siberia. The Soviet Pacific fleet, although it does not match - here or
elsewhere - US naval capability, is the largest of the four Soviet fleets.
But the Soviet Navy's strategic role traditionally has been to operate as
an extension of land-based defences and to support ground force
operations. Its capacity for power projection - certainly as far south as
Australia - remains quite limited. Generally, the Soviet Union has not
been able to turn its more substantial military commitment to Asia to
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its economic or political advantage. With the partial exceptions of
India and Vietnam, the Soviet Union has had little success in building
its influence in any lasting way, and its present parlous economic
circumstances will continue to be an impediment to any improvement
of its standing in the region.

Partly as a corollary to these developments *i!h the
s,rperpor.'ets, the three main resident Powers of the Asia/Pacific
region will continue to loom larger. Japan's defence expenditure,
although peggd by public Policy at just on one per cent of GNP, is
now the tnirdlargest in the world. It has been growing annually at the

high rate of six per cent in yen terms and considerably more in dollar

terms. Nevertheless,lapan alone could not defend itself against an all
out attack from the Soviet Union. Its forces are geared to operate in
tandem with those of the United Sbates, and the US-fapan Security
Treaty continues to underpin |apanese and North Asian security.
Even with all the agonised reappraisal going on since the Gulf War,

there is no sign at piesent that fapan's military inclinations extend any

further abroad than playing a role in UN peacekeeping operations.

Unlike Japan, China is a nuclear Power in its own right,
dependent on neither the United States nor the Soviet Union. Its
inlluence in the Asia/Pacific region will always be weighty, given its
size, economic potential and determination to count for something in
the affairs of the world. But despite its internal uncertainties after June
1989 and its willingness to defend its claimed borders and perceived
prestige, there continues to be no sign that China will become an
iggressive power. Its military Posture is land-based and essentially
defensive, its navy is suited only to coastal operations and its air force

is primarily defensive. At the same time, the modernisation of China's

armed forces is continuing, and their reach and effectiveness will
grow.

India continues to be the most under-rated of the likely great
powers. It already has very significant military capabilities, which
mate it unquestionably the predominant power in South Asia. That
capability has been developed to date for quite legitimate PurPoses,
even if considerations of prestige have also played a part. Its capacity
to proiect power into the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia is
considerable, but should be seen against the need to Protc{t a 2500 km
coastline and to guard against possible threats from the north, rather
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than qcnstituting a direct security threat to Australia. The size and
capability of India's forces have created more than a little interest
.rmong the countries of Southeast Asia, but in all my recent discussions
around the region I have heard no-one argue for more than a watching
brief in this respect.

The Oa erall Seadty Enair anmmt

The security picture in Australia's most immediate
neighbourhood, Southeast Asia, is relatively favourable. Most of the
countries in the reFon, for all that some have persistent intemal
problems, .ue more likely than not to continue down the path of
nation-building based upon participation in the global economic
systemand a generally pro-Western foreign policy outlook. Indochina
has been sornething of an exceptiory but even here there are ever-
growing signs of a rrore outward-looking economic orientation.
Burma remains the country most obstinately resistant to change, but it
is now being subirted to a degree of pressure even by the ASEAN
counhies, who now see in its repressive military and bloodied but
unbowed population a potentially significant source of regional
instability.

With growing prosperity, overall stability and regional
cmperatiory several countries have begun to look more broadly at
their notions of security, especially the importance of maritime areas.
What is important about the changes of force structure that flow from
this, such as Indonesia's improvement of its naval capabilities, is that
they are appropriate and expected, and no more than what Australia
has put in place, adiusting capabilities to circumstances. Australia's
own defence expenditure has, after all, in rccent years been roughly
equivalent to that of all the ASEAN countries combined.

The security outlook for the South Pacific is different again.
Developrrcnts in Papua New Guinea will continue to have a particular
significance for Australia's security, requiring a sustained and
sensitive Australian policy response. The South Pacific region as a
whole is unlikely to pose any major strategic problems for Australia
over the next ten years or so. A nurnber of the island nations do
confront economic, environmental, cultural and demographic
pressur€s wNch will place increasing strain on their political systems.
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But neither of the superpowers, nor any of the major Asian powers, are
seeking a substantial role there. And while there is a possibility that
we will see over this period, in some of the island nations, a renewal of
the political tensions which have been evident over the last few years,
few if any would seem to have broader regional security implications.

Overall, security developments in the Asia/Pacific region
seem likely to confirm the region's multipolar characteristics,
characteristics which it possessed even when the adversarial
relationship between the superpowers was at its most intense. If those
counbies with a significant capacity for independent action - including
Vietnam,Indonesia and Aushalia - are added to the greater powers
described, the range and variety of interacting and intersecting
interests is considerable. Growing economic prosperity means that
other counhies in the region increasingly have the means to acquire a
greater military capability to defend their own interests - old and new,
real and perceived.

The Asia/Pacific region has its share of major neuralgic
trouble spots: the issue of Bougainvillcan secession in the South
Pacific; Cambodia in Southeast Asia; compctition between India and
Pakistan in South Asia; and tension, although abating, on the Korean
peninsula. Undefined boundaries in the South China Sea have led to
conflicting territorial claims from littoral states over the Paracel and
Spratly Islands.

But not all the news is bad. In our region, iust as in the world
at large, it is increasingly being recogniscd that scemingly inevitable or
intractable conllicts are capable of being addressed by cooperative
strategies. We have seen with Cambodia how the efforts of the
Cambodian factions themselves, ASEAN, the five permanent members
of the Security Council and the other members of the wider Paris
Conference on C-ambodia - not least oursclves - have all played a part
in nudging that problem closer to a solution. Thcre is now a concerted
effort being made, through 'workshops' sponsored by Indonesia, to
address the problems of the South China Sca. And there is a much
greater momentum evident than was the case two or three years ago
toward arms control and disarmament measures, which can only be
achieved through cooperative action.

One should not of course sc'e the security of our region solely
in military terms, focusing on the rise and fall of powers, great or
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otherwise, and arms races real or potential. There are other, non-
military, threats to security of which our region has a fair share. Some
of these, such as problems of maritime passage and seabed boundaries,
refugee and population flows ane now new but are still of serious
concern to some states. Sorre other concerns, much as the spread of
contagious diseases and the consequences of environmental changes,
also impact on national security - although perhaps not so much in
terms of the direct threat they pose but rather in terms of the benefib
to security that flow from counbies engaging in cooperative efforts to
solve such problems.

Auslralia's Policg Responses : The Multi- ilimensional Appro ach

It should be clear from my description of the global and
rqgional environment that there is no more immediate threat to the
physical integrity of Australia than there was in 1989. A realistic and
valid security policy for Australia is not to be built by straying into the
by-ways of irnaginable although scarcely credible dangers. But,
although Aushalia's security environment might not be threatening, it
is complex and fluid, and we can do much to improve and safeguard
it. The prescriptions ar€ essentially still those sketched out in the 1989
statenrent.

We can best shape an effective national security poliry not
through military capability alone, nor by diplomatic or politico-
military means alone. The most effective regional security policy for
Australia rcmains a multidimensional policy, in which all components
of Australia's network of relations in the region work together to help
shape an environment which is favourable to Australia's securi$r
interests.

Trade and inveshnent, for instance, can create substantial and
mutually beneficial links. I would not suggest that economic links
preclude or necessarily inhibit security tensions. But they create
opportunities which, if used imaginatively, can result in significant
regional cooperation. The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
process, now well and buly consolidated, notwithstanding its
o<clusively ecrcnomic focus, shows how new connections can be built
up in the region.
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Australia's developrnent assistance Programs - to the extent at
least that we can maintain credible levels of expenditure - contribute to
our national security interests in a variety of ways, reducing the
political disaffection caused by economic deprivation and creating
economic linkages with and a degree of respect for Australia.
Similarly, Australia can demonstrate its neighbourly credentials, and
build further networks of interdependence, by helping deal with the
various 'non-military threats' to regional security such as

environmental degradatiory trade th narcotics, population flows and
contagious diseases that I mentioned earlier.

We can also significantly enhanc€ our security by private and
public efforts in the exdrange of people and ideas. People'to-people
activity has long been accepted coin in international diplomatic
currency, but there are few countries for which the coin has more
value than Australia. The cultural gap between Australia and the
region, and the image problem with which we are still - often unfairly -
dogged, can create real problems for our ovcrall national security.
Mutual understanding, like the other strands of this multidimensional
approach to security, is no guarantee of peace, but mutual ignorance is
a greater risk.

The essential point is that, instead of seeing the region
essentially in military terms and acting accordingly, as Ausbalia did
for so many years - lmking out nervously, behaving defensively and
turning anxiously to Britain and the United States for reinforcement -
the only possible and sensible course for Australia to take is to engage
with our region in the most direct and comprehensive possible way.
We have to go on utilising all the dimensions of our extemal policy - as

we have been in recent years - to shape a welcoming regional
environment.

Australia's P olicy Responses : Milit ary,
P olitico-Milit ary anil DipI om atic Str ands

Of course, the more traditional means of safeguarding national
security must continue to bulk large in our thinking. Our defence
planning assumes - on the basis of geographical necessity rather than
any foreseeable political developments - that any attack on Australia
must come from or through the north, and Australia, accordingly, is
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building up its capability to detect, intercept and engage any attacker
in the air and s€a gap to the north of the continent. It is important to
appreciaE that this capability - sophisticated and flexible as it is - is
relerrant not iust to the defence of Australian territory but to the
s€curity of the rqion as a whole. Australia's possession of significant
military power contributes to the strategic stability of our
neighbouring regions. At the very least, we provide a secure south for
Southeast Asia, and a eecure west for the South Pacific.

Our politico-military capability is also important. There is no
neason to be coy about the status conferred by the position of military
power, a status which improves our ability to exercise leverage across
many fields and makes us an attractive security partner for our
neighbours and our allies. In particular, Australia certainly should not
be embarassed about using its politico-military capability to advance
its own and the region's security intercsts through defence
cooperation. A specific example of where our capabilities are very
well suited to assist the growing interest of the countries of Southeast
Asia and the South Pacific is maritime surveillance, particularly as
their interests grow in the exploitation and conservation of maritime
resources. Agairl our involvement in the Five Power Defence
Arrangerrrents (FPDA) is one that manifestly brings benefits to all
participants: it is an involvement which might over time evolve to
embrace other regional participants, or be capable of at least partial
replication elsewhere.

One of the principal benefits of defence cooperation, bilateral
or multilateral, with any of the countries in our immediate region is
that it helps stake a claim for active Australian participation in the
gradually errcrging sense of community - of shared strategic and
security interests - in Southeast Asia. It is just too early to say what
sort of regional security concepts might emcrge and with what sort of
support and participation. The important point for Australia is that
we be actively associated with the process.

Re gi on al Seanrity D i al o gu e

A vigorous debate has already begun - the starting point
probably being the ]uly 1990 ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference
(PMC) meeting in |akarta - on the security future of the wider
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Asia/Pacific region, and it is one in which Australia has bc'en playing a
mapr part. There is a general recognition of the fluidity and
dynamism of the Asia/Pacific strategic environment - of the
diminished authority of some powers and the greater relative
authority of others; of the criss-crossing interests of various powers in
the region; of the dramatic economic growth that is likely to throw up
new lx)wers with broader security horizons; and of the number of
trouble.spots throughout the whole of the region where competing
interests could be engaged.

The essence of Australia's conhibution to this debate is the
argurnent that it is time to think in terms of a cooperative rather than a
confrontational approach to regional security. We simply cannot act as

if we were in a time warp, with all the veritics of the Cold War Period
still applicable. We need to think in terms of regional security being
guaranteed not iust by a series of bilateral regional alliances with the

United Sates - from fapan in the north to Australia in the south -
although those links would remain a vital comPonent of regional
stability. We should aim to build an intcrlocking web of contacts,
dialogue arrangements and coopera ti ve s tra tegies.

One outcome of this kind of web'building Process might be

the ernergence over time of new security structures. For example,

narrowly based existing defence cooperation structures like the FPDA
could well evolve and expand. But the emphasis at this stage should
simply be on dialogue, rather than trying to force the pace in any
institutional way. This was the clear consensus at the ASEAN PMC
meeting in Kuala Lumpur in fuly 1991, and it is an approach with
which Australia is completely comfortable.

The kind of dialogue to which I am rcferring is both Process
and outcome, facilitating progress and at the same time cementing it.
Dialogue partners can exchange views on threat perceptions, for
example, and in doing so arrive at shared assessments which,
optimally, reduce their sensed insecurity and check any trend to
competitive arms acquisition. Dialogue in this way itself builds
confidence. Among the most important of the dialogue Proc€sses
presently under way are the ASEAN PMC itself and the conferences
and seminars hosted this year in Bali, Manila and Kuala Lumpur, with
another soon in Bangkok. An imaginative new spccifically focused
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dialogue proc€ss is the worlahop series on the South China Sea being
sponsored by lndonesia.

Part of the subict matter of a new regional security dialogue,
and what I have been emphasising in a number of my own recent
discussions, should be the possibility of specific new confidence
building measures (CBMs). Confidence building measures are
basically arrangements designed to produce a sense ol assurance and a
belief in the trustworthiness of states and actions they undertake.
CBMs aim to reduce or eliminate mutual misunderstandings,
suspicions and feanr by making security needs and military intentions
erplicit, by creating processes to defuse situations at an early stage,
and generally to create a greater degree of inter-dependence and
mutual confidence in the conduct of nations' affairs.

Much attention has been devoted in recent years, in UN
reports to the Secretary€eneral and in academic studies, to the theme
of cronfidence building. CBMs tend to be listed in three main
categories. In the first place there are those dealing with openness and
predictability in a military context - for example, publication and
communication of military data; clarification and publication of
defence doctrines; and prior notification of military activities.
Secondly, there are those related to other military matters - for
example, exchanges and visits; and the establishment of consultative
mechanisms, verification of procedures and dispute settlement
mechanisms. The third type of CBMs deal with broader political,
economic and social matters - for example, formal agreements
respecting sovereignty, independence and tcrritorial independence;
the normalisation of diplomatic relations; establishment and utilisation
of multilateral forums (ASEAN itself is in this sense a CBM); the
establishment of economic cooperation mechanisms; and the
undertaking of irint economic development proiects.

There are a number of specific CBMs which might, even at this
early stage of the regional security dialogue process, be considered
feasible and desirable in our region. I listed some of them at the
ASEANPMC meeting in Kuala Lumpur in fuly:

. eome existing agreements such as those covering
incidenb at sea between the Soviet Union and the
United States, and the Soviet Union and the UK, could
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be expanded to include at least some other countries,
and possibly developed into a multilateral instrument;

. greater transparency in military arrangements could
be achieved through the exchange of data among the
rnairr Powers of their respective military budgets,
doctrines and future forward projections;

o military exercises could be made less potentially
provocative by allowing representatives of- other

countries to be present as obscrvers, esPecially land
exercises which, unlike naval exercises in international
waters, require permission to be observed. |oint
exercises could be increased in frequency;

. measures to prevent the proliferation of nuclear and
chemical weaPons, and vigorous discouragement of
the spread of ballistic missilcs and other advanced

weaPons systems and technologies in the region are

obviouslY imPortan$

. we could seek a cooperative approach to security of
sealanes and sealines of communication, with the

enhancement of capabilitics and maritime
surveillance, safcty and scarch and rescue operations;
and

. we could seek agrc'ement on a number of
environmental security issues, including preservation
of reefs, Programs for regional scas and coastal areas,

forests, satellite monitoring of land use and
degradation, oil pollution and hazardous wastes.

It should be apparent how many of these spccific ideas fit
snugly within the various elements of the multi-dimensional approach
to Australia's regional security spelt out in the 1989 statement, and

which I have described again here today. Some of them have a

specifically military flavour; others are politico-military or
sLaightfoiwardly diplomatic; others again - like the environmental
CBM; - take one off into areas of inter-governmcntal activity which
have not traditionally been thought of as having any relevance to

security at all.
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A number of these particular initiativcs will take some time to
come to fruitioru or even to be seriously considered in international
forums. But the path that Aushalia has been taking for some years
now in its approach to regional security - and which was described in
detail in the 19E9 statement - is very much now the path on which iust
about eveqy key country in our region, and beyond, that is capable of
affecting our security, is now treading with us.



CHAPTER 18

STRATEGY AND THE AUSTRALIAN
DEFENCE FORCE

General P.C. Gration

Introduction

The choice of the subiect for this Twenty-fifth Anniversary
Conference of the Strategic and Dcfence Studies Centre, namely
Strategic Studis in a Changing World, is both appropriate and timely.
The saying that change is the only constant in the changing world may
be trite but it contains truth. The purpose of strategy is to analyse those
changes, determine their impact and to chart a way (or a set of
alternate ways) to steer a safe path into the future.

The Aushalian Defence Force (ADF) is charged with
maintaining the security of Australian interests and preparing for
possible challenges to that security. The fact that there may be no overt
threat on the horizon in no way reduces the responsibility to assure the
Australian people, and with them the rest of the world, that Australia
is secure and may be relied on as a positive influence towards
confidence and serurity in the region in the face of uncertainty and
change.

The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre is to be
congratulated on its contribution over the last quarter of a century to
the cause of better understanding in strategic issues. During this
period, the ADF has come a long way in the maturity of strategic
concepts and capabilities. When the SDSC opened for business,
probably when many of the present scholars were cutting their teeth
on demonstrations against conscription, Australian forces in Viebram
were still building up under a strategy of forward defence against
communism.

Since then, the Defence community, including the ADF, has

moved steadily towards greater self-reliance. This has not been a linear
profile of development but it has been consistently positive. More
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importantly, the ADF has not been in the stereotype of the traditional
conservative, rcluctant to change and living in the past.l Obviously the
present author disagrees with the adage that the only thing harder
than getting a new idea into the military is getting the old ones out.
The ADF has in fact been in the forefront of internal reform and
modemisation.2

This paper will discuss some of the developments in the
theoretical and conceptual side of strategic development in the ADF,
before turning to the important practical applications. Several pillars of
the strateg5r are outlined, rvrny of them driven by or taking flavour
from the geostratqtic setting in which Australia finds itself.

The importance of the Asia/Pacific region has been recognised
more widely in recent years. It is the homeland of some of the world's
oldest civilisations and contains a large proportion of the human race.
It is also the locale where some major political and economic
developmenb have taken place in recent years and where problems of
political, economic and social development, of demographic and
ecological challenge have assumed serious proportions.3

This change is dearly in full swing at present, at a time of
unusual fluidity in the international arena. Many commentators have
pointed to the growing multipolarity and increasing interdependence,
not least in the economic sphere.a In this environment strategic studies
are essential.

See, for example, Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier and the State,
(Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 7957),
pp.9&95.
Modernisation in this paper is not used as in the US Armed
Forces to refer to updating or replacing of equipment and
systems; rather, the dictionary sense of keeping up to date.
See Norrnan D. Palmer, Watwaril Watch: the United Stata anil the
Clnngtng Watan Paciftc, (Pergamon-Brassey's, Mclean, Virginia,
7g&n,chapter 1.

See, for example, G. Segal, 'East Asia: The New Balance of Powey',
Worlil Poliry lourtul, (Vol.VI, No.4), Fall 1989, pp.731-57.
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THEOR,ETICAL . TOWARDS SELF-REUANT STRATEGIES

Historical

In this twentieth century, Australian history reflects a long and
successful perid of support by Australian defence forces for
traditional allies in a series of wars far distant from Australian shores.
S€curity was inextricably linked to that of the Western Powers.
Following the withdrawal from'east of Suez' by the British from the
region, the statement known as the Guam Doctrine, and the vanishing
threat of monolithic cpmmunism, Australian security was seen by
defence planners more and more in terms of events closer to home.

It has naturally taken some time for the message to sink in
fully. A study of early strategic writings will reveal an early yen
towards independence of thought and a certain impatience with
dominant partnerships. However, this has always been tempered by
practicalities of scale. Population and economic strengths have been
limited and independence has always seemed beyond reach. By the
tirne of the 1976 White Paper, the theme of self-reliance was clearly
enunciated and it has taken root more firmly since.

This paper need not elaborate on this process. Since the
formation of the SDSC, this strategic view has been cemented into
policy.In more recent years, the primary task has been to translate this
into capabilities, concepts and operational practices. During the 1980s,

serious debate arose over the basis against which force development
should occur. It revolved around the levels of conflict which might be
used for planning, the core force, an appropriate military strategy and
other issues.

Ttre Reuieut conducted by Paul Dibb, now the Head of the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, provided an opportunity for the
defence community to resolve these differences.S The ADE through its
senior advisory body, the Chiefs of Staff Committee, formulated
strategic concepb and provided several submissions for the Rcniew.

Thus, the recommendations of the Reuiav reflected civilian and

Paul Dibb, Ratia! of Australia's Defence C-apabilitia: Report to the

Minbtq fur Defmce, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, March 1986).
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military advice. Although these papers were never seen in public and
their content rnay not now be relevant, the process of providing
strategic advice higNights one important facet - that military advice is
an important ingredient in developing defence policy. Military and
civilian staff must work very closely together. Field Marshal von
Mansteiry one of Hitler/s most brilliant generals, wrote:

If the prirnacy of the political over the military is
beyond question, the application of the relationship in
the real world poses problems of terrible complexity.
Political wishes and the military methods to realise
them, political motives and the military procedures to
support them, are seldom clear-cut and in balance at
any given moment.5

Increased Coordination

During my tenure as the Chief of the Defence Force (CDF), the
degtee of cooperation and coordination between the Secretary and
Deparhnent of Defence and Headquarters Aushalian Defence Force
(HQADD staffs has been excellent. Recent practice has been to
augment the Chiefs of Staff Committee to include the Secretary and,
depending on the subject, senior civilian officials. This has allowed
strategic issues to be considered coherently.

Equally important has been a gradual but steady move
towards closer integration of the operations, planning and
development processes of the single Services. Headquarters Australian
Defence Force was formed in 1986 and the review conducted by Major
General John Sanderson in 1989 further rationalised the overlaps and
dirontinuities. This has greatly reduced the nugatory competition
between sectional interests by strengthening the pint Service policy
formulation approach. It has assisted both military and civilian sectors
of the defence community to concenhate at the strategic level - a most
important principle to be pursued vigorously.

Field Marshal Erich von Manstein, Iosl Vbtorbs, (Bernard and
Graefe Verlag, Munich, 1982),p.9.
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In this area of the integration of civil-military planning
processes and the integration of single Service planning functions,
Australia is at least as well advanced as any regional or allied nation;
there is a strong case to hold that it is more advanced than most. Partly
this evolves from necessity and circumstances. In any case, the
maturity of pint doctrine, procedures, logistics and developrnent has
generated an internal consensus which augurs will for the future. It
seb a sound foundation for the further steps announced by the
Minisbr for Defence on 30 May 1991 towards harnessing total national
resources.T

Public Debate

Sorne of the internal debate mentioned earlier has been unseen
and unheard by the public except when major statements have been
launched. But there has been a conscious effort to air the issues more
widely. Public debate is an important ingredient in ensuring that the
ADF is not out of touch with the community of which it is parg it is
invited and encouraged. However, defence is seldom a seriously
divisive issue in politics and there is a broad bi-partisan agreement on
the fundamental strategic imperatives of self-rcliance and alliance
arrangements.

Within the academic community, of course, defence rnatters
have been followed, analysed and expounded in much more detail.
Various universities have developed strategic studies centres; the
single Services in the last few years have established thcir own 'think
tanks'.E Service staff colleges and the Australian Defence Force
Academy (ADFA) have also shown a great interest in strategic studies.
In the good company of these institutions, the Strategic and Defence

Senator the Hon. Robert Ray, Minister for Defence, 'Defence
Policy: Ministerial Statement', Hansard (Senatd, 30 May 1991,
pp.395G3%3.
The'think tanks' are, in chronological order of appearance, the
Air Power Studies Cenhe, the Maritime Strategic Studies Project
and the Directorate of Army Studies. Each is responsible to its
own Service Chief of Staff and has established links with
academic counterparts.
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Studies Centrre might be regarded as gimus intu pra, at least on
temporal grounds. Such healthy interest in a variety of groups is
commendable and a welconre contribution to the proc€ss of refining
and updating corporate or collective thinking.

Particular mention should be made of the foint Services Staff
College (SSC) and the University of New South Wales at the Defence
Force Academy. These institutions have established strong credentials
and a reputation for excellence which has attracted interest from a
wide range of countries in this region and beyond. Both are over-
subscribed. Both are pursuing useful studies at the strategic level to
better equip the furure commanders and senior staff officers of the
defence forces for responsible and balanced iudgement in security
issues.

The separate studies cenbes of the three Services have also
contributed by helping to darify for their own officers the professional
concepts and historical bases for their environmental approach. Some
of the motivation for these establishments may well be attributed to
self interest and rivalry. Nevertheless, their work is important to
clarify the theoretical, doctrinal and intellectual state of each Service's
thinking, provided always that parochial views are seen as such and
that their publications are not seen necessarily to represent official
government or defence views. For the most part, the papers and
documents produced vary between single Scrvice statements of a
doctrinal nature and individual studies for publication by learned
societies or in magazines.9

This is valuable but care should be taken, particularly when
these views are discussed with officials of neighbouring counbies, that
they are not accorded official status. They are not subject to the
rcfining fire of the pint staff process of the Headquarters Australian

9 An example of a doctrinal publication is Tfte Air Powa Manual,
produced for the Chief of the Air Staff by the Air Power Studies
Centre in August 1990. The foreword indicatcs that it is intended
to explain air power, develop knowledge and purpose in the
RAAF and guide an understanding of air power in the defence of
Australia. Similar obiectives relating to sea power may be found
in proceedings of conferences sponsored by the Maritime
Straegic Studie Ptoiect.
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Deferrce Force with ib access to current defence and other
departrnental policies.

It may be useful if the strategic level work done by these
celrtres were better coordinated. The proposed Australian National
Deferrce College has been revisited recently, although the proposal has

yet to be considered by the C'overnment. The NDC would provide a
natural focus for the activities of the 'think tanks'. The latter could
conceivably become strategic studies wings of the NDC and their
operational doctrine and training interests could be handed to the

Service commands - remembering that ioint operational doctrine as

developed at the ADF Warfare Centre is the province of the CDF.

The National Defence College could provide a regional centre
for senior officer education. Senior officials from Defence and other
departrnents as well as the armed forces should also contribute to both
staff and student bodies. Broadly similar to overseas institutions such

as the Royal College of Defence Studies and the Indian and Canadian
and other equivalents, it would nevertheless be truly concerned with
dialogue on security and defence issues as viewed from the southern
hemisphere, Asia and the Pacific. It would therefore encourage a broad
representation from allied and regional nations, to the extent allowed
by resources.

The goal to be held aloft in all this is that officers of various
backgrounds must be given the incentive and the framework to
develop their skills at strategic thinking. This is clearly a loosely
defined goal but is important for future security studies. One of the
ways of gaining such a goal is to stress the need for rational and
unbiased questioning. Some courses at this level advocate an approach
which concentrates more on questions that on answers.lO Regardless,
an Australian National Defence College would provide a forum for
both Service and civilian officers from Australia and further afield to
develop ideas for greater regional sccurity in a coherent and
cmperative way.

In summary, there has bcen a great deal of effort invested in
the task of analysing the strategic environmcnt and assessing the

10 See, for example, G.E. Thibault, The Art anil Practice of Military
Strategy, (National Defense University, Washington, D.C., 19U),
p.iii.
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implications for Defence Force development into the next century.
lndigenous strategic approaches have been identified; and the ADF
has on a number of fronb been actively absorbing and reinterpreting
the strategic imperatives of the modern era. Changing circumstances,
including financial stringency, have called for continuing review. The
ADF has actively taken a lead in seeking new solutions and better
ways of achieving uniquely Australian strategies to achieve uniquely
Australian solutions.

THE PRAcrtcAt - PurnNG INTELLEcTUAL PRopERTy ro WoRK

In a conference such as this, theoretical aspects of strategy are
well represented. However, as many historians have pointed out,
sbabgic thought is higNy pragmatic.lt While the ADF is a mairr
contributor to the theoretical aspects, it is aftcr all a very practical and
realistic arm of government.

Against this background, therefore, it will be valuable to
identify the rnain themes of strategy at work. These are not the only
ones and there are other ways of looking at them, but certain thenes
t8cur.

For convenience, this paper presents these themes in three
main groupings or pillars - geostrategic considcrations, relations with
other countries, and some resullant imperatives for force development.
Each of these pillars has at least two main facets which will be
discussed.

11 One of many writers on this theme is Peter Paret (ed.), Makus of
Moilan Strategy: Fram Mailiaoelli to the Nuclur Aga Orinceton
University Press, Princetory New |ersey, 1986), p3.
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Geoshategic Considerations

Politics between nations may change rapidly: geography does
not.12 Students of strategic studies will need no further convincing of
this point. Several early SDSC papers studied this issue.

Australia's geography, although sometimes described as a
harsh and qrrannous impediment to human endeavour, is best seen in
this context as a natural bulwark. First, Australians enjoy a land mass
free of internal national boundaries. Second, they are protected from
invasion by a continuous 'moat', and in the north and west by a harsh
terrain and climate.

This natural barrier should not be seen as some sort of Great
Wall, built to keep troublesome Hsiung Nu at bay. Rather it is one of
the features which should be utilised in the strategic approach to
defending Australian interests. As an Australian Miniter for Defence
put it:

Australia's defence strategy is based on the concept of
defence in depth. This strategy and our force structure
planning give priority to meeting crcdible levels of
threat in Australia's areas of direct military interest.
An adversary would be faced with a comprehensive
array of military capabilities, having both defensive
and offensive components.l3

The two main facets of significance are the importance, first, of
the sea air gap, and, second, of the north and north-west of the
continent.

These words are those of US Secrctary of Dcfense, Richard
Cheney; but they echo the thoughts of most known writers on
strategy from Sun Tzu, whose 'five fundamental factors' included
terrain - see Sun Tzu, The Art of War, trans. by Samuel Griffith,
(Oxford University Press, London, 1963) - to Clausewitz and more
recent writers.
The Hon. Kim C. kazley, Minister for Defence, The Det'ence of
Australia'1,987, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, March 7987), p.37.

12
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The first of these recognises that to control the approaches to
the continent and its offshore interests, the ADF must first know what
is going on there, and, second, be able to do something about it.
Surveillance and intelligence capabilities, together with those which
can provide maritime patrol and response in the waters to the north of
the coastline, are therefore key strategic priorities.l4

There arc also significant resources and some offshore islands
which require protection from hostile maritime and land forces. This
leads to the need for forward bases and facilities in contiguous or
nearby land areas to allow the requisite strategic reach to be achieved
without serious delays or logistic burdens.

The strategic issue, and it is not a simple one, has been
gradually O shift the balance of forces towards this maritime
environment. The particular characteristics of the shallows and tropics
have had to be accommodated. At the same time we have not
forgotten the requirements of flexibility, to opcrate further away in less
sheltered seaways. Even the casual observer would be aware of the
sustained investnrent which has been directed toward this end. As an
aside, it should be pointed out here that an increasing proportion of
such investnrent is devoted to self-reliance in industry - stalng in
Australian industry rather than going offshore.

The wheel is, to some extent, turning a full circle. Direct
defence calls for an inevitable emphasis on the north of the continent
which has been the Nstorical route of migration or incursion. One
immediately thinks of the attacks on Darwin and Broome, and the
pivotal consequences of the battles of the Coral Sea, Kokoda and Milne
Bayduring theSecond World War.

long before that, albeit when the maps would have looked
somewhat different, the continent was first populated from the north.
The oldest known northern campsites, some 22,000 years old, are at
Oenpelli east of Darwin.l5 Australia was what Blainey called ,merely

Maritime' is used as in the 1987 White Paper to include both sea
and air beyond the coastline. The exact definitions of the
waterline or boundaries are not important here.
Robert Hughes, The Fatal Share, (Collins Harvill, London, l98Z),
p.9
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the chance terminus of a series of voyages and migratiorrs'.l5
Similarly, chance and geography could again offcr some expansive
power a natural route through the archipelagoes to the north.

The Aushalian Defence Force - and this means its people and
how they use and develop equipment and facilities - is becoming more
familiar with this northern environment. There is more to be done.
Those who have not spent extended periods in the remote areas of
Australia cannot hope to understand the full range of conditions and
demands which natur€ presents in these areas.

It is important to have a thorough understanding of the area as

a whole. Taking an analogy from the graphic arts, Fred Williams, one

of the greatest exponents of the tradition of Australian landscape
painting, passed over the effects of seasonal changes in order to grasp
ihe essence of the landscape itself.lT Similarly, strategic studies in the
ADF have attempted to grasp the broad and permanent features of the
Australian environment.

Practicalities also demand that seasonal and regional changes -
and there are many - be studied very closely. Questions of mobility,
sensor performance, personal comfort and endurance and electronic
effects in all three environments of land, sea and air and in all seasons

need to be thoroughly understood.

The recently published Force Structure Rwial listed one of the
three key principles which will underpin the restructuring over the
next decade as:

Meeting the strategic focus on northcrn and western
operations by extending western basing for the Navy
and northern basing for further malor Army units, and
enhancing the forward deployment capacity of the Air
Force.lE

76 Geoffrey Blainey, Tiumph of the Nomads: A History of Ancient
Australia, (The MacMillan Company of Australia, South
Melbourne, 79751, p.77.

77 |ohn McPhee, Australian Art, (Australian National Gallery,
Canberra, 1988), p.48.

lE Deparbnent of Defence, Force Structure Reuiar 1991, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, May 1991).
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Besides the ring of mutually supporting northern air bases,
morc Army unib including both Regular and Reserve persons will be
based in the north rather than in the populous south.

This will include a regular brigade by the late 1990s. Logistic
support will still draw heavily on southern centres but rationalisation
and relocation will produce a more efficient distribution and a more
operationally effective cenhe of gravity.

Nliancee and Regional Involvement

The second pillar of stratqgy at work is sound relations with
other countries, induding traditional allies and neighbouring and
regional countsies. A clear feature of self-reliance is the understanding
that Australia's security is inexbicably linked to the security of the
region but in the context of our ongoing alliances and regional links
and responsibilities. Self-reliance therefore does not imply in any sense
a withdrawal or fortress mentality. On the contrary, the present times
of relative peace and prosperity provide both incentive and
opportunities to reach out in consbuctive cooperation.l9

At this iuncture, little need be said about Australia,s
traditional alliances. Successive govemments have reviewed and
reaffirrned the value of the ANZUS alliance, not as an excuse for
inactivity or a lever, but as an agrcamcnt which allows close but
flexible cooperation and exchange on a broad front. ANZUS does not
bind the partners to do anything but consult but the uncertainty of the
oyt_1ome should provide a powerful deterrent to a would-be aggressor.
AI{ZUS also carries on-going benefits in many fields of hutual
cooperation.

The same objective is held, without necessarily resorting to
folmal treaty status, in relationships with a wide range of neighbours
gd regional friends. Despite its Western origin and iultural
background, the ADF is more and more relating tolegional forces in

19 These ideas are fully developed in Senator the Hon. Gareth Evans,
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australia's Regional
Saurity, (Management Information Processing, Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, December 1989).
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its program of deployments, training and exercises. Regular reciprocal
visits take place 

-and 
there are annual scries of policy and defence

cooperation discussions, involving both Departmental and Service

officers. This continual contact at various levels and in various

directions should make communication easier in time of tension or
crisis. Even in peace, sr,rspicions mistrust and misunderstanding can

easily arise when there is insufficient contact and dialogue.

Regional involvement is therefore vital, despite Australia's
historical Western orientation. There have recently bcen at least six
separate proposals for some form of regional security cooperatiory
ranging irom a limited north Pacific pact to a European style

conference. Whatever arrangements emerge, the ADF is intent on
improving the level of cooperation in the immediate region. various
proposalshave been made to increase the degree of security discussion
i"iti,i" the Asia/Pacific region. The task, as Senator Evans explained,
is:

... [to engage closely in thisl heterogcneous collection
of cross-cutting cultures and conflicts and cleavages.
But iust because institutional proccsses cannot be
translated half a world away, that is not to say that the
relevant habits of mind cannot be translated either.20

There is room and indeed a nccd for diffcrent relationships at

bilateral, trilateral or multilateral levels - what Scalapino has usefully
termed 'diverse forms of partnership'.2l While not denying the
importance of all these levels, the ADF is conccntrating on the existing
planks of regional cooperation, namely the Five Power Defence

Arrangemens (FPDA) and the strong bilatcral links which have been

forged with the defence organisations of Asia and the Pacific.

The Five Power Defence Arrangemcnts continue to be

important. All members remain shongly committed to the FPDA and
believe it continues to make a solid contribution to regional security
and stability as a whole. There are direct military benefits to all
members from the FPDA exercise Program and the associated training

20 Senator C'areth Evans, The Asia Pacific and Global Change',
(Address to the Trilateral Commission, Tokyo, April 79971'p.6.

2r R. Scalapino, 'Asia and the United States: The Challenges Ahead',
Foreign Affairs, (Vo1.69, No.l), 1990, p.l14.
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activities. FPDA exercises have become more complex and realistic in
rccent years and their value has increased accordingly. The pace of
development is modest at present and consistent with the wishes of
the partners, partioilarly Malaysia and Singapore. Further
development would also be mindful of the views of other regional
nations.

There are nrany bilateral
already a strong historical bond

Across the Tasman there is
New Zealand, spiced with

healthy fraternal rivalry from time to time. This bond is likely to grow
closer as the two nations study ways of making more efficient use of
our several capabilities and facilities to mutual benefit.

The ADF has a continuing commitment to the Papua New
Guinea Defence Force, encouraging sound independent development
as well as freedom to seek its own solutions, but providing support in
training and proiect development. This is aimed particularly at
improving the national capacity to maintain internal security,law and
order. Sorne critics of this approach have laid the blame for alleged
human righb abuse at the feet of Australia, and in particular the ADF.
This is clearly illogical. Australian Defence policy has been to focus on
developing in PNG basic skills and facilities which are useful for the
stated security aims as well as for infrastructure and national
development.

Consistenry, sensitivity and determination have been features
marking the recent modest but developing links between the ADF and
the Indonesian Armed Forces (ABRI). Australia recognises and
supports the Indonesian concept of national resilience and looks to
lndonesia as an important smrrity partner. We realise that external
coercion or pressure from more distant sources could be better resisted
by cooperation between our two nations. Practical interests in
contiguous se.rs and agreed pint management areas provide
additional incentive for cooperation in maritime surveillance in a way
which might be regarded as a model for other such areas of potential
dispute.

Similar cpmments could be made regarding bilateral
arrangements and links between the ADF and other Asian and Pacific
defence forces. In the Pacific, Australia remains a traditional
development partner with an interest in enhancing primarily economic
and environmental security.

links.
with
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Australia has a good record of contribution to United Nations
peacekeeping and observer missions in various parts of the world. As
this paper was being written there was rcnewed optimism that the
situation in Cambodia might improve. The C-ambodian tragedy has

been with us for so long that it is easy to forget the time when
Cambodia was a reasonably prosperous land. Twenty five years ago as
the SDSC opened its doors, C-ambodia was one of Asia's main
exporters of rice. Not long ago the Cambodian govcrnment in Phnom
Penh asked for an extra 100,000 tonnes of rice to cover the present
deficit.22 This sort of damage cannot easily be assuaged. Nevertheless,
in line with Prime Minister Hawke's intention to make a substantial
contribution to the restoration of peace in Cambodia, the ADF is
involved in further planning for the implementation of the peace plan
proposed by the Permanent Five should the Supreme National Council
agree to this path.

Another aspect of regional security is arms control. This is
sometimes regarded as a specialty of its own, the province of foreign
ministries and peace research cenhes, but the issue is important also
for strategic development staffs.

In April 1991, in addressing the assembled Malaysian staff
colleges, I noted that in the wake of the Gulf War, nations are
becoming increasingly aware of the necd for some stricter form of
arms conhol. This is not easy. There are complex issues of sovereignty
and non-interference involved and there are severe practical
difficulties in implementing controls. Neverthcless, proliferation of
modern weaponry and missile technology could turn minor disputes
into conflicts of major concern. Pressures to rcalise destabilising arrns
sales and transfers can be expcrcted to continue, and the effort therefore
seems worthwhile to inhibit countries from acquiring weaponry on the
world markets well beyond their dcfcnsive necds.23 Clcarly, nuclear,

f. Bekaert, The Future of the Cambodian Conflict: Problems and
Prospects', (Paper delivered at the Fifth ,4sia-Pacific Roundtable,
Institute of Suategic and International Studies, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, fune 1991).
US Deparbnent of Defense, A Strategic Framaoork for the Asinn
Pacific Nm: LookingTousard the 21.st Century, (Report to Congress,
Mimeo,19 April1991).
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biological and chemical (NBO weapons are a primary concern, but
high technolo{iy conventional weapons also require attention.24

It should be recognised that Australia, by publishing openly
and rcgularly a wide variety of Defence policy documents hom the
White Paper down, is contributing significantly to the process of
confidence building by so-called 'transparency'. The poliry of
errcouraging frequent visitors to Australian military institutions and
training couls{es further demonstrates that Australia is not contributing
to a destabilising arms race.

Imperatives for Force Development

None of these strategic concepts can be put into practice
without a capable and efficient force. The third pillar is therefore the
imperatives which follow on from the previous considerations for the
development of the force itself. This relies first and foremost on ib
people, the young Australian men and women to whom the practical
responsibilities fall. The links between strategic goals and definitive
force development criteria for different force elements are complex
and not prone to simple analysis. Many factors need to be considered
including those of geography already discusscd.

Two clear imperatives stand out. Thcse are the need to
integrate and aggregate a total national effort for security; and the
value of selective applications of high technology in the face of low
force-to-space ratios.

First, harnessing the total national effort for security requires
the forging of doser relationships between the Services and the
community. One of the key principles of the recent Force Structure
Rarieut rrrentioned earlier was an increasing trend towards reliance on
the private sector and other civilian skills and resources. For several
y€ars, the ADF has been cnnducting a series of internal reforms along
these line, combining Service units for efficiency and transferring
some tasks out of the military where this could be achieved with

24 Address by CDF Australia to the Malaysian Armed Forces
Defencr College and the Malaysian Armed Forces Staff College,
Kuala Lumpur,29 April 1991.
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savings and without loss of operational capability. This process will
now be extended in scope and given added impetus through the
Rmial and associated studies.25 The goal cannot be achieved
overnight. In sorne areas, potential savings may not be realised; in
others they maybecome available from unexpected directions. Several
years'work will be required to implement the initiatives carefully and
fully.

A dosely related initiative is to build uP a new form of reserve
service termed the Ready Reserve, which will take account of both the
Services'needs and trends in society. The Ready Reserve has a simple
yet appealing concept:

The vision of the Program is to attract to the ADF high
calibre young Australians who will undergo intensive
full-time training for about one ycar. Many will then
proceed to tertiary and other vocational training under
Defence sponsorship .... Over time, [it] will become a
mapr vehicle for strengthening the links bctween the
Services and the civilian community. It will be to the
long term benefit of both national dcfence and civilian
infrastructure.26

Initially, most Ready Reservists will scrve in the Australian
Army but all Services will participate and dcvclop the scheme to
satisfy Service and national requirements.

The second issue - technology - may not initially be regarded
as a strategic issue. However there are some clcar choices as to where
inveshnent is to be made in this area. The choices must be made at the
highest level, since they will profoundly influcnce the direction of

In particular, see Alan Wrigley, The Defence Force anil the

Community: A Partnuship in Australia's Defence, (Aushalian
Government Publishing Service, Canbcrra, |une 1990L and The

Defarce Force anil the Community: Report of the lntuilqartmaial
Committee UDC) on the Wrigley Reaiew, (Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, May 1991), tabled in Parliament by
the Minister for Defence on 30 May 1991.

Departrnent of Defence, Rwdy Raerae Program,1.991: Report to the

Minister for Defnce, (Department of Dcfcnce, Canberra, May
1991), p.l.
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force development and the operational concepts of the force. They
profoundly affect the relationship between defence and industry,
between taking research initiatives and just following market trends,
between Australian capabilities and overseas partners.

One of the primary considerations is to overcome the sbategic
challenge of vast distances and small forccs. As the White Paper
pointed out:

In developing forces with the required characteristics,
the prudent application of advanced technology plays
an important role. In many cases ... [it] provides the
only real solution to many aspccts of defending our
vast continent and our interests in surrounding
maritime areas. This reinforces the nced for continuing
national and defence expertise in sclectcd areas of
science and technol ogy.27

The strategic question on technology is therefore not whether,
but in what specific areas and how much? Put another way, given that
resources will always fall short of the ideal for research and
development, what areas of technology can we afford to let slide? It is
important that the level of technological competence in the ADF and
the supporting research carried out by the Defence Science and
Technology Organisation (DSTO) remain at a levcl which will ensure
that in future, emerging techniques can be undcrstood, analysed and
absorbed where necessary.

This does not mean that Defence should be completely self-
sufficient. For example, technological developments have hansformed
civil telecommunications in Australia and the range of services
available has increased dramatically. The survivability of the civil
network has improved and should continue to do so through greater
route diversity and rcdundant switching capacity for major centres.2s

Consequently, one of the sbategic objectives of the ADF is to
madmise the use of these civil resources whcrever efficiencies can be

27 Kim C. kazley,The Defence of Australia 7987, p.31.
28 Departsnent of Defence, Fnce Structure Rnial, p.8.
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achieved without mmpromise to operational reliability and flexibility.
Developnrent of standards especially for Defence will decline.29

As various specialists have reportcd on the Gulf War, there
has been a tendency for them to see it as the quintessential justification
for their own specialg - The first great .... war of the modern age'; fill
in your own specialty, whether it be space systems, intelligence, air
power or coalitions. Inescapably, however, advanced technology was
ubiquitous and decisive.

One technology application of particular relevance is that of
command support. Not only were commands fully unified by
organisation, they were given the wherewithal to integrate. The effort
put into fusing command, intelligence and a variety of information
systems bore fruit. Information systems are developing at an
incredibly accelerating speed - much faster than the normal acquisition
processes of defence organisations can handle. The ADF is therefore
placing greater emphasis on new methods of information technology
absorption as well as the integration of disparate systems into a

fleible but robust architecture which can suPPort the ADF well into
the twenty-first centuqy.

Military Strategic Concepts

The military strategic concept for the self-reliant defence of
Australia to which all this is directcd has bcen dcrscribed as layered
defence, or in more familiar military terminology, defence in depth.
The concept has been described publicly on numerous occasions.3O It
refers to a series of concentric defensive laycrs to the north of Australia
starting in the deep field with intelligcncc and surveillance, then
maritime surveillance and interdiction in the sea-air gap, and finally
the deployment of highly mobile land forces.

29 DeparEnent of Defence, Defence Communications Corporate PIan
7 9 97 -2001., (Australian Govemment Publ ishi n g Service, C-anberra,
May 1911,p.2.

30 Paul Dbb's Ra)ieur of Australia's Defence Capabilitia, P.51,
proposed four elements of a laycrcd dcfence within a strategy of
denial. The Defnce of Australia 1.987 and other Department of
Defence statements describcd three layers.
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The concept does not of course imply independent operations
in the layers. The wide range of forces available can be grouped
flexibly and range widely to operate as rcquired. The battle in depth
would be orcheshated by robust irint command structures such as that
being developed in Northern Command in Darwin in coordination
with the three foint Commanders of Maritime, Iand and Air
Commands who will be collocated and integrated more closely later in
this decade to facilitate this trend.

In summary, three separate but relatcd pillars of practical
strategy have been identified: geostrategic considerations including an
emphasis on the northern maritime and land environments; a broad
and positive approach to the surrounding regions based on a
framework of alliances, and multilateral and bilateral ties; and some
force development concepts aimed at achieving a small but lean and
high technology force, one which relies on and embodies community
strengths and support. These are some of the principal features which
allow self-reliance and defence'in-depth to be realistic and practical
strategies.

Conclusion

The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre at the Australian
National University has during its lifetime witnessed a fundamental
shift in the nature and focus of strategy in the Australian Defence
Force. Reliance on'great and powerful friends' has given way to a
gradually strengthening self-reliance in a strong framework of
friendships, alliances and regional involvement.

The demands of the changing stratcgic environment have
taken some time to be absorbed by the Australian consciousness. The
ADFhas been working on a number of fronts to absorb these changes
and interpret them for future strategic directions. In the last ten years,
there has been extensive internal review and refinement including
both theoretical and practical dimensions.

In the former, Defence and ADF officers have collaborated to
develop and darify the concepts of defence-in-depth and the strategic
imperatives of the tasks that flow from it. This recognises the primacy
of direct defence of Australian interests; it gives weight to controlling
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the surrounding sea-air gap, and to understanding the vast areas of the

north of the continenq and it sets the guidelines for developing small

but capable forces relying selectively on both high technology systems

and the resources and skills in the civil communiqr.

This has called for practical revisions to our processes and
policies. The initiatives announced most recently by the Ministen

... ensune that the Defence Force will be able to
respond quickly to any threat that does emerge, and
will be able to do so with the full support of the
Australian Community and the backing of all our
national resources. They constitute a long term
program to restructure and improve the effectiveness
of the Defence Force.3l

But as also indicated by the Minister, this is underpinned by a
broad strategic vision. In this post{old War pcriod, the ADF must
contribute to maintaining the peace in well chosen, welldeveloped
and practical cooperative activities in the region. Recent history has

also ihown that the ADF is well preparcd to contribute to the United
Nations or to respond to requests for assistance from other friends and
allies.

Recalling that the dual task of strategy to be at once lofty in its
vision and at the same time realistic in its bounds, the Australian
Defence Force in concert with important scctors of government and the
academic community has made substantial Progress in both tasks.

31 Senator the Hon. R. Ray, Ministcr for Dcfcnce, 'Defence Policy:
Ministerial Statemenf , Hansr il ( S enat d, 30 May 7991, p.39 63.
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CHAPTER 19

WHITHER STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE
STUDIES?

Paul Dibb

As we approach the twenty-first century nelv 9na!9199s 
face

the discipline of'strategic studies. The dedine of the ussR as a

,rrp".po*"r, the disinte[ration of the Soviet bloc, and the prospect-of

thi emergence of a tte-* world order in the 1990s have radically

changed i-he global security outlook. At the same time, the concept of

r*ufity itseliis being broadened to include issues of economic and

environmental security in international security deliberations.

In the Asia/Pacific region too, security is being perceived by

goverrunents in a different wiy. The superpower Presence in the

iegion is declining and a more iomplex interaction of regional powers
(ii.ina, India, I"pu^, Vietnam, Indonesia and Ausralia) is occurring.

A new balance of po*er is yet to emerge. But it is certain that the

introduction of more sophiiticated conventional weaports, growing

concerns about the potential for the proliferation of chemical and

nuclear weapons - ai well as ballistic missile technology - will pose

serious quesiions for regional security policy in the 1990s'

As for Australia, it is a nation that has dramatically changed its

security policies in the last 25 ycars. The move from 'forward defence'

to a self-reliant defence posture has seen defence Policy completely

recast in this country.i The new defence policy t-as been

complemented by a iegional security poliry (announced.by th9

Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade in December 1989) which

See Paut Dibb, Rertiats of Australia's Defence Capabilities: \?yt tu

the Minister for Defenie, (Australian Government Publishing

Service, Canberra, March 1986), Part 1; and the Hon' Kim C'

kazley, Minister for Dcfence, The Defence of Australia-7gg7,
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, March

1987).
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recognises that Australia should be much more closely involved with
regional security - tomprehensive engagement' with Southeast Asia
and 'constructive commitmen( in the South Pacific.2

These issues - and many other associated problems both of
theoqy and practice - have been examined comprehensively in this
conference. They have stressed the increasing complexity of the
challenges facing us in a changing world and the need both for more
intellectual rigour and a greilter breadth of view in our research and
analysis.

Tttig paper suggests futture directions in which strategic
studies might be most fruitfully pursued. It proposes that the theory
and the practice of strategic and defence studies need to be brought
closer together. The complexity of the problems facing us in the 1990s
demands this. And the requirement for practitioners to be better
informed of alternative views (and for scholars to be more alert to the
practical limib of policy) underlines the importance of conferences
such as this.

The Theory and Practice of Shategic Studies

Sfategic studies is an interdisciplinary field of endeavour,
developed after the Second World War. It consists of several basic
sEands, which rnay be described as intemational security studies,
strategic studies, and defence studies. This conference has tended to
focus heavily on the first two of these but the third - defence studies -
has received much less attention. Why is this? Part of the answer lies
i" t" security agenda facing us in the 1990s: there is a demanding
analytical requirement to corne to grips with such complex issues as
the new world order, the decay of a heavily armed Soviet Union, and
the emergence of economic, environmental and other non-haditional
areas of research. We should, however, also acknowledge that defence
studies has been given less weight than strategic and security studies
because the former is more intellectually exciting and because

2 S€e Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Australia's Regional Secuity, (Management Information
Processing, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, C_anberra,
December 1989).
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academics often seem to be less comfortable with the narrower focus of
practical defence problems.

This is not to belittle the value of academic work in the
broader aspects of the discipline. Many of the theoretical tools which
defence planners now take for granted owe their provenance to
academic research: for example, in the United States the language of
nuclear deterrence (and nuclear war-fighting). But the problems of
conventional warfare have yet to receive the sustained theoretical
aftention given to nuclear war. This is a serious deficiency,
particularly as all the wars fought since 1945 have been conventional.

Defence planners focus most closely on current policy evenb
and mid-term programming problems. They do not have the time to
reflect on long-term alternatives, to develop different theoretical
models, or to ponder about what the world of the future might look
like. Are we moving to a new world order or, after the artificial
constraints of the Cold War, are we merely reverting to an older form
of world disorder? As the International Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS) puts it, there are limits of structure for an incoherent world' and
we should be wary of trying to build overly neat security structures
that 'will not necessarily resolve the ambiguities that surround most
international problems'.3 Those limits of structure need to be explored
and defined by the strategic studies community.

There are other areas where theory and practice could usefully
move closer together. In Australia, for example, the theories which are
central to force structure planning comprise warning time for mapr
aftack, the nature of credible contingencies, and the role of the
expansion base. These concepts have bcen the key conceptual
undelpinning of defence planning in Australia for more than fifteen
yearc. But they are neither well understood nor well accepted in the
community generally. There needs to be more explication in the
public domain of these basic issues.

In my view, defence studies has nevcr sat all that comfortably
with sbategic studies and even less so with international security
studies. And yet weapons acquisition programs depend crucially on

International Institute for Strategic Studies, Strategic Suroey 799d,-

1991, (International Institute for Strategic Studies, london, 1991),

pp.15,22.
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iudgements about the future strategic environment, foreign military
capabilities and intentions, and the nature of war. Bringing these
disparate elements together, and setting them against the realities of
r€source limitations, is not something that strategic and defence
studies have done all that well. Academic work in this area has tended
to be too specialised and too compartmented.

Quantitative methods in the strategic and defence studies area
have not progressed much beyond the systems analysis and operations
r,esearch modelling techniques introduced into defence planning some
20 years ago. Answering the key question 'how much is enough?' can
never be answered alone by systems models and simulation.
Imperfect information and the management of risk are inherent in the
complex policy decisions that confront the defence decision-makers.
Probability concepb and decision thmry have their place, but in the
final analysis defence decision-makers (and politicians) will feel more
comfortable depending upon their professional iudgement. In my
erperience, that judgement is rarely informed by academic inputs,
except in the area of broader strategic analysis. Indeed, how large
complex defence organisations in different cultures make decisions is a
neglected area of study.

Broadening the Strategic Studies Agenda

Sonc academic colleagues will no doubt see the foregoing as
an attempt to narrow the strategic studies agenda and to hobble it too
closely to policy. So be it. But I would observe that at the macro-level
of the discipline much broader horizons are unfolding for academic
research. We need to be much more aware of how different elements
in security (non-military as well as military) rclate to each other. This
is a difficult sDnceptual area, not least for practitioners. Traditionally,
'shategy' as a policy construct has been defined narrowly to mean the
control and application of organised military force. Many academic
institutions, however, define strategic issues in the broader sense of
embracing also the international politics of power, tension reductiory
the peacefirl settlement of disputes and the control and reduction of
armamenb. Sudr an inteqpretation comes closer to an'international
security studies' interpretation so that military, political, social,
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economic, scientific and tectrnological aspects of shategic questions are
addressed.

The strategic agenda for the 1990s requires that we examine a

range of non-traditional issues. Economic tensions and disparities,
resource scarcities and the environment have already been mentioned.
Thene are other subjects too, including the international security
dirnensions of refugees and mass migration movements and the illegal
narcotics trade. Even in the more traditional agenda, economic
analysis sits tm separately from strategic analysis: where are lhe useful

studies that draw out the security dimensions of international
economic problems? The division between the study of economics,
international political eoonomy and strategic studies is a most serious
problem.

Much of what I have said falls squarely within the neo-realist
tradition of international relations. (The same criticism has been
levelled both at the 1987 Defence White Paper and the 1989 statement
on Australia's Regiowl Security.) Certainly, a nation's national security
should not be identified with military security alone. But in the
Australian case the nation has only recently established a self-reliant
defence posture. So why should we be diverted by impractical ideas
such as non-military security? In any case, policy-makers will always
be criticised for being too preoccupied with 'realism'. This is because,

unlike academic commentators, they are charged with making
decisions in the real world.

Even so, some of the broader approaches to the strategic
studies agenda that have been identified in several of the conference
papers shoulil be explored by policy-makers. Analysing these
problems will dernand greater crossdisciplinary consultation and
collaborative work than has been usual between government and
academic institutions. We should, however, beware of fads: it has not
been argued persuasively that global environmental problems will
lead to war between nations.

Within our own region too the sccurity agenda has changed
dramatically from its previous preoccupation with East-West
competition, ideology and counter-insurgenry warfare to a multi-
dimensional agenda which recognises the special characteristics of the
Asia/Pacific region and its sub-regional groupings (Northeast Asia,
South Asia, Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific). The desire for
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a comprehensive approach to regional security is emerging. Beyond
the interest, which is growing in many parts of the Asia/Pacific region,
in a greater security dialogue lurk some traditional hazards, as well as
$ome new ones. Traditional concerns with territorial boundaries, off-
shore resources and exclusive economic zones, as well as insurgent
and separatist forces remain in the region. New problems are,
however, emerglng which demand our attention: they include the
growing power proirtion capabilities of countries such as India, China
and Japan, the expansion of maritime forces throughout the regiory
and the danger that new arms races will emerge because of the
introduction of modern conventional weapons and precision-guided
munitions by extra-regional powers, some of which are allies of
Australia.

The capacity of many regional countries to monitor and assess
these emergent trends is poor. They have rudimentary intelligence
collection capabilities (except in the area of domestic intelligence) and
their assessment and analysis agencies are not yet well developed.
There are opportunities here for initiatives which cut across traditional
national conc€rns with security and which look to a greater sharing of
information than curently eists. Academics can help here: not only
through their conceptual, historical and cultural insights but also by
facilitating greater contact, discussion and cross-fertilization of ideas.

We also may need to move away from some of our traditional
preoccupations with such theories as the balance of power and
examine whether in the Asia/Pacific region, where state formation in
nrany countries is still in an early phase, such concepts are relevant.
The acquisition of similar weapons systems and military capabilities
may bring about a situation where parity rcnders conflict more, not
less likely. This may be the case where small size, vulnerable location
and bitter history make some states particularly sensitive to their
national security.4

4 Muthiah Alagappa, The Dynamics of International Security
Southeast Asia: Change and Continuity', Australhn lournal
Intqtutional Affairs, (Vo1.45, No.1), May 1991,p.34.
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Global Security Challenges

One of the rnajor themes of this conference is the uncertain
global security environment in the 1990s. In one crucial sense,

however, the world strategic environment is much more benign: the
risk of global nuclear war between the US and the USSR is now
remote. Moreover, the chances of a Soviet conventional attack on
NATO Europe have greatly diminished not only because of changed
Soviet intentions, but also because of the loss of the USSKs forward
military position in Eastern Europe and the fact that, according to the
US Secretary of Defense, there would be one to two years warning of a
Soviet attack because it would take this time for the Soviet Union to
regenerate its conventional forces. In addition, the prospects of a
Soviet military clash with the United States in a Third World regional
conflict are now low. It is worthwhile rcpeating these self-evident
truths because there is a tendency in the strategic studies community
(both academic and official) to gloss over them and move shaight on
to the next perceived threat.

These threats are beginning to appcar in various guises. There
are legitimate concerns about the future intcntions of a broken-backed,
nuclear-armed Soviet state. There are worries that India and China are
the ambitious powers of Asia, which are expanding their power-
proiection capacities. Others view fapan with suspicion and fear that
as the United States' presence in the Pacific dc.rlines there will be
pressure on the Japanese to fill the military gap.

More seriously, perhaps, there is growing concern that -
without the constraints which the Cold War imposed on Third World
countries to avoid regional conflicts that could draw in the USSR and
the United States - the world faces a much more uncertain future. The
invasion of Kuwait by Iraq and the rcsulting Gulf War were a rude
shock to a world that had expected the end of the Cold War to mean
the beginning of an era of peace.S There was disappointment that
expectations of a benign world sccurity environmcnt following the end
of the Cold War had been so quickly undcrmined by a return to
traditional disputcrs over territory, ethnic differences and religion. The

International Institute for Strategic Studies, Strategic Suntey 1990-
7997,p.5.
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rremergenc€ of what has been called 'the international relations of
parochialisnri heralds a more uncertain global security outlook.5
Dvisive tendencies and civil conflict are of growing concern in every
continent, rangtng for example from Cambodia and Afghanistan in
Asia, Papua New Guinea in the South Pacifig Ethiopia and Somalia in
Africa, Iebanon in the Middle East, Guatemala and Canada in
America, to Yugoslavia in Europe.

Very few of these situations are likely to be resolved by the use
of the United Nations or intemational diplomacy under the guise of
some kind of new world order. Indeed, even in those clear cut
situations where one country invades another there should be no
expectation that because international law has been transgressed the
United Nations, or the United States, will automatically become
involved. The impressive resolve of the United Nations' Security
Council in the Gulf War, and the ability of the United States to bring
together such a powerful coalition of military forces, should not lead
us to expect that such events can easily be replicated. In many ways,
Kuwait was sui gentis. If Kuwait had produced coconuts, not oil, and
if oil-rich Saudi Arabia had not been perceived as the next target of
Saddam Hussein's ambitions, how likely would it have been that the
United Nations (and the United States) would have intervened? The
vital national security interests of the Unitcd States are centred on the
USSR and Europe, tlie Middle East, and Central America. Outside of
these key areas, there are probably few countries where it would
readily commit combat troops. Korea is clearly an exception. But if
India should attack Pakistan how likely is United States (or United
Nations) intervention?

This is not to discourage moves to a more ordered world and a
greater role for United Nations peacekeeping in the post-Cold War era.
It is merely to observe that political realities will mean that old
rivalries and the struggle for power, both within countries and at the
regional level, will not necessarily be contained by United Nations
resolutions or the implied constraints of some form of new world
'order'. The Economisf has observed that the Bush administration is not
much bothered with what goes on in Iatin America (except for

lbiil.,p.78.
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Mexico) and the same lack of interest marks America's policy towards
Africa: 'India? Pakistan? Indonesia? Never hcard of therni.T

The strategic studies community needs to adopt a much more
questioning attihrde to the concePt of a new world order. A global
sense of community, of common PurPose, cannot be contrived where
none exists. There is perhaps an opportunity for creating more united
regional communities based on a genuine sense of shared PurPose.
But in the end the willingness of nations to run risks varies with
national interest. So we must be careful not to raise idealistic
expectatiorui which view the conduct of international relations as

following obiective criteria, where nations are expected to respond to
challenges to international order from a common perspective and by
united military opposition. In short, we need to do much more work
on how to define'ordey' in the post-Cold War era.

The Gulf War also challenged the view that the use of hard
power resources (miliary force) is on the dccline and that the salience

of soft power resources (economic growth, transnational actors,
technology, education) is what matters in an increasingly inter-
dependent world. Joseph Nye has argucd that we should not
abandon the traditional concern for the military balance of power, but
accept its limitations and supplement it with insights about
interdependence.E He goes further and suggcsts that today states must
consider new dimensions of security as thrcats shift from the military
(i.e., threats against territorial integrity) to the cconomic and ecological.
Nye asserts that in 'much of modem world politics, physical survival
is not the most pressing issue'.9 True, but what the Gulf War
demonshated was that the instrument of military force and national
conc€rns with the goal of security remain a powcrful consideration in
international affairs in the 1990s. The traditional geopolitical agenda is
still highly relevant.

New World Order: What's New? Which World? Whose Orders? ,
The Economisf, 23 February 7991, p.32.

foseph S. Nye fr., 'Soft Powe/, Foreign Policy, (No.80), Fall 1990,

p.156. See also |oseph S. Nye, Bound to kad: The Changing Nature
of Amuican Powu, (Basic Books, New York, 1990).

lbid.,p.759.
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Still, Nye is correct when he says that, more than ever, one
must ask the question, 'Power for what?' And, he might have added,
'At what costf The Gulf War showed that the weapons that many
Third World qcuntries can deploy in the 1990s make intervention by
outside powens more costly. One of the lessons that many Third
World countries (including China) will draw from the Gulf War is that
modern precision weapons are devastating and they will, therefore,
seek to protect themselves by acquiring them in the belief that - short
of a superpower assault - they will thereby be able to improve their
security.

Even so, the changing nature of international politics suggests
that we should broaden the study of international security issues to
include the soft power or co-optive power elcments that Nye (and
others) have identified. The diffusion of power and growing
interdependence between states will be one of the hallmarks of the
post{old Warworld.

Assessments of the United States and the USSR

Another outcome of the speculation on the shape of the post-
Cold War era is a fashionable view that America is a declining
power.lO Such views need carcful analysis: the United States has more
military power and economic strength than any other country - by a
large margin. It is the only superpower, the only country with global
military reach. Whilst it is true that other centres of world power are
becoming increasingly important (]apan, a unified Europe, China and
India), they are still strictly regional powers in the military sense. A
great many Americans are anxious about their country's future, and
they have every reason to be concerned about America's domestic
problems (public education, crime, inner city dccay, poverty). But it is
another matter to prophesy the decline of American international
power. In any case, the key question is: 'Decline relative to which

10 See especially Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great Pouters:
Economic Clunge and Military Conflict from 1.500 to 2000, (Itandom
House, New York, 1987); and David Calleo, Beyonil Amqican
Hegarcny: The Future of the Watern Alliance, (Basic Books, New
York,1987).
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other contending power?' The US economy is as large as those of
Iapan and the USSR combined. There is no other contending hegemon
on the horizon.

A more serious area of study for strategic analysts is whether,
irrespective of its external power, the United States is about to enter a
perid of retraction if not isolationism. There is a view - most often
expressed by conservative Republicans - that the USSR has been
effectively defeated and that the United States has no business
involving itself in far-flung entanglements, such as the Gulf War.

In the Asia/Pacific region, reductions in US forces are planned

to occur in a phased manner in the coming decade and will be

dependent on the shategic situation prevailing at each phase. By the
late 1990s, however, the US military Presence in the Philippines,
Okinawa, South Korea and Japan will be much smaller than now. The
US military presence in the Asia/Pacific region will then have

retracted to a basically continental posture with major forward bases in
Hawaii and Alaska. Beyond this is the widcr question of what the
sbategic posture and alliance interests of the Unitcd States will be over
the next decade. For US allies, including Australia, there are few more
important questions. And yet the stratcgic studies communi$r has so

far produced few insights that are useful for policy planners.

The major failing of strategic studies, however, has been the

almost complete inability - in both official and academic circles - to
forecast the dramatic decline of the USSR. The intcresting question for
the strategic studies community (and evcn more so for Soviet area
studies) is how could so many 'experts' havc got it so wrong? In my
view, this failure of assessment had two major causes:

(i) Too many of the so-callcd Sovict exPcrts were in fact

technicians, skilled in the knowledge of missile
characteristics or the bcan-counting of the Soviet tank
park. They lacked an accurate ovcrview of the Soviet
Union, most especially its economic weaknesses and
the over-riding political and social characteristics that
spelled the end of the era of ccntral planning.

(ii) Also, for a number of Sovict analysts their fear of the
USSR allowed their iudgemcnt to be coloured in ways
that allowed for no deficicncics - and certainly no fatal
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defects - in the Russian enemy. These emotions were
given full reign in America during the period of the
'Evil Empire', when no other views were brooked.

What lessons does the strategic studies community draw from
this experience? All too few, I suspect. It is not sufficient to argue that
this type of specific prediction is not the aim of social sciences. The
fact is that the thematic view that the USSR was a collapsing
supelpower was not detected or given much support. The military
and weapone experts in the Soviet studies field still tend to work in
isolation from strategic and political contexts.

Part of the solution lies in greater inter-disciplinary work,
more collaborative efforts and, above all, more understanding of the
peculiar social and cultural context which so profoundly influences the
practical operation of national power. We need to be alert to the
dangers of ethnocentrism: that is, the distorting effects of our own
culture on our methods of analysing foreign countries. We need to
pay much more attention to these social and cultural elements in
strategic studies. They help to explain what Robert Jervis calls
perception theory and so understand bctter the reason why nations act
the way they do.ll National styles of strategy may reflect cultural
differences.

Security in the Asia/?acific Region

Half of the papers at this conference have dealt with regional
security issues. They have focussed on dcvclopments in Northeast
Asia, Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific, as well as Aushalia's
security environment. I will not retrace the ground they have so ably
traversed. I would merely note that, although it is true the regional
security environment is becoming more complex, it is difficult to
forcsee a replay of the wars in Korea and Vietnam, which involved
rnapr external intervention. Indeed, it is pcrtinent to ask whether -
rather than the mapr external powers - it is the increasingly dominant

ll See Robert fervis, Percqtion and Misperception in Intqnational
Politics, (Princeton University Press, Princeton, New fersey, 7976) ;
and Robert fervis, The Logic of Imaga in International Relations,
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, New fersey, 1970.
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intra-regional powers which will become the troublemakers of the
future?

There are a number of trouble spots, which need careful
analysis. They include the problems of a nuclear-armed North Korea,
Cambodia, the South China Sea,India and Pakistan, and the potential
for domestic violence in countries such as South Korea, China, India,
Sri Lanka, Indonesia, the Philippines and Papua New Guinea. Of
these, the most serious is the prospect of a North Korea armed with
nuclear weapons and perceiving that time is not on its side because of
the growing economic success of South Korca.

Each of the sub'regions of the Asia/Pacific region has its own
strategic preoccupations and potential areas of dispute. In Northeast
Asia, China and fapan are still concerned that the Soviet Union is
heavily armed and continues to improve its forces - including an
imprcssive program of modernising its nuclcar forces. But the USSR s
intentions haoe demonstrably changed and it is likely that, as the Soviet
economy contracts, Soviet forces in the Far East and Siberia will also be
reduced. The Northern Territories will probably remain an intractable
dispute between the USSR and Japan for some time, not least because
of the problems that a return of the territories to fapan would cause in
Soviet domestic politics.

These issues are well known in the shategic studies
community, but there are important ncw areas for research on
Northeast Asia. We do not have good insights into the future role that
fapan might play in the security of the Asia/Pacific region. Indeed, it
is doubtful whether fapan itself has a clear idca of where it is headed -
except it is not going to be militarily expansionist. But precisely what
leadership role fapan intends to play in rcgional security
considerations (and what role it should bc cncouraged to play) are
matters for serious contemplation. fapan has a large surface fleet and
substantial numbers of maritime survcillance aircraft (it has 68
principal surface combatants and more than 90 maritime
reconnaissance aircraft). At a time when the region is becoming
increasingly concerned about maritime sccurity, fapan could make a
contribution by agrccing to share rcconnaissance information and
participate in discussions about naval confidence building measures.
There are other questions concerning the future of the UgJapan
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security relationship: will it survive but with a redcfinition of burden-
sharing and perhaps of decision-making?

ln Southeast Asia, there are two major security concerns - the
prospects for a peaceful settlement in Cambodia and the potential for
military disputes in the South China Sea. Again, these issues have
been well canvassed by the strategic studies community. New areas
for research might fruitfully examine whcther, over the next decade,
Southeast Asia is likely to move from being split into opposing camps -
eadr under the umbrella of different external powers - towards 

-the

formation of a broader setxie of regional security identity. Vietnam,s
isolation is a big stumbling block here. But all the regional states are
concerned to some degree about the prospcct that middle powers such
as China, India and Iapan will enjoy greater frecdom of opportunity as
the supeqpowers eventually withdraw - which they see as all but
inevitable.

As a result, greater consultation and cooperation among
Southeast Asian countries - especially the ASEAN countries - in
security affairs is likely. This will be, in parto a reflection also of the
grorying defence capabilities and political confidence of the major
southeast Asian countries. Regional dialogue in southeast Asia is
s_omething new and should be encouraged: in the past, security
dialogue has largely been between individual countries of the region
and countries external to it.12 We might even see the states of
Indochina (and the Southwest Pacific) become more closely engaged
with ASEAN in the 1990s.

Dscussions about the future regional security framework in
Southeast Asia need to recognise that the region is no1 a tabuh ras.t3
ASEAN and the Five Power Defence Arrangements (FpDA) have
worked well (in fact better than anyone would have predicted after the
fall of _$igon in 1975). They have adapted to chinging times and
fostered a shared outlook and a growing web of bilateral security
interests among their members. These organizations, and the

Mr Richard Woolcott, Secretaqy of the Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, (Paper presented at ihe Manila
Conference on ASEAN and the Asia-pacifb Region: prospats lor
Suur ity_Coopa ation in tlu'1, 9 90 s, Manila, 7 ]une 1 99 I ), p.8.
lbiil.,p5.13
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emerging sense of security dialogue in Southeast Asia, are the basis for
creating a regional consensus to prevent the proliferation into the
region of weapons of mass destruction.

As the Southeast Asian countries move to more balanced,

conventional forces with significant naval and air capabilities, they will
need well-considered force structure advice. It is difficult to develop a
force structure without a clear threat. And it is only too easy to spend
large amounts of money on expensive platforms (fighter aircraft,
surface combatants and submarines) without a clear sense of priorities
and purpose.

The Southwest Pacific is no longer the quiescent region that it
once was: with the military couPs in Fiji and the attempted secession of
Bougainville, as well as the serious breakdown of law and order in
Papua New Guinea, there are new security questions to be addressed
in the 1990s. Are coups likely to occur in other countries, such as

Papua New Guinea or Vanuatu? WiU Papua New Guinea remain a
unitary state or will the 1990s herald the disintcgration of that country,
or at least face us with a broken-backed state incapable of
administering a stable, ordered society? What are the implications for
the region of such developments?

New Zealand has moved from the narrowly circumscribed
policies of the Labour Government to a much more ambitious defence
policy under the National Govemmcnt which talks about collective
security and New Zealand's widcr security interests in sea lines of
communication and Northeast Asia, the Middle East and Europe.la
This new policy also asserts that 'the aim of a professional defence
force is not principally to fight wars, but to make an effective
contribution to achieving New Zealand's extcrnal objectives'.l5 But
there has been no change in New Zealand's anti-nuclear policy and it
will not, therefore, return to full membership of ANZUS. Moreover,
the new New Zealand defence policy - as welcome as it is in
broadening that countr5/s security perspectives - runs the real danger
of opening up a large credibility gap betwecn declaratory policy and

New Zealand Ministry
7997: A Policy Popn,
Wellington, 1991).

lbid.,p.7.
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declining defence resources. It is questionable whether New Zealand
can sustain a credible minimum defence force in the coming decade,
given ib economic outlook.

One region which this conference has not addressed is South
Asia. This is an important deficiency. India in particular warrants
closer aftention. Its nuclear weapons and ballistic missile programs, its
development of power proiection capabilities and its forward military
bases in the Andanran and Nicobar Islands require detailed analysii.
ln particular, we lack a good understanding of the reasons for India,s
militarybuild-up.

The Economics of Defence

A topic that stratqgic and defence studies generally pay
insufficient attention to is the resource aspects of defence. This is an
important area of public policy. Too many theoretical studies on the
optimum force structure for any particular country tend to omit
financial constraints. All countries face limits to their defence
spending. Ambitious (sometimes gold-platcd) military ,wish lists,
have to be scrutinized for relevance and priority and then fitted into a
tight five year forward prograrn-

Consider the case of Australia. Current financial guidance is
for sustained growth in the defence budgct of +1 per cent per annurL
A marginal reduction in that growth rate to a flat zero will involve
cutting expenditure on new weapons by about $1.0 billion over five
years and $3.6 billion over the coming decade. The latter is equivalent
to eliminating the entire new construction submarine program or th€
ANZAC frigates.

The discipline that practitioners face is deciding, under such
circumstances, what capabilities to cut from the defence forces. And
yet one rarely hears a view from the defence studies community on
where such reductions might fall, and in which order of priority.

Defence studies need to pay much more attention to these
practical economic issues. The 'economics of defence, should be a
compulsory element of our university strategic and defence studies
courses.- The high cost of modern conventional weapons systems
means that in the 1990s it will be difficutt for medium-si-zed countries
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(including nuny of those in the Asia/Pacific region) to afford them, or
at least to afford them in credible numbers. The proiect cost of modern
fighter aircraft and helicopters is in the order of $30 million each' And
the operating costs of these weaPons platforms is up to double the
costs of the generation of equipment they have replaced (in the case of
Australia, comparing the F/A-18 with the Mirage and the Blaclluwk
helicopter with the lroquoid. Modern diesel-clectric submarines and
destroyers/frigates cost in the order of $500-700 million each.

Many countries will not be able to afford the prohibitive costs

of acquiring new aircraft, ships and submarines. Instead, they will
seek to refurbish what they have or acquire second-hand equipment
and improve fire'power by acquiring precision missiles, such as

I:Iarpoon, Exocet and Standard. But this is not a particularly cheap-cost
option either.l5 To be effective, modern missile systems need real-time
intelligence and surveillance data: thcse are expensive and are only
available to a few countries.

Counhies such as Australia and New 7*aland, and the
ASEAN countries, have these defence planning problems in common.
They are exacerbated by the prospect of block obsolescence in the
coming decade or so of ageing weaPons platforms that are in the
current order-of-battle. Regional countries will need a much better
analytical capability in these areas if they are to make rational force

structure decisions.

Strategic and Defence Studies in Australia

Since the end of the Second World War, Australia has had no

specific threat around which to dcsign its defence force. We have
deployed military forces in support of our forcign policy - and
particularly in support of our alliance intercsts - in Korea, Malaya and
Borneo, Vietnam and the Persian Gulf, as well as with 16 UN

76 In Australia's case, modernising thrcc DDG destroyers cost $600
million and the cost of updating the avionics on the 22 F'177
strike aircraft from analogue to digital will be some $500 million.
Refurbishing the air frames and updating the radar and avionics
of the 20 P-3C Orion maitime survcillance aircraft nuy cost as

much as $1 billion.
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peacekeeping operations. It was only in 1954 that we changed our
prirnary defencn focus from the Middle East to Malaya and as recently
as the 1976 Defence White Paper that the dcfcnce of Australia becarre
the governmenfs primary defence planning concern. But it has been
in the last five or so years that Australian defence policy has rnoved
decisively to a self-reliant posture with a force structure based on
priorities for Aushalia's own defence. For the first time in the nation,s
history we now have in place a policy for the defence of Australia.

The major conceptual issues that underpin this policy have
been debated and endorsed by the Chiefs of Staff Committee. Much of
the earlier work on these key conceptual issues (such as the levels of
thrcat Australia might credibly face, and the unique geographical
characteristics of the north of Australia) was done in the strategic and
defence studies community (both official and academic). Iargely
through the efforts of sucressive Heads of the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, and the encouragement of Secretaries of the
Deparfrnent of Defence beginning with Sir Arthur Tange, we now have
a 'critical mass' of people in Australia who are proficient in strategic
analysis. The same does not yet apply in the Australian Defence Force
(ADD, but the situation has improved with the establishment of the
Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA) and the Australian
Defence Force Warfare Centre GDFWC). The strategic skills of
officers of the ADF would be greatly improvcd by the creation of a
National Defence College.

Iearning how to adjust our strategic thinking to our own
natiorral requirements has not been easy. It has been attained only
through an intellectually rigorous approach, which focuses on our
unique geographical environment and on rational judgements about
what military capabilities could effectively thrcaten us.

Ttre defence studies debate in Australia will largely move on
now to other areas. Questions such as whcther the White paper
priorities are affordable in our likely economic circumstances and
broader security issues, such as Australia's security dialogue with
Southeast Asia and the prevention of the introduction of weapons of
mass destruction and the avoidance of dcstabilising conventional arms
races, will head the strategic studies agenda of the 1990s in Australia.

As for the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, it is now
firmly established with an enviable national and international
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reputation. It should build on its existing expertise in the following
areas:

(i) A greater knowledge of the Southeast Asian and
Southwest Pacific regions is required - particularly
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea, which are vital to
Australia's strategic environment.

(ii) Existing academic arrangements should be expanded
so that there is a greater cxchange of people and ideas

with Southeast Asia. The dcvelopment of effective
defensive strategies by regional countries would
benefit from discussions between senior Poliry
workers and academics to look at practical elements in
'total' security and how dcfence strategies can
contribute tangibly to regional stability, especially to

' the region's capacity to deter extcrnal Pressure.

(iii) More applied units in dcfence policy and planning
should be offered, which would cater for middle'
ranking officers from the Dcpartment of Defence and
the ADF and studcnts from New Zealand and
Southeast Asian countrics. Such units would focus on
shategic analysis, force structure planning and
resource programming.

In Australia, strategic studies are well established and there is
no need for me to defend their existence in the way that Hedley Bull
felt impelled to do in 1968, when he said:

The civilian strategic analysts who now constitute a
distinct profession in the Western world have from the
first been subiect to criticism that has called in
question the validity of their mcthods, their utility to
society, and even their integrity of purpose.lT

None of those criticisms would now bc lcvcllcd at the discipline of
strategic studies in Aushalia. As long as the capacity for organised
violence between countries remains inhcrcnt in the nature of

77 Hedley Bull, 'Strategic Studies and Its Critics', World Politics,
(VolXX, No.4), fuly 1968, p.593.
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international rclations, there will be a requircment to study the use of
force as the final arbiter of relations among states.

Conclusions: Strategic Studies in a Changing World

SUategic studies is at a crossroads. It has to change direction
from the crcmfortable preoccupations of the past when the ideological
confrontation of the Cold War and the dangers of global nuclear
conflict were rather easy issues to grasp. We now need to contemplate
a more complex world which is both multipolar and more inter-
dependent, but in which obstinate and old-fashioned problems of
nationalism, territory religion and ethnic disputes prevail.

We need befter grounded analyses which help us to
understand the security agenda of the 1990s. Theoretical frameworks
are required in such areas as the 'new world ordcy', conventional war
and deterrence paradigms, how and why rcgional security varies in
different parts of the world, the potential for conflict over economic
issues, and how national styles of strategy (and going to war) reflect
cultural differences. We must move away from narrow obsessions
with the superpower military balance, although we still need to treat
seriously the risks - however low - of nuclear conflict.

The new security focus of the next dccade will have to invest
much rnore intellectual capital in such prcssing problem areas as
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons proliferatiory the spread of
ballistic missile technology, and the potcntially destabilising
consequenc€s of conventional arms races.

In our haste to accommodate to change, however, the strategic
studies community should avoid pursuing change for the sake of it.
The agenda we face is a full one and we must resist pressures to
extend our field of study into areas that are not properly the domain of
strategic studies. It has become fashionable to argue that
environmental threab are legitimate matters for security studies. But
we should be careful not to repeat the sort of mistakes that the Club of
Rorrc made in the early 7970s, when we wcre urged to contemplate
the likelihood of conllict over resource dcpletion. Instead, we need to
identify those (few) environmental issues that could lead to armed
conflict between states.
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This paper has argued that we require much better founded
assessments of the future external policies and defence strategies of the
Unibd States and the USSR. I do not expect that we will be able to
predict specific events concerning those cbuntries, but we should be
able to identify broad changes of direction better than we have in the
past. We also need to integrate economics more fully into our thought
processes, so that theoreticians have a much more acute appreciation
of what I have termed 'the economics of dcfence' and the practitioners
are better inforrned about trends in the intcmational political economy
that could give rise to tension and conflict between nations.

In the Asia/Pacific region, a numbcr of houble spots have
been identified that require close monitoring - only war in Korea,
however, has the potential to draw in extra-regional powers. But we
especially need to understand how the proccss of security dialogue
and confidence building will emerge in practical ways in the
Asia/Pacific region in the 1990s. One of the key dcficiencies here is the
poorly developed capabilities of regional countries to make soundly
based strategic assessments and thcn rclate those iudgements to
decisions about what should be an appropriate force structure.

Theoreticians are incorrect whcn thcy suggest that strategic
analysis and force structure planning cannot rcduce risk and narrow
the range of credible assumptions that policy-makcrs must make about
the future. There is a great deal here for academics (and some regional
force structure planners) to learn from the common sense approach of
practitioners of strategic analysis. In force structure planning, it is
important to separate credible future possibilitics from the realm of
indulgent speculation.

An important conclusion of this papcr is that in the post{old
War era conllict between nations has not bccome obsolete. As Michael
Howard has noted, the basic fact that has bcen recognised by every
serious political thinker who has turncd his attcntion to the matter is
that war is an inherent element in a systcm of sovereign states.lE Few
countries are likely to rely on the power and will of the international
community or the new world ordcr to protcct thcm.

18 Michael Howard, War and the Liberal Conscience, (Temple Smith,
[.ondon, 7978\, p.132.
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Indeed, in many ways the security environment of the future
will be militarily more, not less, threatening. With the decline in the
restraining influences of the superpowers, national interest and power
politics will be given a freer rein. And in the next decade more
countries will be capable of damaging each other seriously. About a
dozen countries should be able to deploy nuclear weapons by the year
20m and perhaps 20 to 30 counfies will have chemical or
bacteriological weapons and tactical ballistic missiles. Other than
members of NATO or the former Warsaw Pact,35 countries already
have inventories of 100 or more main battle tanks, 27 countries have
over 1(X) combat aircraft in their orders of battle, 68 countries deploy
anti-ship cruise missiles, 42 have naval mines and more than 40
counbies have submarines.l9

Trends in the acquisition of these sort of conventional military
capabilities will quicken in the Third World, including many countries
in the Asia/Pacific region, in the 1990s. There are long-range
implications here for Ausbalia's dcfence planning and maintaining the
margrn of technological advantage that we have been used to enjoying.
If strategic dialogue with the region continues to improve, and
weapons of mass destruction do not proliferate in the region, there will
be less cause for concern. But should rclations deteriorate at some
future date, we would have to consider what the impact would be for
Australian defence planning of the introduction into the region of
significant numbers of less detectable, more dcstructive conventional
weapons, which are made by our friends and allies.

19 Ttre figures in this paragraph are taken from an unpublished
artide by Donald C.F. Daniel, Center for Naval Warfare Studies,
Naval War College Newport, Rhode Island.
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To mark its 25th anniversary, in 1991 the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre held a major conference to consider how strategic
studies has changed over that period, and where it should be heading.
An outstanding group of specialists - both academic and practitioners -
brought global, regional and Australian perspectives to a range of
issues that will be important in the next decade. This vslume consists
of the revised and edited versions of the papers prepared for the
conference.

It was an appropriate time for this examination as the world
was and is still undergoing the most fundamental bansformation since

the end of the Second World War. But while at first glance the
shategic environment is more benign there are new world tensions.
What will happen to the Soviet nuclear arsenal? What new challenges
are ahead? What are the prospects for stability and security in our
region? Security studies is becoming more complex. In our region
there are more actors, both within the ASEAN countries and among
the extra-regional countries such as China, |apan and lndia. A more
profound complexity is the broadening concept of security, with the
traditional concerns of insurgencies, separatism, expansion of
maritime capabilities and power projection, being supplemented by
issues of economic and environmental security. In a challenging way
this volume examines the issues that will be crucial for securitv in the
years to come.


